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Abstract 

Magnetically coupled and periodically modulated magnetic materials form a new class 

of artificial crystals known as magnonic crystals (MCs) where collective excitations of 

spin waves (magnons) can be used to carry and process information. Due to the low 

speed of propagation, spin waves (SWs) with frequencies in the range of high GHz have 

wavelengths in the nanometer regime, make MCs ideal candidates for cellular nonlinear 

networks and nanoscale on-chip data communications, including magnonic waveguides, 

SW filters, splitters, phase shifters and emitters. As a result, a new research field named 

magnonics has emerged which has the capability to replace current semiconductor 

technology. The aim of this thesis is to investigate and control the spin wave dynamics 

in ferromagnetic nanostructures by changing various physical and geometrical 

parameters such as material, shape, size, lattice spacing, lattice symmetry, and also 

strength and orientation of the external bias field. The static and dynamics magnetic 

properties of ferromagnet/nonmagnet heterostructures have been tailored by 

modulating external parameters such as magnetic field and electric field to develop low 

power consuming magnonic devices for on-chip microwave communication. The 

ultrafast spin dynamics have been investigated in different magnetic networks including 

patterned ferromagnetic structures as well as multilayered magnetic heterostructures. 

We have employed (1) broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), (2) time-resolved 

magneto-optical Kerr effect (TRMOKE) magnetometer and (3) Brillouin light scattering 

(BLS) spectroscopy to probe the frequency-, time- and wavevector-resolved 

magnetization dynamics, respectively. The modulation of magnetic properties has been 

explored in three distinct genres of magnetic systems during this doctoral work:  

I. 2D Magnetic Antidot Systems: We have investigated the effects of geometrical 

parameters and the applied magnetic field orientation on the spin wave properties in a 

two-dimensional array of Ni80Fe20 antidots in the form of 2D magnonic crystals.  

II. 2D Bicomponent Magnetic Nanostructures: We have probed the modification of 

the spin dynamics in 2D bicomponent magnonic crystals (BMCs) where one 

ferromagnetic element is embedded periodically in another magnetic matrix with 

contrasting magnetic parameters (e.g. saturation magnetization). As a result, the 

coupling is enhanced between these two materials through their lateral interfaces. The 
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effects of geometrical parameters and the applied magnetic field orientation on the 

magnetization properties have been investigated. 

III. Magnetic Heterostructures with Ultrathin Ferromagnetic Layers: We have 

further studied the dynamic magnetic properties in CoFeB/MgO heterostructures using 

magneto-electric effect by controlling perpendicular magnetic anisotropy present at 

CoFeB/MgO interfaces under the application of electric field (voltage).  We have further 

investigated the reconfigurable magnonic band structure and band gap in a dynamic 1D 

magnonic crystal composed of CoFeB/MgO heterostructure under the influence of 

electric field. This can unlock a gateway to develop a new genre of MCs invoked by an 

energy-efficient stimulus, i.e. electric field which may play a key role in devicing spin-

based magnonic circuits with ultralow power consuption. 
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described. 47 

Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of pure spin current (Is) flow. If a charge current 
(Idc) with only spin ↑ electrons are moving while a similar charge current that contains 
only spin ↓ electrons, is flowing in the opposite direction then a pure spin current will 
be generated as there is no net charge current. 50 

Figure 2.7. Schematic demonstration of (a) ordinary Hall effect and (b) anomalous Hall 
effect (AHE). 52 

Figure 2.8. (a) Schematic of the skew scattering mechanism where the spin ↑ electrons 
get scattered in the same direction irrespective of the side of their approach with a 
relative velocity (v) towards the impurity of scattering potential V(x, y, z) which induces 
an effective magnetic field (B) due to SOI. (b) Overall, the spin ↑ electrons are 
collectively scattered to the left while, the spin ↑ electrons are scattered to the right 
giving rise to a spin current (Is). (c) Pictorial demonstration of side-jump mechanism. 55 

Figure 2.9. Schematic illustration of spin Hall effect (SHE): spin-dependent scattering 
mechanisms occurring due to the strong SOI within a heavy metal separate spatially the 
electrons by their spin under the application of a charge current (Idc). This gives rise to 
spin accumulation at the interfaces generating spin current (Is). Here, σ represents the 
spin polarization vector of the spin current. 56 

Figure 2.10. Schematic illustration of spin pumping and inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) 
mechanisms in an FM/NM heterostructures. The microwave excitation induces 
magnetization (M) in FM layer generating a pure spin current (Is) due to the transfer of 
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spin angular momentum into the NM layer with large SOC where σ is the spin 
polarization vector of the spin current. Idc denotes charge current generated by ISHE 
while, VISHE represents the corresponding voltage. 57 

Figure 2.11. (a) The geometry of the Kerr rotation (θk) and Kerr ellipticity (εk) in 
magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). (b) Schematics of polar, longitudinal and 
transverse MOKE geometries of a sample with magnetization (M). 59 

Figure 2.12. (a) Schematic of coplanar waveguide (CPW) with a width of the signal line 
(w) separated from two ground lines by (d) shown in reflection geometry while, the 
magnetic sample is beneath the central conducting (signal) line. (b) Cross section of the 
CPW revealing the distribution of the magnetic field lines (solid) generated by the RF 
field (Hrf) produced from the RF current (Irf). 67 

Figure 2.13. Schematic of (a) two- and (b) one-port microwave excitation and detection 
systems. (c) Graphical representation of scattering (S) parameters. 69 

Figure 2.14. The scattering geometry demonstrating the incident, reflected and 
scattered beams as well as the direction of magnon wavevectors for Stokes and anti-
Stokes processes in BLS in Damon-Eshbach (DE) geometry. 71 

Figure 2.15. Pictorial representation of the (a) Stokes and (b) anti-Stokes scattering 
processes in BLS. 72 

Figure 2.16. Scattering of the laser beam by (a) bulk and (b) surface magnons. Here, the 
direction of k corresponds to the anti-Stokes process. 73 

Figure 2.17. Schematic of the interaction between the p-polarized incident beam and the 
precessing magnetization (M). 75 

Figure 3.1. Schematic illustration of photo- (UV-) and electron beam lithography 
processes describing (a) resist coating of a substrate, (b) bottom-up and (c) top-down 
approaches. Combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches using (d) positive and 
(e) negative resists.            90 

Figure 3.2. Schematic of maskless optical lithography system. 95 

Figure 3.3. (a) Schematic of the ion milling system with end point detection (EPD) tool. 
(b) The diagram for the milling procedure. 100 

Figure 3.4. (a) Schematic illustration of magnetron sputtering tool. (b) The profile of the 
magnetic lines of forces has been depicted. 101 

Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of electron beam evaporation (EBE) system. 104 

Figure 3.6. (a) Schematic of the laser microscope. Microscopic image of a microscale 
waveguide acquired by the laser microscope in (b) 2D and (c) 3D. 107 

Figure 3.7. Schematic illustration of scanning electron microscope (SEM). 108 
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Figure 3.8. (a) Schematic of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) system. (b) 
Demonstration of the interaction of accelerated electrons with sample and emission of X 
ray. 110 

Figure 3.9. (a) Mechanism of X ray diffraction (XRD). (b) Schematic illustration of XRD 
system. 112 

Figure 3.10. Schematic of vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). 113 

Figure 3.11. Schematic demonstration of atomic force microscope (AFM) module. 115 

Figure 3.12. Schematic of wire bonding tool. 118 

Figure 3.13. (a) Schematic of the static MOKE system present at S. N. Bose National 
Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. (b) Working diagram of optical bridge detector 
(OBD). 120 

Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of the broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) 
spectrometer system along with the vector network analyzer (VNA). (b) Photograph of 
the broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectrometer equipped with a vector 
network analyzer (VNA) and probe station, present in the laboratory of Prof. Anjan 
Barman in the S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. (c) A 
pictorial description of the sample and the picoprobe mounted on the probe station. 
                        128 

Figure 4.2. (a) Schematic of short-open-load (SOL) method used during the calibration 
procedure in VNA. Optical microscope images of the (b) short, (c) open and (d) load (50 
Ω) lines along with the ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) type picoprobe. 130 

Figure 4.3. (a) Schematic demonstration of set-up for electrical measurement of spin 
pumping and inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) in FM/ nonmagnetic (NM)/oxide 
heterostructures using microwave antenna. (b) Pictorial demonstration of the 
experimental set-up on the probe station present at RIKEN, Japan. 132 

Figure 4.4. Schematic illustration of the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect 
(TRMOKE) microscope. 137 

Figure 4.5. A photograph of the all-optical time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect 
(TR-MOKE) microscope present in the laboratory of Prof. Anjan Barman at the S. N. Bose 
National Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. The red and violet arrows represent 
the directions of the probe (fundamental) and pump beams, respectively, while the 
white arrows describe the path of the white light used for viewing the sample. 138 

Figure 4.6. (a) Typical time-resolved Kerr rotation data taken from a Ni80Fe20 sample of 
20 nm thickness with an in-plane bias field of 1.3 kOe. (b) Precessional oscillation part 
of the time-resolved data and (c) the corresponding precessional frequency after 
performing fast Fourier transformation. 139 

Figure 4.7. Schematic of the optical arrangement of a tandem Fabry-Pérot 
interferometer (TFPI). 142 
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Figure 4.8. Transmission Spectra of FP1 and FP2 and in tandem operation. 144 

Figure 4.9. Pictorial representation of the pinhole and light modulator arrangement 
inside the TFPI of BLS system. 146 

Figure 4.10. The part of the BLS spectrum that corresponds to when one of the shutters 
(SHs), i.e. either (a) SH1 or (b) SH2 is open. A superposition of the spectra in (a) and (b) 
is acquired when SH1 and SH2 operate in synchronization. 146 

Figure 4.11. Schematic demonstration of conventional Brillouin light scattering (BLS) 
spectrometer. 147 

Figure 4.12. Pictorial demonstration of conventional Brillouin light scattering (BLS) 
spectrometer present in the lab of Prof. Anjan Barman at the S. N. Bose National Centre 
for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. The red arrows describe the direction of the reference 
beam while the black arrows denote the beam direction to be incident onto the sample. 
The yellow arrows in (b, c) describe the path of the back-scattered beam from the 
sample to the TFPI via the pinhole. 148 

Figure 5.1. Discretization of a sample into (a) cuboidal cells following finite difference 
method (FDM) and (b) tetrahedral cells following finite element method (FEM) where 
each cell is assigned with a magnetization vector.                  158 

Figure 6.1. (a) Scanning electron micrographs of circular-shaped Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) 
antidots (ADs) arranged in hexagonal lattices of constant lattice spacing a = 700 nm 
with variable antidot (hole) diameter d = 140 (D1), 240 (D2), 340 (D3) and 440 (D4) 
nm. (b) Real parts of the forward scattering parameter (S11) representing the FMR 
spectra for all four samples at bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe applied at an azimuthal 
angle  = 0° and the observed SW modes were marked by down arrows. (c) 
Corresponding simulated SW spectra of four different lattices at Hext = 800 Oe applied at 
 = 0° and the arrows represent different SW modes. The orientation of the bias 
magnetic field Hext is shown at the top left of the figure.                 169 

Figure 6.2. Bias field (Hext) dependent SW absorption spectra of NiFe ADLs with 
different antidot diameters (D1-D4) are shown at  = 0°. The surface plots correspond 
to the experimental results, while the symbols represent the simulated data. The black 
and red dotted boxes represent the crossover between two higher frequency branches, 
i.e. M5 and M6 in D3 and M7 and M8 in D4, respectively. The color map for the surface 
plots and the schematic of Hext are given at the right side of the figure. 171 

Figure 6.3. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin-wave (SW) absorption spectra of Ni80Fe20 
(NiFe) thin film at  = 0° is shown along with the Kittel fit, which is represented by the 
red dotted line. The color map for the surface plot and the schematic of the orientation 
of Hext are shown on the right side of the figure. 172 

Figure 6.4. (a) Simulated static magnetic configurations of NiFe ADLs are shown for Hext 
= 800 Oe in D1-D4 and Hext = 200 Oe in D3 and D4, respectively, at  = 0°. The color map 
is given on the left side of the figure. (b) Simulated spatial distributions of the phase 
profiles corresponding to different SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe in D1-D4 and 
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Hext = 200 Oe in D3 and D4, respectively, at  = 0°. The color map for the phase 
distributions and the schematic of Hext are shown on the right side of the figure. (c) 
Contour plots of the simulated magnetostatic field distributions in D1-D4 and the 
corresponding color map is given at the top right corner of the figure. (d) Linescans of 
the simulated internal field (Bin) taken between two consecutive antidots along the 
black dotted lines as shown in (c) for D1-D4. (e) The variation of Bin with the antidot 
diameter d (black circular symbols: micromagnetic symbols; red dotted line: fitted 
curve). 173 

Figure 6.5. Simulated spatial distributions of the power corresponding to different SW 
modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe in D1-D4 and Hext = 200 Oe in D3 and D4, respectively, 
at  = 0°. The color map for the power distributions and the schematic of Hext are shown 
on the right side of the figure. (c) The variation of Bin for all the lattices with d = 40, 140, 
240, 340, 440 and 540 nm (black circular symbols: micromagnetic symbols; red dotted 
line: fitted curve with the equation: Bin = A(-d2) + C, where, C is the Bin value (~ 10.81 
kOe) of thin NiFe film of 20 nm thickness). 175 

Figure 6.6. Variation of SW frequency with the azimuthal angle () varying from 0° to 
360° for NiFe ADLs with various antidot diameter (D1-D4) at Hext = 800 Oe. The surface 
plots represent the experimental results while the solid lines describe the sinusoidal fits 
to the observed anisotropic SW modes in all of the samples (D1-D4). The color map 
associated with the surface plots and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown 
on the right side of the figure. 176 

Figure 6.7. (a) Angular dispersion of FMR spectra of D2 and D3 for 120° ≤  ≤ 210° 
obtained from Figure 6.6 as marked by green dotted boxes in D2 and D3. (b) Real parts 
of the forward scattering parameter (S11) representing the FMR spectra for D2 and D3 
at bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe applied at an azimuthal angle  = 150° and 165°, 
respectively. The observed SW modes were marked by down arrows. (b) Bias field 
(Hext) dependent SW absorption spectra of D2 at  = 150° and D3 at  = 165° are shown 
with Hext = 800 Oe. The surface plots correspond to the experimental results, while the 
symbols represent the simulated data. The color map for the surface plots and the 
schematic of Hext are given on the right side of the figure. 177 

Figure 6.8. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of the phase profile corresponding to 
different anisotropic SW modes obtained in D1-D4 with Hext = 800 Oe at  = 0°, 15° and 
30°, respectively. The black dotted box inside mode 1 (M1) of D1 at  = 15° represents 
the nature of extended SW mode in a direction perpendicular to Hext. (b) Simulated 
phase maps of the additional SW mode (M*) obtained in D2 at  = 30° and D3 at  = 15°, 
respectively with Hext = 800 Oe. The color map for the phase distributions and the 
schematic of Hext are shown on the top right corner of the figure. (c) Evolution of the 
simulated internal field (Bin) values in D1-D4 with varying  at Hext = 800 Oe obtained by 
taking linescans in the region marked by blue dotted box inside mode 2 (M2) of D1 at  
= 15°. 179 

Figure 6.9. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of the power profile corresponding to 
different anisotropic SW modes obtained in D1-D4 with Hext = 800 Oe at  = 0°, 15° and 
30°, respectively. The black dotted box inside mode 1 (M1) of D1 at  = 15° represent 
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the nature of extended SW mode in a direction perpendicular to Hext. (b) Simulated 
power maps of the additional SW mode (M*) obtained in D2 at  = 30° and D3 at  = 15°, 
respectively with Hext = 800 Oe. The color map for the power distributions is shown on 
the top right corner of the figure. (c) Variation of FMR frequency with the azimuthal 
angle () varying from 0° to 360° for NiFe thin film are shown at Hext = 800 Oe. The 
surface plots represent the experimental results while the dotted line describe the 
sinusoidal fit for the observed anisotropic SW mode. The color map associated with the 
surface plots and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown on the right side of 
the figure. 180 

Figure 7.1. (a) Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of circular Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) 
antidots (ADs) of AD diameter (d) 140 nm, fabricated in defective honeycomb lattice 
with nearest AD distance, a = 300 (H1), 400 (H2), 500 (H3), 600 (H4) and 700 (H5) nm, 
respectively. (b) Schematic illustration of a usual honeycomb lattice. (c) Schematic of 
the defective honeycomb lattice obtained by shifting consecutive honeycomb cells (blue 
cells in Figure 7.1(b)) by x = a/2 and y = (a3)/2 with respect to the red honeycomb 
cells and the positions of the shifted cells are denoted by blue dotted honeycomb cells. 
(d) Normalized real parts of the forward scattering parameter (S11) denoting the SW 
spectra for H1-H5 at bias magnetic field, Hext = 800 Oe, applied at an azimuthal angle,  = 
0°. The observed SW frequencies are marked by down arrows. (e) Simulated SW spectra 
of H1-H5 at Hext = 800 Oe, applied at  = 0°. The arrows denote various SW modes. The 
schematic of the orientation of the bias magnetic field, Hext is given at the top left side.
                        188 

Figure 7.2. (a) Schematic illustration of the NiFe ADs arranged in an unorthodox 
honeycomb lattice which can form a supercell structure with three AD-basis (as 
represented by red (1), blue (2) and yellow (3) spheres in place of ADs) is demonstrated 
with a being the centre to centre distance between nearest ADs each having diameter d. 
(b) The primitive cell of the considered supercell structure is defined by the sides of the 
tetragonal lattice (as shown by the green shaded region) �⃗�1 and �⃗�2 as shown by black 
dotted lines where, |�⃗�1| = 2a and |�⃗�2| = a√3. 190 

Figure 7.3. Bias field (Hext) dependent SW absorption spectra of (a) H1, (b) H2, (c) H3, 
(d) H4 and (e) H5, respectively are shown at  = 0°. The surface plots represent 
experimental results and symbols denote simulated results. The red dotted lines 
describe Kittel fit to the lower frequency SW mode M1 of H1-H5 while wine and black 
dotted lines denote Kittel fit to the higher frequency SW mode present in H1-H4, i.e. M4 
in H1 and H2 (wine) and M2 in H3 and H4 (black), respectively. (f) The variation of 
effective magnetizations (Meff) with the periodicity a for the two continuous SW modes 
(red symbols: values of Meff extracted from the Kittel fit of lower frequency SW mode; 
red dotted line: fitted curve; black symbols: values of Meff extracted from the Kittel fit of 
higher frequency SW mode; black dotted line: fitted curve). The variation of anisotropy 
field (Hani: extracted from the Kittel fit of higher frequency continuous SW mode present 
in H1-H4) with periodicity a (blue symbols: values of Hani; blue dotted line: fitted curve). 
The color map associated with the surface plots and schematic of Hext are shown at the 
right side. 191 
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Figure 7.4. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin-wave (SW) absorption spectra of continuous 
Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) film of 20 nm thickness at in-plane (azimuthal) angle,  = 0° is shown 
along with the Kittel fit, which is represented by the red dotted line. The color map for 
the surface plot and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown on the right side 
of the figure. 192 

Figure 7.5. (a) Simulated spatial phase maps for different resonant SW modes observed 
in H1-H5 at Hext = 800 Oe for  = 0°. (b) Simulated phase profiles of additional SW 
modes observed at smaller bias field, Hext = 400 Oe in H1 and H2, respectively. The color 
map of phase profile and the schematic of Hext are given at the right side. 194 

Figure 7.6. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to 
different resonant SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 0° for H1-H5. (b) 
Simulated power maps of the additional SW modes obtained at a lower bias field Hext = 
400 Oe for H1 and H2, respectively. The color map for the power distributions and the 
schematic of Hext are shown at the right side of the figure. 195 

Figure 7.7. Simulated magnetostatic field distributions in (a) H1 and (b) H5 are shown 
at Hext = 800 Oe for  = 0°, while the corresponding color map is given at the left side. (c) 
Modulation of internal field (Bin) values with the periodicity a, from two different 
regions 1 and 2 (as shown by black and green dotted boxes in H1 of Figure 7.7(a)) from 
the line scan along those two different regions. (d) The variation of Bin with a = 200, 
250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 nm respectively. Black and red symbols: values of 
Bin extracted from regions 1 and 2, respectively; black and red solid lines: fitted curves 
with the equation: Bin = −A/a2 + C, where, C is the Bin value (~ 10.82 kOe) of thin NiFe 
film of 20 nm thickness as described by the blue dotted line. The schematic of Hext is 
given at the left side. 197 

Figure 7.8. Variation of SW frequency as a function of the azimuthal angle () varying 
from 0° to 360° for H1-H5 at fixed Hext = 800 Oe. The surface plots denote the 
experimental data and the solid lines represent the sinusoidal fits to the observed 
anisotropic SW modes in all samples (H1-H5). The color map for the surface plots and 
the schematic of Hext are shown on the right side. 198 

Figure 7.9. Simulated phase maps of various anisotropic SW modes obtained in (a) H1 
and (b) H5 for Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 30°, 45° and 60°, respectively with the 
corresponding color map at the centre. (c) Variation of internal field (Bin) in H1 and H5 
as a function of  for Hext = 800 Oe obtained from line scans in two different regions 
denoted by black (region 1) and blue (region 2) dotted boxes inside M1 of H5 at  = 30° 
in Figure 7.9(b) (symbols: simulated Bin values at different  in regions 1 and 2 of H1 
and H5, respectively; dotted lines: sinusoidal fits to the variation of Bin with ). The 
schematic of Hext is given at the bottom side. 200 

Figure 7.10. Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to different 
anisotropic SW modes obtained in (a) H1 and (b) H5 with bias field Hext = 800 Oe 
applied at  = 30°, 45° and 60°, respectively. The color map for the power distributions 
and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown at the right side of the figure. 201 
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Figure 7.11. Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to different 
anisotropic SW modes obtained in (a) H2, (b) H3 and (c) H4 and the corresponding 
phase maps for (d) H2, (e) H3 and (f) H4, respectively with bias field Hext = 800 Oe 
applied at  = 30°, 45° and 60°, respectively. The color maps for power and phase 
distributions and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown at the right side of 
the figure. 202 

Figure 7.12. Variation of FMR frequency with the azimuthal angle () varying from 0° to 
360° for NiFe thin film are shown at constant bias magnetic field, Hext = 800 Oe. The 
surface plots represent the experimental results while the red dotted line describe the 
sinusoidal fit for the observed anisotropic SW mode. The color map associated with the 
surface plots and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown on the right side of 
the figure. 203 

Figure 7.13. (a) Schematic of the fabrication technique used for two-dimensional (2D) 
array of Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) antidot lattices (ADLs). (b) Schematic of the measurement 
geometry employed in broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) system. 205 

Figure 8.1. (a) Scanning electron micrographs of circular-shaped Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) 
antidots of antidot diameter (d) 140 nm arranged in quasiperiodic octagonal lattices 
with variable lattice spacing a = 300 (S1), 400 (S2), 500 (S3), 600 (S4) and 700 (S5) nm, 
respectively. (b) Real parts of the S11 parameter showing the FMR spectra for all five 
samples at bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe applied at an azimuthal angle, ϕ = 0°, and 
the observed modes were marked by the down arrows. (c) Corresponding simulated 
spin wave (SW) spectra of the five different lattices at Hext = 800 Oe applied at ϕ = 0° and 
the arrows represent different SW modes. The orientation of the bias magnetic field Hext 
is shown at the top left of the figure.                   213 

Figure 8.2. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin wave (SW) absorption spectra of NiFe ADLs 
for different lattice spacings (S1−S5) are shown at ϕ = 0°. The critical field (Hc) is shown 
by white dotted lines in S1−S4, and the red dotted lines represent Kittel fit to the lower 
frequency mode 1 of S1−S5. The surface plots correspond to the experimental results, 
while the symbols represent the simulated data. The color map for the surface plots and 
the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are given at the bottom right corner of 
the figure. 215 

Figure 8.3. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin wave (SW) absorption spectra of Ni80Fe20 
thin film at  = 0° is shown along with the Kittel fit which is represented by the red 
dotted line. The color map for the surface plot and the schematic of the orientation of 
Hext which are shown at the right side of the figure. 216 

Figure 8.4. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of the phase profile corresponding to 
different SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe applied at ϕ = 0° for all the lattices 
(S1−S5). (b) Simulated phase maps of the additional SW modes obtained at a lower bias 
field Hext = 400 Oe for S1, S2, and S3, respectively. The color map for the phase 
distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are shown at the right 
side of the figure. 217 
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Figure 8.5. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to 
different resonant SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 0° for all the 
lattices (S1-S5). (b) Simulated power maps of the additional SW modes obtained at a 
lower bias field Hext = 400 Oe for S1, S2 and S3, respectively. The color map for the 
power distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are shown at 
the right bottom of the figure. 218 

Figure 8.6. (a) Contour plots of the simulated magnetostatic field distributions in S1 and 
S5 are shown with bias field Hext = 800 Oe applied at ϕ = 0° along with the color map for 
the magnetostatic field distributions shown at the bottom left corner. (b) Variation of 
the simulated internal field (Bin) values with the lattice spacing, a at three different 
regions (shown by red, blue and green dotted boxes in S5) of the ADLs by taking the line 
scan (horizontal dotted lines) along these three different regions. (c) Contour plots of 
the simulated demagnetization field distributions in S1 and S5 obtained at bias field Hext 
= 800 Oe for ϕ = 0° and the corresponding color map for demagnetization field 
distribution at the bottom. (d) Variation of the simulated internal field (Bin) values with 
the lattice spacing, a = 175, 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 400, 500, 600 and 700 nm 
respectively, at three different regions (represented by red, blue and green dotted boxes 
in S5) of the lattices by taking the line scan (horizontal dotted lines) along these three 
different regions. The schematic of the external applied field (Hext) is shown at the 
bottom right corner of the figure. 221 

Figure 8.7. Variation of spin wave (SW) frequency with the azimuthal angle (ϕ) varying 
from 0° to 360° for NiFe ADLs with various lattice spacing (S1−S5) are presented at bias 
magnetic field, Hext = 800 Oe. The surface plots represent the experimental results, while 
the solid lines describe the sinusoidal fits for the observed anisotropic SW modes in all 
of the samples (S1−S5). The color map associated with the surface plots and the 
schematic of the orientation of the external applied field (Hext) are given at the bottom 
right corner of the figure. 222 

Figure 8.8. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of phase profile corresponding to 
different anisotropic SW modes obtained in S1 and S5 with bias field, Hext = 800 Oe 
applied at ϕ = 0°, 15°, 22.5°, 30°, and 45°, respectively, along with the color map for the 
phase distributions and the schematic of the orientation of the external applied field 
(Hext) which are shown at the bottom right corner of the figure. (b) Evolution of the 
simulated internal field (Bin) values in S1 and S5 with varying ϕ at bias field Hext = 800 
Oe obtained by taking line scans in two different regions marked by black and blue 
dotted boxes inside mode 1 of S1 at ϕ = 0°. 223 

Figure 8.9. Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to different 
anisotropic SW modes obtained in S1 and S5 with bias field Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 
0°, 15°, 22.5°, 30° and 45° respectively along with the color map for the power 
distributions and the schematic of the orientation of the external applied field (Hext) 
which are shown at the right side of the figure. 224 

Figure 9.1. Scanning electron micrographs of circular and square shaped (a) Co50Fe50 
(CoFe) antidot lattices (ADLs) named by S1 and S2 and (b) Ni80Fe20 (NiFe)-filled CoFe 
ADLs named by S3 and S4 arranged in square lattice symmetry are shown. The 
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geometry of the applied magnetic field (Hext) for all lattices is shown in the micrograph 
of S1. (c) Schematic of the techniques used for fabrication of 2D array of embedded 
magnetic structures.                      233 

Figure 9.2. Bias field-dependent SW absorption spectra of circular and square shaped 
(a) CoFe ADLs (S1 and S2) and (b) NiFe-filled CoFe ADLs (S3 and S4) at ϕ = 0°. The 
surface plots correspond to the experimental data, while the symbols correspond to the 
simulated data. The color scale for the surface plots is given at top of the figure. 234 

Figure 9.3. Simulated SW mode profiles (phase maps) of (a) S1 and (b) S2 with bias field 
Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0° along with the color scale for the phase maps and the 
schematic of the external applied field (Hext) at the right corner of the figure. 237 

Figure 9.4. Simulated SW mode profiles (power maps) of (a) S1 and (b) S2 CoFe ADLs 
with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0° along with the color scales for the phase 
maps and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) at the right corner of the 
figure. 238 

Figure 9.5. Simulated spatial distributions of power corresponding to different resonant 
modes for (a) S3 and (b) S4 with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0°. The color map 
for the power distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are 
shown at the right corner of the figure. 239 

Figure 9.6. Simulated spatial distributions of phase corresponding to different resonant 
modes for (a) S3 and (b) S4 with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0°. The color map 
for the phase distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are 
shown at the right corner of the figure. 240 
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1 

Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

___________________________________________________________________ 

“Always ameliorating” 

When the earth ages more than 4.5 billion years, the human race have always found its 

way to survive with a better lifestyle than the other living species. This has become 

possible through a series of advancement in technology and communication with the 

aid of science. The invention of several electrical tools like transistors [1], optical fibers 

[2] etc. has advanced the communication world through the digitization of the 

knowledge and information. As a consequence, the internet [3] has spread its web over 

the whole world by providing with tonnes of information to everyone. The exponential 

growth and development of high-performance electronic devices have boosted the 

impact of science in everyday life. 

The ever-increasing demand of semiconductor devices [4] with high data processing 

speed and capacity has led to the developments of electronic components of high 

integration density which further gets enhanced when coupled with the advances in the 

optical communication. However, the semiconductor industry is expected to deal with a 

great number of difficulties [5] in the future due to the obstacles like miniaturization of 

device dimension as well their operational speed limit [6]. This reduction in size 

becomes more complex due to a fundamental drawback which is the waste of energy in 

the form of heat (Joule heating) during any kind of kinetic motion of electrons. This is an 

inherent property in any electronic components which causes an increase in the power 

consumption of such devices and this problem becomes more fatal at the time of size 

reduction. Several alternatives such as an all-optical circuit with photonic crystals as the 

base and/or phononic crystals in the field of acousto-optics have been evolved during 

last few decades to overcome these long-standing problems with the electrical 

communication. Photonic (phononic) [7-12] crystals are optical (acoustic) counterparts 

of the conventional atomic crystals where light (acoustic wave) are used to manipulate 

the frequency band structures [7,13-18] in these artificial lattices by periodically tuning 

dielectric constant. Thus, these artificial materials offer higher spectral selectivity 
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leading to the application in the various promising field of nanodevices such as 

waveguides [19-26], integrated circuits [2,27-31] etc. 

However, the magnetism has evolved and spread its web throughout the whole world 

due to its propitious and rapid advancement ever since the invention of giant 

magnetoresistance (GMR) [32-34]. As a result, a number of subways e.g., spintronics 

[35-37], magnonics [38-42] and the interdisciplinary combinations of the generic 

streams such as spin-orbitronics [43-45], magnon-spintronics [46], magneto-electronics 

[47,48], magneto-photonics [49,50], magneto-phononics [51-53], spin mechatronics 

[54] have emerged unclogging the difficulties of the semiconductor-based industry 

[4,6]. Spintronics at its core has the concept of the manipulation of spin degrees of 

freedom [55] of the electron by diverse non-identical methods e.g., spin transfer torque 

(STT) [56-58] leading towards current-induced switching [59,60], (inverse) spin Hall 

effect ((I)SHE) [61-66] revealing a new path to generate as well as probe pure spin 

current, spin pumping effect [67-69] to induce local or non-local spin injection [70], spin 

Seebeck effect (SSE) [71,72] and spin Nernst (-Ettingshausen) effect [73-77] to produce 

spin current by thermal flow of electrons or utilizing magnetostriction effect [78,79] to 

induce magnetization by applying strain. Recently, Dzyaloshinskii Moriya interaction 

(DMI) [80,81], electric field controlled [82-92] magnetic properties have boosted the 

growth of spintronics in the development of transmission, storage and processing of 

information [1,93-95] based on the magnetization state of a system. 

Magnonics [39] has been phenomenal over the last decade where the transfer of spin 

angular momentum in the form of spin waves (SWs) [96] or magnons (Bosons with spin 

1) [97] occurs inside the magnetic materials instead of using electrical charge current or 

the thermal means. The pillars of magnonics [41] are termed as the magnonic crystals 

(MCs) [98] formed by periodic magnetic structures which have the advantages like non-

volatility and faster data processing speed with less power consumption integrated with 

a much higher density as opposed to the modern semiconductor technology. Classically, 

the SWs can be realized as a phase coherent precession of microscopic magnetization 

vectors of the concerned magnetic medium. Ever since the realization of the concept of 

SW, these spin counterparts of the electrons are considered as the potential information 

carriers for future computing devices analogous to quantum computation providing a 

passage for spin transfer over macroscopic space in a Joule heating free environment. 
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Thus, an analogy can be drawn between electromagnetic (EM) waves and SWs except 

the fact that the feasible wavelength for the SWs are few orders of magnitude smaller 

than that of EM waves. This, in fact, boosts the possibility of manufacturing on-chip 

microwave communication devices at the nanoscale with low power consumption 

which can contribute to the sustainable green information technology world. Thus, the 

ever-increasing demand of obtaining SW-based communication system, control and 

manipulation of functionalities of such MCs are required which can be achieved by 

tuning the magnon bands and bandgaps via wide variety of parameter including the 

physical quantities like the choice of combination of the magnetic (and/or non-

magnetic) materials, the geometrical parameters such as shape, size, thickness, periodic 

spacing and arrangement of the magnetic systems or by playing with the strength and 

orientation of the magnetic field applied to the material. Recently, the invention of 

topologically protected magnetic skyrmion lattices [99-101] and the artificial spin ice 

systems [102-107], as well as three-dimensional magnetic systems[108-110], are 

booming with new prospects in the fundamental physics and technologies to discover 

the possibilities of inventing next generation SW-based logic devices, magneto-bio 

medics [111,112]. Nowadays, a great deal of research is going on to hybridize different 

aspects of the magnetic materials e.g. magnonic, photonic, phononic crystals in order to 

increase the range of tuning parameters to create a whole new bunch of artificial 

crystals such as magneto-photonic or mag-phonic crystals [53] etc. Recently, a new 

genre of hybrid organic-inorganic materials has demonstrated [49,113] their auspicious 

facets in spin-optoelectronics [24] effectuating the vision of building a spin-based 

transistor one step closer to reality. Unlike EM waves or acoustic or photonic waves, 

SWs possess distinct dispersion behaviours that depend upon either the applied 

magnetic field orientation or the thickness of the magnetic material e.g. in case of dipole 

dominated SWs in thin ferromagnetic (FM) thin films, the dispersions stoutly relies on 

the relative orientation between the magnetic field and SW propagation (wave) vector 

which gives rise to Damon Eshbach (DE) [114] or backward volume (BV) [115,116] 

behaviour when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the wave vector both lying in the 

same plane while forward volume (FV) [117] nature can be observed when magnetic 

field becomes out of plane to the SW propagation and mixed breed of these species can 

be observed depending upon the magnetic field orientation. On the other hand, 
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perpendicular standing SWs with different nodal planes can be found across the 

thickness of the FM films. As a whole, the magnonic crystals being the pillar of 

magnonics [41] can pave the future pathway to tailor ultrafast transmission of 

information under miniaturized spin devices which necessitates a comprehensive 

understanding of fundamental properties and also technological aspects of SWs such as 

frequency band dispersion [118], band structures [119], amplitude [120], phase [121], 

group velocity [122], non-reciprocity [123,124], anisotropy [125] etc. under various 

experimental [126-129] and theoretical appliances [110,130] to provide SWs with a 

puissant drive towards the future multifunctional efficacious communication systems. 

In the succeeding paragraphs, an aphoristic overview of a few salient aspects of the 

research field magnon-spintronics is delineated which has instigated the present 

dissertation work. Eventually, the silhouette of the content of the thesis will be 

bestowed. 

1.1. Thin Films 

Since the demonstration of the principle of magnetic recording in the last century, the 

science community has indulged into developing high-density magnetic storage media 

concerted with fast, reproducible and controlled magnetization switching for magnetic 

reading and writing. This has sparked a substantial enthrallment in the amelioration of 

the magnetic switching properties, magnetic anisotropy, interlayer interactions and 

magnetic damping in diverse mono or multi-layered magnetic heterostructures. In the 

last century, researchers were tangled with the magnetic drum, tape, disk and bubble 

alike memory systems where the memory was used to store by the presence and 

withdrawal of magnetic domains. With the aid of GMR or tunnelling magnetoresistance 

(TMR) [131-135], the invention of longitudinal recording media such as thin single 

layered granular film comes under spotlight where magnetization orientation in each 

grain can be thought of as individual domain with in-plane magnetization refers to a 

single bit of information while this can be rewritten and retrieved by employing GMR or 

TMR based write and read heads [136,137]. However, this achievement soon received 

severe challenges in keeping pace with the increasing importunity of high storage 

density having altitudinous thermal stability primarily due to the superparamagnetic 

effect [138,139]. This backlash occurs during the reduction of grain size as the grains 

fail to retain the magnetic orientation due to random thermal vibration even at room 
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temperature while cross-talks between the magnetic bits also tend to become baleful. 

As an alternative, antiferromagnetically coupled media [34,140-142] consisting of 

magnetic layers antiferromagnetically coupled through a thin nonmagnetic film also 

receive a good amount of attention by removing the superparamagnetic bottleneck 

along with higher storage density. However, the magnetic materials in the form of single 

or multi-layered heterostructures with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) [143-

146] were introduced as imperious contenders in this field. Here, the magnetic 

anisotropy may originate from several different fountainheads e.g. the crystalline edifice 

(such as in Co, CoPt, CoCrPt) and also the shape and aspect ratio of patterned magnetic 

media. These PMA systems endeavour a high areal density of data storage [147] along 

with the bit patterned media [148-150] which are magnetostatically as well as 

thermally much more stable than the earlier granular media. Consequently, a 

meticulous investigation of such PMA materials was pulled off in Co [151], CoCr [152], 

CoPt [153], CoCrPt [154] films and more recently on multi-layered heterostructures 

such as Co/Pd [150], Co/Pt [155], Co/Ni [156] systems as a high storage density along 

with improved interfacial anisotropy leading towards higher and tunable PMA can be 

attained in these multilayers. Nevertheless, the PMA has to contend with the 

magnetostatic energy of the system which may eventually give rise to fascinating 

phenomena such as stripe domain structures depending upon the film thickness over a 

critical value and plenty of research work [157-164] have been carried out on the 

formation and evolution of such stripe domains and their SW response in various 

metallic heterostructures. 

The most critical issue with the PMA systems is the requirement of a very high magnetic 

field to switch the magnetization [144] and later on, heat-assisted magnetic recording 

(HAMR)[165,166] has been proposed to overcome this barrier by tuning the anisotropy 

locally by applying local heating preferably a laser source to switch the magnetization. 

However, implementation of such focussed laser beam for the development of practical 

SW based devices is very challenging until very recently microwave assisted magnetic 

recording (MAMR) [167,168] technology has snatched all the eyeballs due to its 

astounding storage density as well as thermal stability.  

Further, low power manipulation of magnetization in nanoscale systems is an ever-

demanding issue and the current advances in spin transfer induced switching 
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mechanism have stimulated the evolution of magnetic random-access memory (MRAM) 

[169,170]. Nevertheless, it faces the thermalization backlash and in order to overpower 

this obstacle, the magnetoelectric effect [90,92,171] i.e. the electric field control of 

magnetic properties such as magnetic anisotropy etc. can be one of the feasible and 

intriguing avenues. Multitudinous efforts have been attempted e.g. modulation of 

magnetostriction in multi-layered systems with piezoelectric substrates, interplaying 

with the Curie temperature of the FM semiconductors, tailoring the interlayer 

properties like interlayer exchange or exchange bias, magnetoelectric effect in single 

phase multiferroics or composites such as ferroelectric (FE)/FM heterostructures, 

interfacial magnetic anisotropy at the dielectric/FM systems. Among these riveting 

approaches, direct electric field effects on the magnetic properties of ultrathin FM films 

have been proliferated in the recent time because of their tremendous potential in 

today’s prevailing MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) [132,172,173] due to 

the ultralow power consumption along with their dynamic control over magnetization 

and thermal stability.  

 

 

Figure 1.1. Schematics of different genres of magnonic crystals (MCs) in 1-, 2- and 3D 
fabricated from ferromagnetic (FM) material(s). 
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1.2. Magnonic Crystals (MCs) 

As mentioned previously, the notion of SWs in a periodically patterned magnetic 

medium was introduced long back and since then these periodically modulated 

magnetic media namely MCs [174,175] have been anticipated to have the pioneering 

impact in a broad spectrum of magnetic device applications where SWs are employed to 

convey and process information at different length scales ranging from micro- to nano-

regime. However, the billows of interest in manipulating the static and dynamic 

properties of MCs have started almost three decades ago [176-178]. Subsequently, a 

newly born and blisteringly evolving research field called magnonics [40] has been 

introduced, where numerous theoretical and experimental investigations have been 

conducted in such MCs with periodic distribution of various materials with diverse 

material parameters e.g. saturation magnetization, magnetic anisotropy [179,180] or 

other external controllers like magnetic field [181], stress [182], charge current 

[121,183], electric field [171,184] etc. or by machining the material periodically to 

provoke the modulation in the magnonic band structures as well as SW propagation. So 

far, the materials which have been widely exploited on the research scale are yttrium 

iron garnet (YIG) [42] as an excellent insulating ferrimagnet with very small damping 

for SW propagation, metallic FMs and their alloys such as Ni [185], Fe [186] and NixFe1-x 

(commonly known as permalloy, Py) [187] is a soft magnet possessing very negligible 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy making it a robust material for patterning into all sorts 

of geometrical configuration, Co having a reasonably high magnetic moment while 

CoxFeyB1-x-y (CoFeB) [122,188] for its sensational applications in the present micro- and 

nanostructured devices such as in MTJs with high TMR values [135] even at room 

temperature and many other aspects. Typically, modulation of magnetic features in 

these MCs leads to the revamping in coercivity and switching field, induced anisotropy 

as well as collective behaviour of the constituent material in one-dimension (1D, e.g. 

array of stripes) [189-191] or two-dimension (2D such as array of dots or antidots or 

the combination of both) [192-199] or even in three-dimension (3D like array of 

spheres and self-standing particles or patterned magnetic systems) [109,200,201]. As a 

consequence, SWs get localized or confined due to the periodic distribution of local or 

internal magnetic field or coherent coupling according to the periodic arrangement (due 

to exchange or anisotropic dipolar interaction) which leads towards the conformation 
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of dispersive energy bands similar to the electronic band structures when arranged in a 

suitable lattice. These waves may also experience coherent scattering as well as Bragg 

reflection at specific wave vectors depending upon the periodicity revealing a tailored 

band structure with complete (direct or indirect or a combination of both) or partial 

bandgaps. A plethora of research studies have been carried out in the last two decades 

in the quest of efficient and bridled tailoring of the band structures present in these 

novel MCs, where the current progress in fabrication and lithography have made 

possible to design and periodically pattern the FM materials into intriguing MCs in 1D 

[202-205] or 2D [206-215] or even in 3D [109,200,201]. In the following, we review 

existing research works in 1-, 2- or 3D that have been exercised on that pursuit.  

1.2.1. 1D Magnonic Crystals  

Modulated ferromagnetic thin films with gap solitons were proposed in the early 1990s 

[216].  After one decade the focus shifted towards 1D and 2D arrays including the 

quasiperiodic and fractal magnetic structures [217,218]. The spectrum of magnons in 

closely packed 1D arrays of magnetic nanoelements i.e. nanowires and nanostripes (see 

Figure 1.1) also reveal magnonic band structure with Brillouin zone (BZ) boundaries 

determined by the artificial periodicity of the arrays while, homogeneously magnetized 

wire can also act as a spin waveguide (WG) that can channel, split, and manipulate sub-

micrometer width SW beams analogous to the optical fiber in photonics. Early studies 

[129,219-222] were focused on 1D arrays of different magnetic materials such as NiFe, 

Co etc. to investigate their (non-) collective behaviour on the SW dynamics. Several 

experimental and theoretical studies of the magnonic band structure, as well as SW 

propagation, have been demonstrated [191,203,223,224] in various types of 

geometrically engineered 1D magnonic WGs. 

1.2.2. 2D Magnonic Crystals 

2D MCs can be categorized into different genres on the basis of the physical structure 

and the underlying physics and they are described below: 

1.2.2.1. Ferromagnetic Dot Array  

The SW frequency and wavelength can both be tailored by periodic modulation of 

exchange and dipolar field present inside an array of magnetic elements commonly 

known as FM dots (see Figure 1.1). Therefore, such unique systems have been 
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incorporated to utilize their characteristic SW for logic devices or non-volatile elements 

for information storage. 

So far, the intense research on confined magnetic elements unveils distinct differences 

between their static and dynamic magnetic properties and their bulk counterpart. Due 

to confinement in various dimensions, the usual magnetic domain formation gets 

affected and several anisotropic energies (e.g. surface anisotropy, shape anisotropy, 

configurational anisotropy) come into the picture for periodically patterned dot arrays. 

This results in multi-resonance SW spectra corresponding to nonuniform magnon 

modes which strongly depend on the orientation of the external magnetic field and the 

inter-element interaction as well as the physical and geometrical aspects such as shape, 

size, thickness, lattice arrangement and periodicity or material(s) of the nanomagnets 

[128,225-229]. The magnetization dynamics in nanodot arrays also confirms a 

transition from a collective behaviour (i.e. uniform precessional SW mode) to 

completely isolated nature (observation of edge mode) of the individual nanodots due 

to the reduction in inter-element interaction strength which also affects the anisotropic 

contribution to the SW dynamics [125,187,230-234]. In addition, the shape of the 

individual nanomagnets also plays a crucial role in controlling the spin dynamics [235-

238] due to the interplay of the stray field and internal field distributions. 

1.2.2.2. Ferromagnetic Antidot (AD) Array 

The introduction of periodic antidots (Ads, i.e. holes) into a continuous FM thin film is a 

very effective way to tailor their magnetic properties leading to non-uniform and 

complex magnetization dynamics. This nonuniformity can significantly contribute to the 

noise in the read sensor devices and may affect the ultrafast precessional switching of 

magnetic data storage elements. This has a very promising future in the modern SW-

based applications, e.g. in microwave-assisted magnetic recording (MAMR) technology. 

FM AD lattices (ADLs), i.e. periodically arranged holes on an FM thin film (see Figure 

1.1) are one of the strongest candidates for reconfigurable MCs because of higher SW 

propagation velocity and longer propagation distance for the SWs as compared to FM 

dot systems as these AD systems have some unique advantages over the array of 

magnetic dots at the deep nanoscale regime due to the absence of any small isolated 

magnetic entity. Consequently, these novel AD heterostructures do not suffer from the 

superparamagnetic bottleneck as opposed to the magnetic dot array structures.  They 
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can also be considered as a potential candidate of magneto-photonic crystals because of 

their strong influence of the magnetic field on the light (phonon) coupling to the surface 

plasmons. Consequently, extensive research has been carried out to investigate the SW 

dynamics in 1-D and 2-D arrays of magnetic AD structures at different length scales 

using various methods ranging from numerical and theoretical techniques to several 

experimental tools [130,212,239,240]. The pattern induced splitting of surface and 

volume modes have been observed as the magnon spectra get strongly affected by the 

local modulation of the demagnetizing field around the ADs as well as the interlayer 

coupling [209,211,241-247]. Further, the field-controlled SWs revealing their filtering 

behaviour have been investigated in such SW waveguides (SWWGs) [248,249] where 

the SWs are strongly tailored by the field strength and its orientation or lattice 

periodicity or symmetry as well as the hole shape, size, thickness or the constituent 

material [197,214,215,250-253] which strongly affects the magnonic band structure 

[254-256] and the anisotropic nature of SWs due to the controlled engineering of the 

magnetostatic field distribution [122,257-266]. The introduction of various defects in 

the AD shape or its arrangement in one lattice [267-269] unravels a significant 

tunability in spin dynamics which may lead to next-generation MC-based microwave 

devices [208,270-275]. 

Recently, artificial quasicrystals have become an emerging topic of research as the most 

beneficial feature of quasi-periodicity is that it can combine perfectly ordered structures 

with purely point-diffractive spectra of arbitrarily high rotational symmetry leading to a 

range of different interesting features like branching in the band structure, self-

similarity and scaling properties in the transmission spectra and unusual manifold 

rotational symmetry in the anisotropic contribution to the SWs [194,204,276-281]. 

1.2.2.3. Ferromagnetic Nanorings  

FM nanorings can be identified as the combination of FM dot and AD systems viz. ADs 

fabricated inside each element of the FM dot array. Extensive research has been carried 

out on micro- and nanoscale magnetic rings [282-289] revealing the immense role of 

the inhomogeneous internal field at various regions leading to the SW confinement 

[290,291]. 
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1.2.2.4. Bicomponent Magnonic Crystals (BMCs) 

Recently, bicomponent magnonic crystals (BMCs) have emerged as the future 

metamaterials with vast application potentials. In case of BMC, one FM element is 

embedded into a matrix (or the continuous film) of another FM material viz. where two 

different magnetic materials are in direct contact with each other (see Figure 1.1) so 

that the dynamic dipole coupling is maximized due to the presence of exchange coupling 

at their interface. As a result, SWs are subjected to scattering at the interface between 

the two materials and can easily transmit through the interface and SWs can propagate 

across its entire structure with large group velocities. 

Initial studies on 1-D BMCs have revealed [118,205,292,293] well-defined frequency 

bandgaps strongly dependent on their structural dimensions. Such functionality can 

lead to the tailoring of magnonic bandgap structure and thereby controlling the 

transmission of information carrying SWs in the nanoscale microwave devices 

[51,123,294]. However, the exploration of magnetic aspects in 2-D BMCs unveil various 

intriguing properties such as magnonic bandgap which can be efficiently controlled by 

magnetic field [119,195,295-301] making these systems suitable in cellular nonlinear 

networks and integrated magnonics [193,302,303] as the demagnetizing field as well as 

the exchange interaction at the interface of the two constituent FM elements play a 

crucial role in manipulating the magnon dynamics. 

1.2.2.5. Topological Magnetic Solitons  

During the intensive research on the static magnetic properties and internal domain 

configuration of micron-sized ferromagnetic disks, a highly interesting spin texture has 

been highlighted namely magnetic vortex. In such novel systems, curling of in-plane 

spin configuration is energetically favored with an out-of-plane magnetization 

appearing at the core of the vortex system giving rise to the chirality of the spin 

orientation as well as the polarity of the vortex core. A plethora of research works [304-

321] has proved them to be ideal candidates for different SW logic devices.  

Recently a different class of magnetic textures known as skyrmions has been discovered 

which also has a curling spin orientation analogous to the magnetic vortex. However, 

the spins inside a skyrmion rotate progressively radially inward or outward with a fixed 

chirality forming more like a whirl shape instead of in-plane curling like vortex [101]. 

Two typical types of magnetic skyrmions, i.e. Neel and Bloch types have been observed 
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which are primarily induced by interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) 

between atomic spins in non-centrosymmetric magnetic compounds or in thin films 

with broken inversion symmetry [322]. Recently, patterning of confined nanostructures 

with topologically protected skyrmion is being exploited even at ambient condition 

[99,323,324]. Making them ideal for future applications [100,325]. 

1.2.2.6. Artificial Spin Ice (ASI) Systems  

Over long time, the possibility of the presence of magnetic monopoles have triggered 

the imagination of the scientific community as their existence can be reconciled with the 

quantum phenomena [326] where the observation of such magnetic monopoles can 

support the out-of-the-box models proposed in various fields of physics, e.g. string 

theory [327], grand unified theory in the particle physics. Similarly, different 

approaches have been initiated in the condensed matter physics to find out the 

presence of monopoles which share similarities with that in quantum mechanics in 

terms of an artificial frustrated system [328] namely artificial spin ice (ASI) structure 

[106] in the form of lithographically fabricated single-domain FM islands. There the 

dipolar interactions create a 2-D analogue to the spin ice. Here, both ice-like short-range 

correlations and absence of long-range correlations can be observed which are 

strikingly similar to the low-temperature state of spin ice.  Such artificial frustrated 

magnets can provide an uncharted arena where the direct visualization of the physics of 

frustration can be possible. However, one of the most exciting and modest approaches is 

to predict the monopoles occurring as fractional quasiparticles inside pyrochlore spin 

ice [107] which are characterized by ice rules. In case of the tetrahedral coordination of 

the pyrochlore structure, two of the four Ising-type spins on the vertices point towards 

the tetrahedral centre as opposed to the other two spins [102,104,329,330] and this 

resembles the Pauling’s ice rule [331] that determines the configuration of the proton 

ordering in water ice. The decay of a dipolar excitation into constituent monopoles 

provides the phenomenon of fractionalization [107,328,332] in 2D and 3D [333-336] 

via fractionally charged excitations in the quantum Hall effect [337,338]. However, the 

magnetic monopoles accompanied by Dirac strings [107,339-341] in such pyrochlore 

systems which are frustrated magnetic insulators have been realized [342,343]. 

However, the direct and real-time observations of emergent monopoles associated with 

the Dirac strings have been successfully demonstrated along with the exploitation of 
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their static and dynamic features in 2D or 3D [103,344-360]. Thus, the chiral control of 

magnetic charge to the magnetic charge path selectivity can provide an interesting tool 

leading to a new architecture for parallel computation. In addition, the magnetization 

dynamics in ASI systems made of square or interconnected kagome lattice [361-364] 

open up opportunities for further application of such systems in reprogrammable 

magnonics in both 2D and 3D [105,365-370].  

1.2.3. 3D Magnetic Nanostructures  

The inclusion of structural freedom in the third dimension for magnetic nanostructures 

(see Figure 1.1) has made more complex magnetic configurations possible with various 

unprecedented phenomena. The most difficult part of sample fabrication and detection 

of high-frequency dynamics are subjected to rigorous technological advancement as the 

3D patterning gives more control points than 2D nanomagnets. Such 3D magnetic 

nanostructures can possess several fundamental aspects such as 3D racetrack memory 

and many other exquisite systems [108,109,371-374] which can create complex 3D 

networks of fascinating nanostructures unlocking a new computational paradigm. 

Investigation of fundamental SW properties in these magnetic nanostructures has 

unlocked the possibility of constructing a number of novel SW-based devices such as 

magnonic waveguides [115,375-377], filters [378], splitters [379], valves [380], phase 

shifters [381], grating couplers [301], emitters [382,383], amplifiers [384], multiplexers 

[385] and interferometers [386-388]. In an MC, SWs of different frequencies can be 

harnessed for various logic operations [124] where magnon phase or density can be 

encoded in the form of information. While, the intermediate band gaps 

[51,272,292,293,300,376,389] in the magnonic band diagram are significant for SW to 

be used as filters as well as transistors [319,390], which can be controlled by applying 

electric fields to construct SW logic gates [391,392]. In case of reconfigurable or 

dynamic MC [365,393,394], which forms an attractive class of MC, it is possible to 

realize universal data processing units with switchable SW properties [386,395]. While, 

the single micropatterned waveguides are also important, where the SW channelling 

along the distribution of local magnetic field can be controlled by inducing different 

potentials such as magnetostatic potential [396], domain wall [397,398], local Oersted 

field [121], interfacial interactions [242] etc. The application of the electric field further 

modulates the SW phase, which can be implemented in SW logic gates [171], where the 
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output is processed by SW interference [386,391,392]. In addition to magnon-based 

elements, another important requirement is converter devices which efficiently 

interface the magnonic circuitry with spintronic and electronic environments. So far, the 

techniques that have been successfully improvised for magnon excitation (SW source) 

are inductive microwave technique, STT and SHE based magnon injection. 

1.3. Objectives of the Thesis 

The skeleton of this thesis is comprised of experimental and theoretical investigation of 

static and dynamic magnetization in diverse classes of MCs primarily novel 2D ADs and 

BMCs as well as multi-layered heterostructures with the aid of frequency- (broadband 

ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)), time- (time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect 

microscopy (TRMOKE)) and wavevector resolved (conventional Brillouin light 

scattering (BLS)) methods. The precise objectives of this research are to investigate the 

magnetic parameters and characterization of SW properties of the 2D MCs under the 

influence of kaleidoscopic geometrical parameters of the MCs, the external bias 

magnetic field strength and its orientation and also by employing an external electric 

field in case of some intriguing magnetic heterostructures and nanopatterns. Broadly, 

the investigated complex systems can be categorized as the following: 

1. Periodic MCs in the form of arrays of ADs: the role of complex internal field 

distribution on the SW dynamics in periodically and their efficient modulation is 

investigated. 

2. MCs as AD arrays with the heterodox arrangement of ADs: the influence of the 

geometrical configuration on the demagnetization field leading towards an efficient 

modulation of SWs in these maverick genres of MCs as a function of magnetic field 

orientation. 

3. BMCs in the form of periodically arranged two interconnected dissimilar FM 

elements: the fascinating nature of the SWs due to the dynamic coupling between the 

constituent FM elements at their lateral interface and their tunability with the magnetic 

field strength and orientation. 

4. Magnetic/non-magnetic insulator multi-layered heterostructures: the bridled 

modulation of the nature of propagating SWs with the external direct component (dc) of 

an external electric field due to the stark variation in the magnetic anisotropy at the 

FM/insulator interface. 
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5. Dynamic MCs having FM/insulator multi-layered nanostructures: Interesting 

response of magnon properties due to the electric (voltage) field controlled magnetic 

anisotropy (ECMA or VCMA) giving rise to an entirely new genre of MCs in magnonics. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Theoretical Backdrop 

___________________________________________________________________ 

The fundamental origin of the intrinsic magnetic properties of one material lies in its 

molecular structure as well as in its electronic arrangement. The spin of the electrons, 

together with the number of unpaired electrons, the interactions between their spin and 

orbital momenta and finally their ordering determine the magnetic response both in 

microscopic and macroscopic level. Based on that, materials can be classified as 

diamagnet [1-4], paramagnet [5], ferromagnet [6-10], ferrimagnet [11,12], and 

antiferromagnet [13,14]. Amongst them, the ferromagnetic (FM) and ferrimagnetic 

materials possess spontaneous magnetization [15]. This thesis will focus on the 

properties of ferromagnetic (FM) materials. The transition metals (to which iron, cobalt 

and nickel belong) are characterized by partially filled internal electron shell 

corresponding to the 3d levels. The 3d band is very narrow and hence the kinetic energy 

of 3d electrons is small while the density of states is very high. These facts lead to the 

intricate interaction between the 3d electrons of neighbouring atoms (known as 

exchange interaction) which is responsible for the magnetic ordering of the material. 

According to the Weiss theory [16,17], this exchange interaction has to compete with 

the dipolar interaction caused by the free magnetic poles on the surface (i.e. 

demagnetizing field), which ends up in the FM to break up into small domains for the 

minimization of the free energy. 

The individual moments of an FM material collectively contribute to a volume 

magnetization M, which is maximum when the moments are fully aligned under a large 

enough external magnetic field. In presence of the magnetic field, the coupled moments 

precess about the field direction, which is called the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) in 

case of uniform precession (the moments have same frequency and phase) [18,19]. 

When the precession is not uniform, each individual dipole precesses slightly out-of-

phase with its nearest neighbour. This produces a propagating wave, known as spin-

wave (SW) [20], with its energy and momentum related by characteristic dispersion 

relations. The parameter that describes the rate of energy loss of precessing 

magnetization, is called magnetic damping, which can be intrinsic (e.g. due to spin-orbit 
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coupling) or extrinsic (e.g. due to two-magnon scattering) depending upon its origin. 

Another exotic property observed in FM materials is magnetic anisotropy that is the 

dependence of magnetic energy on the direction of the spins with respect to the crystal 

lattice, or, in patterned structures, with respect to the geometrical axes. This chapter 

starts off with an overview of the energies that play a role in the dynamics of an FM 

system followed by the illustration of different aspects of SWs. Next, several aspects of 

spin currents and the underlying physics behind their generation and manipulation 

have been discussed. Consequently, different phenomena of probing SWs will be 

explained.  

2.1. Magnetic Energy  

The static and dynamic behaviours of magnetic material are strongly dependent on the 

relative contribution of different energy terms e.g. Zeeman energy, magnetostatic self-

energy (demagnetizing energy), exchange energy, and magnetic anisotropy energy 

[8,9,21-23]. In equilibrium condition, the system always tries to stay at a local minimum 

of the total free energy. This section presents a brief outline of crucial energy 

contributions. 

2.1.1. Zeeman Energy  

This [3,24-26] reflects the interaction between the magnetization (M) of the specimen 

and an externally applied magnetic field (Hext) and it can be expressed as: 

𝐸Zeeman = 
0 ∫ 𝑴.𝑯ext𝑑𝑉

V

0
                                                 (2.1) 

where, V is the total volume occupied by the magnetic specimen, dV is the volume 

element and 0 corresponds to the permeability of free space. This reveals that in the 

presence of a magnetic field, the magnetization tends to align along Hext to keep its 

energy to a minimum. 

2.1.2. Exchange Energy  

This is quantum-mechanical in nature consequently giving rise to the short-range 

magnetic ordering in magnetic materials through exchange interaction [27,28]. This 

interaction has a strong influence not only in ferromagnets but also in ferrimagnets and 

antiferromagnets, where the exchange interaction between the neighbouring magnetic 

ions tend to force the moments for parallel or antiparallel alignment to each other. Its 

origin can be explained from the Coulombic interaction energy and Pauli exclusion 
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principle, which can be phenomenologically described by the Heisenberg exchange 

Hamiltonian, given by 

Ĥex = −∑ 𝐽𝑖𝑗𝑺𝑖. 𝑺𝑗𝑖≠𝑗                                                   (2.2) 

where, Si and Sj are the spin operators of the i-th and j-th atoms respectively and Jij is the 

as exchange integral between them [29]. Here, depending upon the polarity (sign) of Jij 

the material can be classified as ferromagnet or antiferromagnet. In the continuum 

model, the above equation can be written as: 

𝐸ex = 𝐴∫ (∇𝑚)2𝑑𝑉
V

0
                                                    (2.3) 

where, the magnetic moment (m) is a continuous vector quantity and A is called the 

exchange stiffness constant which can be expressed as: 

𝐴 =  
2𝐽𝑆2

𝑎
                                                                (2.4) 

where, a is the lattice constant while the exchange (J) is considered to be isotropic in the 

FM medium. 

The aforementioned exchange interaction is known as direct exchange interaction 

where the electrons of magnetic atoms interact with its nearest neighbours. Howbeit, 

such exchange interaction can also take place in indirect ways [30,31], which couple 

magnetic moments over relatively larger distances. Some indirect exchanges are listed 

below.  

2.1.2.1. RKKY Exchange  

Here, the metallic ions are coupled through itinerant electrons [14,32,33]. 

2.1.2.2. Super-exchange  

Here, the spins of the magnetic cations are exchange-coupled via different non-magnetic 

anions [34-39]. 

2.1.2.3. Antisymmetric (or Anisotropic) Exchange 

In this three-site exchange interaction (also known as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 

interaction: DMI), the spin-orbit interaction and super-exchange play major role often 

leading to the canting of spins by a small angle [40-45]. 

2.1.3. Magnetic Dipolar Interaction  

The interaction [8,9,21,22,46] between two magnetic dipoles can be observed in all 

material irrespective of whether it is FM material or not (but with different strength). 

The corresponding energy term is written as: 
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𝐸d = 
𝜇0

4𝜋𝑟3
[𝒎1.𝒎2 −

3

𝑟2
(𝒎1. 𝒓)(𝒎2. 𝒓)]                                      (2.5) 

where, 0 is the permeability in free space, m1 and m2 are the moments of the two 

magnetic dipoles and r is the vector connecting the two dipoles which experience the 

magnetic field generated by each other. The above Equation 2.5 explains that the energy 

reduces with the third order of their distance, r. In case of ferromagnets, although this 

interaction does not contribute to magnetic ordering, it plays a pivotal role in a number 

of phenomena such as domain formation, demagnetizing field distributions and 

characterization of SWs in the long wavelength regime. 

2.2. Magnetic Anisotropy  

This can be treated as the directional preference of magnetic properties of the material. 

As a result, there are preferential directions in space (known as easy axes of 

magnetization) along which a magnetic system is easier to magnetize than to other 

directions. Deviation from these directions imposes an energy loss, called the 

anisotropy energy [47-50].  Basically, there are two primary (microscopic) sources of 

magnetic anisotropy which are magnetic dipolar interaction [32,51] and the spin-orbit 

interaction (SOI) [52,53]. As the dipolar interaction is long-range in nature, its 

contribution to the anisotropy depends on the shape of the specimen [3,54]. This is 

crucial for thin films and is greatly responsible for the in-plane (IP) magnetization 

observed usually in these films. In the absence of dipolar interaction and SOI, the total 

energy of the electron-spin system is independent of the magnetization direction. In a 

localized picture, the spins are coupled to the orbits via the SOI which in turn get 

influenced by the crystal lattice. The SOI induces a small orbital momentum for itinerant 

materials which therefore couples the total magnetic moment (i.e. spin and orbital 

moments) to the crystal axes. As a result, the total energy becomes dependent on the 

magnetization orientation relative to the crystalline axes which reflect the symmetry of 

the crystal. This is known as the magnetocrystalline contribution to the anisotropy. 

Also, the lowered symmetry at an interface strongly modulates this contribution in 

comparison with the bulk counterpart giving rise to an interfacial anisotropy. In 

conjunction with the overlap in wavefunctions between the neighbouring atoms, the SOI 

is also responsible for the magnetostrictive or magneto-elastic (ME) anisotropy induced 

in a system under strain and this is frequently observed in multilayers because of the 
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lattice mismatch between the adjacent layers. Here, different anisotropy contributions 

are discussed briefly in the following. 

2.2.1. Volume, Surface and Interface Anisotropy  

The broken symmetry at surfaces and interfaces of magnetic thin films and multilayers 

often induces some anisotropy in the system. This results in the effective anisotropy 

(Keff) constant to be divided into two parts as given below: 

𝐾eff = 𝐾V +
2𝐾S

𝑡
                                                             (2.6) 

Here, KV denotes the volume dependent magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant while 

KS is the contribution from the surface anisotropy. The latter generally possesses an 

inverse dependence on the thickness (t) of the system and prefers an out of plane 

magnetization of the sample. The competition between volume and surface anisotropy 

gives rise to a dependence of the magnetization on the film thickness. The 

magnetization favours an out of plane orientation (i.e. perpendicular magnetic 

anisotropy: PMA) and vice versa below a critical thickness expressed as: 

𝑡c = |
2𝐾s

𝐾V
|                                                                    (2.7) 

In case of some multilayer systems (e.g. Co/Pd, Co/Pt, Fe/Pd, Co/MgO, CoFeB/MgO, 

Fe/MgO heterostructures), the interfacial anisotropy has been observed [55-66] which 

stems from the interfacial hybridization of the electronic band structure. These 

hybridizations are sensitive to the local interface structure and affect the spin-orbit 

coupling (SOC) strength, which in turn changes the magnetic anisotropy energy. 

2.2.2. Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy 

This is an inherent behaviour of the magnetic material originating from the spin-orbit 

interaction (SOI) of the electrons [67-74]. The spatial arrangement of the electron 

orbitals is strongly linked to the crystallographic structure. As a consequence, the 

interaction with the electron spins leads towards the alignment of spins along the well-

defined crystallographic axes. Now, the foldedness of the magnetic anisotropy can be 

determined from the symmetry of the lattice structure. In general, the 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (Gcrystal) can be expressed in successive powers of 

components (αi): 

𝐺crystal(�̂�) =  𝑏0(�̂�) + ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝛼𝑖𝛼𝑗𝑖𝑗 + ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝛼𝑖𝛼𝑗𝛼𝑘𝛼𝑙𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙                        (2.8) 
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where, αi are the direction cosines of the magnetization m (�̂� is the unit vector along m) 

with respect to the Cartesian axes of the lattice such that: 

∑ 𝛼𝑖
2 = 1𝑖                                                                    (2.9) 

For instance, in cubic systems the energy density due to crystal anisotropy can be 

written as: 

𝐸ani = 𝐾0 + 𝐾1(𝛼𝑥
2𝛼𝑦

2 + 𝛼𝑦
2𝛼𝑧

2 + 𝛼𝑧
2𝛼𝑥

2) + 𝐾2𝛼𝑥
2𝛼𝑦

2𝛼𝑧
2                        (2.10) 

Ki’s are the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants, e.g. K0, K1, and K2 are the 

crystalline anisotropy constants of zero, first and second order, respectively. On the 

other hand, for crystals having uniaxial anisotropy, the energy density is given by 

𝐸ani = 𝐾U(𝛼𝑥
2)                                                           (2.11) 

where, KU is the uniaxial anisotropy constant. 

2.2.3. Magnetic Dipolar (Shape) Anisotropy and Demagnetizing Energy  

Another root cause behind the magnetic anisotropy comes from the anisotropic shape 

of the magnetic element which becomes more prominent at micro- or nanoscale. It is 

basically the anisotropic dipolar interaction of unsaturated magnetic dipoles (stray and 

demagnetization fields) which arises when the geometry of magnetic elements is not 

symmetric [54,75-81]. A magnetic system with finite boundaries exhibits poles at its 

surfaces leading towards a stray field distribution (lines of force) outside the sample. 

This, in effect, gives rise to the demagnetizing field inside the sample. The energy 

corresponding to the stray field is given by: 

𝐸demag = −
1

2
∫ 𝜇0𝑴.𝑯demag𝑑𝑉
𝑉

0
                                       (2.12) 

For an arbitrarily shaped element, Hdemag is strongly dependent on the shape and 

geometry of the element and forms a complex function of position. Finally, the preferred 

orientation of magnetization lies along which Edemag becomes minimum. 

2.2.4. Strain-induced Anisotropy  

A magnetic system under strain acquires some anisotropy energy due to the change in 

the magnetoelastic (ME) energy [82-85]. Various sources can induce strain in the films, 

e.g. intrinsic strain brought about by the nature of the deposition process, strain 

because of non-matching lattice parameters of adjacent layers and thermal strain 

associated with differences in thermal expansion coefficients. During the fabrication of 

ultrathin films/multilayers, a great amount of strain can arise due to the epitaxial 

growth on a substrate with different lattice parameters (i.e. lattice mismatch between 
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the constituent materials of two consecutive layers) [86,87]. As a result, this strain 

induced anisotropy plays a crucial role in case of ultrathin heterostructures. It is also 

evident that under strain the symmetry of the material will be lowered. Consequently, 

new energy terms in the total anisotropy energy can be included which is forbidden in 

the unstrained state. On the other hand, as the magneto-elastic energy [88,89] is linear 

with respect to strain so the system tries to minimize its energy by acquiring an 

anisotropic non-zero strain, and this phenomenon is known as magnetostriction. The 

strain depends on the direction of magnetization and the magnitude is given by the 

competition between the elastic and magnetoelastic energy terms. Strain inside one FM 

material can modulate the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and therefore, it may alter the 

direction of the magnetization. This effect can be interpreted as the inverse of 

magnetostriction which can be defined as the change in the sample dimensions when 

the direction of the magnetization (M) is altered [90,91]. For an elastically isotropic 

medium with isotropic magnetostriction, the energy per unit volume associated with 

this effect can be expressed as: 

𝐸ME = −𝐾ME cos
2 𝜃                                                    (2.13) 

where, 

𝐾ME  =  −
3

2
𝜆𝜎 =  −

3

2
𝜆𝑀E𝜖                                            (2.14) 

Here, σ is the stress tensor which is related to the strain tensor (𝜖) via the elastic 

modulus ME by: 

𝜎 =  𝜖𝑀E                                                             (2.15) 

The magnetostriction constant λ can be positive or negative depending upon the 

orientation. The angle θ denotes the direction of the magnetization (M) relative to the 

direction of uniform stress. As the strain being present throughout the sample, this 

strain induced anisotropy contribution can be interpreted as a volume contribution to 

the total magnetic anisotropy. 

2.2.5. Configurational Anisotropy  

When the length scale of a magnetic element is reduced, the competition between 

exchange energy and the magnetostatic energy becomes very critical [92]. For non-

ellipsoidal element, the deviation from uniform magnetization to the non-uniform 

magnetized state results in a strong anisotropy with symmetry known as 

configurational anisotropy [93-95], which corresponds to the shape of the magnetic 
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elements as well as the arrangement of these elements and this can be classified as 

below. 

2.2.5.1. Intrinsic Configurational Anisotropy  

Here the anisotropy [95,96] arises due to the deviation from single domain state to 

different magnetization state, e.g. leaf, flower, C- or S-state in a single magnetic element 

in the micro- or nanoscale as a result of different shape of that single element when kept 

under the various orientation of bias magnetic field. 

2.2.5.2. Extrinsic Configurational Anisotropy  

Magnetostatically unsaturated regions situated near the edges of an element vary with 

the azimuthal (in-plane) orientation of the external bias magnetic field. As a result, the 

magnetostatic interaction between the elements also changes drastically which will in 

turn influence the magnetic stray field (or demagnetizing field) distributions as well as 

the configurational magnetic anisotropy [94,97] depending upon the geometry of 

arrangement of the magnetic elements. 

2.2.6. Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA)  

The physical basis behind a preferred magnetic moment orientation in ultrathin 

magnetic films and multilayers can differ significantly from their bulk counterparts. The 

prominent presence of symmetry-breaking elements such as planar interfaces and 

surfaces or by choosing appropriate materials or changing the thicknesses of the 

individual layers, the magnetic anisotropy can be tailored. The most fascinating 

manifestation in this regard is the change of the preferential direction of the 

magnetization (M) from the commonly observed in-plane orientation to the direction 

perpendicular to the sample plane. This phenomenon is generally known as 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) [56,98-102] and it can play a pivotal role in 

information storage and retrieval applications as PMA is crucial to enhance the thermal 

stability of nanomagnets at room temperature. Usually, PMA is observed if the electron 

orbitals in an FM material are deformed in the direction perpendicular to the film 

interface. When M of the specimen is maintained along the out-of-plane (OOP) direction, 

the effective magnetic field (Heff) of the system is substantially increased due to SOI 

(orbital deformation occurs in OOP direction). However, there is no effect of SOI when 

M lies in-plane (as the orbital is not deformed along the in-plane direction). 

Consequently, there is a stark difference in the absolute value of the magnetic energy 
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(i.e. |-(M.Heff)|) between the IP and OOP orientation of M and as a result, the direction of 

the easy axis of magnetization lies perpendicular to the sample plane. However, the 

origin of PMA has become a debated issue where few possible explanations are, reduced 

coordination symmetry, altered electronic structure, localized epitaxial strain at the 

interface, electronic band structure interactions etc. 

Generally, strong PMA is observed at the interfaces between 3d transition metal FMs 

(e.g. Co) and heavy nonmagnetic metals (e.g. W, Au, Pt, Pd) [103]. Since the spins of 

electrons from localized d or f orbitals primarily contribute to the magnetization of an 

FM material, the PMA is mainly determined by the deformation and symmetry of these 

orbitals. For instance, in case of a FM with d-orbitals (e.g. Co), the OOP 𝑑𝑧2 and dxz, dyz 

states located near the Fermi energy (EF) possess smaller dispersion due to less overlap 

of neighbouring FM atoms as compared to in-plane dxy and 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 states because of 

strong interaction between Co atoms in the film plane. When, this FM layer is in contact 

with a non-magnetic layer, the energies and wave-functions of OOP states get 

modulated due to interfacial hybridization. These hybridizations are sensitive to the 

local interface structure and affect the SOC perturbation, which in turn changes the 

anisotropy energy. Hence, the PMA increases with the strength of the hybridization. 

However, PMA can also be observed at the interfaces between 3d transition FMs (e.g. 

Co, Fe and their alloys like CoFeB) and MOx (M = Mg, Al, Ta, Ru). However, the 

heterostructures made from CoFeB and MgO have drawn particular attention among 

the aforementioned materials due to lower damping constant of CoFeB and high 

tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio at room temperature [58,104]. At 

CoFeB/MgO interface, the OOP 3dz2 orbitals of Fe strongly bond with OOP 2pz orbitals of 

O which results in a significant charge transfer from 3dz2 to 2pz orbitals. Thus, the 

number of electrons in OOP orbitals is decreased as compared to that in in-plane 

orbitals which introduces a moderate PMA via SOC [105].  

2.2.7. Exchange Anisotropy  

Exchange bias or exchange anisotropy [106-112] is found at the interface of 

FM/antiferromagnetic heterostructure when it is cooled in the presence of a static 

magnetic field through the Néel temperature (TN) of the antiferromagnet (the Curie 

temperature (TC) of the FM should be larger than TN). This is a unidirectional 

anisotropy, e.g. the hysteresis loop of the such system, when it is field cooled (i.e. in the 
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presence of the magnetic field, H) at temperature T < TN, has an increased coercivity and 

the loop shifts along the applied field axis (this is generally termed as the exchange 

bias). Both these effects disappear at T ≈ TN which confirms that the presence of the 

antiferromagnet is crucial to achieve the exchange anisotropy. The exchange bias 

properties disappear if the FM/antiferromagnetic interface is cooled at zero field from 

demagnetized state although, the properties are retained if it is cooled at zero field from 

a remanent state. 

Magnetic anisotropy can be measured from either static or dynamic response of the 

magnetic system. The static response can be investigated by torque magnetometry, 

torsion oscillating magnetometry (TOM), the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE: static 

MOKE) [113-116] and other various methods which can measure the magnetic moment 

e.g. vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM), fluxgate magnetometry, superconducting 

quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry, pendulum magnetometry, 

alternating gradient magnetometry (AGM), Faraday balance [117-134] etc. However, 

the magnetic anisotropy is most frequently measured from magnetization 

measurements (by SQUID or VSM) along the two orthogonal directions of the magnetic 

field relative to the sample. On the other hand, the dynamic response of the magnetic 

systems can be investigated by Brillouin light scattering (BLS), ferromagnetic resonance 

(FMR) and MOKE (e.g. time-resolved MOKE: TRMOKE) [135-147] etc. 

2.3. Voltage (or Electric Field) Controlled Magnetic Anisotropy (VCMA 

or ECMA) 

The magneto-electric effect allows us to control magnetic properties by an electric field. 

Generally, multiferroic materials possess strong magneto-electric effect because of the 

presence of magnetic and electrical ordering simultaneously [148]. The strong coupling 

between magnetic and electric polarization allows to manipulate magnetic properties 

by an electric field and vice versa. However, multiferroic materials show low saturation 

magnetization and spin polarization, and there are only a few single-phase multiferroic 

materials available at room temperature as opposed to FM materials [149]. However, 

FM semiconductors such as (In, Mn)As, (Ga, Mn)As etc. also show electric field tunability 

of magnetic anisotropy and exchange interaction through electric field controlled 

carrier density[150]. Alternatively, the magneto-electric effect can be observed when a 

magnetostrictive film (e.g. Ni) is placed on a piezoelectric substrate (such as 
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Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3, LiNbO3) [151]. Here, the strain induced in the piezoelectric 

substrate under the application of the electric field gets transferred to the adjacent FM 

layer and its magnetic properties are modified via magnetostriction. However, 

piezoelectric thin films are required instead of a piezoelectric substrate for practical 

applications. Another alternative route can be the voltage (i.e. electric field) controlled 

magnetic anisotropy (VCMA) which is generally observed at the interface between 

ultrathin 3d transition FM materials (e.g. Co, Fe and their alloys such as CoFeB) and 

nonmagnetic insulators (e.g. MgO, Al2O3) [152]. This VCMA is believed to be observed 

because of the relative changes of electronic occupation state in 3d orbitals of FM under 

the application of electric field [153,154]. 

As discussed earlier, a strong PMA can be achieved at 3d FM and heavy nonmagnetic 

metal interface although such systems also possess relatively high Gilbert damping 

parameter which is not desirable for current-induced magnetization switching and 

other spintronics applications. Moreover, it is not possible to modulate interfacial PMA 

(iPMA) by the electric field in these systems because of the absence of oxide or dielectric 

layer at the interface which is a basic criterion for observing VCMA effect. Hence, VCMA 

is primarily studied at the interfaces between FM and oxide heterostructures. When an 

electric field is applied at FM/oxide interface, the number of electrons in OOP d orbitals 

of FM is changed with respect to in-plane orbitals as explained from first principle 

calculations [153,155]. This affects the bonding strength between d and p orbitals 

leading to a substantial change of iPMA. Since the penetration depth of the electric field 

in metal is only few Å, this VCMA effect is only limited to ultrathin FM films (~ few nm). 

Although electric field control of electronic occupation state is believed to be the main 

mechanism behind VCMA, several alternative theories are also found in the literature. 

One of the alternative approaches has been taken where the inhomogeneous electric 

field at the FM metal/oxide interface couples to the quadrupole of electronic orbital in 

FM [156]. This electric quadrupole again couples to the magnetic dipoles and controls 

iPMA. Also, iPMA can be generated due to the presence of Rashba SOC at FM/oxide 

interface while, the applied electric field at the interface modifies Rashba SOC which 

further modulates iPMA [157]. Also, the development of tensile and compressive strain 

in the MgO layer has been demonstrated due to the application of an electric field with 

opposite polarity at FM/oxide interface [158]. Therefore, it is possible that the iPMA is 
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modulated by the piezoelectric property of MgO through the magneto-elastic coupling. 

In reality, all the above mechanisms may be present and contribute simultaneously to 

the modulation of iPMA. Moreover, these mechanisms neither require atomic 

movement nor require any chemical reaction, which enables high-speed operation of 

VCMA magnonic devices with high cycling endurance. 

First principle calculation reveals that the change in the number of electrons in d 

orbitals of FM material is linearly proportional to the applied electric field (E) at 

FM/oxide interface [154]. Thus, the modulation in the magnetic moment and iPMA 

should also be linearly proportional to the electric field, i.e. 

∆𝐾s = 𝛽𝐸                                                                (2.16) 

Here, Ks denotes the change in iPMA while,  is known as magneto-electric or VCMA 

coefficient [153]. This linear variation of iPMA with the electric field has been confirmed 

by Several experimental studies although the magnitude and sign of  depend upon 

several factors [159-161]. For instance, the VCMA coefficient and its sign can be same or 

different for the opposite polarity of electric field whereas,  and iPMA strongly depend 

upon annealing and measurement temperature [162,163]. These behaviours can be 

attributed to have intrinsic origin due to the electronic band structure at the FM/oxide 

interface. In addition, it has been shown that  can be dependent on the substrate, 

underlayer material, FM layer and MgO overlayer thickness [159,164-168]. Notably, 

only first-order anisotropy varies with an electric field, while the second order 

anisotropy remains unaltered which proves that only the first order anisotropy has 

interfacial origin [164,169]. Interestingly, the electric field applied at the FM/oxide 

interface not only changes the iPMA but also modulates Gilbert damping parameter. 

This can be attributed to the fact that both iPMA and Gilbert damping are originated 

from SOC. However, no correlation between the VCMA coefficient and electric field 

variation of Gilbert damping has been found so far. 

2.4. Magnetization Dynamics:  

The magnetic moments present in a magnetic material under the influence of an 

external magnetic field experience a torque which induces a precessional motion about 

the direction of the external field. In addition, the moments try to align themselves 

along the external field to minimize the Zeeman energy [170,171]. Effectively, they 

execute a damped spiral motion about the field direction which is referred to as 
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precessional magnetization dynamics [172,173] (See Figure 2.1). The net behaviour of 

dynamic magnetization is phenomenologically illustrated by the Landau-Lifshitz and 

Gilbert equation of motion. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation is generally a 

torque equation derived from quantum mechanical arguments which is further 

modified by the addition of a damping term [174-177]. The formulation is briefly 

described in the following. 

When a magnetic moment m is kept under the influence of an effective magnetic field 

Heff, it experiences a torque given by: 

𝝉 =  𝝁m ×𝑯eff                                                         (2.17) 

In a semiclassical approach, the magnetic moment (m) can be related to the angular 

momentum L of electrons as follows: 

𝝁m = −𝛾𝑳                                                            (2.18) 

where, 

𝛾 =  
𝑔𝜇B

ħ
                                                               (2.19) 

is the gyromagnetic ratio, g is the Landé g-factor (g ≈ 2), B (= 
𝑒ħ

2𝑚𝑒
, e and me being the 

charge and mass of the electron) is the Bohr magneton and ħ (= 
ℎ

2𝜋
, h being Planck’s 

constant) is the reduced Planck’s constant[178-181]. By applying the momentum 

theorem one can express Equation 2.17 as the rate of change of angular momentum L:  

𝑑𝑳

𝑑𝑡
= 𝝁m × 𝑯eff                                                       (2.20) 

This can be simplified as: 

𝑑𝝁

𝑑𝑡
= − 𝛾𝝁 × 𝑯eff                                                      (2.21) 

Here, the effective magnetic field Heff is a sum of all external and internal magnetic fields 

which can be expressed as: 

𝑯eff = 𝑯ext +𝑯ex +𝑯demag +𝑯ani + 𝒉(𝑡)                            (2.22) 

Here, Hext is the applied bias magnetic field, Hex is the exchange field and Hdemag 

represents the demagnetization field created by the dipolar interaction of magnetic 

surface and volume charges. The field, Hani includes all kinds of anisotropic fields 

described above while, h(t) is the dynamic component. 
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In the continuum limit, the atomic magnetic moment can be replaced by the 

macroscopic magnetization (M) resulting in the equation of motion, i.e. Landau-Lifshitz 

(LL) equation: 

𝑑𝑴

𝑑𝑡
= − 𝛾𝑴 × 𝑯eff                                                  (2.23) 

Physically, the above Equation 2.23 features a continuum precession which means that 

the system is non-dissipative. To avoid this impractical situation, Landau and Lifshitz 

proposed the damping term [176] to be: 

− 𝜆𝒎× (𝒎 ×𝑯eff)                                                 (2.24) 

Later, Gilbert introduced another damping term [177,182] into the LL equation 

resulting in the modified Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation as: 

𝑑𝑴

𝑑𝑡
= − 𝛾(𝑴 × 𝑯eff) +

𝛼

𝑀s
(𝑴 ×

𝑑𝑴

𝑑𝑡
)                               (2.25) 

Here α is the dimensionless Gilbert damping parameter while, Ms is the saturation 

magnetization of the magnetic material. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. The precessional motion of the magnetization (M) around the effective 
magnetic field (Heff) direction revealing the separate torque components of the LLG 
equation. Here, Heff initiates the precessional motion of M while, the energy is dissipated 
through magnetic damping and M will relax along the Heff direction. 
 

Figure 2.1 schematically illustrates the interplay between different torques acting on 

the magnetization vector (M). The precessional torque (the first term on the right-hand 

side of Equation 2.25) acts tangentially to the circle traced by the tip of the 

magnetization vector, while the damping torque (the second term) acts radially to align 

𝑴×𝑯    
(   c ss o )

M

Heff
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the magnetization along the effective magnetic field. Magnetic damping can be 

described as the energy dissipation from the magnetisation to the thermal bath [183]. 

However, the effective damping can arise due to the intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The 

intrinsic mechanism [184] of damping primarily originates from the SOI by which the 

spin is coupled to the lattice making the damping parameter (α) a material parameter 

[185-187] or due to the interfacial effects such as interfacial d-d hybridisation, spin 

pumping etc. occurring across the interface in case of FM/nonmagnetic 

heterostructures [188,189]. However, apart from SOI, different external stimuli, such as 

magnon-electron scattering, eddy currents, spin pumping, multimagnon scattering 

[190-208] etc. can also contribute to the relaxation of magnetization precession 

amplitude. Howbeit, the intrinsic and extrinsic contributions can be separated from 

each other as the extrinsic contribution results in a shift in the precessional frequency. 

Also, extrinsic damping depends on the magnetic field (Heff) value whereas the intrinsic 

damping is independent of such aforementioned factors [209,210]. 

2.4.1. Time Scales of Magnetization Dynamics  

Magnetization dynamics covers a broad range of phenomena occurring at various 

timescales [211] starting from a few fs to µs. The fastest dynamics which typically 

covers the time scales in fs range includes fundamental exchange interaction (~ 10 fs), 

spin transfer-torque (~ 10 fs–1 ps) and laser-induced ultrafast demagnetization (~ 

hundreds of fs). The relatively slower phenomenon is the precession of magnetization 

(characteristic time scale ~ few tens to hundreds of picoseconds which causes the 

propagation of SWs in FM materials) before it gets damped in sub-ns to tens of ns. 

Afterwards, the reversal of spins (characteristic time scale few ps to few hundreds of ps, 

useful in magnetic recording technology), as well as vortex core switching (few tens of 

ps to several ns), take place. Finally, the slowest one is the domain wall dynamics which 

typically takes place between few nanoseconds (ns) to few s.  
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Figure 2.2. Characteristic time scales of different genres of physical phenomena in 
magnetization dynamics. 
 

2.4.2. Laser-Induced Magnetization Dynamics  

When a very short (in the order of fs) high energy laser pulse is made incident on a 

magnetized FM sample, it leads to ultrafast demagnetization within about hundreds of 

fs. The physical origin behind the ultrafast demagnetization is still a topic of intense 

debate after its successful demonstration which has been explained by considering a 

three-temperature model (here, the system is assumed to be comprised of three 

thermalized reservoirs for exchanging energy namely, electron, lattice and spin systems 

at different temperatures) [212]. However, there are several different approaches 

pursued to explain the underlying physical mechanism, such as, excitation of stoner 

pairs, spin-orbit coupling (SOC), coupling with the electromagnetic field via a terahertz 

emission, considering relativistic quantum electrodynamics (non-linear modulation of 

angular momentum after the coherent interaction of photon or laser with electron and 

spin), scattering of spins with impurity centres or phonons, e.g. Elliott-Yafet (EY) type of 

scattering (the transfer of angular momentum between electron, spin and lattice is 

considered), electron-magnon spin-flip scattering and Coulomb exchange spin-flip 

scattering (considers electron-electron Coulomb scattering), laser-induced spin flip 

1 s
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(considering many-body theory with quantum optics), superdiffusive spin transport 

(assuming spin-dependent transport of laser-excited electrons) [213-238] etc. As soon 

as the laser pulse is withdrawn, the system tries to recover its equilibrium state via 

remagnetization process. This initially happens through a fast relaxation precess 

(within few tens of ps) due to the exchange of energy from hot electrons (electrons in 

the system get highly energised during the altercation with laser or photons) and spins 

to the lattice which has been phenomenologically described by the three-temperature 

model [212,221] (earlier, the role of spins has been ignored in two-temperature model 

[239]). Subsequently, there is a slow recovery of magnetization via the diffusion of 

electron and lattice heat to the surrounding environment [240,241]. In the course of the 

slow relaxation process, the magnetization of the FM system also undergoes a 

precessional motion about the effective magnetic field, which eventually damps out 

within a few ns. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Semiclassical representation of spin wave in an FM material: (a) the ground 
state of the magnetic moments, (b) precessing magnetic moments with different phases 
and (c) the spin wave (SW) (top view) showing a complete wavelength (λ). 
 

2.5. Spin Waves (SWs) 

The concept of spin waves (SWs) has been introduced in order to explain the reduction 

of the spontaneous magnetization in an FM system [20,242]. Perturbations created in 

ordered magnetic materials can set off a wave which can travel through the magnetic 

material. These waves are known as SWs [243], which are basically dynamic 

eigenmodes of magnetic materials. The particle counterpart of SW is commonly known 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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as magnon [244]. It can be described by a semi-classical approach where all the atomic 

magnetic moments of a ferromagnet are aligned in the same direction as shown in 

Figure 2.3(a), at absolute zero temperature which is the ground state of the system. 

When the temperature is increased, the thermal agitation perturbs the spontaneous 

magnetization creating a deviation of the spins from their aligned direction or ground 

state. This phase of the disturbance is mediated through the system in the form of SW as 

depicted in Figure 2.3(b, c). In case of uniform precession in presence of a magnetic 

field, the spins of the system precess in phase about the field direction, i.e. the 

wavelength (wave vector) of SW is nearly infinity (zero). By solving LLG equation 

(Equation 2.25) the frequency of uniform precession (known as uniform ferromagnetic 

resonance or FMR frequency) can be calculated by considering: 

𝑑𝑴

𝑑𝑡
=  0                                                              (2.26) 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Schematic of the coordinate systems used for FM material in the forms of (a) 
an ellipsoid and (b) a plane. 
 

For a general ellipsoid, the corresponding solutions have been calculated (neglecting 

exchange and anisotropy contributions) which is provided in the following equation 

(also known as Kittel equation) [19]:  

𝑓FMR = 
𝛾

2𝜋
[{𝐻ext + (𝑁y − 𝑁z)𝑀s}{𝐻ext + (𝑁x − 𝑁z)𝑀s}]

1

2             (2.27) 

(a) (b)
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Here, Nx, Ny and Nz are the demagnetizing factors in the x, y and z-directions, 

respectively and the bias magnetic field (Hext) is applied along the z-direction as shown 

in Figure 2.4. 

However, in case of plane film, Nx = Nz = 0, Ny = 4π and the Equation 2.27 is simplified 

to: 

𝑓FMR = 
𝛾

2𝜋
[𝐻ext(𝐻ext + 4𝜋𝑀s)]

1

2                                       (2.28) 

On the other hand, the non-uniform precession can be classified as the propagation of a 

phase shift across the spin system and hence the mutual interactions between the 

moments play a pivotal role in determining the wavelength, frequency and overall 

dispersion behaviour of the SW [245,246]. In the long wavelength regime, the phase 

difference between consecutive spins is rather small, the SW energy is primarily 

dominated by dipolar energy and the SWs are referred to as dipolar-dominated or 

magnetostatic SWs. In contrast, the short wavelength SWs are governed by the 

exchange interaction and known as exchange SWs [247]. The characteristics of these 

different genres of SWs are discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of (a) perpendicular standing spin wave mode (PSSW) 
and magnetostatic surface spin wave mode (MSSW) are represented for an FM thin film. 
(b) The dispersion relations for three different types of magnetostatic SW modes are 
described. 
 

 

 

(a) (b)
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2.5.1. Magnetostatic Spin Waves  

Since the dipolar interaction is anisotropic in nature, the frequency, amplitude and 

propagation properties of magnetostatic modes strongly rely on the geometry of their 

propagation direction (i.e. wave vector: k) with respect to the magnetization (M: its 

direction depends on the strength of the applied bias magnetic field) direction of the 

specimen and the film plane [248]. For instance, when both the M and k lie in the film 

plane and are perpendicular (or parallel) to each other, a magnetostatic surface SW viz. 

MSSW (or magnetostatic backward volume mode: MBVM) is generated. On the contrary, 

if the magnetic field is applied out of the film plane and SW propagates parallel to the 

surface, it is known as magnetostatic forward volume mode (MFVM). The frequency 

versus wave vector dispersion characteristics of these modes are presented in Figure 

2.5. The MSSW mode, also known as Damon-Eshbach (DE) mode [249], possesses a 

positive dispersion starting from the Kittel mode at k = 0. This mode is further 

characterized by the localization of SW amplitude in the vicinity of the top and bottom 

surfaces along with its nonreciprocal behaviour, i.e. the propagation is possible for 

either positive or negative direction of the wave vector for each surface. In absence of 

any exchange interaction and magnetic anisotropy, the dispersion relation [143] of the 

DE mode can be described as: 

𝑓DE(or MSSW) = 
𝛾

2𝜋
[𝐻ext(𝐻ext +𝑀s) + (2𝜋𝑀s)

2(1 − 𝑒−2𝑘𝑡)]
1

2               (2.29) 

where, k is the in-plane component of the wave vector of SW while, t is the thickness of 

the film and Hext and Ms denote the applied magnetic field and saturation magnetization 

of the FM material. In case of MBVM, the SW amplitude prevails throughout the 

thickness of the sample and the dispersion features a characteristic negative slope (i.e. 

group and phase velocities are in opposite direction to each other). The corresponding 

dispersion relation [250] is given by: 

𝑓MBVM = 
𝛾

2𝜋
[𝐻0 (𝐻0 + 4𝜋𝑀s

1−𝑒−2𝑘𝑡

𝑘𝑡
)]

1

2
                                (2.30) 

However, the expression [251] for MFVM can be depicted as, 

𝑓MFVM = 
𝛾

2𝜋
[(𝐻0 − 4𝜋𝑀s) (𝐻0 − 4𝜋𝑀s

1−𝑒−𝑘𝑡

𝑘𝑡
)]

1

2
                      (2.31) 
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2.5.2. Exchange Spin Waves  

When the wave vector of SW is increased (i.e. wavelength is decreased), the exchange 

interaction plays a crucial role. Basically, the exchange interaction becomes dominant 

when the SW wavelength is of the order of the exchange length (lex) which is given by: 

𝑙ex = √
2𝐴

𝜇0𝑀s
2                                                             (2.32) 

where, A is the exchange stiffness constant. The exchange dominated SW mode 

[252,253] does not depend on the relative orientation of the wave vector and magnetic 

field. The SW dispersion relation with dipolar-exchange interactions [193,254] taken 

into account is given as: 

𝑓dip−ex = 
𝛾

2𝜋
[(𝐻ext − 2𝜋𝑀s𝑘𝑡 s  

2 𝜃k +
2𝐴

𝑀s
𝑘2) (𝐻ext + 4𝜋𝑀s − 2𝜋𝑀s𝑘𝑡 +

2𝐴

𝑀s
𝑘2)]

1

2
                                

(2.33) 

where, θk is the angle between the applied field Hext and k. However, in addition to k, it is 

also possible to excite SWs propagating perpendicular to the film plane forming 

perpendicular standing spin wave (PSSW) as described in Figure 2.5(a). For a film of 

thickness t, the wave vector (q) of PSSW mode can be written as: 

𝑞 =  
𝑛𝜋

𝑡
                                                                     (2.34) 

Their dynamic magnetization profile is sinusoidal and depends on their quantization 

number n given by: 

𝑚n(𝑧) =  𝑎n cos [𝑞n (𝑧 +
𝑡

2
)] ;  −

𝑡

2
< 𝑧 <

𝑡

2
                              (2.35) 

where, z corresponds to the coordinate along the film thickness. The above Equation 

2.35 actually describes a standing wave consisting of two counterpropagating waves 

with quantized wave vectors. Without considering the contribution of in-plane wave 

vector (k), the frequency for the PSSW mode [255] is given by: 

𝑓PSSW = 
𝛾

2𝜋
[(𝐻ext +

2𝐴

𝑀s
𝑞2) (𝐻ext + 4𝜋𝑀eff +

2𝐴

𝑀s
𝑞2)]

1

2
                      (2.36) 

where, Meff represents the effective magnetization of the FM system. 

In case of magnetostatic modes, the exchange interaction is generally neglected 

considering the exchange stiffness constant (A) to be very small. However, the value of A 

is much larger in some FM materials (e.g. NiFe, CoFeB) and hence the contribution of 

exchange interaction cannot be neglected. Consequently, the frequency of dipole-
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exchange modes, therefore, becomes larger than the dipolar modes while the 

contribution from exchange interaction becomes more prominent for higher k as the 

exchange has a quadratic contribution (~ k2) to the dispersion relation [3,256]. 

2.5.3. Confined Spin Waves in Magnetic Structures  

In case of a confined magnetic structure [175,257,258], the spectrum of SW is 

substantially modulated by the boundary conditions imposed by the lateral dimensions 

[259]. In particular, the SW finds a propagation channel to mediate through it or it 

forms standing wave depending upon the distribution of potential barriers defined by 

the geometry of the structure [260,261]. The formation of standing wave often leads to 

localized or confined or quantized mode (with multiple quantization numbers) when 

the feature dimensions are of the order of the wavelength of the SW. Overall, the 

number of SW modes increases whose properties are strongly dependent on the system 

geometry as well as on the orientation of the magnetic field. The structural confinement 

also affects the dispersion relation, resulting in a number of allowed and forbidden 

bands (magnonic bands) [262,263] in case of periodic patterned structure (known as 

Magnonic crystal: MC [264]). The band structure of MC is comprised of Brillouin Zones 

(BZs) [265], which provides the flexibility to tailor the SW properties by manipulating 

external structuring. The nature of SWs in such confined system can be investigated by 

solving the LLG equation in the micromagnetic framework or using other numerical 

methods such as plane wave method (PWM) etc. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of pure spin current (Is) flow. If a charge current 
(Idc) with only spin ↑ electrons are moving while a similar charge current that contains 
only spin ↓ electrons, is flowing in the opposite direction then a pure spin current will 
be generated as there is no net charge current.  
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2.6. Spin Current  

Generally, charge current can be treated as the flow of electrons generated by a 

potential (voltage) difference. However, besides its charge, the electron also carries a 

spin (with the spin angular momentum), whose projection along the spin axis can point 

up (↑) or down (↓). Unlike conventional electronic devices (the electron spin 

contribution is neglected), recent advances in spintronics [266,267] deal with the 

control and manipulation of spin degrees of freedom so that these spin-based devices 

possess faster switching times and lower power consumption than conventional devices 

at lower energy cost than the charge carriers. These spin-based systems are operated by 

spin currents [268] as opposed to the conventional electronic devices which require 

charge currents. To understand the concept of spin current [269-271], one can consider 

a flow of dc electron current (Idc) through one channel that contains only ↑ spin-

polarized electrons as illustrated in Figure 2.6. while, a similar current (Idc) is flowing in 

the opposite direction in which all electrons are ↓ spin polarized. This results in a flow 

of spin current (Is) only as there is no net transfer of charge carriers (electrons) across 

any cross-section of the channel. A spin current differs from a charge current in two 

important ways: 

1. Spin current possesses time-reversal symmetry, i.e. spin current will flow in the same 

direction under time reversal while, charge current will change its sign. 

2. Unlike charge current, the spin current is associated with a flow of angular 

momentum which is a vector quantity. This unique aspect allows quantum information 

to be transferred across the spin-based systems similar to the quantum optics which 

involves the distribution of information across optical networks via polarization states 

of the photon.  

However, it is challenging to generate and explore the spin current [272]. The spin Hall 

effect (SHE) [273,274] plays a crucial role in this scenario where an unpolarized charge 

current gives rise to a pure spin current in the transverse direction [275,276]. So far, 

different routes have been developed for exploring pure spin current (using indirect or 

direct methods [277-286]) such as nonlocal spin injection [287-289], spin transfer 

torque (STT) [290-292], spin pumping [293-296], spin Seebeck effect [277,297-299], 

mechanical method [300-302] etc. 
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2.7. Ordinary Hall Effect  

If a nonmagnetic conductor carries charge current, in presence of a transverse magnetic 

field, an electric field is developed within the conductor in a direction perpendicular to 

both current and magnetic field. The phenomenon is known as the Hall effect or 

ordinary Hall effect [303,304]. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Schematic demonstration of (a) ordinary Hall effect and (b) anomalous Hall 
effect (AHE). 
 

If a rectangular-sized conductor carries dc current Idc along x-direction under the 

influence of an external magnetic field (Hext) applied along z-direction as shown in 

Figure 2.7(a), the charge carriers (i.e. electrons or holes) will be deflected by the 

Lorentz force [305,306], given by: 

𝑭 = 𝑞(𝒗 × 𝑩)                                                         (2.37) 

Here, q and v are the charge and average velocity of the carrier respectively. Here, the 

direction of F will be along y-direction leading towards an accumulation of charge on 

the top surface. If the charge carrier is electron (for metal or n-type semiconductor) the 

top surface will be negatively charged with respect to the bottom surface or vice versa 

in case of hole (for p-type semiconductor). The accumulation of charge gives rise to an 

electric field (known as Hall field, EH) that exerts a force on the charge carriers opposite 

to the Lorentz force. Hence, in steady state (i.e. when these two opposing forces are 

equal) the force equation for the charge carrier can be expressed by as: 

𝑞𝑬H = 𝑞(𝒗 × 𝑩)                                                         (2.38) 

(b)(a)
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Now, the expression for current can be written as: 

𝐼 = 𝑛𝑦𝑧𝑣𝑞                                                                (2.39) 

where, n, y and z indicate number density of electron, width and thickness of the 

conductor. Thus, the expression for Hall voltage can be described as:  

𝑉H = 𝐸H𝑧 = 𝑣𝐵𝑧 =
𝐼𝐵

𝑛𝑦𝑞
                                                  (2.40) 

In this case, the total electric field in the system is given by: 

𝐸T = √𝐸x
2 + 𝐸H

2                                                       (2.41) 

where, Ex is the applied electric field along x-direction due to the charge current (I). The 

angle 

between Ex and EH is denoted as Hall angle (θH) which can be expressed as the 

following: 

𝜃H = ta −1
𝐸H

𝐸x
= 

𝐵𝑣

𝐸x
= 𝐵𝜇m                                        (2.42) 

Here, the mobility of the charge carrier is defined by: 

𝜇m =
𝑣

𝐸x
                                                              (2.43) 

2.8. Anomalous Hall Effect (AHE)  

This corresponds to the generation of a large Hall voltage in a magnetic system in 

response to an applied electric current [307-310] as described in Figure 2.7(b). The 

total Hall resistance (RH) in an FM material can be divided into two phenomenologically 

different contributions. First one is proportional to applied B corresponding to the 

ordinary Hall effect, while the other section arises from the anomalous behaviour which 

is often proportional to the magnetization (M) of the system so that the expression of RH 

is given by: 

𝑅H = 𝑅O𝐵 + 𝑅A𝑀                                                     (2.44) 

where, RO and RA are the ordinary and anomalous Hall coefficients, respectively. Usually, 

at normal temperature, RO is larger than RA although they become comparable as the 

temperature decreases [307]. The microscopic origin of AHE is still a matter of debate 

although, three mechanisms have been identified as contributing factors to AHE namely, 

1. intrinsic effect 

2. skew scattering 

3. side jump mechanism. 
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The intrinsic effect can be observed in a pure system with no impurity scattering 

involved. Rather, it can be described in terms of momentum-space (or K-space) in the 

form of Berry phase [311,312] which is inherent to the band structure of the pure 

crystal. The intrinsic contribution was introduced when an anomalous transverse 

current component is produced due to the perturbation of a system of spin-orbit (SO) 

coupled Bloch states in the presence of an electric field. The origin of the transverse 

velocity is intrinsic to the band structure and does not require scattering i.e. it 

originates directly from the non-equilibrium spin dynamics. A quantum approach 

towards the intrinsic AHE has been considered in terms of quantum Hall effect (QHE) 

[313-317] in 2D electron gas (2DEG) which can be realised in terms of either Landau 

quantization or depending upon the collective behaviour of 2DEG. 

On the other hand, the last two effects (i.e. skew scattering and side jump) are extrinsic 

in nature originating from asymmetric spin-dependent scattering from un-polarised 

impurities with strong SO coupling. Skew scattering (Mott effect) [318-320] can be 

explained through a semiclassical Boltzmann transport treatment. It stems from the 

inclusion of SOC within the disorder scattering potential resulting in different scattering 

cross-sections for spin ↑ and spin ↓ electrons. The electrons are therefore skew 

scattered depending upon the projection of their spins on the z-component of angular 

momentum. As represented pictorially in Figure 2.8(a), the electron spins experience an 

effective magnetic field (B) induced by the impurity of potential V(x, y, z) due to the SOI 

which is given by, 

𝑩 ∝ 𝒗 × 𝑬                                                              (2.45) 

where, v (= v(x, y, z)) is the relative velocity of electron and E (= E(x, y, z)) is electric field 

induced by the impurity. Here, B is inhomogeneous over space due to the non-

uniformity of E whereas v is also space dependent in the electron trajectory. 

Consequently, a spin ↑ electron passing to the left of the impurity will experience the 

effective magnetic field antiparallel to its spin and hence, it will get repelled from the 

impurity (as the field is strongest there) due to the force originating from the Zeeman 

(Oersted) field given by, 

𝑭 ∝ ∇(𝝈.𝑩)                                                            (2.46) 

Here, σ denotes the spin polarization vector of the electron. However, a spin ↑ electron 

passing to the right of the impurity experience a magnetic field parallel to its spin and is 
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therefore attracted towards the impurity. Consequently, the spin ↑ electron is always 

deflected left regardless of which side of the impurity it approaches. Similarly, spin ↓ 

electrons would be scattered to the right as shown in the schematically in Figure 2.8(b).  

 

 

Figure 2.8. (a) Schematic of the skew scattering mechanism where the spin ↑ electrons 
get scattered in the same direction irrespective of the side of their approach with a 
relative velocity (v) towards the impurity of scattering potential V(x, y, z) which induces 
an effective magnetic field (B) due to SOI. (b) Overall, the spin ↑ electrons are 
collectively scattered to the left while, the spin ↑ electrons are scattered to the right 
giving rise to a spin current (Is). (c) Pictorial demonstration of side-jump mechanism. 
 

The side jump mechanism [321] also stems from impurity scattering in the presence of 

the SOI as illustrated schematically Figure 2.8(c). However, the effect occurs due to the 

difference between the response of spin ↑ and spin ↓ electrons to the gradient of the 

electric field on their approach towards the impurity centre. There is no classical 

analogy to this effect as it originates as a consequence of the Gaussian probability 

distribution for the position of the electron. The SO perturbation due to the impurity 

distorts the probability distribution in such a way that there is a high probability of a 

spin ↑ electron being spontaneously displaced to the left while, for a spin ↓ electron the 

reverse i.e. displacement towards right becomes more probable. 

Although these mechanisms have been developed for detailed interpretation AHE, it 

was quickly realised that the same mechanisms are valid even for a non-magnetic 

material with strong SOI, leading towards the prediction of the SHE [276,322].  

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 2.9. Schematic illustration of spin Hall effect (SHE): spin-dependent scattering 
mechanisms occurring due to the strong SOI within a heavy metal separate spatially the 
electrons by their spin under the application of a charge current (Idc). This gives rise to 
spin accumulation at the interfaces generating spin current (Is). Here, σ represents the 
spin polarization vector of the spin current. 
 

2.9. Spin Hall Effect (SHE) 

The SOI can give rise to spin-dependent scattering mechanisms, whereby spin ↑ and 

spin ↓ electrons obtain opposite transverse velocity components after scattering. This 

results in a spin accumulation transverse to the current flow and is shown schematically 

in Figure 2.9. Analogous to the ordinary Hall effect, where opposite charges accumulate 

on opposite sides of the material (usually a nonmagnetic material with large SOC), this 

effect results in accumulation of electrons with opposite spins on either side which is 

called the spin Hall effect (SHE) [274,323-325]. The mechanisms by which the spin 

accumulation occurs is the same as that which gives rise to the anomalous Hall effect in 

FM materials where the mechanisms can be split into two varieties: extrinsic 

contributions (skew-scattering and side jump) which originate from spin-dependent 

scattering from impurities and intrinsic contributions [307] which are inherent to the 

band structure of the pure crystal. Although the extrinsic factors contributing to the SHE 

phenomenon has been proposed earlier, the prediction of the intrinsic SHE [326,327] 

has been made later by focusing on semiconductors [328,329]. Furthermore, the 

reciprocal effect, i.e. the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [288,289,293,330,331] by which 

a spin current is converted into a charge current has been intensively investigated [332-
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335]. A key parameter in the SHE is the spin Hall angle (SHA: θH) which characterizes 

the conversion efficiency between the charge and the spin currents. Most of the 

approaches to generate spin current require a bilayer heterostructure where the spin 

current is generated in a magnetic material, while the converted charge current is 

detected in the other layer with large SOC [292,336,337]. However, one inevitably 

encounters complications in such bilayers due to interfaces of different materials and 

the shunting effect (if both materials are metallic in nature). These complications are 

the major concerns for the large variance of SHA value, i.e. spin to charge conversion 

[338] factor even for the same combination of materials [268] which leads to the efforts 

of exploring the alternative ways to generate and detect the spin current in a single 

material [339]. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Schematic illustration of spin pumping and inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) 
mechanisms in an FM/NM heterostructures. The microwave excitation induces 
magnetization (M) in FM layer generating a pure spin current (Is) due to the transfer of 
spin angular momentum into the NM layer with large SOC where σ is the spin 
polarization vector of the spin current. Idc denotes charge current generated by ISHE 
while, VISHE represents the corresponding voltage. 
 

2.10. Spin Pumping  

Spin current can exert spin transfer torque (STT) on magnetization (M) which cause the 

switching or modification of magnetization dynamics in FM heterostructures. However, 
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the reverse process is also possible where precessing magnetization (M) gives rise to 

the spin current that gets transferred to an adjacent normal metal at the cost of its own 

angular momentum. Consequently, the amplitude of precession suffers a faster decay 

leading to an enhancement of damping. In the magnetization precession as described in 

the LLG equation as shown in Equation 2.25, the first term on the right-hand side 

represents the torque responsible for the magnetization precession which can be 

physically related to the volume (bulk) injection of spin current. When the spin current 

is allowed to leak through an adjacent nonmagnetic (NM) material, the Gilbert damping 

(α) gets enhanced. In other words, an external excitation (optical, electrical or 

microwave) [340-345] can induce magnetization precession and if there is a difference 

in the spin chemical potential between the FM and NM layers, then the spin angular 

momentum is transferred from FM to the nonmagnetic layer in form of spin current. 

This is similar to a physical pumping mechanism and hence, this is defined as the spin 

pumping effect [346] as shown in Figure 2.10. Spin pumping and a consequent 

enhancement of damping can be described analytically in terms of scattering matrix at 

the Fermi energy level of the FM layer which is in contact with a normal metal 

[188,347]. This effect is analogous to the parametric pumping of charge current in 

mesoscopic systems [348] which is governed by periodically varying two independent 

parameters of the system. The enhancement of damping depends strongly on the type of 

normal metal adjacent to the FM layer which gives rise to the concept of spin sink 

materials (enhancement of α will be larger for better spin sink systems) [188,349-352]. 

The spin absorption efficiency can be estimated by the inverse of spin-flip relaxation 

time (τSF) which is proportional to Z4 (Z being the atomic number) [208,353,354]. 

Hence, a stronger spin pumping is expected in the presence of a heavy metal layer 

adjacent to the FM layer [290-292,355]. Also, ISHE can be observed in such metal layer 

due to the conversion of this spin current into charge current (voltage) [294,356-358]. 

The spin pumping phenomenon has been investigated using theoretical as well as 

experimental approaches [273,294,295,358,359] in order to explain the underlying 

mechanism. 
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Figure 2.11. (a) The geometry of the Kerr rotation (θk) and Kerr ellipticity (εk) in 
magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). (b) Schematics of polar, longitudinal and 
transverse MOKE geometries of a sample with magnetization (M). 
 

2.11. Magneto-optical Kerr Effect (MOKE)  

The discovery of the magneto-optic effect [360-363] has unveiled that the magnetic 

moment of a material has a strong influence on the polarization of the light wave. It was 

observed that the plane of polarization of a linearly polarized light gets rotated when 

the light is transmitted through a magnetized material. Later, a similar rotation of 

polarization is demonstrated in reflected light as well. After reflection from a 

magnetized sample, a plane polarized light is converted to an elliptically polarized light, 

which is defined as Kerr effect [364-366] and the corresponding rotation of the plane of 

polarization (i.e. the major axis of the ellipse) is called the Kerr rotation. Since its 

discovery, the Kerr effect has been widely embraced to study the quasi-static and 

dynamic responses of magnetic systems. Figure 2.11(a) schematically illustrates the 

Kerr rotation (θk) and ellipticity (εk), which are proportional to the magnetization of the 

sample. If r and k denote the parallel and perpendicular components of the electric field 

vector of the reflected light with respect to that of the incident light, then the following 

relation [367] is satisfied: 

𝜃k + 𝑖휀k = 
𝑘

𝑟
                                                        (2.47) 

where, k << r. 

 

 

 

(b)(a)
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2.11.1 Origin of MOKE  

The origin of MOKE can be explained either from a macroscopic or microscopic point of 

view [360,368-374]. Macroscopically, magneto-optic effects originate from the 

antisymmetric, off-diagonal elements in the dielectric tensor which plays a crucial role 

in determining the optical properties of a medium that are associated with the motion 

of its itinerant electrons. When light propagates through a medium, the movement of its 

electrons follows the electrical field of the light. Thus, for a linearly polarized light, the 

response of the electrons can be considered as a combination of left and right circular 

motions where the radii of the circles of both chiralities are the same. Since the electric 

dipole moment is proportional to the radius of the circular orbit, it will be same for the 

left and right circularly polarized (LCP or RCP) light and as a consequence, no Faraday 

rotation will be present. Now, in presence of a magnetic field, there will be an additional 

Lorentz force acting on the electrons and this force acts on the electrons with left and 

right circular motions in the opposite directions, pointing either towards or away from 

the centre of the circle. Thus, the radius for LCP light will reduce while, that for RCP 

light gets expanded, or vice versa, depending on the direction of the magnetic field. The 

difference in the radii of LCP and RCP lights will result in a finite difference in dielectric 

constants subsequently leading towards the phenomenon called MOKE. The difference 

in the dielectric constants also affects the refractive indices (r.i.) for the two different 

circularly polarized lights, which is responsible for the phase difference between the 

orthogonal components of the reflected light as expressed in Equation 2.47. 

However, the quantum mechanical approach stresses on the SOI that couples the 

electron spin to its motion to cause the Kerr effect in an FM material. The movement of 

electrons under the influence of the electric field vector of light affects the SOI, which 

can be thought of as an effective magnetic field vector potential (A) given by, 

𝑨 ~ 𝒔  𝑉                                                               (2.48) 

where, s and V depict the electron spin and the electric field (E = -V, V being the 

electric field potential), respectively, acting on the motion of the electron. Despite the 

fact that this effect is present in all materials, it not prominent in NM materials, because 

of the presence of an equal amount of up and down spins cancelling out the effect. For 

FM materials, the effect manifests itself because of the unbalanced population of 

electron spins in its electronic band structure. 
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2.11.2. MOKE Geometry  

There are three types [145,367,369,375] of MOKE geometry, namely, polar, longitudinal 

and transverse, which are classified depending upon the orientation of magnetization 

with respect to the sample surface and plane of incidence. Figure 2.11(b) shows the 

relative orientations of the magnetization, plane of incidence and polarization direction 

in different MOKE geometries. In polar MOKE, the magnetization is perpendicular to the 

sample surface and parallel to the plane of incidence. Since the plane of polarization of 

both p-polarized light (polarization parallel to the plane of incidence) and s-polarized 

light (polarization perpendicular to the plane of incidence) is always perpendicular to 

the magnetization (irrespective of the angle of incidence) a Lorentz force always exists 

resulting in a Kerr rotation. The polar configuration is generally used to study thin films, 

where light is made incident normal to the sample surface. In the longitudinal Kerr 

effect, the magnetization lies in the plane of the sample and parallel to the plane of 

incidence. However, the longitudinal Kerr effect depends upon the angle of incidence. In 

case of normal incidence, the Kerr effect is absent because either the Lorentz force 

vanishes (for p-polarized light) or points along the direction of the light (for s-polarized 

light). In transverse MOKE, the magnetization (M) is perpendicular to the plane of 

incidence and parallel to the reflection surface. Here also no Kerr effect is observed for 

normal incidence of light. Moreover, in case of oblique incidence, the polarization does 

not change, since there is either no Lorentz force present (for s-polarized light) or the 

direction of polarization of the induced component is same as the incident polarization 

(for p-polarized light). Instead, the transverse effect is associated with a change in the 

intensity of the reflected light when magnetization changes its orientation. The change 

in the intensity is dependent upon the component of magnetization perpendicular to the 

plane of incidence. 

2.12. Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR)  

When a steady magnetic field is applied to an FM material, its magnetization starts to 

precess around the effective magnetic field (Heff) with an angular frequency according to 

the Larmor condition for electron spin: 

𝜔L = 𝛾𝐻eff                                                             (2.49) 
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where, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. If an alternating magnetic field (HRF) with an angular 

frequency (ω) is applied in the transverse direction to the bias field, then resonance will 

take place under the following condition: 

𝜔 = 𝛾√𝐵𝐻eff                                                          (2.50) 

where, B is the magnetic induction. As a consequence, the magnetization will precess in 

the resonant frequency absorbing power from the alternating field. This phenomenon is 

called ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [18,376]. Although the resonance frequency (ω) 

has been found to be quite higher than the expected Larmor frequency (ωL) which has 

been explained by considering the dynamic coupling arising from the demagnetizing 

field around the magnetic specimen [19,377]. 

2.12.1. Microwave Excitation and Detection 

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [18,19] is a spectroscopic method to investigate the 

magnetization dynamics of FM materials to extract the information about SWs by 

probing the sample magnetization resulting from its magnetic moments. There are 

various methods developed for the FMR measurement in a broad frequency regime 

such as,  

2.12.1.1. FMR Technique Based on Stripline (SL)  

This [378] is closely related to the standard shortened waveguide and microwave cavity 

FMR measurement techniques [379-381] where one can measure FMR by sweeping the 

magnetic field at a fixed frequency.  

2.12.1.2. FMR using a Pulsed Inductive Microwave Magnetometry (PIMM)  

This technique [382-384] relies upon the inductive detection of magnetization through 

the use of drive electronics with fast rise time and coplanar waveguide (CPW) for 

simultaneous drive and detection as well as digital signal processing. The Fourier 

transform of the time domain response obtained from this method yields the FMR 

absorption profile in the frequency domain. 

2.12.1.3. FMR Incorporating a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) Instrumentation 

(VNA-FMR)  

Here, the magnetization dynamics is acquired directly in the frequency domain by 

sweeping the frequency over a broad frequency window at a fixed magnetic field. 

Consequently, the SW absorption spectra are recorded in terms of the scattering (S) 

parameters [135,137,385-387].  
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The SL FMR approach is simple although the sensitivity is low. The VNA-FMR is 

advantageous because it can extract both amplitude and phase information of the signal 

with the aid of VNA. However, this method needs careful calibration and the proper 

subtraction of reference signals in order to achieve accurate results. The PIMM FMR 

method is beneficial due to the use of a dc field instead of a microwave excitation and 

time-resolved magnetization relaxation data (corresponding to a broadband FMR 

response in the frequency domain) is recorded without any complicated calibration 

procedure. However, its prime disadvantage is that the data analysis is extremely 

complicated with the requirement of a critical subtraction of the background pulse as 

opposed to that with the VNA-FMR approach. 

In the following, the VNA-FMR technique has been explained elaborately which has 

been mainly employed during the investigation of spin dynamics of magnetic specimens 

presented in this thesis. 

2.12.2. Network Analyzer  

Network analyzers are mostly used at high frequencies although the special type of 

analyzers can also cover lower frequency ranges [388]. There are two types of network 

analyzers: 

2.12.2.1. Scalar Network Analyzer (SNA)  

It measures amplitude properties only. It is functionally identical to a spectrum analyzer 

in combination with a tracking generator [389]. 

2.12.2.2. Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)  

It calculates both amplitude and phase properties which are the most commonly used of 

network analyzers [390-392]. However, there is another category of network analyzer 

known as the microwave transition analyzer (MTA) or large signal network analyzer 

(LSNA) [393-398] which measures both amplitude and phase of the fundamental and 

harmonics. In the works presented in this dissertation, a Vector Network Analyzer- 

(VNA-) based FMR spectrometer has been employed. Such network analyzer can 

measure complex (i.e. both amplitude and phase) ratio of reflected and/or transmitted 

electrical signals to the incident signals by sampling out the frequency dependent 

signals while, gain and phase information are kept preserved. Unlike conventional 

ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer where a resonant cavity of the specific 
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frequency with high quality factor (Q) is used [399-402], the reason behind using 

broadband ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer are manifold such as: 

1. The non-resonant cavity used here gives a reflection/transmission band with flat Q 

factor over a broad frequency range making the system robust for investigating an FM 

system especially, patterned heterostructures that possess a number of resonant SW 

frequencies. 

2. The sweeping frequency band can range from few MHz to tens of GHz making the 

spectrometer extremely useful for investigation of SWs over broad frequency response. 

3. This offers the operation of magnetization dynamics from MHz to high GHz regime 

which is difficult in conventional systems especially in the low-frequency range (< 1 

GHz) which is necessary for the investigation of different interesting magnetic 

structures, e.g. magnetic vortex systems [403-405] etc. 

4. This is suitable for investigation of magnetic heterostructures which possess a 

transition from in-plane to out-of-plane magnetization (M) if there is a competition 

between the strength of the applied magnetic field and that of its magnetic property 

(such as magnetic anisotropy) contributing to the effective M.   

A brief description of a VNA system is discussed in the following section. 

2.12.3. Mechanism of Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)  

It is a precision measuring instrument that tests the electrical performance of high-

frequency components in the radio frequency (RF), microwave (MW) and millimetre-

wave frequency bands [406-410]. A VNA is a stimulus-response test system, composed 

of an RF source and multiple measurement receivers. It is specifically designed to 

measure the forward and reverse reflection and transmission responses in terms of 

scattering (S) parameters [411,412]. S-parameters have both a magnitude and a phase 

component and they characterize the linear performance of the device under test 

(DUT), i.e. the magnetic sample measured in this dissertation. However, it can also be 

utilized for characterizing some non-linear behaviour like amplifier gain compression 

or inter-modulation distortion, through calibration. VNAs provide the highest level of 

accuracy for measuring RF components. One of the most fundamental concepts of the 

high-frequency network analysis involves incident, reflected and transmitted waves 

travelling along transmission lines. It is helpful to think of travelling waves along the 

transmission line in terms of an optical (light wave) analogy. Some of the light is 
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reflected off the surface of a lens when light is incident on the lens but most of the light 

is transmitted through it while, the remaining part will be absorbed by the material of 

the lens. If the lens is mirrored then most of the light wave will be reflected. The similar 

concept holds good for RF signals except that the electromagnetic (EM) energy is in the 

RF range instead of the optical range and the experimental contents involve electrical 

devices. Usually, network analysis is concerned with the accurate measurement of the 

ratios of the reflected signal to the incident signal, and the transmitted signal to the 

incident signal. In VNA, measurements with both magnitude and phase are required for 

the best measurement accuracy and best calibration. Also, the complete 

characterization of devices and networks involves measurement of magnitude and 

phase. 

2.12.3.1. Architecture  

The basic components of a network analyzer involve signal generator(s), test set(s), 

receiver(s) and display(s). In some set-ups, these units are distinct instruments. Most 

VNAs have two test ports permitting measurement of S-parameters in transmission 

geometry for 2 × 2 S-matrix (i.e. S11, S12, S21 and S22) but instruments more than two 

ports are also available commercially. 

2.12.3.1.A. Signal Generator  

The network analyzer is comprised of one signal generator (source) which will produce 

the oscillating signal in terms of RF current.  

2.12.3.1.B. Test Set  

The test set takes the signal generator output and routes it to the DUT, and it routes the 

signal to be measured to the receivers. It often splits off a reference channel for the 

incident wave. In a VNA, the reference channel goes to the receivers, which is needed to 

serve as a phase reference. 

2.12.3.1.C. Receiver  

The receivers perform the measurements. A network analyzer will have one or more 

receivers connected to its test ports. Some analyzers will dedicate a separate receiver 

to each test port, but others share one or two receivers among the ports. For the VNA, 

the receiver measures both the magnitude and the phase of the signal. It needs a 

reference channel (R) to determine the phase, and hence a VNA needs at least two 

receivers. However, some systems are equipped with three or four receivers to 
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permit simultaneous measurement of different parameters.  

2.12.3.1.D. Processor and Display  

With the processed RF signal available from the receiver and detector section it is 

necessary to display the signal in a format that can be interpreted. With the levels of 

processing that are available today, some very sophisticated solutions are available 

in RF network analyzers. Here, the reflection and transmission data are formatted to 

enable the information to be interpreted as easily as possible. 

2.12.3.2. Transmission Line  

The requirement for efficient transfer of RF signal (power) is one of the main reasons 

behind the use of transmission lines [413-416]. Generally, at low frequencies (~ DC 

behaviour) where the wavelengths of the signals are much larger than the length of the 

circuit conductors so that a simple wire is very useful for carrying power where the 

current travels down the wire easily, and voltage and current are the same no matter 

where we measure along the wire. However, at high frequencies, the wavelength of 

signals of interest is comparable to or much smaller than the length of conductors. Here, 

power transmission can be best thought of in terms of travelling waves. RF transmission 

lines can be made in a variety of transmission media such as coaxial, waveguide, twisted 

pair, coplanar, microstrip, stripline etc. The fundamental parameter of this line is its 

characteristic impedance (Z0) as it describes the relationship between the voltage and 

current travelling waves [417]. For most systems, Z0 varies from 50 Ω to 75 Ω. Now if 

the transmission line is terminated with Z0, there will be no reflected signal due to the 

maximum transfer of power to the load. However, when the termination is not matched 

with Z0, the portion of the signal which is not absorbed by the load is reflected back 

towards the source. For instance, if the line is terminated in a short circuit, as purely 

reactive elements cannot dissipate power and there will be nowhere else for the energy 

to transfer. Consequently, a reflected wave will be launched back down the line toward 

the source and the reflected wave must be equal in voltage magnitude to the incident 

wave. On the other hand, if the line is open the current at the open will be zero. Thus, for 

both the short and open cases, a standing wave pattern will be formed on the 

transmission line.  
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Figure 2.12. (a) Schematic of coplanar waveguide (CPW) with a width of the signal line 
(w) separated from two ground lines by (d) shown in reflection geometry while, the 
magnetic sample is beneath the central conducting (signal) line. (b) Cross section of the 
CPW revealing the distribution of the magnetic field lines (solid) generated by the RF 
field (Hrf) produced from the RF current (Irf). 
 

2.12.3.2.A. Coplanar Waveguide (CPW)  

It belongs to a genre of electrical transmission lines which can be fabricated using 

lithography (optical) technique and various other means (e.g. printed circuit board: PCB 

etc.) and it is used to convey RF/MW frequency signals [418-420]. Generally, CPW 

consists of a single conducting line (called signal line) together with a single or pair of 

return conductor(s) (usually the signal line lies in between them) which are termed as 

ground lines. All these three lines are fabricated on the same side (plane) of the 

dielectric substrate (and hence is the name coplanar). The ground lines are separated 

from the signal line by a small gap (d) width which plays a crucial role in determining 

the impedance of the whole system along with the contribution from the width (w) of 

the signal line. Depending upon the measurement geometry these three lines can be 

either shorted at one end (reflection geometry) or they can be always separated by 

maintaining a gap (transmission geometry). In the works presented in this thesis, only 

reflection geometry has been used where the CPW is schematically shown in the Figure 

2.12(a) where the FM samples lie above or below the central (signal) line separated by a 

moderately thick insulating layer in order to avoid any damage to the sample due to the 

RF current. The distribution of the oscillating magnetic field generated by the RF 

current (IRF) reveals that the magnetic field lines get flattened near the surface of the 

signal line because of its rectangular shape. Hence, it produces an in-plane RF magnetic 

field (HRF) to perturb the FM specimen from its equilibrium state under the application 

of an external bias magnetic field (Hext) as depicted in the Figure 2.12(b). 

(a) (b)
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2.12.3.3. High-frequency Device Characterization  

In general, a network analyzer measures the incident wave measured with the reference 

receiver signal. The reflected wave is measured with one receiver while, the transmitted 

wave is measured with another receiver. With amplitude and phase information of 

these three waves, one can quantify the reflection and transmission characteristics of 

our DUT. Now in VNA, return loss is a scalar measurement of reflection while, 

impedance results from a vector reflection measurement (e.g. group delay is purely 

phase related measurements). 

2.12.3.3.A. Reflection Parameters  

Reflection coefficient (R) is the ratio of the reflected signal to the incident signal. Now, if 

the transmission line is terminated in Z0 then reflected signal will be zero so that R = 0, 

but when ZL is not equal to Z0 then some value of R will be obtained. If ZL is a short or 

open circuit then R will be unity, so the value of R ranges from 0 ≤ R ≤ 1. Return loss is 

expressed in terms of decibel (-milliwatts) (dB(m)) and is a scalar quantity which is an 

electrical power unit in decibels (dB), referenced to 1 milliwatt (mW). It can be thought 

of as the number of dB(m) that the reflected signal is below the incident signal and it 

varies between infinity and 0 for an open or short circuit. Generally, dB is a relative 

measurement (e.g. positive dB means gain while, negative dB denotes loss) unlike dBm 

(here, ‘m’ stands for mW) which is an absolute unit making it very critical to convert 

from dBm to dB. However, the relationship between powers expressed in dBm (PdBm) 

and mW (PmW) is given by, 

𝑃dBm = 10 log10 (
𝑃mW

1mW
)                                                 (2.51) 

2.12.3.3.B. Transmission Parameters  

Transmission coefficient (T) is defined as the ratio of the transmitted signal to the 

incident signal and it is expressed in terms of dBm. The phase portion of the 

transmission coefficient is called the insertion phase. Notably, the S-parameters are 

generally expressed in dBm unit. 

2.12.3.3.C. Group Delay  

It is a measure of the transit time of a signal through the DUT versus frequency. It is 

calculated by differentiating the insertion phase response of DUT versus frequency, i.e. 

it is a measure of the transmission line response. 

 

https://www.rapidtables.com/electric/decibel.html
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Figure 2.13. Schematic of (a) two- and (b) one-port microwave excitation and detection 
systems. (c) Graphical representation of scattering (S) parameters. 
 

2.12.3.4. Scattering (S-) Parameters  

These are generally the elements of scattering (S-) matrix. It is mostly used for 

electrical circuits which are operated at RF or microwave (MW) frequency [421]. 

These parameters get modified with the measurement frequency and system 

impedance. The electrical circuit usually behaves like a black box which can interact 

with other circuits through ports. The network is characterized by S-matrix. An S-

matrix can describe N-port network which has N-dimensions and N2 (N × N) 

elements and each of these elements is a complex number, i.e. they possess both 

magnitude and phase. At high RF or MW regime, direct measurement of admittance (Y) 

or impedance (Z) or hybrid (h) parameters become difficult due to the following 

reasons: 

1. Unavailability of equipment to measure total current and voltage in RF/ MW regime. 

2. It is difficult to obtain a perfect open/short condition. 

3. Active devices may be unstable under open/short conditions or such high-frequency 

domain. 

However, in order to avoid such difficulties, S-parameters have the following 

benefits: 

1. Relatively easy to measure at the high-frequency regime. 

2. These parameters can be related to familiar measurements, e.g. gain, loss, 

reflection or transmission coefficients, 

(b)

(a)

(c)
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3. Y, Z or h-parameters can be calculated from S-parameters if necessary. 

2.12.3.4.A. Calculation for Scattering (S-) Parameters  

As schematically illustrated in Figure 2.13(a, b), the necessary measurement 

conditions have been depicted for two- and one-port measurement systems 

respectively, where ZS and ZL represent the source and load impedances which are 

matched (terminated) with the characteristic impedance, Z0. VS, V1 and V2 denote the 

signals at the generator (source), potential differences across the two leads on both 

sides (1 and 2) and I1 and I2 are the corresponding currents. If a1 and a2 represent the 

incident signals from the two ports while, b1 and b2 are the acquired signals 

respectively at the two corresponding ends then b1 and b2 can be expressed as, 

𝑏1 = 𝑆11𝑎1 + 𝑆12𝑎2                                                 (2.52) 

𝑏2 = 𝑆21𝑎1 + 𝑆22𝑎2                                                 (2.53) 

This can be expressed in the matrix form given by, 

[
𝑏1
𝑏2
] =  [

𝑆11 𝑆12
𝑆21 𝑆22

] [
𝑏1
𝑏2
]                                               (2.54) 

Here, S-parameters can be defined as the following: 

1. Input reflection coefficient, 

𝑆11 = 
𝑏1

𝑎1
|
𝑎2=0

                                                       (2.55) 

2. Forward transmission (insertion) gain, 

𝑆12 = 
𝑏1

𝑎2
|
𝑎1=0

                                                     (2.56) 

3. Reverse transmission (insertion) gain, 

𝑆21 = 
𝑏2

𝑎1
|
𝑎2=0

                                                     (2.57) 

4. Output reflection coefficient, 

𝑆22 = 
𝑏2

𝑎2
|
𝑎1=0

                                                     (2.58) 

These parameters can be visualized as Figure 2.13(c). Generally, S-parameters are 

expressed in terms of dB as 20 log10|𝑆ij| where, i, j = 1, 2 respectively. 

During the work presented in this thesis, one-port measurement has been carried out 

where only S11 parameter is extracted to investigate the SW spectra in magnetic 

samples. 
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2.13. Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) 

For many decades, the light scattering technique has been employed to investigate 

coherent dynamic properties in gases, liquids, and solids. Here, the properties of the 

scattered light from the specimen are measured and compared to that of the incident 

light. This yields information about the mechanisms that have a contribution to the 

scattering procedure. In Raman Scattering [422], light interacts with vibrational or 

rotational degree of freedom. However, the Brillouin light scattering (BLS) [423], named 

after its inventor deals with the inelastic scattering of photons [424-426] from a 

comparatively smaller frequency (~ GHz) quasiparticle excitations, e.g. magnons, 

phonons, plasmons [427,428] etc. Here, the physics underlying such a phenomenon is 

explained briefly in the following. 

 

Figure 2.14. The scattering geometry demonstrating the incident, reflected and 
scattered beams as well as the direction of magnon wavevectors for Stokes and anti-
Stokes processes in BLS in Damon-Eshbach (DE) geometry. 
 

2.13.1. Principles 

Figure 2.14 demonstrates the scattering geometry describing the incident and scattered 

beams, the angle of incidence (θ) and the wave vector (k) direction. The inelastic 

scattering mechanism can be defined as a photon-magnon collision from a quantum 

mechanical viewpoint, i.e. in terms of the creation (Stokes process) and annihilation 

(anti-Stokes process) of a magnon of angular frequency (ω) and wavevector (k) which is 

illustrated in Figure 2.15. If the conservation of energy (frequency) and momentum 
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(wave vector) between the magnon and the incident and scattered photons are 

considered, then: 

ħ𝜔s = ħ𝜔i ± ħ𝜔                                                        (2.59) 

ħ𝑘s = ħ𝑘i ± ħ𝑘                                                         (2.60) 

where, + (−) sign stands for the anti-Stokes (Stokes) shift and ki, ks, ωi, ωs denote the 

wavevectors and angular frequencies of the incident and scattered lights, respectively. 

However, because of the translational symmetry breaking, the perpendicular 

component of the wave is not conserved in case of light scattered from a thin film. 

Therefore, the above Equations 2.59 and 2.60 only hold good for k which corresponds 

the wavevector component parallel to the film plane. 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Pictorial representation of the (a) Stokes and (b) anti-Stokes scattering 
processes in BLS. 
 

From the conservation of momentum described above, wavevector of SW involved in 

the scattering process can be determined. Usually, during the scattering, the amount of 

energy of incident light exchanged with the system (i.e., the energy of the magnon itself) 

is very small in comparison with that of the incident photon. The energy of magnon 

observed in BLS is ~ 10-4 eV whereas that of a visible photon is few eV. As a result, the 

magnitude of the scattered photon wavevector(ks) should be very close to that of the 

incident photon wavevector (ki). The schematic illustration of the scattering profile of a 

photon by a bulk magnon is depicted in Figure 2.16(a), which denotes that the SW 

(a) (b)
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participating in the scattering possesses a component perpendicular to the surface. 

Here the scattered photon wavevector (ks) must lie on the blue circular path which has 

a radius equal to the magnitude of incident photon wavevector (ki). Here the cone 

describes the collection angle of the scattered beam in the BLS experiment where its 

central axis is aligned with the incident photon wavevector. Hence, by assuming that ki 

and ks are collinear (ks = − ki), i.e. the backscattered geometry, the magnitude of the 

wavevector (|k|) of the emitted or absorbed bulk magnon is always 2|ki|. 

 

 

Figure 2.16. Scattering of the laser beam by (a) bulk and (b) surface magnons. Here, the 
direction of k corresponds to the anti-Stokes process. 
 

Again, in case of scattering of a photon by a surface magnon as represented in Figure 

2.16(b), k lies in the horizontal plane. Hence, conservation of momentum will be only in 

the plane along the surface of the sample. So, the conserved component of the incident 

beam is equal to |ki|sinθ where, θ is the angle between ki and sample surface normal as 

shown in Figure 2.14. Therefore, the wavevector (k) of the magnon probed during the 

experiment can be written as: 

|𝑘| = |𝑘i s  𝜃 − 𝑘s s  𝜃| = 2|𝑘i| s  𝜃 = 2 (
2𝜋

𝜆
) s  𝜃                        (2.61) 

This suggests that no new information can be extracted about the bulk magnons by 

varying the incident angle whereas the surface magnon reveals the crucial frequency vs. 

wavevector dispersion relation. Equation 2.61 is known as the Bragg’s condition which 

provides an approximation for most of the light scattering experiments. One can vary 

the magnitude of k according to Equation 2.61 by changing either θ or λ. 

(a) (b)
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2.13.2. Uncertainty in the Selected Wavevector of Spin Wave  

In BLS technique, an uncertainty is always induced in the selected SW wave vector 

because of the finite aperture angle of the objective lens used for focusing and collecting 

light from the sample. As illustrated in Figure 2.14, for the finite angle of incidence θ, the 

corresponding broadening in wavevector, k is given by: 

∆𝑘 = 2𝑘i cos 𝜃 s  (
𝛽

2
) = 2 (

2𝜋

𝜆
) (cos 𝜃)(N. A. )                              (2.62) 

where,  is the collecting angle of the lens while, its numerical aperture is defined by the 

following expression: 

N. A.= s  (
𝛽

2
)                                                              (2.63) 

So, for normal incidence (i.e. θ = 0°), this uncertainty becomes maximum. Also, because 

of the focusing of the incident beam, a possible uncertainty can be present in θ. 

However, a very narrow beam (width ~ 500 µm) is used to reduce this during the 

practical experiment which in turn enhances the focused spot size. 

2.13.3. Polarization of Scattered Beam 

The scattering of light from the SWs can be interpreted as a magneto-optic mechanism. 

Generally, the oscillating electric dipoles experience a Lorentz force in the presence of 

the precessing magnetization or SW. This effectively results in a spatially periodic 

fluctuation in the polarizability of the medium leading to a scattered electromagnetic 

(EM) wave whose electric field vector is perpendicular to that of the incident wave. This 

procedure is schematically described in Figure 2.17 for a p-polarized (i.e. polarization 

parallel to the plane of incidence) incident light in Damon-Eshbach (DE) configuration 

where the magnetization direction is perpendicular to the propagation of SW. As the 

magnetic specimen is hit by the laser beam, it provokes the electric dipoles to oscillate 

due to its oscillatory electric field, given by: 

𝑬 = 𝐸x𝒆x + 𝐸y𝒆y                                                    (2.64) 

Now, if the magnetization (M) also has a dynamic component, then M can be expressed 

as:  

𝑴 = 𝑴0 +𝒎                                                         (2.65) 

where, 

𝒎 = 𝑚x𝒆x +𝑚y𝒆y                                                   (2.66) 
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Figure 2.17. Schematic of the interaction between the p-polarized incident beam and the 
precessing magnetization (M). 
 

The oscillating component of M exerts a Lorentz force (proportional to E × m) on the 

electric dipoles which in this case causes polarization pointing along the z-direction. 

Consequently, the electric field of the radiated light wave is pointed along the z-

direction (i.e. s-polarized). A similar argument for the incident light with s-polarization 

can be drawn when the scattered light is p-polarized. Hence, it can be concluded that the 

polarization of the incident light is perpendicular to that of light scattered by a magnon. 

This is different from the situation when light is scattered by acoustic phonons as here 

the polarizations of the incident and scattered lights lie along the same direction. This 

helps to isolate the scattered light by magnons from that scattered by phonons by 

choosing the suitable orientation of the analyzing polarizer in the experiment.  
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Chapter 3 

3. Fabrication and Characterization Techniques 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Here, a brief discussion of the fabrication [1] and characterization tools which have 

been employed to investigate the properties of the magnetic heterostructures and 

nanopatterns in the course of the thesis work will be furnished. Nanofabrication [2,3] 

being the core of nanoscience and nanotechnology [4,5] demands continuous 

improvement and upgradation in order to procure high quality thin films and confined 

structures with minimum and undesirable structural defects or without any repugnant 

elemental composition. Eventually, the intrinsic features of a magnetic material at 

nanoscale stoutly rely upon the crystalline and chemical ordering as well as the quality 

of the surface of the patterned structure. Consequently, an elaborate characterization is 

imperative to catechize and optimize the magnetic parameters of the nanostructures. 

Numerous techniques have been developed to fabricate nanocomposites with such 

superior qualities. Howbeit, the increasing demand of preparing nanoscale patterns 

with fine and desirable abilities with a cost-effective fabrication method has always 

been a challenging hurdle. As per requirement, a chromatic range of lithography and 

deposition systems have been delved into preparing the heterostructures which 

demand a thorough investigation of their physical aspects prior to be utilized for any 

industrial application. Over the course of advancement in the fabrication procedures, 

lithography techniques remain an essential accessory for developing superfine 

patterned structures despite of being complex chemical procedures which is time 

consuming as well as expensive. For the research works presented in this dissertation, 

the magnetic heterostructures in the form of thin films have been grown by electron 

beam evaporation (EBE) and magnetron sputtering techniques whereas the patterning 

of such films has been carried out by optical (photo) or ultraviolet (UV) lithography[1], 

electron beam lithography (EBL) [6,7] while ion milling method [8] has been also 

deployed. The characterization to determine the crystal structure, surface imaging and 

morphology and the chemical compositions of these heterostructures and structured 

magnetic materials has been performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) [9,10], scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) [11,12], surface profiler [13], atomic force microscopy 
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(AFM) [14] and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) [15]. The static and quasi-

static magnetic characterizations have been probed by magnetic force microscopy 

(MFM) [16-19], magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) [20-22], vibrating sample 

magnetometry (VSM) [23,24]. In addition, a scriber is also employed in order to cut the 

substrate into precise sized chips which have been used as the base to fabricate the 

magnetic materials. In the following, we briefly discuss the working principles and 

advantages of the aforementioned tools. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic illustration of photo- (UV-) and electron beam lithography 
processes describing (a) resist coating of a substrate, (b) bottom-up and (c) top-down 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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approaches. Combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches using (d) positive and 
(e) negative resists. 
 

3.1. Lithography Techniques 

Lithography [25] is an essential procedure in patterning precise and fine-scale 

structures on a substrate. Here, different kinds [26] of radiation such as optical [27], 

electron beam [28], X-ray [29] and ion beam [30] are exposed to a chemically active 

medium known as resist [27] where the pattern of ordered arrays of nanostructures is 

efficiently and precisely drawn. Afterwards, the desired material is deposited which 

follows the footprint of the patterned resist to render the final structure.  

3.1.1. Top-down and Bottom-up Approaches 

In current lithography technology, two completely opposite paths are pursued 

depending upon the requirements. First is top-down strategy of miniaturization while, 

the second one is bottom-up (or self-assembly) approach of fabricating complex 

systems [31-34] (see Figure 3.1). Top-down fabrication [35] is a subtractive process in 

which material is removed to produce patterns with controlled physical features (i.e. 

shape and size). This is different than the bottom-up fabrication approach [36] which is 

an additive process where atoms and molecules are used to build up the desired 

patterns. Top-down strategy is better for creating long-range ordered patterns and 

making macroscopic connections. On the other hand, bottom-up technique is suitable 

for producing structures with short range order especially at nanoscale and making 

assemblies. Hence, the best combination of tools for nanofabrication can be achieved 

by integrating top-down and bottom-up techniques. The most common top-down 

approach to fabrication involves lithographic patterning techniques using optical 

sources with short wavelength. In top-down approach, the main advantage is that the 

structures are both patterned and built in the same area and hence no assembly step is 

required. However, even though top-down methods work fine at the microscale, it 

becomes increasingly difficult to apply them at nanoscale regime when heat dissipation 

can become a serious issue. A second disadvantage is that they involve planar 

techniques, which means that structures are created by the addition and subtraction of 

patterned layers (deposition and etching) and as a result, arbitrary 3D objects are 

difficult to construct. On the contrary, bottom-up approaches to nanofabrication use 

chemical or physical forces operating at the nanoscale to assemble basic units into 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/cm402179h
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larger structures. As component size decreases in nanofabrication, bottom-up 

approaches provide an increasingly important complement to top-down techniques. In 

this dissertation, the fabrication of nanostructures has been carried out using a 

combination of both top-down and bottom-up approaches. 

3.1.2. Optical (Photo-) Lithography 

Photolithography is broadly used to produce microstructures with micron and 

submicron range feature sizes. It relies on photosensitive resists, which are coated on 

substrates, e.g. silicon wafers. Generally, an intensity pattern is projected on the resist to 

create the microstructure to be fabricated. Subsequently, in the development step 

depending on the specific type of resist employed, either the illuminated or the 

nonilluminated part of the resist is removed. Optical lithography is composed of four 

fundamental elements such as:  

1. Illumination system with energy source 

2. A photo mask containing the desired pattern 

3. exposure system to generate a virtual image of the mask pattern  

4. a medium known as photoresist (in case of photolithography) for recording the image 

generated by the exposure system.  

Here, a parallel growth of all the nanostructure using photo-mask is possible which 

reduces the fabrication time significantly. Howbeit, optical lithography has a drawback 

that it is difficult to fabricate sub-micrometer (˂ 1 m) patterns using this method due 

to the resolution limitation by the diffraction of light.  

3.1.2.1. Substrate Cleaning  

At first a silicon (Si) wafer is taken on which the sample will be grown. Then, the wafer 

is sliced into desirable sizes of piece using a scriber which has either a diamond or 

carbide tip as the slicing tool. It has to undergo a proper cleaning procedure by 

ultrasonicating it in acetone (propanone) for some time which is then washed by iso-

propyl alcohol (IPA: 2-propanol). This will help to remove inorganic and organic 

impurity materials from the top of the substrate. The substrate is dried by a dry 

nitrogen flow.  

3.1.2.2. Resist Coating  

In bottom-up approach, a uniform layer of photo resist dissolved in an organic solvent is 

coated on the substrate. In our case, a thin layer of primer HMDS [37] (1,1,1,3,3,3- 
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Hexamethyldisilazane: [dimethyl-(trimethylsilylamino)silyl]methane: C6H10NSi2) or 

Omnicoat [38] (contains cyclopentanone and propylene glycol monomethyl ether) is 

coated using a spin coater system [39,40] which is an efficient mechanical tool that can 

rotate a substrate under a pre-set revolution per minute (rpm) for a particular amount 

time depending upon the required thickness of the primer. First the substrate is fixed on 

top of the spindle of a spin coater using a vacuum pump. A few drops of primer solution 

are put on the substrate which can be rotated at different rotational speed for a certain 

time as per requirement. The centrifugal force makes the liquid uniformly distributed 

on the substrate although there can be some non-uniformity at the edges. The substrate 

is then baked in an oven at a pre-set temperature for a fixed time. Thereafter, either a 

positive photoresist (AZ-1500 [41]: composed of Novolac, a cresol resin that is 

synthesized from phenol and formaldehyde where the photo active compound of this 

photoresist belongs to the group of diazonaphtho-quinones (DNQ) and the solvent is 

PGMEA (propylene-glycol-mono-methylether-acetate) with different concentration 

depending on the formulation) or a negative photoresist SU8 [42,43] (composed of 

Novolac epoxy that is dissolved in an organic solvent (gamma-butyrolactone: GBL 

or cyclopentanone, depending on the formulation and up to 10 wt% of mixed 

Triarylsulfonium/hexafluoroantimonate salt as the photoacid generator) is coated on 

top of the primer coated substrate in a similar way and baked at fixed temperature and 

time. Baking essentially removes solvent from the photoresist and increase the 

adhesion. With the recipe described one can achieve a coating of resist having few µm 

(~ 0.5 − 2 µm) thickness as the thicknesses of both primer and resist layers depend 

heavily on their densities and viscosities and also upon speed and time of rotation. In 

this context it is worth mentioning that photoresist can be of two types either positive 

or negative. For positive photoresist (AZ-1500) chemical changes occur at UV light 

exposure. Hence, the exposed part becomes more soluble in the developer solution. 

Conversely in case of negative photoresist (SU8) the exposed part becomes more 

polymerized and less soluble.  

3.1.2.3. UV light Exposure and Developing  

The resist coated substrate is exposed to UV light with typical energy (70-90 mJ/mm2) 

through a mask containing the pattern. In this step the desired structure is drawn using 

commercially available design software (Auto CAD: computer aided design [44]) or a 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novolac
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epoxy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_solvent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma-Butyrolactone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclopentanone
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photo mask (chrome on glass) containing the desired patterns to be fabricated was 

placed on top of the substrate while a convex lens was used in between the source and 

the mask for uniform illumination of the source on the mask. Thereby, the resist reacts 

at the exposed part which becomes soluble/insoluble in the developer depending upon 

positive/negative resist. Then the substrate is dipped into a developer solution (AZ/SU8 

developer for AZ-1500/SU8 resist) for few seconds (~ 40 − 80 s) followed by a rinsing 

in de-ionized water (AZ-1500) or IPA (SU8) for about few minutes (~ 1 − 2 min). Then it 

is dried by dry nitrogen (N2) flow. The process makes the resist pattern visible at the 

exposed/unexposed part depending upon positive/negative resist.  

3.1.2.4. Lift-off and Etch-back Processes  

Single or multilayer thin films are deposited on the whole substrate followed by a 

treatment with acetone (for AZ-1500) or remover PG [45,46] (for SU8 resist: remover 

PG is comprised of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone and surfactant) for few minutes (~ 1 − 5 

min) to remove the residual resist and then they are finally cleaned with IPA for few 

minutes (~ 5 − 10 min) and finally blown by dry N2 gas. Ergo, we achieve a fine 

patterned microscale single or multilayer thin film heterostructures. Sometimes thin 

films are deposited on the substrate first on top of which resist is patterned using 

photolithography method as mentioned above and this procedure is called top-down 

approach. In this case, the films are etched back in the weaker part of the resist using 

reactive ions in the physical/chemical ion milling instrument and the harder part 

remains unaffected. Finally, the residual resists are removed and we get the desired fine 

structure on the thin film. 

In this thesis, all the thin film heterostructures and coplanar waveguides (CPWs) are 

fabricated using the maskless UV photolithography system which is described briefly in 

the following. 
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of maskless optical lithography system. 
 

3.1.3. Maskless Optical Photolithography 

In conventional photolithography, microstructures are transferred from a physical 

lithography mask (made of chrome (oxide: opaque) and glass (or quartz: transparent)) 

into a photosensitive resist. Recently, maskless lithography [47-50] set-ups have 

become very popular in order to avoid cost- and time-consuming mask generation. On 

the other hand, current advances in microelectronic mechanical systems (MEMS) has 

unlocked new pathways for light manipulation. This leads to new lithographic tools 

which depends on spatial light modulators (SLMs) such as digital micromirror devices 

(DMDs) [51] or liquid crystal (LC) light modulators for transferring microstructures to 

the photoresist. Since DMD is employed to project the intensity pattern, this also can be 

employed to create a test illumination pattern required during contrast measurements 

and schematic illustration of a maskless lithography is represented in Figure 3.2. Here, 

SLM-based techniques in contrary to mask-based proximity lithography tools, require 

projection systems particularly when the structures lying in the submicron range need 
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to be transferred. Hence, these small feature sizes demand on optical lithography tools 

which employ projection lenses having large numerical aperture (NA) resulting in 

having a depth of field (DOF: distance between the nearest and the furthest objects that 

are in acceptably sharp focus) ~ few hundreds of nm. Although, precise projection of the 

SLM onto the wafer coated with resist strongly controls the quality of the fabricated 

microstructures. Manual focusing most often does not meet the demands in terms of 

accuracy when utilizing high NA projection systems. On the other hand, the time 

required for focusing leads to high production costs which is rectified by using the 

autofocusing systems to create submicron structures. Usually, autofocus systems can be 

classified in active and passive systems. 

3.1.3.1. Active Autofocus System  

Here, focusing is achieved by measuring the distance between the substrate surface and 

the lens and controlling that distance accordingly. In general, ultrasonic or infrared 

light-based triangulation sensors are employed for distance measurement. However, 

because of insufficient measurement accuracy, the applicability of ultrasonic sensors in 

lithography is limited. Also, such system becomes difficult to use because of the 

temperature dependence of sound propagation implying a continuous requirement of 

temperature control. In addition, it is challenging to trail the focus when the photoresist 

becomes transparent during the illumination process.  

3.1.3.2. Passive Autofocus System  

It depends on either contrast measurement or phase comparison (or a combination of 

both). However, the main disadvantage of active method and passive phase comparison 

approach is that they are expensive due to the need for additional sensors as well as 

more complex optical systems. On the other hand, the projection lens is gradually 

moved along its optical axis while an image is taken at each position step for contrast 

evaluation. In this technique, the image exhibiting the highest contrast is assumed to 

correlate with the optimal focal position of the imaging system. From the recorded 

images, the contrast (or focus) value is calculated. The position of the projection lens 

required for an optimal focusing is indicated by the highest contrast value. The primary 

advantages of contrast measurement techniques are the robustness and the cost-

effectiveness because of the absence of additional measurement technology. However, 

realization of an optimal algorithm adapted to the scope of a specific application is the 
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main challenge for developing a passive autofocus system using contrast measurement. 

Also, a homogeneous illumination and a sufficient object contrast are required for 

focusing in addition to the contrast evaluation algorithm. 

In this thesis, the maskless photolithography systems D-light-DL1000RS and 

DL1000SG/RWC from NanoSystem Solutions, Inc. with some salient features which are 

as follows: 

1. It uses long life light sources (such as LED and/or semiconductor laser) 

2. This system employs DMD and a telecentric optics illumination system to perform 

immediate exposure of desired pattern onto the photo resist where the pattern is 

designed on a PC screen using a designing software (e.g. AutoCAD) without using a 

physical mask. This allows easy and accurate overlay of alignment markers on the 

sample as compared to an individual optical path observation system. 

3. It possesses a high-speed patterning speed using the laser light source and DMD 

system as high-resolution pattern generator with ultrafast mirror switching speed.  

4. The patterning can be performed on a wide range of substrate size ranging few mm 

to few tens of cm with a resolution ~ 1m. 

5. It is comprised of a smart real-time auto focus which is capable of patterning even 

on thin transparent substrate or warped substrate. 

6. It is possible to simultaneously observe the surface pattern as well as exposure 

pattern by utilizing coaxial observation system. 

7. Grayscale image can be exposed for 3D structuring here. 

8. The system is equipped CCD camera which enables to observe the substrate 

coaxially to the optical path of exposure which ensures easy and accurate alignment. 

This maskless lithography system has been heavily utilized to pattern the microscale 

magnetic heterostructures as well as the electrodes (electrical measurements) and the 

CPWs (required for FMR measurements). 

3.1.4. Electron Beam Lithography (EBL)  

This unique technique is widely used for the precise and controlled fabrication of 2D 

arrays with submicron (˂ 1 m) features. Here, an electron beam is employed to expose 

an electron-sensitive resist to write patterns on the substrate or on the thin film 

heterostructures. The resolution of EBL is much higher than that for optical lithography 

due to the thinner resist thickness (~ few tens to hundreds of nm: depends upon the 
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resist and the rpm and time of rotation in the spin coater) and shorter wavelength (~ 

0.01 nm) of the high energy (~ keV) electron beam used in this method. This makes the 

formation of nanoscale patterns on the EBL resist possible, where the resist is sensitive 

to e-beam similar to that used during optical lithography. The basic principle of EBL is 

very similar with that of optical lithography. Here, firstly the pre-cleaned substrate is 

coated with a single layer or bilayer of EBL resist(s). First a bottom layer of positive 

resist 950K PMMA A4 [52-54] (950K: denotes the molecular weight of the resist; 

PMMA: polymethyl methacrylate; A4: 4% resist in Anisole solution) is spun onto the 

substrate at a certain rpm (~ 4000 - 6000) for a fixed time (~ 30 − 50 s) and baked at 

particular temperature (~ 170 − 180 °C) for certain time (~ 80 − 90 s) as per the 

requirement of the resist thickness. Then, the second layer of copolymer resist MMA 

EL9 [55] (MMA: methyl methacrylate; EL9: 9% copolymer resist in Ethyl Lactate 

solution) is rotated at fixed rate (~ 1500 − 2000 rpm) for a certain time (~ 80 − 90 s) 

followed by baking process at fixed temperature (170 - 180 °C) for a particular time (~ 

80 − 90 s). The reason behind using a bilayer resist onto the substrate is to get an 

undercut edge profile [56] of the resist after development of the pattern onto it. This is 

because the PMMA layer is developed faster than the MMA layer forming an overhung 

structure. Sometimes, bilayer resists consisting of 495K PMMA and 950K PMMA or only 

a single layer resist 950K PMMA can also be used using similar procedure. However, in 

case of single layer negative resist ma-N 2405 [57] (solution of 1-Methyl-2pyrrolidone, 

n-Butyl acetate & cyclohexanone), EBL can also be employed to prepare the resist 

pattern on top of a thin film (in case of fabrication of BMCs presented in this thesis). In 

this dissertation, the electron beam writing process is carried out in an efficient EBL 

system (Elionix Inc.: ELS-7700H) consisting of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

which is capable of exposing the resist with focused electrons. Auto CAD system is 

employed to create the pattern according to which the writing process of the EBL 

system is controlled. The system subsequently scans the drawing regions or patterns 

with the accelerated electron beam with pre-defined parameters such as electron beam 

current (~ hundreds of pA), dose (energy per unit area), energy (keV), resolution (scan 

points per dose). After electron beam writing, the resist is then developed in MIBK 

[58,59] (Methyl isobutyl ketone) diluted in IPA (MIBK:IPA = 1:3) solvent for a fixed time 

(~ 30 - 40 s). In case of ma-N 2405 resist, ma-D developer [60,61] (contains either 
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Tetramethylammonium hydroxide: TMAH or Sodium Hydroxide: NaOH) has been used. 

The substrate is finally rinsed in IPA to remove the remaining developer for some time 

(~ 50 − 60 s). The high resolution of the EBL technique with its mask-less feature gives 

better degree of freedom to control the fabrication. However, the main disadvantage of 

this technique is the long writing or processing time as compared to the time of 

exposure in other lithographic techniques. 

In this thesis, Elionix, ELS-7700H EBL system has been expansively applied to prepare 

array of ADLs and BMCs and also patterned nanoscale electrodes. 

3.1.5. Ion Milling  

This belongs to the class of physical etching techniques [62,63] where the ions of an 

inert gas (typically Ar) in vacuum are accelerated from a wide beam ion source (can be 

either DC or RF) onto a substrate surface (substrate can be resist-coated) in order to 

remove a specific material to some desired depth or underlayer. Figure 3.3 illustrates 

the schematic of such milling system in which vacuum levels are typically maintained ~ 

10-4 − 10-5 Torr range where the mean free path (i.e. the average distance an atom, ion 

or molecule can travel before it collides with another particle to perturb its direction) is 

longer than the distance between ion source and the substrate.  This pressure range is 

also very crucial for the operation of typical wide beam ion sources as it is difficult to 

sustain plasma below this range. The continuous bombardment of ions on the substrate 

causes the conversion of kinetic to heat energy resulting in substrate heating and hence, 

substrate cooling is often necessary to prevent damage. On the other hand, a fraction of 

kinetic energy from the incident ions drive away the atoms or atom clusters or 

molecules or secondary ions from top layer of the surface.  Interestingly, it is possible to 

accelerate the etch rate by heating the substrate as it enhances energy to the surface 

particles allowing them to be ejected with less kinetic energy. However, this can be 

undesirable as it is a runaway condition with increased current flow and power 

dissipation to further uncontrolled increase of the temperature due to the strong 

exothermic nature. Generally, the sample is tilted to keep the incident beam angle 

between 30° to 60° (preferably 45°) which significantly increases the etch rate as 

compared that for normal incidence. Also, this tilting helps in selective detection of the 

material being etched as well as to calculate its etching rate with the aid of end point 

detection technique which is described briefly below: 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Schematic of the ion milling system with end point detection (EPD) tool. 
(b) The diagram for the milling procedure. 
 

3.1.6. End Point Detection  

This is also known as secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [64,65]. During the 

etching procedure, the arrival at a specific underlayer can be determined from the in-

situ analysis of the secondary ions coming from the material layers on the substrate 

surface. Here, a detector is placed near the substrate surface (generally the sample is 

placed at 45° to both ion source and the detector which are situated orthogonal to each 

other) to collect the etched charged particles from the surface and to determine their 

relative intensities.  When the ion milling begins, secondary ions are detected by the 

SIMS detector as having a significant intensity.  As soon as the top layer gets almost 

removed, the intensity of the top layer element starts to diminish and the presence of 

the bottom layer material starts getting detected which starts to increase substantially. 

 Eventually, the intensity of the top layer element becomes minimal while that for the 

bottom layer gets significant.  

During the lithography of the patterned structure shown in this thesis, Ar ion milling 

system equipped with the end point detector (Model: EPD 700, PFEIFFER Vacuum) has 

been utilized. 

 

(b)(a)
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3.2. Thin film Deposition Technique 

Lithography techniques help to fabricate arrays of nanoscale elements on the 

resist/thin film, while in this section the deposition techniques [66] that have been 

employed to grow thin film heterostructures on top of a substrate or resist patterns 

used during works described in this dissertation will be discussed. Here, sputtering 

[67,68] and electron beam evaporation (EBE) [69] systems have been used for this 

purpose which will be briefly reviewed in the following. 

3.2.1. Sputtering  

This method [70] belongs to an idiomatic genre of physical vapor deposition (PVD) [71] 

techniques which is used for controlled deposition of thin films and multilayers with 

very high quality in terms of chemical composition as well as surface morphology [72]. 

Its theory is based upon multiple collision process where the positive ions of a gaseous 

plasma (e.g. inert gases like Argon: Ar, Krypton: Kr, or reactive gases like Nitrogen: N2, 

Oxygen: O2 depending upon the requirement) are accelerated which then dislodge and 

eject atoms from the source (target) material. These eroded atoms (or cluster of atoms) 

then condense over the substrate to form a thin film of desired parameters. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) Schematic illustration of magnetron sputtering tool. (b) The profile of the 
magnetic lines of forces has been depicted. 

(a)

(b)
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At the beginning, an inert gas (generally Ar [73,74]) is introduced into a pre-pumped 

vacuum chamber as illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). In the next step, a gaseous plasma is 

created and sustained inside the chamber using a high energy source (ranging from a 

few hundred to a few thousand electron volts). Here, the cathode or target is composed 

of the material or alloy to be deposited and the substrate serves as the anode. 

Depending on whether the target material is conductive (e.g. metals such as Ni, Co, Au, 

W, Ta, Cu, NiFe, CoFe, CoFeB etc.) or non-conductive (oxides or insulators, such as Al2O3, 

SiO2 etc.), a direct current (DC) or radio frequency (RF) power supply can be used 

although RF source is capable of igniting plasma for both conducting and non-

conducting targets [75,76]. The plasma is described as the fourth state of matter where 

neutral gas atoms, ions, electrons and photons exist simultaneously in a nearly balanced 

state. As soon as the power supply is on, the free electrons present in the plasma 

immediately accelerate away from the negatively charged cathode. The accelerated 

electrons then collide with the neutral gas atoms in their path, driving them off their 

electrons, therefore leaving the positively charged ions (i.e. Ar+). At this point the 

positively charged ions are accelerated into the target to strike its surface and eject 

neutral atoms and electrons (which further feed the formation of ions and the 

continuation of the plasma) out of it. These ejected atoms then travel in a typical line-of-

sight cosine path and gets subsequently deposited on the substrate which is kept in 

proximity with the target [77]. The substrate is rotated at a suitable speed for uniform 

deposition of the films. 

This conventional sputtering technique experiences two major challenges which are 

slow deposition rate and overheating of the target (due to extensive electron 

bombardment). One possibility to address these issues is to use magnetron sputtering. 

In this case, magnets are used behind the cathode to trap the free electrons in a cyclic 

path just above the cathode as shown in Figure 3.4(b). In this method, not only the 

probability of ionizing neutral gas molecules increases (this in turn enhances the 

deposition rate) but also the velocity of electrons near the target decreases. As a result, 

it is possible to deposit layered structures in lesser time and with lower substrate 

temperature. 
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It is important to note that, DC Sputtering is a cost-effective method for depositing 

conducting material like metals. Howbeit, this is not suitable for non-

conducting/dielectric target materials such as oxides or insulators that can generate a 

polarized charge which can cause serious problems, e.g. arcing (where an intensely 

focused and localized discharge coming from the target material into the plasma which 

can generate material droplets causing non-uniform film deposition) or the poisoning of 

the target material with a charge that can stop sputtering procedure completely. Also, 

positive ions are generated over time which accumulate on the surface of target 

material leading towards a complete ceasing of sputtering atoms. In order to avoid 

building up polarized charge, RF sputtering is employed where the electrical potential 

of the current is alternatively changed at radio frequencies in the vacuum environment.  

Also, the surface of the target material can also be cleaned in each cycle using the 

alternating electrical potential which reduces the chance of a charge build up. On the 

positive cycle, electrons are attracted to the target material (cathode) giving it a 

negative bias which is opposite for the negative cycle.  Consequently, sputtering can 

take place smoothly without any disturbance. 

There are several other advantages of RF sputtering, e.g. RF plasmas tend to defuse 

throughout the entire chamber instead of getting concentrated around the cathode or 

target material as with DC sputtering. Also, RF sputtering can sustain a plasma 

throughout the chamber at a lower gas pressure which results in fewer ionized gas 

collisions, i.e. more efficient line-of-site deposition of the coating material. Sputtering 

using RF also reduces the creation of race track erosion [78,79] on the surface of the 

target material which can be observed during magnetron sputtering especially in DC 

sputtering where the surface of the target material gets etched into a circular pattern. 

This is because of the circular magnetic field of the magnets beneath the target material 

which focuses the charged plasma particles near the surface of target and the diameter 

of the circular pattern depends on the magnetic field. However, with RF sputtering the 

width and depth of the race track is much less due to the alternating nature of the RF 

discharge with electrons causing less confinement by the magnetic field and hence, the 

plasma gets spread out more resulting in a wider, larger and shallower racetrack. This 

makes more uniform and efficient utilization of the target.  
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Although, deposition rates are considerably slower with RF sputtering and require 

significantly higher power as compared to DC sputtering so that overheating becomes a 

critical issue. Also, high voltage power supplies and cabling/connectors required for 

applying RF power are expensive and critical as the RF currents travel on the surface of 

target materials only. Another critical issue associated with RF sputtering rates is the 

decrease in deposition rates due to the lack of secondary electrons being trapped above 

the target as opposed to conventional magnetron sputtering for gas ionization. In all 

sputtering types, the plasma is sustained by the breakdown and ionization of an inert 

gas like Ar which is commonly used because of its large mass as well as cost 

effectiveness compared to the other inert gasses such as Helium (He) and Neon (Ne). 

During the works presented in this thesis, Shinko Seiki, STV4321 sputtering system [80] 

has been used to deposit transparent electrodes (Indium tin oxide: ITO) and insulating 

layers (SiO2, Al2O3). 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of electron beam evaporation (EBE) system. 
 

3.2.2. Electron Beam Evaporation (EBE)  

This technique [81] falls under a special species of PVD methods [71]. Here the material 

to be deposited is placed in a water-cooled graphite crucible which is kept inside an 

evacuated chamber as schematically demonstrated in Figure 3.5. A beam of electrons 
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generated by a hot tungsten filament by thermionic emission [82] is guided and focused 

onto the target material with the aid of deflecting and focusing magnets. The focused 

beam heats the sample to its boiling point. Thus, the target material evaporates which 

moves towards the substrate which is loaded on a sample holder and gets condensed all 

over its surface. The sample holder is mounted on a rotation motor, which rotates 

during the deposition, in order to obtain a uniform deposition. 

A load-locked chamber is integrated with the system to transfer samples into the 

chamber without disturbing the vacuum of the main/growth chamber. The EBE can be 

employed to melt both nonmagnetic materials (such as Au, Ti, Al2O3, SiO2 etc.) and FM 

elements (such as Ni, Fe, Co, NiFe, CoFe etc.). Various materials to be evaporated are 

kept in separate crucibles which are then placed on a linear/circular train and its 

position can be adjusted from outside without breaking the vacuum in the chamber. Due 

to the long distance (~ 15 − 20 cm) between the substrate and the source, the 

evaporated material can be considered as deposited on the substrate perpendicularly 

and the substrate is rotated to maintain uniformity. This is very essential while 

depositing the film on the arrays of patterned micro- or nanostructures as it reduces the 

undesired side-wall coating during the deposition. This causes the lift-off process 

relatively easier because the solvent can seep into the resist layer without much 

resistance. 

During the works presented in this thesis, Katagiri Eng. EB-evaporator system has been 

used to deposit Au electrodes and CPWs. 

3.3. Sample Characterization 

Sample characterization is a vital procedure after any kind of fabrication of patterns or 

deposition of heterostructures. Nonetheless, the lithography method is employed in 

fabricating magnetic nanostructures, these delicate systems deviate from their nominal 

dimensions, physical shape and chemical composition to an extent due to various 

factors such as fabrication conditions like quality of the vacuum/growth chamber, 

chemical process during multi-step lithography process and also ambient condition of 

the surroundings. Any distortion like sharp edges becoming rounded corners can be 

almost always observed due to the finite spot size of the optical and electron beams 

used for patterning. However, defects may also arise during the lift-off process of the 

resist due to the over- or under-treatment. The deformities such as inhomogeneity in 
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physical dimensions of patterned elements may appear while using un-optimized dose 

current and dose time. The edge roughness is another inherent issue which comes from 

the roughness of the side walls of resist and causes during lift-off process of the resist. 

The imperfection in the chemical composition of the thin film made of alloys (e.g. 

Ni80Fe20, Co50Fe50, Co20Fe60B20) and impurity arises during the deposition of the film. 

Beyond all these defects, sometimes different kinds of mechanical or human blemishes 

may also turn out due to the mishandling of the samples. The top surface of the sample 

can also get contaminated if they are not preserved properly in the vacuum desiccator. 

The fabrication imperfections are minimized by optimizing the dose current, dose time 

and lift-off procedure. The right choice of developer solution and time are very essential 

for such delicate lithography methods. The optimization of deposition parameters is 

necessary to achieve a thin film heterostructures with high quality in terms of chemical 

purity. The contamination of the sample is prevented by coating the sample with a 

transparent nonmagnetic material usually oxides, which generally remain unaffected by 

the ambient environment. Finally, proper handling of sample is always necessary to 

preserve the samples in a good ambient condition. The characterization techniques 

along with their working principles utilized for the samples studied in this dissertation 

are delineated below. 

3.3.1. Optical and Laser Microscopes  

Light microscopy is the one of the genres of microscopy which is used to observe 

systems having dimensions of the order of m or hundreds of nm. It is comprised of all 

types of microscopic methods that utilize electromagnetic radiation to achieve 

magnification. The light is produced by a visible lamp (e.g. halogen) as source and light 

rays are focused on the sample. The sample is placed on the x-y-z scanning stage while 

the light reflected from the sample surface is acquired by the objective lens (objective 

lens varies from 5X − 100X magnification) and additional magnification is achieved by 

the eyepiece (usually has an additional 10X magnification). During the works performed 

in the thesis, Olympus MX51 [83] has been used which has bright field, dark-field, and 

differential interference contrast (DIC) imaging modes that generates 2D images of the 

sample with high resolution even with ultralow contrast. 
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Figure 3.6. (a) Schematic of the laser microscope. Microscopic image of a microscale 
waveguide acquired by the laser microscope in (b) 2D and (c) 3D.  
 

Laser microscopes [84] are designed to produce optical images with high resolution as 

well as characterization of surface profile accurately. Laser microscopes conjugate the 

advantages of magnified observation and measurement devices in order to procure 

both fully focussed images and reliable profile analysis in 3D. Its working operation is 

very straight forward to perform in a manner similar to optical microscopes and the 

capturing of sample morphology can be done at room temperature without the need for 

a vacuum unlike SEM or TEM. In addition, no pre-processing of the samples is necessary 

while, it is also possible to acquire color observation. All of these advantageous factors 

enable quick and accurate analysis of samples. This novel microscope can also be 

employed to view the 3D profile of the surface layer specifically for a rough calculation 

of the corresponding layer thickness. During the works presented in this dissertation, 

Olympus LEXT OLS4000 is employed. This microscope consists of a confocal optical 

system which only captures the in-focus image while simultaneously eliminating 

undesirable flare. Also, this confocal technology can be employed as a height sensor as it 

can capture image planes of same height. As described schematically in Figure 3.6(a) 

that the focusing as well the magnification of the sample are carried out by digital 

motorized focusing mechanism fed by the computer. Here, the contrast of the image is 

15 m
(a) (b)

(c)
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enhanced by using the laser light with dichromatic mirror concentrated at one pinhole 

while the higher resolution is generated by reducing the wavelength of the laser light 

source accordingly. Here, the planar profile is procured with the laser source scanning 

at high speeds in the x-y co-ordinates while the 3D morphology is achieved when the 

objective lens is moved in the z-direction where a precise z-drive coordinated with a 

linear scale provides accurate information about the location along z-direction as 

demonstrated in Figure 3.6(b, c). Here, the color information is acquired by brightfield 

observation which can also create 3D image with a real color by combining the 3D 

image and color information.  

 

 

Figure 3.7. Schematic illustration of scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
 

3.3.2. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)  

This is one of the most well-known and commonly used characterization tools for 

imaging structures ranging from millimeter (mm) to nanometer (nm) length scale. This 

is employed to characterize the surface topography and morphology of specimens by 

scanning them with a focused beam of electrons [15,85]. The beam of electrons 

interacts with the sample which generates various signals to provide the information 

about the surface texture and composition. The advantage of this technique over the 
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conventional optical microscopy lies in its high resolution (~ 1 nm) due to the much 

shorter de Broglie wavelength of electrons. 

In a typical SEM instrument as schematically described in Figure 3.7, a stream of 

accelerated electrons is generated from a cathode either by using thermionic emission 

(environmental SEM: ESEM [86,87]) or an electric field (field emission SEM: FESEM 

[88,89]) based upon the difference in the emitter type. Single or multiple 

electromagnetic (EM) condenser lenses are placed to focus the emitted beam. 

Subsequently, the beam passes through a pair of scanning coils or deflector plates which 

can deflect the beam path inside a 2D rectangular region of the sample surface in order 

to scan it in a raster manner. As the sample surface is hit by the electron beam, the 

electrons lose their energy due to scattering and absorption within the interaction 

volume. This leads to the generation of a variety of signals which can be detected by 

specific detectors. These signals include secondary electrons (this generate SEM 

images), backscattered electrons (arise due to elastic scattering), auger electrons, 

transmitted electrons, photons (characteristic X-rays that are used for elemental 

analysis and continuum X-rays), visible light (cathodoluminescence: CL), and heat 

energy. Finally, a 2D image is generated for the selected area of the sample surface 

which displays the spatial variations of the intensity of secondary electrons with respect 

to that of the incident electrons. Due to the very narrow electron beam, SEM 

micrographs have a large depth of field rendering the capability of producing 3D images 

which are crucial in order to understand the surface structure of a sample. However, to 

prevent any scanning errors and other image artefacts, the samples should be 

electrically conductive at the surface and electrically grounded, because a non-

conductive surface accumulates electric charge when scanned by the electron beam 

leading towards a distortion in the acquired images. In case of non-

conductive/insulating specimens, this can be avoided by coating them first by a thin 

layer of highly conducting material (preferably gold (Au)) before acquiring the desired 

surface morphology. 

In case of thermionic emitters, electrical current is applied to heat up the filament 

where either Tungsten (W) or Lanthanum Hexaboride (LaB6) is mainly used as the 

material of the filament. The electrons can escape from the material itself when the heat 

energy is enough to overcome the work function of the filament material. However, 
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thermionic sources face challenges such as low brightness, thermal drift or evaporation 

of cathode material during operation. Nowadays, Cerium Hexaboride (CeB6) is being 

employed as filament material recently due to its higher brightness and longer lifetime. 

On the other hand, field emission is one route to produce electron beam to elude these 

critical issues. Here, the field emission gun (FEG), also known as cold cathode field 

emitter does not heat the filament to produce electron beam, whereas emission is 

achieved by keeping the filament at a large gradient of an electric potential. The FEG 

generally consists of W in the form of a wire which is sharpened to have a pointed end 

in order to proliferate the electric potential. Thus, the increase of the beam density 

enhances the brightness of the images significantly which is convenient when it is 

necessary to decrease the spot size in order to increase the resolution or to decrease the 

accelerating voltage to get detailed features of the sample surface. In addition, the beam 

energy should be coherent as it has to overcome the magnetic fields of the condenser 

lens(es) and all the electrons are supposed to follow the similar track to achieve the 

same initial conditions. Incoherent beam can cause increase in the aberration as well as 

decrease in the resolution specially at low accelerating voltage. These make FESEM a 

reliable and efficient instrument for acquiring sample morphology and its image with a 

high resolution even at low electric field (voltage). FEI QUANTA 200 [90] and Hitachi S-

4800 [91] systems have been used for characterization of samples in this thesis. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. (a) Schematic of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) system. (b) 
Demonstration of the interaction of accelerated electrons with sample and emission of X 
ray. 

(b)(a)
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3.3.3. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS)  

This is a powerful technique [92,93] for the elemental analysis and chemical 

characterization of the materials present in a sample. Generally, it is used in conjunction 

with SEM or electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA). The working principle is based 

upon on the phenomenon that each element possesses a unique atomic structure which 

corresponds to a particular emission spectrum and this can be employed to detect the 

elements present in the specimen as pictorially described in Figure 3.8(a). Basically, at 

ground state, an atom contains a number of electrons revolving around the nucleus 

while arranged in discrete characteristic shells. As a high energy beam of charged 

particles such as electrons, protons or X-ray falls on the sample, it excites and ejects out 

the electrons from an inner shell and creates electron-hole pairs. The outer shell 

electrons having high energy then jump to the inner shell to fill the holes where the 

difference in the two energy levels is emitted in the form of an X-ray as described in 

Figure 3.8(b). A detector consisting of a Silicon (Si) or Lithium (Li) crystal is employed 

in the EDXS to measure the energy and number of the emitted X-rays and it operates at 

low voltages to improve sensitivity. The crystal absorbs the energy of incoming X-rays 

by ionization generating free electrons in the crystal and they create an electrical charge 

bias due to their conductive property. Thus, the X-ray absorption converts the energy of 

individual X-rays into electrical voltages of proportional amount and the electrical 

pulses correspond to the characteristic X-rays of the element present in the specimen. 

The detector is mounted in the sample chamber which is cooled by liquid nitrogen but 

recently the silicon drift detector is capable of operating at higher count rates without 

liquid nitrogen cooling. The elements are identified from the peak energy values of the 

X-rays and the relative amplitudes of the peaks give the atomic percentage of the 

elements present in the specimen. In this dissertation, an EDXS system from EDAX 

attached with FEI QUANTA 200 SEM system has been employed. 
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Figure 3.9. (a) Mechanism of X ray diffraction (XRD). (b) Schematic illustration of XRD 
system. 
 

3.3.4. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)  

This technique [94-96] investigates the crystallinity of the material structure, including 

atomic arrangement, crystallite size and imperfections. Here, an X-ray beam (typical 

average wavelength ~ 1.5418 angstrom (Å): the Kα radiation (X-ray) from a copper 

target) is made incident on the specimen and gets diffracted by the crystalline atoms as 

shown schematically in Figure 3.9(a). By calculating the angles and intensities of these 

diffracted beams, one can extract the atomic arrangement, atomic disorder and various 

other information. A crystal can be treated as a regular array of atoms which can 

elastically scatter EM waves like X-rays. The scattered beams form secondary waves 

which can interfere constructively at certain directions according to the Bragg’s 

condition: 

2𝑑 s  𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆                                                           (3.1) 

Here, d is the spacing between the atomic planes, θ is the angle of incidence, n is an 

integer and λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam. Hence, for a certain lattice structure 

corresponding to a specific d, the diffraction spots appear only at certain θ. During the 

measurement, θ is varied between a range of angles at small and regular intervals as 

shown in Figure 3.9(b) and the corresponding reflected intensities are measured as a 

function of the angle of the reflected beam with respect to the direction of the incident 

beam, i.e. 2θ. Subsequently, the diffraction peaks are converted to d-spacings to identify 

the elements present in the sample. Typically, this is accomplished by comparing the 

(b)(a)
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experimental data with standard reference patterns (can be obtained from inorganic 

crystal structure database: ICSD [97,98]). For the characterization of samples used in 

this thesis, Panalytical X’PERT PRO X-ray diffractometer [99] have been employed.  

 

 

Figure 3.10. Schematic of vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). 
 

3.3.5. Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM)  

This popular technique [23,24,100] is utilized to investigate the static magnetic 

properties of a specimen including the magnetic moment, its behavior as a function of 

applied magnetic field (H) and temperature (T) which is demonstrated in Figure 3.10. 

Its operation is based on the Faraday’s law of induction which states that a changing 

magnetic flux through a coil gives rise to an electromotive force (EMF) induced in terms 

of voltage (Vin) in the coil. Mathematically, 

𝑉in = −𝑛w𝐴
𝑑𝐵

𝑑𝑡
                                                          (3.2) 

Here, Ein is the induced electric field, A is the area of the coil with number of windings 

(turns) nw and B is the magnetic flux per unit area.  Using the relation between B and H, 

i.e. B = 0(H+M) (M is the magnetization of the sample), the expression for Vin under 

constant H takes the following form, 
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𝑉in = −𝑛w𝐴
𝑑𝑀

𝑑𝑡
                                                         (3.3) 

Also, If the initial magnetization is negligible compared to the induced magnetization 

then, 

𝑉in𝑑𝑡 = −𝑛w𝐴(4𝜋𝑀)                                                  (3.4) 

Here, Vin is linearly proportional to M of the sample. For the measurement, the magnetic 

specimen is first kept under a constant magnetic field. The magnetic dipole moment (m) 

of the sample then produces a stray magnetic field around the sample. Usually, the 

sample is attached to a piezoelectric transducer assembly which transforms sinusoidal 

electric signal (generated by an oscillator/amplifier) into a sinusoidal vertical vibration 

of the sample rod resulting in a sinusoidal oscillation of the sample. The resulting 

oscillation in m induces a voltage in the pickup coil located close to the sample and this 

voltage is independent of the applied field. Thus, the VSM technique converts the dipole 

field of the sample into an ac electrical signal, which can be amplified and measured 

using a lock in amplifier where the output of the piezoelectric signal serves as the 

reference signal. Any change in the applied magnetic field or temperature introduces 

modulation in m of the sample, which can be traced to investigate the dependence of M 

on H (hysteresis) or temperature (T: to determine the Curie temperature of the 

magnetic material). For the characterization of samples used in this thesis, Lake Shore 

(model: 7407) VSM system [101] has been employed. 

3.3.6. Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Magnetic Force Microscope (MFM) 

These methods [102-104] belong to a specific genre of scanning probe microscope [16] 

which has been designed to investigate superficial properties of the specimen such as 

morphology, roughness and also magnetic fingerprints [105] in the absence or presence 

of an external parameter such as magnetic field, electric current etc. The information is 

acquired by measuring the force between a probe and the sample. Piezoelectric 

actuators enabling small and accurate movements of the sample at nanoscale facilitates 

very precise scanning with a resolution thousand times better than that of the optical 

diffraction limit. In general, the AFM probe is comprised of one cantilever (coated with 

Co-Cr, Pt-Ir etc.) having a sharp tip (coated with Co-Cr, Pt-Ir or doped diamond etc.) at 

its end. When the tip is brought into the proximity of the sample surface, it experiences 

vertical and lateral deflections due to forces such as van der Waals force, force due to 

chemical bonding, capillary force, electrostatic force as well as magnetic force. Thereby, 
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this deflection is mapped by employing a laser spot reflected from the top surface of the 

cantilever. The reflected laser beam strikes a position sensitive photo detector 

consisting of four segments. The differences between the signals of different segments 

of photo detector provides an estimation of the angular deflections of the cantilever. A 

2D profile of the local parameters can then be acquired by performing a raster-scan 

over a small area (~ few tens of m2) of the specimen as demonstrated schematically in 

Figure 3.11. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Schematic demonstration of atomic force microscope (AFM) module. 
 

Depending on the sample surface and the acting force between the probe and the 

sample, AFM [106,107] can be operated in three disparate manners which have been 

discussed briefly in the following: 

3.3.6.1. Contact Mode  

This is also comprehended as static mode AFM, where the tip scans the sample in close 

contact with its surface while a constant repulsive force between the tip and the surface 

is applied during the scan [108]. A feedback amplifier is employed to apply feedback 

voltage to the piezoelectric actuator to maintain this criterion during scanning which 

determines the height of features on the sample surface. As such measurement of static 

signal can affect the cantilever as well sample surface, generally cantilevers with low 

stiffness are incorporated to achieve a large enough deflection signal (the amplitude 

ranges from few tens of nm to few hundreds of nm) while keeping the interaction force 

feasible.  
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3.3.6.2. Non-Contact Mode  

This efficient method [109,110] is used in situations when a sample is prone to 

degradation caused by the cantilever tip. Here, the tip hovers few tens of Å above the 

specimen and attractive force like Van der Waals force is probed to construct the 

topographical image of its surface. Such force is substantially weaker than the forces in 

contact mode so that a small oscillation is applied (the amplitude of oscillation typically 

ranges from few nm (< 10 nm to the tip) and the small forces between the tip and the 

sample is measured by calculating the modulation in amplitude, phase or frequency of 

the oscillating cantilever in response to the force gradients from the sample. 

3.3.6.3. Tapping Mode  

It is the most commonly used technique [111] in ambient conditions. It is implemented 

by oscillating the cantilever at or near its resonant frequency using a piezoelectric 

crystal. The tip is then brought close to the sample until it begins to lightly touch or tap 

the surface. The intermittent contact of the tip with the surface affects the cantilever 

oscillation causing an energy loss. The resulting change in the oscillation amplitude is 

employed to identify and interpret surface features. This method is capable of 

measuring a number of forces other than the atomic forces. Amongst them, one crucial 

variant is magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [18,112-115], where the interaction 

between the tip and the magnetic specimen are perceived to determine the magnetic 

topology of the sample surface. The cantilever tip is coated with a thin magnetic layer of 

high coercivity (like Co or Co-Cr) so that magnetization state of the tip does not change 

during imaging. As this tip is brought close to the sample, it senses the magnetic forces 

as well as the atomic and electrostatic forces. Howbeit, the AFM image is first captured 

in order to enhance the magnetic contrast. Followed by this, the tip is lifted further 

away and scanned over the sample again at that particular height to extract the 

magnetic signal. Depending on the strength of the stray field originating from the 

magnetic sample, MFM can operate in both static and dynamic modes. In course of 

characterizing the surface morphology as well as magnetic topology of the samples 

discussed in this thesis, Veeco (diInnova) system [116] have been employed. 

3.3.7. Wire Bonder  

This is an electrical inter-connection technique [117] using thin microscale wire 

(usually Au, Al or sometimes Cu [118]) and a combination of heat, pressure and/or 
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ultrasonic energy. It is a solid phase welding process in which the two metallic materials 

(i.e. the wire and pad surface of the sample) are brought into close contact. When the 

surfaces come very close to each other, formation of wire bond occurs due to the 

electron sharing or interdiffusion of atoms. Here, bonding force can lead to deformation 

of material, breaking the contamination layer thereby smoothing out surface asperity 

and this can be controlled by applying the ultrasonic energy. However, heat can 

accelerate interatomic diffusion leading to the bond formation. At the beginning of wire 

bonding process, the backside of the sample is attached to a sample carrier using either 

an organic or inorganic adhesive (e.g. resist or sticky tape) or a solder. Subsequently, 

the wires are welded by a special bonding tool (capillary or wedge). Depending on 

bonding parameters (i.e. heat and ultrasonic energy), the bonding process can be 

categorized into three different classes: 

3.3.7.1. Thermosonic Bonding  

This [119] uses ultrasonic energy and force to slightly heat the material of the 

connecting pad and the wire while pressing them together. To solidify the connection, 

both are held in place and vibrated for a suitable amount of time. 

3.3.7.2. Thermocompression Bonding  

Here [120,121], the contact surface is heated (and sometimes the wire is heated as 

well). Afterwards, both are pressed together to make the bond. Here, ultrasonic energy 

and friction are not required and suitable for bonding with gold wire on a gold surface. 

3.3.7.3. Ultrasonic Bonding  

In this case, force and ultrasonic are employed although heat is not required as the wire 

and the material are kept at room temperature during the entire procedure. This can be 

utilized with any kind of bonding wire and similar metal with satisfactory results. 

There are also specific bonding techniques [122,123] within each of the general bonding 

types. These methods vary depending upon the application, the metal and the type of 

wire used in the system. These are described below: 

3.3.7.4. Wedge Bond  

In this method [124-126], a clamped wire (preferably Al) is made in contact with Al 

bond pad. Then, ultrasonic energy [127] is applied to the wire for a suitable time while 

being held down by a specific amount of force forming the first wedge bond between 

the wire and bonding pad. The wire is then run to another desirable position where it is 
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again pressed. The second bond is again formed by applying ultrasonic energy to the 

wire and finally, the wire is broken off by clamping and movement of the wire.     

 

Figure 3.12. Schematic of wire bonding tool. 
 

3.3.7.5. Ball Bond  

Thermosonic ball bonding [128,129] is the most widely used bonding technique 

primarily because it is faster than ultrasonic bonding. Once the ball bond is made on the 

device, the wire (preferably Au) can be moved in any direction without stress on the 

wire, which greatly facilitates automatic wire bonding, as the movement needs only be 

along x- or y-direction. During gold ball wire bonding, one Au ball is first formed by 

melting the end of the wire through electronic flame-off (EFO). Here, the wire with 

melted end is held by a bonding tool known as the capillary). This Au ball (usually has a 

diameter ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 times the diameter of Au wire) is brought into contact 

with the bonding pad. Suitable amounts of heat, pressure and ultrasonic forces are then 

applied to the ball for a certain time, forming the initial metallurgical weld between the 

ball and the bond pad as well as deforming the ball bond itself into its final shape. The 

wire is then run to another suitable position of the bonding pad creating a shape of an 

arc or loop of Au wire between the first and second positions of the bonding pad. 

Consequently, to form the second bond, adequate pressure and ultrasonic forces are 

applied to the wire. The wire bonding machine (wire bonder) breaks the wire in 
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preparation for the next wire bonding cycle by clamping the wire and raising the 

capillary. 

During the works in this thesis, TPT HB05 wire bonder [130,131] (this system can be 

configured for both Au and Al wire bonding) has been employed to use ball bond 

procedure for Au wire bonding as illustrated in Figure 3.12. It comprises of one stereo 

microscope which has an adjustable focus and magnification, while the adjacent optical 

illuminator system adjusts its illumination level. The heating stage is also installed 

which allows substrate temperatures up to 250° C. A substrate temperature of ~ 100°C 

is usually recommended for quick Au wire bonding although it is also possible even at 

room temperature (the Au wire bonding done during the works in this thesis are done 

in ambient temperature). 

3.3.8. Static Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (SMOKE) Magnetometer 

This optical technique [132-135] is a non-invasive route to investigate static 

magnetization properties (magnetic hysteresis) of various FM systems ranging from 

single- or multilayer thin films, patterned nanostructures or even cluster of 

nanoparticles. The basic difference of this method from VSM is that static MOKE is a 

surface sensitive technique which allows to perform localized measurement of 

magnetization characteristics in case of non-uniform distribution. The physics behind 

this system relies on MOKE [20] which is basically the rotation of plane of polarization 

of a plane polarized light in presence of magnetization. MOKE can be measured in three 

different geometries [136,137] which are longitudinal, polar, and transverse MOKE 

depending upon the relative orientation among magnetization vector M, sample surface 

plane and plane of incidence of light. In longitudinal geometry [138,139], M lies in the 

sample plane parallel to the plane of reflection whereas in polar MOKE [140], M is 

parallel to the plane of reflection but perpendicular to the sample surface. However, in 

case of transverse MOKE [141], M lies in the plane of the sample transverse to the plane 

of reflection.  
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Figure 3.13. (a) Schematic of the static MOKE system present at S. N. Bose National 
Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. (b) Working diagram of optical bridge detector 
(OBD). 
 

The static MOKE system [142] present in the laboratory at S. N. Bose National Centre for 

Basic Sciences is based upon longitudinal geometry [143] to investigate Kerr rotation 

(or ellipticity) as a function of applied magnetic field as explained schematically in 

Figure 3.13(a). In the experimental set-up, a He-Ne laser [144-146] (output power ~ 30 

mW) of wavelength (λ) = 632 nm is used as light source which traverses through a 

variable attenuator (to control the intensity of the laser) and a Glan-Thompson 

polarizer consecutively. The linearly polarized (s-polarization) output beam is then 

chopped at 2 kHz frequency by a mechanical chopper [147-149] controlled by a 

controller unit while this frequency fed to the chopper serves as a reference signal to 

one lock-in amplifier [150-152]. Therefore, the combination of lock-in amplifier and the 

chopper [153] is used for phase sensitive detection [154,155] to achieve better signal to 

noise ratio. The chopped beam is then guided by mirrors (M1 and M2) to a lens (L1) (in 

case of thin films) or long working distance microscope objective or MO (in case of 

patterned structures) which focuses the beam onto the sample. The sample is mounted 

in between the pole pieces of a magnet. Here, the bias magnetic field is applied along the 

sample plane by an electromagnet, while the field is varied by changing the current in 

its coil. The magnetic moment present in the sample causes the polarization of the 

(a)

(b)
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reflected beam to rotate from its initial direction due to Kerr effect. Thereby, the 

reflected beam is collected by another lens (L2) followed by which the beam is fed to 

the detector, known as optical bridge detector (OBD) [156]. Also, some high reflecting 

mirrors are used to guide the laser beam from the source to the detector. 

As schematically depicted in Figure 3.13(b), the OBD is comprised of one polarizing 

beam splitter (PBS), which divides the beam in two perpendicularly polarized 

components (A and B) which then fall on two Si photodiode detectors to convert the 

incident photon to electrical signal (voltage) and a complex electronic circuitry to obtain 

the electrical signal through the lock-in amplifier (Model: SR830 DSP, Stanford Research 

Systems). In absence of any magnetic field, the OBD is brought to its balanced condition 

(i.e. A = B) by rotating the axis of the PBS. As the magnetic field is applied, the OBD no 

longer remains balanced (as the polarization of the beam is now changed) and the 

difference in the signals, i.e. (A – B) which is proportional to the magnetization of the 

sample, is measured as a function of the bias magnetic field to obtain the hysteresis 

loop. The OBD signal can further be converted to Kerr rotation. To achieve this, the 

polarizing beam splitter is rotated 1° away from its balanced condition and the 

equivalent voltage is recorded, which can be subsequently used as the calibration factor. 

The hysteresis loop obtained from static-MOKE technique helps to get information like 

switching field, coercivity, remanence, domain property and magnetic anisotropy, which 

are useful for the sample characterization. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Experimental Tools for Magnetization Dynamics 

___________________________________________________________________ 

As discussed in chapter 2, the magnetization dynamics spans over a broad timescale [1] 

(few fs to hundreds of s) depending upon the mechanism involved. Diverse 

experimental techniques in the frequency, time and wavevector domains have been 

developed in the last few decades [2] in order to understand the magnetization 

dynamics at various time scales from a fundamental perspective. Historically, the 

frequency domain technique has been invented earlier, namely, conventional 

ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [3,4] method where the sample is excited at a 

particular frequency and probed subsequently. Here, the magnetization dynamics is 

explored through the FMR induced in the sample while sweeping the external bias field. 

Later, another frequency domain technique, i.e. broadband FMR based on a vector 

network analyzer (VNA-FMR) [5] has been invented which facilitates very high 

resolution as well as sensitivity over a wide frequency window. The bias field is kept 

fixed in VNA-FMR while sweeping the excitation frequency from few tens of MHz to tens 

of GHz range. On the other hand, an extremely high resolution in temporal window (few 

tens of fs) along with a spatial resolution in the sub-µm regime can be achieved using 

the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (TR-MOKE) magnetometry [6,7]. Since 

the time resolution of the TR-MOKE method is limited only by the pulse width of the 

laser employed, it is considered to be the most efficient technique to probe ultrafast 

magnetization dynamics [8]. Furthermore, one can map the time evolution of the spatial 

distribution of magnetization in magnetic samples by associating a scanning microscope 

with the TR-MOKE system [9]. Likewise, Brillouin light scattering (BLS) technique 

[10,11] has been utilized as a puissant optical technique to investigate the spin wave 

(SW) dynamics where it can be employed in frequency window to calculate the magnon 

band structure (i.e. dispersion relation as frequency versus wavevector). Recent 

developments have enabled to investigate the spin dynamics with spatial, temporal or 

phase resolution using the advanced BLS techniques [12-17]. 

Here, mainly FMR, TR-MOKE and BLS techniques will be described which have been 

utilized over the course of experimental works on investigation of spin dynamics in FM 
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materials with particular emphasis on thin films and nanostructures presented in this 

dissertation. These experimental tools have been used for the fundamental 

understanding of magnetization dynamics by providing minute information on various 

substantial magnetic parameters, e.g. magnetic damping, magnetic anisotropy, 

saturation magnetization etc. These powerful techniques along with their constituent 

elements have been discussed in the following. 

4.1. Broadband Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR) Spectrometer 

It has been employed to probe the magnetization dynamics of FM systems to extract 

information about their dynamic magnetic properties. Here, the SW properties are 

acquired originating from the magnetic moments possessing dipolar (and/or exchange) 

coupling. Generally, the SW response of the FM materials lies between sub-GHz to tens 

of GHz and hence an oscillating microwave signal with variable frequency is used to 

excite the SW response in the FM systems. The experimental set-up utilized during the 

work presented in this dissertation has been discussed in the following. 

 

Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of the broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) 
spectrometer system along with the vector network analyzer (VNA). (b) Photograph of 
the broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectrometer equipped with a vector 
network analyzer (VNA) and probe station, present in the laboratory of Prof. Anjan 
Barman in the S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. (c) A 
pictorial description of the sample and the picoprobe mounted on the probe station. 
 

4.1.1. Experimental Set-up  

Here, the frequency domain SW dynamics of the samples are measured by using a 

broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectrometer based on a vector network 
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analyzer (VNA, Agilent (currently Keysight) Technologies, PNA-L with model N5230C) 

along with a customized probe station as schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1(a). This 

probe station is comprised of one electromagnet (the electromagnet is fed by a bipolar 

power supply, KEPCO, INC. model BOP 36-6D and it can apply DC voltage from 0 to ± 

36V with DC current from 0 to ± 6A) which applies the bias magnetic field which tries to 

align the magnetization of the FM sample in its plane. Meanwhile, the azimuthal 

orientation of the magnetic field can be varied over 360° within the sample plane. For 

that purpose, the pole pieces of the electromagnet are mounted on a high-precision 

rotation stage with an angular resolution of 1°. The sample can be viewed with the aid 

of a microscope (Shodensha Inc.) assisted by an illumination set-up (Shodensha Inc.) to 

put the microscale picoprobe on to the sample. Here, a microwave current (Irf) of 

variable frequency (ranging from 10 MHz to 50 GHz) is launched in the CPW through a 

non-magnetic ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) picoprobe (40 GHz bandwidth, model 40A-

GSG-150-EDP, GGB Industries) via a coaxial cable (model N1501A-203) using a precise 

micro-positioner (NPS, model 800MRF-L) for the adjustment of picoprobe to make a 

proper connection with the sample. This oscillating current Irf generates a microwave 

field, Hrf perpendicular to Irf. The works presented in this thesis has been performed in 

reflection geometry. For that purpose, the CPW is shorted at its one end and 

consequently, the forward scattering parameter (S11) in reflection mode can be 

investigated by the VNA after being collected by the same picoprobe. The power is 

absorbed by the magnetic specimen at various sweeping frequencies over the onward 

and return journey of the microwave signal flowing through the CPW. This produces the 

characteristic FMR spectrum for that magnetic system. Generally, there exist some non-

linear backgrounds in the directly acquired signals coming from different sources. To 

avoid this, a reference spectrum, i.e. spectrum at the highest value of bias field is 

subtracted from the signal to record the desired FMR spectrum with the minimized 

background. However, some background noises still sustain in the spectrum which is 

non-trivial to remove. Finally, the S11 amplitudes in terms of power (dBm) are extracted 

at either various magnetic field strength or azimuthal orientation to investigate the SW 

modes present in the magnetic structures.  
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Figure 4.2. (a) Schematic of short-open-load (SOL) method used during the calibration 
procedure in VNA. Optical microscope images of the (b) short, (c) open and (d) load (50 
Ω) lines along with the ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) type picoprobe. 
 

4.1.2. Calibration Procedure 

The basic motivation behind the utilization of the calibration process before or during 

the measurement is to provide more refined and accurate results free from undesirable 

and erroneous signals originating from any internal or external spurious noises [18-20]. 

Thus, when the experimental system, i.e. the combination of VNA, co-axial cable and 

picoprobe possesses a suspicious signal different from a standard sample, calibration is 

performed to reproduce a satisfactory result in agreement with the standard one. 

However, the accuracy of the calibration is merely limited by the standard kit and also 

the careful handling of the calibration routine. In the thesis, the CS-5 calibration kit from 

GGB Industries Inc. has been used as a standard to carry out the calibration during the 

electrical measurement. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, contact is made between the 

picoprobe and a set of patterned pads one by one which has similar dimensions to the 

pitch (~ 150 m) of the G-S-G type probes to perform the short-open-load-though 

(SOLT) calibration method in transmission geometry (however, in reflection geometry 

using only one picoprobe used during the works presented in this thesis, short-open-

load (SOL) method has been employed) [21-25]. Here, the ‘open’ pad structures used for 

the ‘open’ step helps to avoid the error caused by the fringing electric fields at the probe 

tip which are very different from the fields when the probe is made contact with either 

the ‘short’ or ‘load’ structures. The ‘short’ is implemented by contacting the probe to the 

shorting bar or offset ‘short’. The electrical characteristics of the ‘short’ include a small 

inductance which depends on the probe contact spacing (i.e. pitch). This inductance is 

specified as an equivalent electrical length in series with a perfect ‘short’. The ‘load’ 

structure consists of a pair of 100 Ω thin film resistors to provide a precise 50 Ω 

termination, accurate to ~ 0.25% at low frequencies. However, at high frequencies, the 
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‘load’ can exhibit either a small shunt capacitance or a small series inductance, 

depending upon the contact spacing (pitch) of the probe tips. The resistor pads are 

nearly identical to the ‘open’ pads so the ‘load’ capacitance is nearly identical with those 

used in ‘open’. Also, the current path through the ‘load’ is almost identical with the 

current path through the ‘short’. The inductance causes the current to lag the voltage 

whereas the capacitance causes the current to lead the voltage. These two opposing 

effects tend to compensate for one another so that the ‘load’ appears nearly perfectly 

resistive for some intermediate probe pitch. 

4.1.3. Requirement of Calibration  

Usually, calibration of a network analyzer remains valid as long as the deviations from 

the standard results or any other spurious errors are insignificant, viz.  modifications 

due to the uncorrected leakage (i.e. directivity and isolation), mismatches (e.g. source 

match and ‘load’ match), and frequency response of the system are small (< 10%) 

relative to the required specifications. In addition, the difference of environmental 

condition (especially temperature as sometimes more than 1°C change in temperature 

may need recalibration) between calibration and measurement process may lead to a 

degradation in the calibration accuracy due to the possibility of a slight variation in the 

physical length of external and internal cables. Other important causes are dirty and 

damaged test port connectors and calibration standards as well as human errors (i.e. 

mishandling) which can greatly influence the measurement repeatability and accuracy. 

Here, some of the crucial factors behind the urge to calibrate the system properly are 

discussed below. 

4.1.4. Crosstalk  

Corrections from crosstalk include any signals that couple from one probe to another 

(i.e. transmission geometry where two picoprobes are employed). For instance, if one 

probe is calibrated using an ‘open’ pad while another probe is touching a nearby ‘open’ 

pad, a small fraction of the signal on the calibrating probe reaches the other one. This 

small crosstalk or leakage signal is included in the calibration of the first probe. 

Similarly, if the second probe is made in contact with either a ‘load’ or ‘short’ pad, the 

calibration of the first probe will differ slightly. Also, if the spacings between the probes 

are dissimilar, the calibration standards can be slightly different. Hence, if the probes 

are placed to measure a real device after calibration, the contributions from these 
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crosstalk signals will lead to further errors [26-29]. For the structures included in the 

calibration substrate, crosstalk is very small and can be neglected. However, if the 

devices to be measured require placement between the picoprobe less than the pitch 

(150 µm), crosstalk can limit the accuracy of the measurement. 

4.1.5. Spurious Modes  

The elements employed during calibration can couple signals to adjacent structures, 

where one ‘open’ or ‘short’ or ‘load’ calibration pad can absorb a noticeable fraction of 

the calibrating signal from another pad to produce an anomaly in the calibration [30]. 

The through-lines are designed to propagate the balanced coplanar mode where the 

electric and magnetic fields are confined near the gap between the centre line and the 

ground planes. If the substrate is placed on a metallic holder, a small fraction of the 

signal can be dissipated as the metallic holder can act as the ground plane. This can be 

avoided by placing the substrate on an electrically insulated holder (such as glass or 

coated with an insulating layer or using insulating adhesion tape). 

4.1.6. Device Measurement  

Generally, spurious signals originate mainly due to the difference between the probing 

environment of the sample (or device) and that of the standard substrate rather than 

the noises incurred during the calibration result. The materials of the sample and 

calibration substrates are often different while, the deviation from ideal line width and 

spacing (pitch) in the actual devices can cause a large difference in the obtained signal.  

 

 

Figure 4.3. (a) Schematic demonstration of set-up for electrical measurement of spin 
pumping and inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) in FM/ nonmagnetic (NM)/oxide 
heterostructures using microwave antenna. (b) Pictorial demonstration of the 
experimental set-up on the probe station present at RIKEN, Japan. 
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4.2. Electrical Measurement of Spin Pumping and Inverse Spin Hall 

Effect (ISHE) 

Figure 4.3(a) describes a schematic diagram of electrical excitation and detection of 

SWs. Here, a signal generator (model: E8257D, Agilent Technologies) is used to send RF 

current (Irf) through the microscale antenna (or CPW) where, this Irf generates a 

microwave magnetic field (Hrf) perpendicular to the sample plane. The magnetization 

(M) of the FM layer is maintained along the short axis of the rectangular device 

structure (i.e. along y-axis) by applying external bias magnetic field (Hext) using an 

electromagnet (the electromagnet is fed by a bipolar power supply with model: R6243, 

ADVANTEST) as shown in Figure 4.3(a). For uniform FMR (UFMR) measurement, the 

bias magnetic field is swept while, keeping the frequency of RF signal fixed. When the 

magnetic field satisfies the resonance condition, UFMR of the FM (e.g. CoFeB) layer is 

excited which pumps pure spin current (Is) into the adjacent heavy metal (e.g. Ta) layer. 

This pure spin current is then transformed into transverse charge current (Ic) inside the 

heavy metal layer due to the ISHE. Hence, the corresponding response is acquired by 

measuring potential drop (VISHE) across the heavy metal layer at the bottom with the aid 

of a nanovoltmeter (model: 2182A, KEITHLEY). However, for investigating propagating 

SWs, IRF is applied through a nanoscale microwave antenna as demonstrated in Figure 

4.3(a), while the magnetization is set along the short axis (y-axis) of SW waveguide 

(SWWG) by applying a bias magnetic field H to excite the SWs in the Damon-Eshbach 

(DE) geometry. In contrary to the UFMR measurement, here H is kept constant, while 

the frequency of microwave signal is swept from 1 GHz to 10 GHz at a step of 20 MHz. 

The SW signals have been acquired by measuring ISHE voltage (i.e. VISHE) across the WG 

as depicted in Figure 4.3(a). Here, the electric field has been applied across the 

FM/oxide interface of the magnetic heterostructures with the aid of a DC voltage source 

(model: R6161, ADVANTEST). The experiments during the work presented in this thesis 

have been performed in the ambient condition. 

4.3. Time-resolved Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (TRMOKE) Microscopy 

The rotation in polarization of light due to MOKE [31] is directly proportional to the 

magnetization of the system and as mentioned earlier, this phenomenon can be 

employed to evaluate the local magnetization states of continuous or patterned FM thin 

films and heterostructures. Consequently, the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect 
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(TR-MOKE) [32] technique has become a very powerful tool to investigate the 

magnetization dynamics at a broad range time scale (from s to few tens of fs). Amongst 

a number of variants of TRMOKE, the all-optical TRMOKE relies upon both the 

excitation and detection of the magnetization dynamics in optical manner. This unique 

system has several advantages such as, 

1. This has a very high temporal resolution down to sub-100 fs (even ~ 40 fs in some 

advanced systems) [33,34]. 

2. Sample fabrication procedure is straight forward, e.g. no additional waveguide 

structures are required as that in case of FMR. 

3. This is a local measurement technique where the spatial resolution can go down to 

sub-m regime [35]. 

4. This is a non–invasive measurement technique.  

The working principle of the TRMOKE set-up used during the works demonstrated in 

this thesis is based upon the two-color collinear (can be non-collinear) pump-probe 

geometry where the magnetic response is recorded in a stroboscopic fashion. A strong 

part of a femtosecond pulsed laser (also known as pump beam) is made incident on the 

magnetic specimen to disturb its equilibrium magnetization state towards complete or 

incomplete loss of its magnetization (known as ultrafast demagnetization). As the probe 

beam (a weak part of the fundamental laser) is reflected from the sample, it undergoes a 

magneto-optical Kerr rotation induced by the current magnetization state of the sample 

(which undergoes various stages of magnetization dynamics) and consequently, the 

Kerr rotation signal  contains the information of the varying magnetization state with 

respect to the time delay between pump and probe pulses. This way the temporal 

resolution is solely limited by the cross-correlation width of the pump and probe laser 

pulses, which leads to the investigation of ultrafast demagnetization, different 

relaxation processes, coherent precession of magnetization and damping in a single 

measurement. In the following, the description of primary optical components and the 

optical set-up for TRMOKE magnetometry will be discussed. 

4.3.1. Principal Components of TRMOKE Set-up 

4.3.1.1. Laser 

The optical set-up is comprised of three laser systems [36-40]. A diode-pumped solid-

state laser (DPSS) with maximum power 10 W (variable) and wavelength λ = 532 nm is 
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used to pump a Ti: sapphire oscillator. Regenerative acousto-optic mode locking 

mechanism [41] is used inside the Ti:sapphire oscillator (known as Tsunami) to 

produce the output laser pulses of ~ 80 fs pulse width at 80 MHz repetition rate. The 

fundamental beam is divided into two parts: the intense part goes through a second 

harmonic generator to produce the second harmonic laser (λ = 400 nm), which is used 

to pump or excite the magnetic specimen, while the time-delayed fundamental laser (λ = 

800 nm) is used to probe the magnetization dynamics. A brief discussion about the 

three different laser systems is described below. 

4.3.1.1.A. Diode Laser  

The generation of ultrashort laser pulses of the required wavelength involves a 

composite laser system consisting of three lasers. First, an array of twenty diode lasers 

[42] is used to pump a solid-state laser. The CW output of the diode laser bars, after 

collimated with a cylindrical micro-lens of high numerical aperture (NA), is coupled by 

the so-called FCbar technology [43], which is a highly efficient method of coupling the 

output of diode laser in fiber. Typically, 85−90% light of diode laser is coupled into the 

fiber bundle and this output is directly fed [36] to the DPSS laser through the fiber. 

4.3.1.1.B. Diode Pumped Solid State Laser (DPSS)  

This (also known as Millennia) uses Nd3+ ions doped in a Yttrium Vanadate crystalline 

matrix (Nd:YVO4) to serve as the gain medium [44-48]. The output of the diode laser 

overlaps with the absorption spectra of the Nd3+ ion. The efficiency of the Millennia is 

further improved by focusing the diode laser output on a volume in the active medium 

of the Millennia in such a way that it matches with the radius of the TEM00 mode [49] of 

Millennia (known as mode matching). Here, Nd3+ is a four-level system which primarily 

emits photons of wavelength λ = 1064 nm due to the transition of electrons from 4F3/2 to 

4I11/2 level [50-52]. However, there are also transitions at other wavelengths [53-57], 

although at room temperature they have lower gain along with a higher threshold value 

than the 1064 nm transition and the wavelength selection optics limit the oscillation to 

1064 nm [36]. Subsequently, a lithium triborate (LBO: LiBi3O5) nonlinear crystal [58-

62] is used to double its frequency [63-65] in order to convert the output wavelength to 

λ = 532 nm. As the efficiency of the LBO crystal is sensitive to temperature and humidity 

of the surrounding environment, it is important to maintain the crystal at the 

appropriate phase-matching temperature and a prescribed humidity value to optimize 
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its efficiency and to keep the output fixed at λ = 532 nm. This is achieved by using a 

temperature regulating oven while it is constantly purged by dry N2. As the crystal itself 

keeps the fundamental and the second harmonic beams collinear (noncritically phase-

matched) [58,66-68], a rigorous alignment of the Millennia cavity is not required. Again, 

a large acceptance angle makes it insensitive to any slight misalignment within the 

Millennia. Though the LBO crystal has a lower nonlinear coefficient [69] than other 

materials, these advantages make it very useful for frequency doubling in the Millennia. 

A mechanical shutter is also attached to the cavity to block the output beam when 

required. 

4.3.1.1.C. Titanium (Ti):sapphire (Al2O3) Laser  

The output of DPSS finally pumps a Ti:sapphire (Ti:Al2O3) oscillator (Tsunami) [38]. 

Here, the lasing medium is Titanium ions (Ti3+) doped sapphire (Al2O3) crystal [70-72]. 

Tsunami employs regenerative acousto-optic mode locking mechanism [41,73-75] to 

produce the output laser pulses of ~ 80 fs pulse width at 80 MHz repetition rate, with 

output wavelength tunable between 700 nm to 1080 nm. To achieve that, a longer 

cavity is required, which is obtained by a ten-mirror folded arrangement. However, the 

generation of a shorter pulse comes with a greater frequency distribution within a 

pulse, due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle (time-bandwidth product of a 

Gaussian pulse is 0.441). As the refractive index (r.i.) depends on frequency, there is a 

distribution of r.i. in a pulse resulting in a variation of velocity over wavelength. The 

variation is called the group velocity dispersion (GVD) [76-78]. In Tsunami, the 

intracavity GVD, the working frequency and corresponding bandwidth of the output 

laser can be controllably tuned using a four prism and slit arrangement. Although the 

wavelength of the oscillator is tunable, the wavelength is kept fixed at λ ≈ 800 nm in our 

experiment as the Si-based detectors used during the experiment are most sensitive 

near that wavelength. 

4.3.1.2. Second Harmonic Generator (SHG)  

One part of the output beam from Tsunami is fed to one SHG to produce the second 

harmonic beam of wavelength λ = 400 nm, which is used to pump the sample. The 

pulses of the other part of the beam are time delayed and used to probe the dynamics. 

Inside the SHG cavity, a nonlinear crystal [79] of barium beta-borate (BBO) [80-84] is 

utilized for the frequency doubling. A BBO crystal [85,86] has higher conversion 
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efficiency than an LBO crystal as well as this crystal does not require any heater, unlike 

the LBO system. A prism separates the second harmonic from the residual fundamental 

beam. The fundamental beam, however, cannot pass through because of the highly 

reflective coating on the prism at near-infrared wavelength. The second harmonic is 

then guided to the output end by a pair of prisms which make the beam roughly parallel 

to the fundamental beam and compensate the beam ellipticity. These prisms also have 

antireflection (AR) coating at second harmonic wavelength to minimize any reflection 

loss from prism surfaces. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Schematic illustration of the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect 
(TRMOKE) microscope. 
 

4.3.2. Experimental Set-up of TRMOKE Microscopy 

The customised TR-MOKE microscope present in the laboratory (Figure 4.4) of Prof. 

Anjan Barman at the S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences relies upon a two-

color collinear pump-probe geometry [2,87,88], where the axes of both pump beam (the 

second harmonic output with wavelength λpump = 400 nm) and probe beam (the 

fundamental beam with wavelength λprobe = 800 nm) are superposed before they are 

made incident on the sample. The fundamental beam from the Titanium (Ti): sapphire 
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pulsed laser source is divided into two parts by a 70:30 beam splitter. The intense part 

goes through the SHG to produce the pump beam, which is then guided towards the 

sample with the help of steering mirrors. The other part (the fundamental probe beam) 

goes through a retro-reflector fixed on an automated variable delay stage on the path of 

the probe beam. By moving the retro-reflector back and forth it is possible to introduce 

the desired optical path difference between pump and probe beams, which actually 

corresponds to the time delay in this experiment. Subsequently, both the beams are 

spatially overlapped using a beam combiner and are collinearly focused onto the sample 

using a single microscope objective (MO: M-40X with numerical aperture, N. A. = 0.65). 

The MO focuses the probe beam to a diffraction limited spot size (~ 800 nm) on the 

sample surface while the pump beam becomes slightly defocused with a spot size of ~ 1 

m because of chromatic aberration. The higher intensity of the pump beam perturbs 

the equilibrium magnetization of the sample, thereby inducing the dynamics. The 

dynamics affect the Kerr rotation of the reflected probe beam, which is in turn 

dependent on the time delay between pump and probe pulses. By changing the retro-

reflector position on the delay stage by small steps, the time evolution of the 

magnetization dynamics (along with the total reflectivity signal) is measured by an 

optical bridge detector (OBD) and two lock-in amplifiers (to record Kerr signal and 

reflectivity data; Model: SR830 DSP, Stanford Research Systems) in a phase-sensitive 

manner (the operation of OBD is described in the static-MOKE section of chapter 3). The 

direction of the applied bias magnetic field is slightly tilted with respect to the magnetic 

anisotropy direction, so as to get a finite demagnetizing field along the direction of the 

pump pulse. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. A photograph of the all-optical time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect 
(TR-MOKE) microscope present in the laboratory of Prof. Anjan Barman at the S. N. Bose 
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National Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. The red and violet arrows represent 
the directions of the probe (fundamental) and pump beams, respectively, while the 
white arrows describe the path of the white light used for viewing the sample. 
 

A typical time-resolved Kerr rotation data obtained from a 20-nm-thick NiFe film has 

been demonstrated in Figure 4.6(a) where the different temporal regions are indicated. 

The region I (t < 0) is also known as negative delay region where the sample is probed 

before the arrival of pump pulse and the equilibrium magnetization under external bias 

field is obtained. Region II contains a sharp demagnetization (within hundreds of fs) 

followed by a fast relaxation (Region III). In Region IV, a slower relaxation is observed 

together with a precession of magnetization around its new equilibrium position. Figure 

4.6(b) illustrates the precessional oscillation data extracted by subtracting the bi-

exponential background. The corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum is 

presented in Figure 4.6(c) which gives the precession frequency. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. (a) Typical time-resolved Kerr rotation data taken from a Ni80Fe20 sample of 
20 nm thickness with an in-plane bias field of 1.3 kOe. (b) Precessional oscillation part 
of the time-resolved data and (c) the corresponding precessional frequency after 
performing fast Fourier transformation. 
 

4.3.3. Routine Alignments during Experiment 

The collinear alignment of the pump and probe beam is very vital in our TRMOKE 

microscope. Therefore, some routine alignment steps are performed on a regular basis: 

1. Firstly, using external micrometer controllers of Tsunami, the power of the Tsunami 

output is maximized while, the spectrum is optimized for desired central wavelength 

(λprobe = 800 ± 2 nm) and FWHM (~ 12 nm or more). 
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2. The retro-reflector (RR) alignment is checked by observing the position of the beam 

after RR. If the beam moves by moving the RR position, mirrors before RR are adjusted 

to stop the shift. 

3. The overlap between the pump and probe beams is checked after the beam combiner. 

If the alignment is correct, both the beams will follow the same path (i.e. collinear 

geometry).  

4. Next, we check whether the beams are co-axial with the microscope objective (MO). 

For that, we check the beam positions at the back aperture of MO. Any misalignment of 

the beams is adjusted by changing the tilts of the respective mirrors. The adjustment is 

fine-tuned by monitoring the pump and probe beam spots falling on to a substrate by a 

CCD camera. The MO is moved back and forth about the position of its focal point and 

any consequent movement of the centre(s) of the pump and/or probe spot(s) on the 

screen implies that the beam(s) is (are) not co-axial with the MO. 

5. Finally, the alignment of the OBD is adjusted by superposing the back-reflected beam 

from OBD with the incident beam. 

6. After adjusting the optical components, the time-resolved reflectivity data from a 

standard Si substrate is recorded and its relaxation rate is compared with the standard 

data to verify the alignment condition of the delay stage and followed by this, the 

acquisition of the data from the magnetic specimen is being started. 

4.4. Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS)  

This is a spectroscopic tool where a monochromatic laser is made incident on the 

sample surface. Despite a great fraction of the incident beam getting absorbed or 

reflected, a small fraction of the light gets scattered from thermally excited SWs [89]. 

This can be split into two main sections where one is elastic scattering while, the other 

one is inelastic scattering [90]. Photon’s energy or frequency remains unaltered 

inelastic scattering (e.g. Rayleigh scattering [91]). However, a shift in the angular 

frequency occurs in the inelastic scattering [92] which forms the basis of the SW 

detection in this method. During the work presented in this dissertation, 180°-

backscattering geometry [93-96] has been used where the scattered light is collected by 

the same lens that has been used for incident beam within a solid angle in a direction 

180° from the incident beam. Such an arrangement is advantageous because the 

magnitude of the SW wavevector involved in the scattering procedure gets maximized. 
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Afterwards, this backscattered beam is analyzed in frequency domain with the aid of a 

multi-pass tandem Fabry- Pérot interferometer (TFPI) [97-101] to excerpt the 

information about the bulk and surface magnons [102-105]. Here, the works presented 

in this thesis will focus on the use of BLS system to measure SW excitations in thin film 

heterostructures as well as nanopatterned systems. Over the last few decades, BLS has 

been developed to become a puissant and versatile technique in magnetic research due 

to the following advantages: 

1. This novel method has wide flexibility in terms of measuring samples with frequency-

, phase-, time- and spatial resolutions [16,17,106-110]. 

2. It is primarily designed to investigate the dispersive nature the SWs arising from the 

thermal excitations [111-113] (i.e. in the absence of any external stimulation) and the 

works present in this thesis have been carried out in ambient (room) temperature. 

3. This can investigate the SW response over a broad frequency range up to 500 GHz 

with 50 MHz resolution. 

4. It can be employed to investigate SW dispersions with various absolute values and 

orientations of the corresponding wavevectors. 

5. The information about the properties of magnetic layers, e.g. magnetic damping, 

magnetic anisotropy, saturation magnetization as well as coupling parameter between 

different magnetic layers can be extracted. 

4.4.1. Instrumentation 

4.4.1.1. Laser  

For a precise and accurate measurement of SW frequencies, laser light of single 

frequency mode with narrow bandwidth is indispensable. To meet this requirement, a 

300 mW Excelsior solid state continuous wave (CW) laser [114-116] is used in the 

experiment. The laser system consists of a laser head, together with a separate 

controller unit, which routes the electrical power and monitors the signal between the 

laser head and the master system. Here a diode laser is used to pump the Nd3+ ions 

doped in the crystal of yttrium vanadate (Nd: YVO4), which emits photons at 1064 nm. 

This infrared (IR) output is further transformed to visible light by sending it through a 

non-linear crystal, lithium triborate (LBO) for frequency doubling (i.e. wavelength λ = 

532 nm). The emitted laser beam has a diameter of ~ 670 µm with a beam divergence of 

about 1.03 mrad. Overall, the laser system is extremely reliable and stable in terms of 
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output power and beam divergence and requires no external adjustments during 

normal operation. 

4.4.1.2. Tandem Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (TFPI)  

The frequency analysis of SWs can be a critical challenge of BLS spectroscopy as it 

demands a very high spectral resolution. Generally, the observed magnon frequency lies 

within 300 GHz (~ 10 cm-1) which is approximately 105 times smaller than that of a 

typical excitation frequency of laser beam. Also, the cross section of the inelastic 

scattering of photons is very small in comparison with that of elastic scattering. Hence, 

high contrast is necessary for efficacious detection of the fractional part of incident laser 

power with a large signal to noise ratio (SNR). The above criteria are achieved by 

implementing a Tandem Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (TPFI) in the BLS tool. TFPI is 

comprised of two single FPIs placed in series while the laser beam passes each FPI 

thrice in which is depicted in Figure 4.7. In the following, transmission characteristics of 

a single FPI followed by the tandem operation will be briefly discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Schematic of the optical arrangement of a tandem Fabry-Pérot 
interferometer (TFPI). 
 

4.4.1.2.A. Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (FPI)  

One typical FPI (or etalon) [117-120] has two planar, partially reflecting mirrors 

mounted accurately parallel to each other at a distance (L). The light passing the FPI 

suffers multiple back and forth reflections and transmissions. Meanwhile, interference 
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between these beams forms the criterion for constructive interference for normal 

incidence as expressed by:  

𝐿 =  
𝑛𝜆

2
                                                                   (4.1) 

where, n is an integer (transmission order) and λ denotes the wavelength of the light. 

The frequency gap Δf between consecutive orders of interference is given by: 

∆𝑓 =
𝑐

2𝐿
                                                                   (4.2) 

Here, c denotes the velocity of light (3 × 108 m/s). The free spectral range (FSR) of the 

interferometer is defined by this inter-order spacing. Finesse (F) of the interferometer 

is related to FSR as the following: 

𝐹 =
∆𝑓FSR

∆𝑓FWHM
                                                                  (4.3) 

where, ΔfFWHM is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transmission spectrum. 

The transmitted intensity (It) of the FPI is related with the finesse through the following 

expression: 

∆𝐼t = 
𝐼0

1+(
4𝐹2

𝜋2
) sin2(

2𝜋𝐿

𝜆
)
                                                       (4.4) 

where, I0 represents the incident light intensity. Equation 4.4 is also known as the Airy 

function which describes the periodicity of transmitted intensity with frequency and 

mirror spacing. Here, F can be considered as a measure for the quality of the instrument 

which is related to the reflectivity (R) of the FP etalons through the following 

expression: 

𝐹 =
𝜋√𝑅

1−𝑅
                                                                     (4.5) 

Therefore, a higher reflectivity not only increases F but also enhances the frequency 

resolution as ∆fFWHM decreases. Meanwhile, if R is kept fixed, enhancement in L 

decreases F which improves the frequency resolution as F is maintained to be constant. 

The contrast (C) of an FPI is defined as the following: 

𝐶 = 1 +
4𝑅

(1−𝑅)2
                                                               (4.6) 

The contrast for an n-pass interferometer is the nth power of that of a single-pass one, 

e.g. a six-pass interferometer can attain a contrast of at least six or more orders of 

magnitude better than that of a single-pass interferometer. 
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Figure 4.8. Transmission Spectra of FP1 and FP2 and in tandem operation. 
 

4.4.1.2.B. Tandem Configuration of Fabry-Pérot Interferometer  

The periodicity of transmitted intensity as a function of the mirror spacing can become 

a major concern which is inherent to FPI. The fact that the transmission characteristic 

repeats every FSR creates certain problems in the identification of the frequencies 

present in the scattered light. For instance, for a fixed mirror spacing L there are two 

wavelengths (λ1 and λ2) present in the measured light which can be expressed as: 

2𝐿 = 𝑚1𝜆1 = 𝑚2𝜆2                                                       (4.7) 

Thus, the transmission condition is satisfied for both the wavelengths of different 

orders. As the reference beam determines the order of transmission spectrum, the 

order of the second wavelength (which does not match with that of the reference beam) 

and consequently, the wavelength itself remains inaccessible. Also, it is challenging to 

identify unambiguously whether a peak signal belongs to the Stokes side of a specific 

transmission order or it belongs to the anti-Stokes side of the previous order. Hence, the 

interferometer is employed in a tandem configuration [118,121] in order to address 

these shortcomings. In this case, the light passes consecutively through two 

interferometers (FP1 and FP2) which are mounted at an angle (α) to each other as 

illustrated in Figure 4.7. The right mirror of each FPI is placed on the translation stage 

and the other one on a separate angular orientation device. The scanning stage can 
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move the right mirror of each pair along the optical axis of FP1. A displacement (d) of 

the translation stage can change the mirror distance in FP1 by: 

∆𝐿1 = 𝑑                                                                (4.8) 

while, that change in FP2 is: 

∆𝐿2 = ∆𝐿1 cos 𝛼                                                         (4.9) 

This also satisfies the synchronization condition as the following relation: 

𝛿𝐿1

𝛿𝐿2
=

𝐿1

𝐿2
                                                               (4.10) 

This can be used for suppression of the intermixing of different orders. For that, each 

FPI is adjusted to transmission separately before the scanning of the linear stage. 

Although their transmission orders are different, they together provide a central 

transmission order which can be adjusted by varying the mirror spacing of FP2 as 

described in Figure 4.8. The other orders are suppressed at the same time because the 

FSR of the two FPIs become different. Also, this arrangement enhances the FSR of the 

final spectrum without affecting the resolution. Now, when the stage is moved, the 

change in the mirror spacing is given by the following: 

𝑙1 = 𝐿10 + 𝑑                                                         (4.11) 

𝑙2 = (𝐿10 + 𝑑) cos 𝛼                                                  (4.12) 

where, l1 and l2 correspond to the changes in mirror spacing for FP1 and FP2, 

respectively while, L10 is the initial mirror spacings of FP1 (i.e. at d = 0). The 

aforementioned ambiguities can be removed by this technique as the transmission 

order is now fixed. In addition, the light passes through each FPI thrice to improve the 

contrast. After the six passes through the FPIs, the light is eventually directed to a 

photomultiplier which counts the number of transmitted photons as a function of the 

mirror spacing (subsequently, as a function of the frequency shift). To achieve this, the 

scanning stage constantly sweeps the distance corresponding to the required frequency 

window and the data is acquired for a long time to attain sufficient statistics. In this 

way, the acquired BLS intensity is proportional to the SW intensity at a given frequency. 
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Figure 4.9. Pictorial representation of the pinhole and light modulator arrangement 
inside the TFPI of BLS system. 
 

4.4.1.2.C. The Pinhole and Light Modulator 

The light modulator is basically a double shutter system situated right behind the 

entrance pinhole of the TFPI which is shown in Figure 4.9. Together with the TFPI in 

operation, the shutters SH1 and SH2 are alternately opened, thereby controlling the 

light intensity that ultimately reaches the photon detector. Since the detector is a single 

photon counter, strong elastic light can cause damage to the detector. Thus, to protect it, 

this device operates in synchronization with the scanning stage as illustrated in Figure 

4.10.  

 

 

Figure 4.10. The part of the BLS spectrum that corresponds to when one of the shutters 
(SHs), i.e. either (a) SH1 or (b) SH2 is open. A superposition of the spectra in (a) and (b) 
is acquired when SH1 and SH2 operate in synchronization. 

(a)

(b)
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Here, Figure 4.10(a) presents the spectrum of the scattered signal captured by the first 

pinhole (P1), while, Figure 4.10(b) depicts that of the reference beam entering through 

the second pinhole (P2). During the scanning of the elastic peak (i.e. region I, IV and V), 

P1 is blocked and P2 is opened, allowing the reference beam to enter through it. This 

small intensity reference beam is further used to maintain the stabilization of the 

angular orientation of the FPIs. On the contrary, during the scanning for the Brillouin 

shifts (i.e. in regions II and III), P2 is closed but P1 is opened. 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Schematic demonstration of conventional Brillouin light scattering (BLS) 
spectrometer. 
 

4.4.2. Experimental Set-up 

The inelastically scattered beam from a magnetic specimen carries information about 

the frequency and wavevector of the involved SW or magnon mode where the intensity 

of the scattered light is proportional to the intensity of SW. Generally, the BLS technique 

can work in two different measurement geometries: 

4.4.2.1. Forward-scattering Geometry  

Here, the scattered beam is recorded after transmission of the probing beam through a 

transparent sample. 
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Figure 4.12. Pictorial demonstration of conventional Brillouin light scattering (BLS) 
spectrometer present in the lab of Prof. Anjan Barman at the S. N. Bose National Centre 
for Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India. The red arrows describe the direction of the reference 
beam while the black arrows denote the beam direction to be incident onto the sample. 
The yellow arrows in (b, c) describe the path of the back-scattered beam from the 
sample to the TFPI via the pinhole. 
 

4.4.2.2. Backscattered Geometry  

In this case, the beams which are backscattered from the surface of the opaque sample 

are measured. This geometry can be further incorporated to develop BLS microscopy 

(i.e. micro-BLS) where the SW profiles can be mapped in space-, time- or phase-resolved 

manner. Here, the conventional backscattered geometry has been explained that has 

been used during the work presented in this dissertation. Figure 4.11 demonstrates the 

schematic of the conventional BLS arrangement. 

The laser light (λ = 532 nm) is split into two beams right after the solid-state laser using 

a 10:90 beam splitter (BS). The smaller part of the laser is directed straight to the TFPI 

using mirrors M1 and M2, where it serves as the reference beam. There are several 

purposes of this reference beam which are:  

1. This is employed for the stabilization of the mirror spacing of the FP etalons. 

(a)
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2. This beam generates the central elastic peak in a BLS spectrum which helps in 

determining the frequency shift of the scattered beam with respect to the incident 

beam.  

3. The reference beam is used to estimate the transmission order of the FP etalon which 

in turn helps to deduce the frequencies present in the scattered light. 

Meanwhile, the intense beam is first sent through one half wave plate (HWP) and a 

polarized beam splitter (PBS) to eliminate the small in-plane polarized component from 

the partially polarized beam of the laser. The beam (which is perpendicularly polarized 

with respect to the optical table) is then guided by the mirrors M3, M4, M5, M6 and PR 

towards the specimen which is kept between the pole pieces of an electromagnet 

(sometimes a permanent magnet is used depending upon the requirement of the 

experiment) which produces the bias magnetic field to the sample. Interestingly, the 

mirror PR is chosen in the form of a very small prism mirror in order to minimize the 

blocking of the backscattered beam by it. Eventually, the scattered beam is focused on 

the sample by an achromatic doublet lens (L with numerical aperture, N. A. = 0.26). The 

sample is mounted on a high precision rotation stage (angular resolution 1°). The 

change in the rotation angle modifies the angle of incidence accordingly which 

addresses different transferred SW wavevector (k) according to the following relation: 

|𝑘| = |𝑘i s  𝜃 − 𝑘s s  𝜃| = 2|𝑘i| s  𝜃                                    (4.13) 

Here, ki and ks are the wavevectors of the incident and scattered photons while, θ is the 

angle of between ki and normal to the sample surface. A variable attenuator (A) is 

placed between M3 and M4 in order to control the power of the incident laser beam on 

to the sample. 

The measurements are performed for various magnetic field values at different 

wavevectors of transferred SW in various geometry depending upon the relative 

orientation among wavevector, bias magnetic field (sets the magnetization direction of 

the sample) and sample plane. Subsequently, the scattered beam is collected by the 

same lens and continues its way towards the entrance pinhole of a (3+3)-pass TFPI (JRS 

Scientific Instrument) for frequency analysis using a focusing lens L1 and guiding 

mirrors M8, M9 and M10 respectively. To isolate the light scattered by SWs from that by 

phonons, a polarizer (P) set at a crossed position is placed in the path of the scattered 
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light which helps to suppress the elastically scattered beam as well as the beam 

containing the signal from phonons. 

Inside the TFPI, the beam hits mirror M1’ and then reaches FP1 through lens L1’ and 

mirror M2’. After passing through FP1, the beam undergoes its first pass until it is 

reflected from M3’ and passes through FP2. Then the beam is reflected from one prism 

(PR1’) and traces back its path via FP2 and FP1 and reaches M4’. The beam is once again 

reflected at M4’, and thus it gets redirected, passes through FP1 and FP2 for the third 

time to finally reach the single-photon counter (D) after passing through a prism (PR2’), 

two mirrors (M5’ and M6’) and one lens (L2’). Here, the resulting light has a very low 

intensity which is detected by the single photon counter and the signals are sent to a 

computer for storage and analysis. 

4.5. Pros and Cons of the Magnetization Dynamics Measurement Tools 

Here, the advantages and disadvantages associated with investigating magnetization 

dynamics using various experimental techniques have been briefly discussed. A great 

deal of important insights into the spin dynamics has been obtained in this thesis from 

magnetic measurements using FMR, TRMOKE and BLS techniques. However, the correct 

experimental technique to be applied for a specific study is determined by the type of 

information to be extracted from the spin dynamics of a magnetic system. 

The broadband FMR tool can explore the magnetization dynamics which is acquired 

directly in the frequency domain by sweeping the frequency over a broad window at a 

fixed magnetic field (or vice versa) with a high frequency (or magnetic field) resolution. 

Since this is a global measurement technique (i.e. the whole magnetic sample is excited) 

to probe the magnetization dynamics, a rich information about the spin dynamics can be 

achieved without any undesirable or spurious modes arising due the artefacts (e.g. 

effect of boundary or the local defects present the sample) which are usually present in 

a local measurement method. Due to relatively quick and simple calibration procedures, 

this robust tool becomes ideal for the investigation of spin dynamics in magnetic thin 

films especially patterned FM structures (MCs) where multimodal magnon spectra is 

present [122,123], while the damping parameter can be easily extracted by calculating 

the linewidths of the acquired spectra [124,125]. However, its primary drawback is that 

complicated and expensive lithography is required to investigate the magnetization 

dynamics in patterned structures unlike local detection methods and it is also difficult 
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to probe the dynamics in a single element using FMR method. Here, the selective 

wavevector information can be obtained by involved microfabrication of waveguide 

structure to investigate the magnon dispersion although this becomes critical in case of 

ultrathin films.  

The TRMOKE technique offers an extremely high temporal resolution while probing 

magnetization dynamics at various time scales including ultrafast demagnetization, 

mechanisms of magnetization relaxation and other nonlinear phenomena and also the 

carrier and phonon dynamics. It is extremely advantageous while measuring the 

damping parameter of a magnetic material directly in the time domain from the 

decaying precessional profile. Also, TRMOKE method is highly localized because of the 

focused laser spot which reduces the problems of variations and inhomogeneities from 

larger area averaging. Here, the probed area can be much smaller (sub-m) which is 

significantly smaller than the probe area in frequency domain-based method [126]. 

Such localized measurements can thus give a better representation of the local 

precession, damping as well as the local physical environment which influences the 

magnetization dynamics. TRMOKE can also be employed to map the modulation in 

precession and damping behaviour across the sample. A key advantage is that the modal 

composition of the magnetization oscillations can be obtained in the time domain and 

the damping for each mode can be measured. Also, it has been extensively utilized to 

investigate the local precessional dynamics in nanomagnet arrays or even in a single 

nanomagnet [88,127]. An all-optical TRMOKE tool can probe a magnetic specimen in 

any form of a thin film or bulk material with the optically polished surface without the 

requirement of fabrication of complicated device structure for excitation of spin waves. 

Recently, it has also been used to efficiently detect various interface and spin-orbit 

effects [128,129]. Howbeit, the primary disadvantages of this method are that the 

optical alignment is very sensitive and non-trivial, measurement is rather time-

consuming and it involves expensive equipment. 

On the other hand, the primary advantage of BLS is its wavevector sensitivity which 

allows the investigation of SW frequency versus wavevector dispersion in various 

geometry in FM thin films, multilayers and patterned nanostructures. Particularly for 

patterned FM nanostructures (i.e. MCs), it can provide valuable information about 

magnon bandgap and group velocity [130]. One of the main advantages of BLS over all 
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competing techniques is its remarkable sensitivity down to monolayer of magnetic 

material thickness which enables to investigate different interfacial effects present in 

the magnetic heterostructures [131]. It allows the detection of thermally activated SWs 

in systems even without any external excitation in a non-invasive manner. Hence, this 

enables the flexible realization of different measurement geometries to probe magnon 

dynamics over a wide wavevector and spectral range. Micro-focused BLS can be 

employed for imaging the propagating SW which provides important insights to the 

operation of novel SW-based devices. This novel method also offers measurement of 

SWs with phase and temporal resolutions. The primary disadvantage of this method is 

its high cost and sensitive optical alignment procedure. Measurement of thermal 

magnon is also very slow due to the absence of any external stimuli (e.g. current etc.). 
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Chapter 5 

5. Numerical Method 

___________________________________________________________________ 

The magnetization dynamics in FM thin films with uniform magnetization can be 

realised under the macrospin formalism as described in chapter 2. Here, the non-linear 

ordinary differential LLG equation is linearized under small angle approximation to 

calculate the SW frequency and other material parameters. Howbeit, the materials 

having finite boundaries, e.g. in case of multi-layered and/or patterned 

heterostructures, the calculations become quite critical. Basically, the finite magnetic 

boundaries are associated with the presence of uncompensated magnetic dipoles at 

their surfaces, which creates a demagnetizing field in a direction opposite to the 

external bias magnetic field. The information about the distribution of the 

demagnetizing field (which heavily depends on the geometry) is extremely crucial for a 

proper understanding of the magnetization dynamics. To find out the local 

demagnetizing field profile in order to investigate the behaviour of the consequent SW 

in such non-uniformly magnetized heterostructures, various numerical techniques have 

been developed. One of the most popular methods is the micromagnetic approach, 

where the magnetization is considered to be a continuous function of position. Here, the 

sample is divided into a large number of cells where the dynamic motion of each cell is 

considered as a macrospin interacting with the neighbouring cells by short-range 

exchange and long-range dipolar interactions under the influence of anisotropy field 

and external magnetic field. Also, there exist different theoretical models, which, under 

certain assumptions, calculate the magnetic parameters. In this thesis work, 

micromagnetic simulations [1] (e.g. OOMMF: object-oriented micromagnetic framework 

[2], LLG micromagnetic simulator [3] and Mumax3 [4]) and also a combination of 

analytical and numerical technique (e.g. PWM: plane wave method) have been used to 

investigate the nature of static and dynamic magnetization of the studied systems. 
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Figure 5.1. Discretization of a sample into (a) cuboidal cells following finite difference 
method (FDM) and (b) tetrahedral cells following finite element method (FEM) where 
each cell is assigned with a magnetization vector. 
 

5.1. Micromagnetic Simulation  

This is an efficient tool [1] for investigating a broad range of magnetic phenomena 

including static as well as dynamic properties. Based on either finite difference method 

(FDM) or finite element method (FEM) [5,6], this technique employs the continuum 

theory to estimate the magnetic features of several nanometers length scale in terms of 

the local arrangement of magnetic moments. In case of FDM, the system space is 

discretized into a number of regular parallelepiped cells as shown in Figure 5.1(a). 

Afterwards, the continuous solution domain is replaced by a discrete set of lattice points 

and the domain boundaries are substituted by their discrete counterparts. 

Subsequently, each cell is assigned with a magnetization vector and their relative 

interactions are considered through the minimization of total energy. A few examples of 

FDM simulators are Object Oriented Micromagnetic Frameworks (OOMMF) [2], LLG 

micromagnetic simulator [3], MicroMagus [7,8], MuMax3 [9], Magsimus [10,11], 

GoParallel [12] etc. Generally, FDM features a faster computation unlike FEM, however, 

it is not very accurate for complicated geometry like a curved boundary or irregular 

microstructures. The aforementioned issue can be resolved by using FEM. Here the 

system is discretized into finite elements, which can be 2D (like triangles, squares, or 

rectangles) or 3D (like tetrahedrons, cubes, or hexahedra) depending on the dimension 

and shape of the system as described in Figure 5.1(b). Despite of reproducing complex 

(a) (b)
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geometries easily, this method is much slower than FDM due to the requirement of 

much more computational resource (or memory). Examples of various FEM simulators 

are NMAG [13,14], MAGPAR [15,16], MicroMagnum [17,18], TetraMag [19,20], 

FEELLGOOD [21], FastMag [22] etc. As mentioned earlier, OOMMF and LLG 

micromagnetic simulators have been used during this thesis work. Although both 

OOMMF and LLG simulator employ FDM based discretization, the latter offers better 

visualization of the system while OOMMF works faster than LLG simulator even on 

bigger system size. The programming language in OOMMF is written in C++ and Tcl 

script and the LLG equation is solved in space and time at temperature T = 0 K. The 

input parameters (like bulk saturation magnetization, exchange stiffness constant, 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy, Zeeman field, sample structure and dimensions and the 

magnetic field geometry) and the initial conditions of any problem are given using 

external script file. One of the advantages of using micromagnetic simulations is that 

one can feed the sample structure to the software by using an image file (bitmap format 

in OOMMF or LLG simulator). This helps to incorporate any structural artefacts of the 

system under consideration in the simulation. The sample space is divided into identical 

parallelepiped cells with dimensions equal to or less than the exchange length in order 

to consider the exchange interaction among the cells and each cell is assigned with a 

single spin. Subsequently, the LLG equation is solved assuming the magnetization to be 

a continuous function of position and deriving relevant expressions for different energy 

terms. Then the stable equilibrium state is achieved by minimizing the total Gibb’s free 

energy with respect to the magnetization. Before starting the calculations for 

magnetization dynamics, the system is brought to its equilibrium state under the effect 

of static bias magnetic field. First, a large enough bias field (greater than the saturating 

field value) is applied to fully magnetize the sample where the magnetization is allowed 

to relax for a long time. The applied field is then reduced to the required bias field value 

and the magnetization is further kept to relax for a longer time while a large enough 

damping value (˂ 1) is given to stabilize the system under the applied magnetic field 

quickly. During each step, the magnetization configuration is updated by two types of 

evolvers: the first one is a time evolver which tracks the LLG dynamics and the second 

one is an energy minimization evolver that calculates the local minima in energy using 

energy minimization approach. A fourth order Runge-Kutta evolver is used as a time 
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evolver which solves LLG equation considering an ordinary differential equation in 

time. The time and minimization evolvers are controlled by corresponding drivers 

namely, time driver and minimization driver, respectively. The purpose of the drivers is 

to determine the completion of a simulation stage depending upon the stopping criteria 

described in the script file. The stopping criterion is determined by the convergence of 

the maximum torque expressed as (m × H), where m = M/Ms. In the script file, either a 

stopping time or a stopping value of dm/dt is incorporated which is kept in such a 

manner that the value of maximum torque (m × H) should be less than a certain value (≈ 

10-6 A/m). The simulation gets completed when the stopping criteria are fulfilled. After 

the system acquires a static equilibrium state under the influence of the bias magnetic 

field, the magnetization dynamics is triggered under a uniform excitation (spatially and 

temporally varying ‘sinc’ function) to simulate the FMR, TRMOKE or BLS results. In case 

of uniform excitation, the optical perturbation used in the experiment is mimicked in 

the form of a pulsed magnetic field of the suitable rise time and peak amplitude applied 

perpendicular to the sample plane. The time evolution of the different components of 

dynamic magnetization averaged over the entire sample volume are then recorded for a 

total timescale of several nanoseconds at intervals of few picoseconds. A small value for 

damping parameter (e.g. 0.008 for Ni80Fe20) is assumed during the dynamic simulation 

depending upon the material of the system which can be either extracted from Kittel fit 

of the experimental results or can be found in the literature. 

5.1.1. Calculation of Power and Phase Profiles of the Resonating Modes  

To unveil the nature of the resonant magnonic modes, the spatial profiles of the 

corresponding dynamic magnetization component are calculated [23]. The output files 

of the simulations actually consist of a number of open media framework (e.g. omf 

extension) files containing the information about the magnetization distribution (M(r, 

t)) over the entire simulation volume at a particular instance of simulation time. These 

files can be further utilized to inspect the time as well as the spatial distribution of the 

spin wave amplitude, phase and propagation. For that, first, the M(r, t) is rearranged 

into three 4D matrices, i.e. mi(x, y, z, t), mj(x, y, z, t) and mk(x, y, z, t), respectively, where 

each matrix corresponds to each component of magnetization (m). Subsequently, one 

spatial coordinate (say z) of one of the 4D matrices (say, mk) is fixed, which reduces the 

matrix dimension to three (mk (x, y, zm, t)). Then a discrete Fourier transform with 
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respect to the time dimension (t) is performed for each elemental cell. Next, the power 

value of the FFT spectrum corresponding to the desired frequency is extracted and 

plotted for each cell. This gives the in-plane space dependent power profiles at a 

particular resonance frequency (fres). Similarly, the phase profile can be plotted by 

extracting the phase of complex dynamic magnetization. The frequency resolution 

depends on the simulation time window and the spatial resolution depends on the 

discretization of the sample used during the micromagnetic simulations. The 

expressions for the power and phase profiles for a particular resonant mode at f = fres 

can then be described as:  

Power:  

𝑃𝑧𝑚,𝑓𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) = 20 log10|�̂�
𝑧𝑚(𝑓res, 𝑥, 𝑦)|                                     (5.1) 

Phase:  

𝛿𝑧𝑚,𝑓𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) = ta −1 [
Im(�̂�𝑧𝑚(𝑓res,𝑥,𝑦))

Re(�̂�𝑧𝑚(𝑓res,𝑥,𝑦))
]                                       (5.2) 

5.1.2. LLG Micromagnetic Simulator  

This is another genre of micromagnetic solver based upon FDM solving the LLG 

equation [3]. The main advantages of LLG micromagnetic simulator are the following: 

1. It can provide a graphical animation of the magnetic domain or magnetostatic field 

profiles in the simulated FM samples during the simulation in both 2D and 3D. 

2. It is possible to simulate the magnetic features as a function of temperature.  

3. It also can calculate the magnetization parameters of magnetic multilayers where the 

material parameters for each layer can be easily manipulated for such multilayer 

system.  

4. This simulator facilitates to calculate as well as visualize the domain wall dynamics in 

patterned or un-patterned magnetic heterostructures, while the spin-polarized current 

can also be injected in order to simulate the working condition of the magnetic spin 

valve or MTJ like nanostructures. There is a provision to calculate and visualize the 

effective magnetic field strength inside or outside of the sample considered in the 

simulation. Hence, it is possible to calculate the internal field and demagnetization field 

distributions in order to interpret the nature of the inter-element interaction or the 

magnetic profile inside the element itself. 
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5.2. Plane Wave Method (PWM) 

This novel numerical approach is extensively used to calculate the excitation spectra 

(band structure) for an inhomogeneous or periodic geometry, e.g. in electronic [24-26], 

photonic [27-30], phononic [31,32] or magnonic crystals [33] (viz. this tool is useful 

irrespective of whether the medium is magnetic or not). This is a simple method which 

can give a complete spectrum of eigen excitations for any type of lattice, any shape of 

scattering centres and for various dimensions of the periodicity. In magnonic crystals 

(MCs)[34], the inhomogeneity of the internal magnetic field is taken into account in the 

form of the superposition of plane waves, which eventually converts the LLG equation 

to an eigenvalue problem. The problem is subsequently solved using standard 

numerical routines to find out the eigenvalues (SW frequencies) and eigen vectors 

(amplitude of the dynamical component of the magnetization vector). 

In order to calculate the SW dispersion in magnonic crystals (MCs), the Landau–Lifshitz 

(LL) equation, i.e. the equation of motion of the magnetization vector M(r, t) in space 

and time, neglecting the damping, is solved as given by: 

𝜕�⃗⃗⃗�(𝑟,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝛾𝜇0�⃗⃗⃗�(𝑟, 𝑡) × �⃗⃗⃗�eff(𝑟, 𝑡)                                           (5.3) 

As discussed in the previous section, the effective magnetic field (Heff) is comprised of 

the Zeeman field (𝐻0 = |𝐻0|�̂�), anisotropy field (Hani), exchange field (Hex) and the 

magnetostatic field (Hdemag). Both M and Hdemag can be split into static and dynamic 

parts: 

𝑀(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑀s�̂� + 𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡)                                                 (5.4) 

𝐻demag = 𝐻ms(𝑟) + ℎms(𝑟, 𝑡)                                            (5.5) 

In the magnetostatic approximation, using Maxwell’s equations, we have: 

∇⃗⃗⃗ × ℎms(𝑟, 𝑡) = 0                                                       (5.6) 

∇⃗⃗⃗. (ℎms(𝑟, 𝑡) + 𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡)) = 0                                              (5.7) 

The exchange contribution can be written in terms of the exchange length λex(r) as: 

𝐻ex(𝑟, 𝑡) = (∇.⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ 𝜆ex
2 (𝑟)∇⃗⃗⃗)𝑀(𝑟, 𝑡)                                          (5.8) 

where,   

                                                                       𝜆ex(𝑟) = √
2𝐴(𝑟)

𝜇0𝑀s
2(𝑟)

                                                        (5.9) 
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Here, A(r) is the exchange stiffness constant. If anisotropy contribution (Hani) is 

neglected, the expression of Heff can be written as: 

𝐻eff(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐻0�̂� + (∇.⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ 𝜆ex
2 (𝑟)∇⃗⃗⃗)𝑀(𝑟, 𝑡) + ℎms(𝑟, 𝑡)                    (5.10) 

The aforementioned LL equation is solved under linear approximation. In PWM tool, a 

solution is achieved in the form of a monochromatic SW which can be expressed as: 

𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡)~𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡                                                          (5.11) 

Here, ω is the angular frequency of the SW. The dynamic component of Hdemag can also 

be written [35] in the time-dependent expression as: 

ℎms(𝑟, 𝑡) = ℎms(𝑟)𝑒
𝑖𝜔𝑡                                                (5.12) 

 Considering linear approximation, it can be expressed as: 

𝑖𝛺𝑚𝑥(𝑟) +
1

𝐻0
𝑀s(𝑟)(∇.⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ 𝜆ex

2 (𝑟)∇⃗⃗⃗)𝑚𝑦(𝑟) − 𝑚𝑦(𝑟) −
1

𝐻0
𝑚𝑦(𝑟) × (∇.⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ 𝜆ex

2 (𝑟)∇⃗⃗⃗)𝑀s(𝑟)

+
𝑀s(𝑟)

𝐻0

𝜕𝜓(𝑟)

𝜕𝑦
= 0                                                                                              (5.13) 

𝑖𝛺𝑚𝑦(𝑟) +
1

𝐻0
𝑀s(𝑟)(∇.⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ 𝜆ex

2 (𝑟)∇⃗⃗⃗)𝑚𝑥(𝑟) + 𝑚𝑥(𝑟) +
1

𝐻0
𝑚𝑥(𝑟) × (∇.⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ 𝜆ex

2 (𝑟)∇⃗⃗⃗)𝑀s(𝑟)

−
𝑀s(𝑟)

𝐻0

𝜕𝜓(𝑟)

𝜕𝑥
= 0                                                                                              (5.14) 

∇2𝜓(𝑟) − [
𝜕𝑚𝑥(𝑟)

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑚𝑦(𝑟)

𝜕𝑦
] = 0                                     (5.15) 

ψ(r,t) is known as the magnetostatic potential while, Ω is a dimensionless parameter 

called the reduced frequency defined as:  

𝛺 =
𝜔

|𝛾|𝜇0𝐻0
                                                           (5.16) 

In case of periodic magnetic structures, i.e. MCs, Ms and λex are assumed to be periodic 

functions of the in-plane position vector with a periodicity a, viz.: 

𝑀s(𝑟 + 𝑎) = 𝑀s(𝑟)                                                  (5.17) 

𝜆ex
2 (𝑟 + 𝑎) = 𝜆ex

2 (𝑟)                                                 (5.18) 

According to Bloch’s theorem, the solution of a differential equation with periodic 

coefficients can be expressed as a product of plane wave functions and a periodic Bloch 

function, i.e.: 

𝑚s(𝑟) = 𝑚𝑘(𝑟)𝑒
𝑖𝑘.𝑟 = ∑ 𝑚𝑘(𝐺)𝑒

𝑖(𝑘+𝐺).𝑟
𝐺                           (5.19) 

𝜓(𝑟) = 𝜓𝑘(𝑟)𝑒
𝑖𝑘.𝑟 = ∑ 𝜓𝑘(𝐺)𝑒

𝑖(𝑘+𝐺).𝑟
𝐺                             (5.20) 

where, 
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                                                                  𝑚𝑘(𝑟 + 𝑎) = 𝑚𝑘(𝑟)                                              (5.21) 

𝜓𝑘(𝑟 + 𝑎) = 𝜓𝑘(𝑟)                                               (5.22) 

Here, k is the wavevector in the first Brillouin zone (BZ) while G (= G(x, y)) represents 

the reciprocal lattice vector. Consequently, Fourier transformation is performed in 

order to calculate the coefficients Ms and λex into the reciprocal space using the 

following expressions:  

𝑀s(𝑟) = ∑ 𝑀s(𝐺)𝑒
𝑖𝐺.𝑟

𝐺                                                 (5.23) 

𝜆ex
2 (𝑟) = ∑ 𝜆ex

2 (𝐺)𝑒𝑖𝐺.𝑟𝐺                                                (5.24) 

If a finite number (N) of reciprocal lattice vectors is employed in the above expressions 

(i.e. the set of equations becomes finite), the calculation reduces to an eigenproblem 

having an expression in the form of a matrix: 

�̂�𝑚𝑘 = 𝑖𝛺𝑚𝑘                                                            (5.25) 

Here, the eigenvalues are Ω which is solved numerically and �̂� has the following form: 

�̂� = (�̂�
𝑥𝑥 �̂�𝑥𝑦

�̂�𝑦𝑥 �̂�𝑦𝑦
)                                                      (5.26) 

Here [34], 

�̂�𝑥𝑥 = �̂�𝑦𝑦 = 0                                                         (5.27) 

Thus, one can calculate the SW dispersion for a periodic system for different SW wave 

vector k by standard numerical procedures (by considering a finite number of plane 

waves) to extract the corresponding eigenvalues (which gives the SW frequency, ω) and 

the eigen vectors (mk). Here, it is sometimes necessary to put the solutions obtained by 

PWM to satisfy the convergence criterion. 

In addition, to compare the calculated dispersion with the experimentally obtained 

magnon band structure through Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy, it is 

necessary to estimate the square of the modulus of the fundamental harmonics of 

magnetization as the BLS intensity (IBLS) can be expressed as, 

𝐼BLS ∝ |𝑚𝑘(𝐺 = 0)|2                                                   (5.28) 

Subsequently, the spatial mode profiles can also be calculated for a given wave vector 

and frequency, by determining the modulus of the dynamic magnetization (i.e. mx(r)) 

for each spatial point. It is noteworthy that the PWM calculations stand upon the 

consideration that both the scattering centre and the matrix consist of FM materials 

(e.g. for bi-component MC or BMC). For instance, in case of dot or antidot (AD) array 
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where either the scattering centres or the matrix are constituted of a non-magnet 

material, a very small value is assigned to the material parameters in order to avoid any 

unphysical solutions.  
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Chapter 6 

6. Active Control of Mode Crossover and Mode 

Hopping of Spin Waves in a Ferromagnetic Antidot 

Lattice 
___________________________________________________________________ 

Active control of spin wave dynamics is demonstrated using broadband ferromagnetic 

resonance in two-dimensional Ni80Fe20 antidot lattices arranged in hexagonal lattice 

with fixed lattice constant but varying antidot diameter. A strong modification in the 

spin-wave spectra is obtained with the variation in the antidot diameter as well as with 

the strength and orientation of the bias magnetic field. A broad band of modes is 

observed for the lattice with higher antidot diameter which decreases systematically as 

the antidot diameter is reduced. A crossover between the higher frequency branches is 

achieved in lattices with higher antidot diameter. In addition, the spin-wave modes in 

all lattices show a strong six-fold anisotropic behaviour due to the variation of internal 

field distribution as a function of the bias-field orientation. A mode hopping-like 

behavior is observed in the angular dispersions of spin-wave spectra for samples having 

intermediate hole diameters. Micromagnetic simulations qualitatively reproduce the 

experimentally observed spin-wave modes and the simulated mode profiles reveal the 

presence of extended and quantized standing spin-wave modes in these lattices. These 

observations are significant for large tunability and anisotropic propagation of spin 

waves in GHz frequency magnetic devices. 

6.1. Introduction 

Ferromagnetic (FM) antidot (AD or hole) lattices (ADLs) [1], i.e. periodically arranged 

holes embedded in a ferromagnetic thin film are artificial crystals, which are fabricated 

by structuring known ferromagnetic materials at different length scales. Exploitation of 

their dynamic responses over a broad temporal and spatial regimes can offer various 

exciting properties. These magnetic nanostructures form the basis of future 

technologies including magneto-photonic crystals [2,3] and ultrahigh density storage 

device. They also possess exciting prospects in the field of magnonics as magnonic 

crystals (MCs) [4] where spin waves (SWs) are used to carry and process the 
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information in the microwave band analogous to photonic and phononic crystals. They 

can play a key role in building nanoscale magnonic devices for GHz frequency 

communication [5], waveguides [6], phase shifters [7], filters [8], interferometers [9], 

spin-wave logic devices [10] and spin-wave nano-optics [11] with spin waves in 

multiple connected magnon waveguides. More recently, the filled antidot lattices also 

have gained a great interest as bi-component MCs [5,12] (BMCs) for the additional 

tunability in the magnonic band structures due to the differences between the magnetic 

parameters of two magnetic materials in those systems. The upsurge in the 

nanofabrication and detection techniques with improved spatio-temporal resolution 

boost in the study of high-frequency magnetization dynamics in a variety of such 

nanoscale antidot lattices. One important problem of magnonics research is to tune the 

magnonic spectra and the band structures of the MCs by varying its physical parameters 

such as antidot shape [13], lattice symmetry [14,15], lattice constant [16], base material 

[17] as well as strength and orientation of the bias magnetic field [18,19] which can 

greatly affect the SW dynamics. 

In the past few years, the high-frequency magnetization dynamics of magnetic ADLs 

have been explored by various experimental and numerical methods [18-23]. Initial 

studies on ADLs showed attenuation of uniform ferromagnetic resonance mode due to 

the excitation of non-uniform in-plane SW mode [24] and also the pattern induced 

splitting of surface and volume modes [25] were observed. Later, field dependent 

localization of SW mode, SW confinement and field-controlled propagation of SWs 

[26,27] as well as the formation of magnonic miniband with large SW velocities [28,29] 

have been observed. Recently, the dispersive and entangled SWs between the antidots 

[30] and anisotropic propagation and damping of SWs [18] were also observed due to 

the magnetic field-induced SW guiding in a network of interconnected nanowires. 

Further works showed high-symmetric magnonic modes having a linear bias magnetic 

field dependence for perpendicularly magnetized ADLs [31], and conversion of 

quantized SWs to propagating ones by varying the bias magnetic field orientation [19]. 

Micromagnetic simulations reported [32] the effect of the antidot shape on the 

magnonic band structure in exchange-dominated one-dimensional magnonic 

waveguides. The effects of lattice defects [33] and broken translational symmetry [34] 

have also attracted great interest due to their unique properties. However, there are 
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very few reports exploring the effect of the size of the antidots [35], which can play a 

key role in determining the nature of SW propagation and confinement due to the 

modulation of the magnonic band gaps in such MCs. 

Here, we investigate the SW dynamics of 2D arrays of circular shaped Ni80Fe20 antidots 

arranged in hexagonal lattice with fixed lattice constant but varying antidot diameter by 

manipulating the strength and orientation of the in-plane bias magnetic field. A drastic 

variation in the magnonic spectra is observed when the diameter of the antidot is 

systematically tuned. A rich band of SW modes for highest antidot diameter reduced 

systematically to a fewer number of modes with the reduction in antidot diameter. 

Further, a mode crossover with bias-field strength and mode hopping-like behaviour 

with bias-field orientation are observed, which are explained with the aid of 

micromagnetic simulations. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. (a) Scanning electron micrographs of circular-shaped Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) 
antidots (ADs) arranged in hexagonal lattices of constant lattice spacing a = 700 nm 
with variable antidot (hole) diameter d = 140 (D1), 240 (D2), 340 (D3) and 440 (D4) 
nm. (b) Real parts of the forward scattering parameter (S11) representing the FMR 
spectra for all four samples at bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe applied at an azimuthal 
angle  = 0° and the observed SW modes were marked by down arrows. (c) 
Corresponding simulated SW spectra of four different lattices at Hext = 800 Oe applied at 
 = 0° and the arrows represent different SW modes. The orientation of the bias 
magnetic field Hext is shown at the top left of the figure. 
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6.2. Experimental Details 

Circular shaped antidots are patterned in a 20-nm-thick Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) film by using a 

combination of e-beam lithography (EBL), e-beam evaporation (EBE) and ion milling 

[15]. The antidots with variable diameters (d) of 140 (D1), 240 (D2), 340 (D3), 440 (D4) 

nm and fixed lattice spacing (a) of 700 nm are arranged in hexagonal lattice symmetry 

with total array dimension of 25 µm × 250 µm, as shown in the scanning electron 

micrographs of Figure 6.1(a). A co-planar waveguide (CPW) made of Au with a 

thickness of 150 nm was deposited on top of the array for the broadband ferromagnetic 

resonance measurement. The width and length of the signal line of this CPW were 30 

µm and 300 µm, respectively so that the whole array could remain under the centre of 

the signal line of CPW which has a nominal characteristic impedance of 50 Ω.  

The measurement of SW spectra from the samples was performed using a broadband 

ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectrometer [36] consisting of a vector network 

analyzer (Agilent PNA-L, Model No.: N5230C, frequency range: 10 MHz to 50 GHz) and a 

high-frequency probe station along with a nonmagnetic ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) 

type pico-probe (GGB Industries, Model No. 40A-GSG-150-EDP). The system has an 

inbuilt electromagnet within the probe station generating a bias magnetic field (Hext) of 

± 1800 Oe. The electromagnet is mounted on a high-precision rotary mount which 

enables the electromagnet to rotate over 360° angle within the plane of the sample. The 

sample is viewed with the help of a microscope and illumination set-up. Microwave 

signal with variable frequency is launched into the CPW using the pico-probe through a 

high frequency and low noise coaxial cable (Model No.: N1501A-203). The CPW is 

shorted at one end and the back-reflected signal is collected by the same probe to the 

analyzer. Absorption of the ongoing and returning signals at various SW frequencies 

produces the characteristic SW spectrum of the sample. The real and imaginary parts of 

the scattering parameter in reflection geometry measured at various magnetic fields are 

subtracted from its value at the maximum bias magnetic field (reference spectrum), and 

hence, the SW spectra are obtained. 
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Figure 6.2. Bias field (Hext) dependent SW absorption spectra of NiFe ADLs with 
different antidot diameters (D1-D4) are shown at  = 0°. The surface plots correspond 
to the experimental results, while the symbols represent the simulated data. The black 
and red dotted boxes represent the crossover between two higher frequency branches, 
i.e. M5 and M6 in D3 and M7 and M8 in D4, respectively. The color map for the surface 
plots and the schematic of Hext are given at the right side of the figure. 
 

6.3. Results and Discussion 

The real parts of the forward scattering parameter, i.e. S11 for the samples with varying 

antidot diameter (d) are shown in Figure 6.1(b) at a bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe 

applied at an azimuthal angle  = 0°, while their bias field dependent SW dispersion 

spectra measured at  = 0° are represented as surface plots in Figure 6.2. The SW 

dynamics get drastically modified with the variation of d. For D1, two distinct SW modes 

are obtained, while, in case of D2, the number of modes is increased to three. On the 

contrary, rich multimode spectra are observed in D3 and D4 consisting of total six and 

eight modes. Interestingly, in D4, with the decreasing bias field, we observe a significant 

crossover (marked by the red dotted box in the field dispersion of D4 in Figure 6.2) 

between the two higher frequency branches (closed and open diamond marked modes 

7 and 8, respectively) at an intermediate field value of Hext ~ 525 Oe.  A crossover is also 

observed in D3 as shown by the black dotted box in Figure 6.2 between modes 5 and 6 

(closed and open diamond marked modes) at a much lower field Hext ~ 170 Oe, while 

this phenomenon is completely absent in both D1 and D2. Also, the lowest frequency 

mode M1 in both D3 and D4 vanishes above a certain bias field value (~ 700 Oe for D3 
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and ~ 430 Oe for D4). The bias field dispersion curves of D3 and D4 also reveal that 

there are some SW modes e.g. M2 in D3 and M5 in D4 which are present at lower bias 

field. This is due to the deviation from the uniform magnetization state due to the 

increase in the overlapping between the demagnetizing regions around the antidots. 

We have investigated the origin of the SW modes by performing micromagnetic 

simulations using the OOMMF software [37] for these samples consisting of 2 × 2 arrays 

of hexagonal unit cells for each sample where the two-dimensional (2D) periodic 

boundary condition has been incorporated to consider the large areas of the 

experimentally studied arrays. We have discretized each sample into rectangular prism-

like cells with dimensions 4 × 4 × 20 nm3. The value of exchange stiffness constant and 

saturation magnetization used in the simulation for NiFe are ANiFe = 1.3 × 10-6 erg/cm 

[38], MNiFe = 850 emu/cc, while the damping coefficient αNiFe = 0.008 is used for NiFe 

during the dynamic simulations. The value of gyromagnetic ratio γ = 18.1 MHz/Oe and 

the magnetocrystalline anisotropy K = 0 are considered for NiFe. Here, the material 

parameters, i.e. Ms,  and K for NiFe were extracted from the Kittel fit of the bias-field 

dependent SW absorption spectra of NiFe thin film in Figure 6.3. The dynamic 

simulations were carried out by first performing a static magnetic configuration under a 

bias magnetic field in the experimental geometry and then by applying a pulsed 

magnetic field. The details of the static and the dynamic simulations are described 

elsewhere [39]. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin-wave (SW) absorption spectra of Ni80Fe20 
(NiFe) thin film at  = 0° is shown along with the Kittel fit, which is represented by the 
red dotted line. The color map for the surface plot and the schematic of the orientation 
of Hext are shown on the right side of the figure. 
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Figure 6.1(c) shows that the experimental data were reproduced qualitatively well 

using the micromagnetic simulations which were plotted at Hext = 800 Oe, and also in 

Figure 6.2 as represented by filled symbols for all the lattices. The slight quantitative 

disagreements between experimental and simulated results can occur due to the 

deviation of the simulated samples and conditions from the experimental ones. The 

general deviation in the dimensions as observed in the experimental samples has 

already been incorporated in the simulated samples, although the precise edge 

deformations are not possible to include in the finite difference method based 

micromagnetic simulations. 

 

 

Figure 6.4. (a) Simulated static magnetic configurations of NiFe ADLs are shown for Hext 
= 800 Oe in D1-D4 and Hext = 200 Oe in D3 and D4, respectively, at  = 0°. The color map 
is given on the left side of the figure. (b) Simulated spatial distributions of the phase 
profiles corresponding to different SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe in D1-D4 and 
Hext = 200 Oe in D3 and D4, respectively, at  = 0°. The color map for the phase 
distributions and the schematic of Hext are shown on the right side of the figure. (c) 
Contour plots of the simulated magnetostatic field distributions in D1-D4 and the 
corresponding color map is given at the top right corner of the figure. (d) Linescans of 
the simulated internal field (Bin) taken between two consecutive antidots along the 
black dotted lines as shown in (c) for D1-D4. (e) The variation of Bin with the antidot 
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diameter d (black circular symbols: micromagnetic symbols; red dotted line: fitted 
curve). 
 

In Figure 6.4(a), we have shown the simulated static magnetic configurations for D1 and 

D2 at Hext = 800 Oe ( = 0°), while, in order to underpin the origin of the mode crossover 

observed in both D3 and D4, we have presented their static magnetization states at two 

different bias field values, Hext = 200 and 800 Oe. The static magnetization maps of D3 

and D4 at Hext = 200 Oe revealed a strong overlap of the demagnetized regions present 

between the two antidots situated diagonally (as shown by green dotted boxes) of the 

lattices, while this overlap reduces systematically with the increase in bias field and 

vanishes for Hext > 300 Oe in D3 and Hext > 600 Oe in D4, respectively. For a better 

understanding of the nature of various observed SW modes, we have calculated the 

spatial distributions of these SW modes by using a homebuilt code [40]. Figure 6.4(b) 

shows the phase profiles of the SW modes for all samples with varying d, calculated at 

Hext = 800 Oe for  = 0° while, the corresponding power profiles are shown in the Figure 

6.5. We have observed different types of extended and quantized standing SW modes 

due to the formation of confining potentials by the demagnetizing fields around the 

antidots. So, in order to keep uniformity in describing the nature of the observed 

standing SW modes, we have assigned quantization number n for the modes forming 

standing waves in the rhombic-region between the two (horizontally situated) 

consecutive antidots along x-direction as shown by blue dotted box in the phase profile 

of M1 for D1.  It is clear from Figure 6.4(b) that the lowest frequency mode M1 for D1 is 

extended through the diagonally situated antidots along y-direction. However, 

considering the rhombic region formed by four antidots, it also forms standing wave 

mode along x-direction with quantization n = 3, while the other mode M2 has quantized 

character along x-direction with n = 5. Similarly, in D2, both the lower frequency modes 

M1 and M2 represent extended nature in the y-direction. Although, M1 and M2 also 

possess quantized character along x-direction in the rhombic unit with n = 3 but they 

are in opposite phase with each other. The highest frequency mode M3 of D2 also forms 

standing wave pattern with n = 11. The mode profiles get substantially modified with 

further increase in d, as all the SWs form standing waves in x-direction for D3 and D4. 

However, unlike for D1 and D2, some of the SW modes show discontinuity for low or 

high field values in D3 and D4. To explain that, we have shown the phase maps of the 
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SW modes which are present at Hext = 200 and 800 Oe for D3 and D4. For D3 at Hext = 

800 Oe, both M1 and M3 are quantized modes with n = 3 which are opposite in phase, 

while M4 and M6 also possess quantized character with n = 5 and 7, respectively. 

However, at lower bias field (Hext = 200 Oe), M2 shows quantized nature with n = 1. On 

the other hand, due to the increase in the overlapping of demagnetized regions as 

evident from the static magnetization profile shown in Figure 6.4(a) for D3, a diagonal 

quantization between the next nearest neighbouring antidots is observed for M5 as 

shown by the black dotted box. We assign m as the diagonal quantization number where 

m = 3 for M5. In D4, at Hext = 800 Oe, all the modes (M1, M2, M3 and M8) represent 

quantized nature with n = 1, 1, 3 and 5, respectively, where M1 and M2 are in opposite 

phase. However, at Hext = 200 Oe, due to strong demagnetizing field, a significant 

modification is observed where all the SW modes M2-M7 represent quantized modes 

with n = 1, 3, 3, 3, 3 and 1, respectively with their diagonal quantization value m of 1, 1, 

3, 3, 5 and 5 respectively. Here, M4 and M5 are in opposite phase with each other. 

 

 

Figure 6.5. Simulated spatial distributions of the power corresponding to different SW 
modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe in D1-D4 and Hext = 200 Oe in D3 and D4, respectively, 
at  = 0°. The color map for the power distributions and the schematic of Hext are shown 
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on the right side of the figure. (c) The variation of Bin for all the lattices with d = 40, 140, 
240, 340, 440 and 540 nm (black circular symbols: micromagnetic symbols; red dotted 
line: fitted curve with the equation: Bin = A(-d2) + C, where, C is the Bin value (~ 10.81 
kOe) of thin NiFe film of 20 nm thickness). 
 

We have further calculated the magnetostatic field distributions in the ADLs for bias 

field Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 0° using the LLG software [41], as shown in Figure 

6.4(c). It can be clearly seen that the magnetostatic field distribution is modified 

drastically when d is varied. We have further compared the internal field (Bin) values of 

these samples by taking a linescan between two consecutive antidots along x-direction 

as shown by the black dotted lines in D1-D4. It is found that Bin decreases significantly 

with the increase in d, due to the systematic increase in the overlapping between the 

demagnetizing fields confined around the antidots. This variation of Bin has been fitted 

using a simple parabolic equation which reflects that Bin varies as (-d2) with the 

following equation: 

𝐵in =  𝐴(−𝑑2) + 𝐶                                                        (6.1) 

where, C is the Bin value (~ 10.81 kOe) of NiFe thin film having a thickness of 20 nm. To 

confirm this behaviour, we have calculated the internal field values for additional 

simulated samples with d = 40 and 540 nm and the Bin values of these samples also 

follow the same fitting Equation 6.1 as shown in Figure 6.5(b). 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Variation of SW frequency with the azimuthal angle () varying from 0° to 
360° for NiFe ADLs with various antidot diameter (D1-D4) at Hext = 800 Oe. The surface 
plots represent the experimental results while the solid lines describe the sinusoidal fits 
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to the observed anisotropic SW modes in all of the samples (D1-D4). The color map 
associated with the surface plots and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown 
on the right side of the figure. 
 

To investigate the configurational anisotropy in these samples, we have measured the 

SW spectra of these samples by varying the in-plane orientation, () of the bias 

magnetic field at a fixed strength. Figure 6.6 presents surface plots of the angular 

dispersion of SW frequencies for all the samples (D1-D4) at Hext = 800 Oe. The solid lines 

represent the theoretical fits using harmonic functions with different rotational 

symmetries. The anisotropy of the SW modes varied significantly as d is increased. The 

lowest frequency mode M1 for D1 shows six-fold rotational anisotropy, while M2 

possesses a superposition of a strong six- and weak two-fold anisotropy. The higher 

frequency anisotropic modes, i.e. M2 in D2 and M4 in D3 show a combination of six- and 

two-fold rotational symmetry. On the other hand, M1 and M8 in D4 also possess six-fold 

rotational symmetry along with a weak two-fold symmetry, although M8 is in opposite 

phase with M1. Also, a two-fold anisotropy is observed in D4 for the two intermediate 

SW modes M2 and M3, while they are in opposite phase with each other. 

 

 

Figure 6.7. (a) Angular dispersion of FMR spectra of D2 and D3 for 120° ≤  ≤ 210° 
obtained from Figure 6.6 as marked by green dotted boxes in D2 and D3. (b) Real parts 
of the forward scattering parameter (S11) representing the FMR spectra for D2 and D3 
at bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe applied at an azimuthal angle  = 150° and 165°, 
respectively. The observed SW modes were marked by down arrows. (b) Bias field 
(Hext) dependent SW absorption spectra of D2 at  = 150° and D3 at  = 165° are shown 
with Hext = 800 Oe. The surface plots correspond to the experimental results, while the 
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symbols represent the simulated data. The color map for the surface plots and the 
schematic of Hext are given on the right side of the figure. 
 

In contrast, the angular dispersions of the SW modes for D2 and D3 reflect very 

interesting behaviour as there is a stark modulation in the SW intensity of M1 in both 

D2 and D3 when the bias field orientation is varied. This phenomenon is more 

prominent in Figure 6.7(a) which have been extracted from Figure 6.6, for 120° ≤  ≤ 

210°, as marked by the green dotted boxes in D2 and D3, respectively. In D2, for 135° ≤ 

 ≤ 165°, apparently a mode hopping occurs from mode M1 to a new mode M*. 

However, on a closer look, it appears that the mode splits into a higher power lower 

frequency mode M*, while M1 also remains with a very low power and M2 possesses a 

systematic dispersion. This multimodal oscillation for the limited angular range is 

similar to optical parametric generation, which appears and disappears periodically 

with an angular period of 60°. Similar behaviour is observed for D3, but here, in 

addition to the two modes (M* and M4), another mode M3 remains very close to M1. 

The presence of this additional mode M* has been also confirmed from bias field-

dependent SW dispersion curves of D2 and D3 measured at  = 150° and 165°, 

respectively, as demonstrated in Figure 6.7(c). This behaviour is reconfirmed by the SW 

spectra shown in Figure 6.1(b) and Figure 6.7(b), which shows the appearance and 

disappearance of the additional modes with M1 at a regular interval of 60°. 
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Figure 6.8. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of the phase profile corresponding to 
different anisotropic SW modes obtained in D1-D4 with Hext = 800 Oe at  = 0°, 15° and 
30°, respectively. The black dotted box inside mode 1 (M1) of D1 at  = 15° represents 
the nature of extended SW mode in a direction perpendicular to Hext. (b) Simulated 
phase maps of the additional SW mode (M*) obtained in D2 at  = 30° and D3 at  = 15°, 
respectively with Hext = 800 Oe. The color map for the phase distributions and the 
schematic of Hext are shown on the top right corner of the figure. (c) Evolution of the 
simulated internal field (Bin) values in D1-D4 with varying  at Hext = 800 Oe obtained by 
taking linescans in the region marked by blue dotted box inside mode 2 (M2) of D1 at  
= 15°. 
 

The evolution of SW phase maps with  in Figure 6.8(a) (corresponding power maps are 

shown in Figure 6.9) shows that mode M1 in D1 remains almost invariant, i.e. extended 

in the direction perpendicular to the bias field along the NiFe channel between the 

antidots as marked by the black dotted box in M1 of D1. The quantization along the field 

direction is modified when  is changed from 0° to 30°. However, M2 is converted into 

an extended mode from quantized mode when  is rotated from 0° to 15° or more. On 

the other hand, both the SW modes (M1 and M2) in D2 experience a significant 
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transformation as  changes to 30° and are converted to the extended modes inside the 

NiFe channel but with different quantization number along the field direction. Similarly, 

in D3 when  is increased, the two lower frequency anisotropic modes M1 and M3 

undergo conversion from quantized SW modes to extended modes but with different 

quantization number inside the NiFe channel, whereas M4 remains spatially invariant 

with . The asterisk marked mode M* in D2 shows extended nature at  = 30°, while in 

D3 it represents quantized behaviour at  = 15° similar to M1 although they are in 

opposite phase with each other as evident from Figure 6.8(a, b). Interestingly, the 

lowest frequency mode M1 in D4 becomes extended mode at  = 30° and again becomes 

quantized mode when  is increased to 45° but the other anisotropic modes M2, M3 and 

M8 remain almost unaltered with the variation of .  

 

 

Figure 6.9. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of the power profile corresponding to 
different anisotropic SW modes obtained in D1-D4 with Hext = 800 Oe at  = 0°, 15° and 
30°, respectively. The black dotted box inside mode 1 (M1) of D1 at  = 15° represent 
the nature of extended SW mode in a direction perpendicular to Hext. (b) Simulated 
power maps of the additional SW mode (M*) obtained in D2 at  = 30° and D3 at  = 15°, 
respectively with Hext = 800 Oe. The color map for the power distributions is shown on 
the top right corner of the figure. (c) Variation of FMR frequency with the azimuthal 
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angle () varying from 0° to 360° for NiFe thin film are shown at Hext = 800 Oe. The 
surface plots represent the experimental results while the dotted line describe the 
sinusoidal fit for the observed anisotropic SW mode. The color map associated with the 
surface plots and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown on the right side of 
the figure. 
 

The origin of the observed two-fold rotational anisotropy can be explained by 

considering the boundary effect coming from the rectangular shape of the boundary of 

the samples which has been confirmed from the angular dispersion spectra of NiFe thin 

film measured at Hext = 800 Oe as shown in Figure 6.9(c). To unravel the reason behind 

the presence of the six-fold anisotropic behaviour observed in all the lattices, the 

variation of the internal field (Bin) for D1-D4 is calculated at various orientations of the 

bias field by keeping its strength fixed to Hext = 800 Oe in the region marked by the blue 

dotted box as shown in M2 of D1 at  = 15° in Figure 6.8(a). It is evident from Figure 

6.8(c) that the variation of Bin with  indeed possesses a periodic six-fold rotational 

symmetry in case of all the samples, where this anisotropic contribution increases 

systematically from D1 to D4. Consequently, this is reflected as the anisotropic 

behaviour of the SW mode frequencies in the angular dispersion behaviour obtained for 

these lattices. 

6.4. Conclusion 

In summary, we have investigated the evolution of magnetization dynamics of 

hexagonally arranged NiFe circular antidot arrays with varying antidot diameter having 

same lattice spacing by controlling the bias magnetic field strength and its in-plane 

orientation using broadband ferromagnetic resonance technique. The field dispersion 

spectra of these systems reveal that the SW dynamics get drastically modified as the 

antidot diameter is varied. Rich multimodal SW spectra are obtained for the highest 

antidot diameter, whereas the number of SW modes reduces systematically with the 

decreasing antidot diameter. Moreover, a crossover between two higher frequency SW 

modes is observed for the lattices with higher hole diameter when the strength of the 

bias field is reduced. The simulated static magnetic configurations along with the power 

and phase profiles unravel the spatial distribution of the observed SW modes which 

confirms the formation of SW quantization laterally as well as diagonally inside the 

array having higher hole diameter at low bias field due to the strong overlapping of 
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demagnetization regions between the antidots. As a result, the internal field is reduced 

significantly with the enhancement in antidot diameter. The variation of magnonic 

spectra with the in-plane orientation for all the samples shows the presence of two 

anisotropic SW modes both in opposite phase to each other, with six-fold rotational 

symmetry which is strongly modulated when the hole diameter is increased. 

Interestingly, for intermediate antidot diameters, the lowest frequency SW mode 

apparently shows a mode hopping-like behaviour with 60° periodicity but a closer look 

reveals a parametric splitting of mode. The phase maps of these samples unveil an 

interesting conversion from extended nature to quantized standing wave pattern or 

vice-versa in most of these anisotropic SW modes with the modulation of in-plane 

orientation. Further, the variation of internal field with the in-plane orientation 

confirms the presence of six-fold anisotropy which is strongly modulated when the 

diameter of the antidots is modified. Thus, the variation in both the antidot size and the 

magnetic field orientation demonstrate active methods essentially leading to a 

modulation in the profile of a periodically varying SW channel which may subsequently 

determine the SW frequency dispersion. This property can be implemented in dynamic 

spin-wave filters and magnonic waveguides in the gigahertz frequency range. Also, the 

observed mode hopping-like behaviour can be utilized in non-linear magnonic devices 

or coupled waveguides analogous to opto-electronic devices in photonics. Therefore, 

the observed tunability of the magnetization dynamics with the antidot size as well as 

the strength and orientation of the in-plane bias field plays a crucial role from a 

fundamental scientific viewpoint as well as in terms of the nanoscale magnonic crystal-

based technology.  

6.5. Materials and Methods 

6.5.1. Sample Preparation 

The periodic arrays of Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) circular antidots arranged in hexagonal lattice 

were fabricated by using a combination of e-beam lithography (EBL), e-beam 

evaporation (EBE) and ion beam milling. The diameters (d) of the antidots were 140, 

240, 340 and 440 nm with maximum ± 5% deviation, while the lattice spacing (a) was 

kept fixed at 700 nm in order to obtain a significant tunability in the SW spectra due to 

the modification of the internal field profiles. At first, 20-nm-thick NiFe film was 

deposited with a coating of 60 nm thickness of Al2O3 as a protective layer on top of a 
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commercially available self-oxidized silicon Si (100) substrate using e-beam 

evaporation in an ultra-high vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 2 × 10-8 Torr. Bi-

layer (PMMA/MMA) resist was used for e-beam lithography to prepare the resist 

pattern on the NiFe film followed by Argon ion milling at a base pressure of 1 × 10-4 

Torr to etch out the NiFe film from everywhere except the unexposed resist pattern for 

creating the antidots. The ion milling on the NiFe film was performed down to the base 

of the film for each pattern. Subsequently, a co-planer waveguide (CPW) made of Au 

with a thickness of 150 nm was deposited on top of the NiFe antidot lattice at a base 

pressure of 6 × 10-7 Torr for the broadband ferromagnetic resonance measurement. 

Here, the Au waveguide was patterned by using mask-less photolithography. The width 

and length of the central conducting line of this CPW are 30 µm and 300 µm respectively 

so that the array falls under the centre of the central conducting line of CPW which has a 

nominal characteristic impedance of 50 Ω.  

6.5.2. Measurement Technique 

The frequency domain SW dynamics measurements of the samples were performed 

using a broadband ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer based on a vector network 

analyzer (VNA-FMR) along with a home-built probe station, which includes an in-built 

electromagnet to apply the bias magnetic field of ± 1.8 kOe. The orientation of the bias 

field was varied by 360° within the sample plane. The microwave signal of varying 

frequency from 10 MHz to 50 GHz was launched in the CPW through a non-magnetic 

ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) probe via a coaxial cable and the CPW was shorted at one 

end so that the scattering parameter in the reflection mode (S11) could be measured by 

the VNA after being collected by the same probe. The sample lying beneath the CPW 

absorbs the power at various SW frequencies during the onward and return journey of 

the microwave signal through the CPW structure. These together construct the 

characteristic SW spectrum for that sample. However, there were non-linear 

backgrounds in the directly measured signals originated from various sources. Hence 

during measurement at each bias field, a reference spectrum (spectrum taken at the 

highest value of the bias field) was subtracted from the signal to obtain a background-

free spectrum. However, some background still remains in the spectrum, which is non-

trivial to remove from the spectrum. For each sample, the spectra for a series of bias 

field from + 0.0 kOe to + 1.56 kOe at the separation of 20 Oe are plotted together as a 
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surface plot. In the course of measurement of the angular dispersion, the magnitude of 

the bias magnetic field was kept fixed at 800 Oe while its in-plane orientation was 

rotated from 0° to 360° at an interval of 5° by using a high-precision rotation stage 

mounted at the bottom of the electromagnet and plotted as the surface plot for each 

sample. 
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Chapter 7 

7. Controlled Evolution of Spin Waves in 

Unconventional Defective Honeycomb Antidot Lattices 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Efficacious control of spin wave dynamics is demonstrated in two-dimensional 

magnonic crystals in the form of defective honeycomb antidot lattices. The spin wave 

dynamics of this system is investigated using broadband ferromagnetic resonance 

spectrometer. A stark modification in magnonic spectra is achieved with the modulation 

in the lattice spacing and with the bias magnetic field strength and its orientation. A rich 

band of spin wave modes are obtained for the lattice with smallest periodicity, which 

finally converges to two modes in case of the largest one. The spin wave modes in all 

lattices possess a strong anisotropic behaviour with a six- and two-fold rotational 

symmetries as a function of the bias field orientation originating from the strong 

modulation of internal field distribution at different regions of such unorthodox system. 

The experimentally observed spin wave modes have been qualitatively well reproduced 

by micromagnetic simulations and the simulated mode profiles unravel the presence of 

diverse genres of extended and localized standing modes in these unusual magnonic 

crystals. These observations are significant for tunability and anisotropic propagation of 

spin waves leading towards the development of efficient magnonic devices competent 

with the future microwave communication systems. 

7.1. Introduction 

Periodically milled out grooves or holes in a ferromagnetic (FM) thin film, termed as 

antidot (AD) lattice (ADL) [1,2] is one genre of magnonic crystals (MCs) [3], where 

conventional magnetic materials are efficiently engineered by patterning in one- (1-) 

[4], two- (2-) [5] or three- (3-) [6] dimensions at different length scales to tailor their 

static and dynamic responses over a broad temporal or frequency regimes offering 

improved functional properties [7]. These systems form the foundation of several 

present and future technological aspects such as magneto-electronics [8], magnon-

spintronics [9], magneto-photonics [10] and even spin-optoelectronics [11] because of 

the influence of magnetic field on the electron spin as well as the light (photon) 
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coupling. These ADLs have been regarded as the potential aspirants for ultrahigh 

density storage devices [12], where memory bits can be trapped between the 

consecutive holes of the nanostructures. Due to the lack of any superparamagnetic [13] 

bottleneck at the deep nanoscale regime, they possess the most galvanic prospects in 

the field of magnonics [14] in which spin waves (SWs) or magnons [15] are manipulated 

to transfer and process information in microwave band. As a result, they will play a 

pivotal role in developing reprogrammable magnonic devices [16] for on-chip 

microwave communications e.g. magnon waveguides [17], SW amplifiers [18], couplers 

[19], valves [20], multiplexers [21], filters [22], phase shifters [20], interferometers 

[23], SW-based logic devices [24,25], transistors [26] as well as SW-mediated nano-

optics [27]. In such periodically ordered ADLs, inhomogeneous internal magnetic fields 

[28] possess a significant contribution in tailoring the magnon band structure. 

Interestingly, magnetic ADLs are exchange-dipolar mediated systems as opposed to 

magnetostatically coupled FM dot arrays [29] so that they exhibit greater SW 

propagation speed [30] with larger SW propagation wavelength. More recently, the FM 

ADLs having their ADs filled with a contrasting FM material also have raised a great 

enthrallment as bi-component MCs (BMCs) [31,32] for the additional tunability in the 

SW bands because of the interplay between magnetic parameters of constituent 

magnetic media. The present lithography and fabrication recipes with advanced 

implementations have driven a tremendous acceleration to the patterning of such 

delicate magnetic systems. Interplaying with different geometrical parameters like 

shape [33], size [34], lattices symmetry [35] or lattice periodicity [36] of the ADs (holes) 

as well as the constituent FM material [37] and also by tailoring strength [38] and 

orientation [39] of the external magnetic field can greatly influence their magnon 

dynamics growing an immense interest due to their possible application potentials. 

In the current years, a plethora of scientific investigations including theoretical 

approaches e.g. plane-wave method (PWM) [40], micromagnetic simulation [41] as well 

as analytical methods [42] and experimental techniques such as electrical [43], optical 

[36] or thermal [44] excitation methods has been delved into the gigahertz- (GHz-) 

frequency SW dynamics of FM ADLs. Since the last decade, excitation of non-uniform in-

plane SW mode [41] as well as the pattern induced splitting of surface and volume 

modes [45] in such ADLs have been showcased which further revealed several exquisite 
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research outcomes e.g. the field-dependent confinement of SW mode [46,47], dispersive 

nature of entangled SWs along with the damped anisotropic behaviour, field-controlled 

propagation of SWs [46] and also the formation of magnonic miniband [48] with large 

SW velocities. Recently, the consequence of lattice defect [49] and broken translational 

symmetry [50] have also gained great attention due to their idiomatic properties. 

Consequently, an upsurge in the interest to exploit the rich underlying physics in such 

unorthodox magnonic networks has been observed. Here, we investigate the SW 

dynamics in two-dimensional (2D) arrays of Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) ADs with circular shape 

arranged in defective honeycomb basis using broadband ferromagnetic resonance 

(FMR) spectroscopy by manipulating the strength and orientation of in-plane bias 

magnetic field. A drastic modulation in the SW spectra is attained with the variation in 

the lattice periodicity. A strong anisotropic nature in the magnonic modes is procured 

when the orientation of the bias field is varied and this anisotropy is reduced with the 

decrease in the AD density. Further, we explore this significant modulation in the 

magnetization dynamics unravelling the presence of numerous confined and extended 

SW modes resulting from the modulation of internal field and demagnetizing field 

profiles around the ADs with the aid of numerical micromagnetic simulations. 

7.2. Experimental Details: 

 

Figure 7.1. (a) Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of circular Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) 
antidots (ADs) of AD diameter (d) 140 nm, fabricated in defective honeycomb lattice 
with nearest AD distance, a = 300 (H1), 400 (H2), 500 (H3), 600 (H4) and 700 (H5) nm, 
respectively. (b) Schematic illustration of a usual honeycomb lattice. (c) Schematic of 
the defective honeycomb lattice obtained by shifting consecutive honeycomb cells (blue 
cells in Figure 7.1(b)) by x = a/2 and y = (a3)/2 with respect to the red honeycomb 
cells and the positions of the shifted cells are denoted by blue dotted honeycomb cells. 
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(d) Normalized real parts of the forward scattering parameter (S11) denoting the SW 
spectra for H1-H5 at bias magnetic field, Hext = 800 Oe, applied at an azimuthal angle,  = 
0°. The observed SW frequencies are marked by down arrows. (e) Simulated SW spectra 
of H1-H5 at Hext = 800 Oe, applied at  = 0°. The arrows denote various SW modes. The 
schematic of the orientation of the bias magnetic field, Hext is given at the top left side. 
 

Figure 7.1(a) exhibits in the scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of 25 µm × 250 µm 

arrays of circular shaped NiFe ADs (with thickness of 20 nm) arranged in defective 

honeycomb lattice. As depicted in Figure 7.1(b), if the consecutive honeycomb units 

(blue cells) are shifted by x = a/2 and y = (a3)/2 with respect to the red honeycomb 

units, where a is the centre-to-centre distance between nearest ADs, such defective 

honeycomb lattice can be achieved as shown in Figure 7.1(c). Here, the lattices are 

attributed as H1-H5 according to ascending order of a, i.e. a = 300 (H1), 400 (H2), 500 

(H3), 600 (H4) and 700 (H5) nm, respectively, which are fabricated by employing 

electron beam evaporation (EBE), electron beam lithography (EBL) and ion milling 

tools. As evident from the geometrical pattern, such unique lattice is not a familiar 

Bravais lattice. However, it belongs to a heretical class of tetragonal lattice under the 

consideration of a supercell having three-atom (three-AD in this case) basis as marked 

by the dotted lines connecting red, blue and yellow symbols in H1 of Figure 7.1(a). In 

such supercell, the primitive lattice (tetragonal) vectors are defined as 𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ as 

depicted by two white dotted arrows in H1 of Figure 7.1(a) while, |𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗| = 2a and |𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗| = 

a√3. The schematic illustration of the supercell structure and the corresponding lattice 

parameters for H1-H5 are tabulated in the Figure 7.2 and Table 1. This heterodox lattice 

structure finds similarity with the 2D stereographic projection of crystal structure 

(extended rhombic dodecahedron [51]) of typical Heusler alloy systems [52,53] or with 

the line defects in the form of grain boundaries introduced in 2D graphene-based 

heterostructures [54]. The diameter of each AD is d = 140 nm (± 5%). A continuous NiFe 

film of 20 nm thickness has also been prepared as the reference sample using the 

similar procedure. A 150 nm thick coplanar waveguide (CPW) made of Au is deposited 

on top of each AD array for the broadband FMR measurement. 
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Figure 7.2. (a) Schematic illustration of the NiFe ADs arranged in an unorthodox 
honeycomb lattice which can form a supercell structure with three AD-basis (as 
represented by red (1), blue (2) and yellow (3) spheres in place of ADs) is demonstrated 
with a being the centre to centre distance between nearest ADs each having diameter d. 
(b) The primitive cell of the considered supercell structure is defined by the sides of the 
tetragonal lattice (as shown by the green shaded region) 𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ as shown by black 

dotted lines where, |𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗| = 2a and |𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗| = a√3. 
 

Sample AD diameter 
(d) in nm 

Distance between 
nearest ADs (a) in nm  

|𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗| in nm |𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗| in nm 

H1 140 (± 5%) 300 (± 2%) 600 (± 2%) 520 (± 2%) 
H2 140 (± 5%) 400 (± 2%) 800 (± 2%) 693 (± 2%) 
H3 140 (± 5%) 500 (± 2%) 1000 (± 2%) 867 (± 2%) 
H4 140 (± 5%) 600 (± 2%) 1200 (± 2%) 1040 (± 2%) 
H5 140 (± 5%) 700 (± 2%) 1400 (± 2%) 1213 (± 2%) 

Table 1. The values of AD diameter (d), distance (a) nearest ADs and the magnitudes of 
𝑎1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 𝑎2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ obtained for H1-H5, respectively. 
 

The SW spectra from the arrays have been measured by employing broadband FMR 

spectrometer [32] associated with a vector network analyzer and a home-built probe 

station with nonmagnetic ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) type pico-probe. The probe 

station is comprised of an in-built electromagnet mounted on a high-precision rotary 

stage making the electromagnet capable of generating a magnetic field (Hext) of ± 1.8 

kOe over an in-plane (azimuthal) rotation from 0° to 360°. This is employed as an 

external bias magnetic field to the sample. 

 

  

  

(a) (b)
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Figure 7.3. Bias field (Hext) dependent SW absorption spectra of (a) H1, (b) H2, (c) H3, 
(d) H4 and (e) H5, respectively are shown at  = 0°. The surface plots represent 
experimental results and symbols denote simulated results. The red dotted lines 
describe Kittel fit to the lower frequency SW mode M1 of H1-H5 while wine and black 
dotted lines denote Kittel fit to the higher frequency SW mode present in H1-H4, i.e. M4 
in H1 and H2 (wine) and M2 in H3 and H4 (black), respectively. (f) The variation of 
effective magnetizations (Meff) with the periodicity a for the two continuous SW modes 
(red symbols: values of Meff extracted from the Kittel fit of lower frequency SW mode; 
red dotted line: fitted curve; black symbols: values of Meff extracted from the Kittel fit of 
higher frequency SW mode; black dotted line: fitted curve). The variation of anisotropy 
field (Hani: extracted from the Kittel fit of higher frequency continuous SW mode present 
in H1-H4) with periodicity a (blue symbols: values of Hani; blue dotted line: fitted curve). 
The color map associated with the surface plots and schematic of Hext are shown at the 
right side. 
 

7.3. Results and Discussion 

7.3.1. Investigation of Spin Wave (SW) Dynamics as a Function of External 

Magnetic Field Strength 

The SW spectra in terms of real parts of the forward scattering parameter S11 for H1-H5, 

respectively are represented in Figure 7.1(d) at Hext = 800 Oe applied at an in-plane 

(azimuthal) angle,  = 0°, and the corresponding SW absorption spectra as a function of 

Hext at  = 0°, are described as SW intensity (surface) curves in Figure 7.3(a-e). The spin 

dynamics get drastically modified when a is varied as we have observed a transition 

from rich SW spectra due to the strong demagnetizing field around the ADs for H1 to a 

nearly uniform mode for H5 as the contribution of the demagnetizing field around the 
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ADs is reduced. As evident from Figure 7.3(a-e), with the variation of Hext, total seven 

modes are observed in H1 where the number of SWs is systematically reduced to six in 

H2, three in both H3 and H4 and two in H5. Significantly, it is observed that, the lower 

frequency resonant mode M1 in H1-H5 as well as another higher frequency mode 

present in H1-H4, i.e. M4 in H1 and H2 (wine symbols in Figure 7.3(a, b)) and M2 in H3 

and H4 (black symbols in Figure 7.3(c, d)), respectively, shows a continuous variation 

with Hext, while the gap between these two branches gradually diminishes with 

increment in a where the field dispersion of H5 is very close to that of the continuous 

NiFe film as shown in Figure 7.4. Subsequently, both these continuous SW modes are 

fitted with simplified Kittel formula [55] for resonant SW frequency f, which is given by 

Equation 7.1: 

𝑓 =  
𝛾

2𝜋
√(𝐻ext + 𝐻ani)(𝐻ext + 𝐻ani +  4𝜋𝑀eff)                              (7.1) 

Here, γ is gyromagnetic ratio and Hani corresponds to the total anisotropy field present 

in the sample, while Meff represents the effective magnetization of the sample. First, the 

values of Hani = 0 and γ = 18.1 MHz/Oe and Meff = 850 emu/cm3 are extracted for the 

reference NiFe thin film using the same equation as shown in Figure 7.4.  

 

 

Figure 7.4. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin-wave (SW) absorption spectra of continuous 
Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) film of 20 nm thickness at in-plane (azimuthal) angle,  = 0° is shown 
along with the Kittel fit, which is represented by the red dotted line. The color map for 
the surface plot and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown on the right side 
of the figure. 
 

Interestingly, it is found that for lower frequency mode M1, Meff enhances monotonically 

with the increase in a which is demonstrated in Figure 7.3(f) by the red symbol and this 
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variation of Meff is fitted as shown by a red dotted line using a simple power law given 

by Equation 7.2: 

𝑀eff = −
𝐴

𝑎2
+ 𝐶                                                        (7.2) 

This reflects that Meff varies as −1
𝑎2⁄  while, C denotes the saturation magnetization 

(Ms) value (≈ 860 emu/cm3) of NiFe thin film (i.e. a → ∞) which matches well with the 

Meff value (= 850 emu/cm3) obtained from our reference NiFe blanket film having the 

same thickness of 20 nm. Here, the value of Hani = 0 is obtained during the fitting of M1, 

which is in good agreement with that obtained from the reference NiFe film. On the 

other hand, the Meff values (black symbols) corresponding to the second continuous SW 

mode present in H1-H4 also follow a similar trend as represented by the black dotted 

line in Figure 7.3(f). However, an additional anisotropy field, Hani is required for fitting 

the second mode and its amplitude decreases systematically with the increase in a. 

Figure 7.3(f) reveals that, this modulation of Hani (blue symbols) can be fitted (blue 

dotted line) using another power law provided by Equation 7.3: 

𝐻ani = −
𝐵

𝑎
+𝐷                                               (7.3) 

Here, D represents the Hani value (≈ 0) of NiFe thin film (i.e. a → ∞) which agrees very 

well with that obtained from our reference 20 nm-thick NiFe continuous film. Hence, 

the enhancement in Meff for both SW modes indicates the reduction in the fraction of 

demagnetizing field contribution with the increase in a, eventually leading towards the 

behaviour of a continuous thin film. 

Interestingly, a splitting is observed in H1 between the frequency branches M2 and M4 

at Hext ≈ 1050 Oe as well as between M5 and M6 at Hext ≈ 850 Oe. However, at lower bias 

field, Hext ≈ 450 Oe, M1 and M2 merge together while another splitting occurs between 

M3 and M4 at Hext ≈ 530 Oe. Similar mode splitting is observed in H2 between M1 and 

M3 at Hext ≈ 900 Oe, and M3 again split into two frequency branches (M2 and M3) at Hext 

≈ 500 Oe. All the SW modes in H3 and H4 are continuous although splitting between M1 

and M2 is obtained at Hext ≈ 830 Oe in H5. However, a very low-intensity SW mode, 

which is marked as M*, is observed in both H1 and H2 at lower values of Hext (≤ 450 Oe). 

7.3.2. Interpretation of Spin Wave (SW) Modes Using Micromagnetic Simulation 

The behaviour of the SW modes has been explored by performing micromagnetic 

simulations employing OOMMF [56]. Here, an array of 2 × 2 honeycomb cells for each 
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sample has been considered incorporating the 2D periodic boundary condition (PBC) to 

consider the large areas of the experimentally investigated samples. Each simulated 

sample has been divided into rectangular parallelepiped cells having dimensions 4 × 4 × 

20 nm3. The exchange stiffness constant value of NiFe considered during the simulation 

is ANiFe = 1.3 × 10-6 erg/cm [57]. The gyromagnetic ratio, γ = 18.1 MHz/Oe, anisotropy 

field, Hani = 0 and saturation magnetization, MNiFe = 850 emu/cm3 for NiFe have been 

extracted from the Kittel fit of the bias field dispersion curve of NiFe film demonstrated 

in Figure 7.4. The micromagnetic simulation details are explained elsewhere [58]. 

 

 

Figure 7.5. (a) Simulated spatial phase maps for different resonant SW modes observed 
in H1-H5 at Hext = 800 Oe for  = 0°. (b) Simulated phase profiles of additional SW 
modes observed at smaller bias field, Hext = 400 Oe in H1 and H2, respectively. The color 
map of phase profile and the schematic of Hext are given at the right side. 
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Figure 7.1(e) reveals that the experimental results have been qualitatively well 

reproduced by the micromagnetic simulations which are plotted at Hext = 800 Oe, as 

well as in field dispersion spectra of H1-H5 in Figure 7.3(a-e) as represented by filled 

symbols. However, the slight quantitative disagreements between experimental and 

simulated outcomes may arise due to the deviation of the experimental samples and 

conditions from the simulated ones. The general deviation in the physical dimensions as 

obtained in the experimental samples has been included already in the simulations. 

However, it is not possible to include the precise edge deformations in the finite 

difference method-based micromagnetic simulations. 

 

 

Figure 7.6. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to 
different resonant SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 0° for H1-H5. (b) 
Simulated power maps of the additional SW modes obtained at a lower bias field Hext = 
400 Oe for H1 and H2, respectively. The color map for the power distributions and the 
schematic of Hext are shown at the right side of the figure. 
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To extrapolate the understanding behind the nature of various SW modes, the spatial 

power and phase profiles of those SW modes have been mapped out using a homebuilt 

code [59]. Figure 7.5(a) demonstrates the phase profiles of the SW modes for H1-H5 at 

Hext = 800 Oe while, Figure 7.5(b) shows the nature of the SW modes present in H1 (M* 

and M3) and H2 (M* and M2), respectively, at Hext = 400 Oe. Different genres of 

extended and localized SW modes are obtained because of confining potentials 

originating from demagnetizing fields surrounding the ADs and different quantization 

numbers are assigned for the localized SW modes depending upon the number of 

antinodes. Also, according to the location of the SW quantization, two different 

quantization numbers are assigned. Here, m represents quantization of SWs inside the 

honeycomb cell in the x-direction as denoted by the black dotted box in M1 of H1 in 

Figure 7.5(a), while n denotes SW quantization inside the rhombic region surrounded 

by four such honeycomb cells in x-direction and this is defined by the blue dotted box in 

M1 of H1 in Figure 7.5(a). 

The phase distributions of SW modes in H1-H5 demonstrated in Figure 7.5(a, b) 

(corresponding power profiles are described in Figure 7.6) unveil that, the lower 

frequency SW mode M1, represents an extended nature along y-direction (i.e. 

perpendicular to direction of Hext) along the channel through the honeycomb cells 

although possessing a localized behaviour along x-direction with m = 3, 3, 5, 5 and 7, 

while n = 1, 1, 3, 3, and 3 for H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5, respectively. However, the SW 

modes M2 and M4 in H1, M3 in H2 and M2 in H3 also extend along y-direction but M2 in 

H4 and H5 become confined inside the honeycomb cell. In case of H1 from Figure 7.5(a), 

the SW modes M2, M4, M5 and M6 possess localized nature with m = 3, 5, 7 and 7, while 

n = 1 for all four modes (M2, M4-M6), respectively, where M5 and M6 are in opposite 

phase with each other. The localized SW modes M3-M5 in H2 have the quantization 

numbers, m = 5, 5 and 7 where n = 1, 3 and 3, respectively. However, some additional 

SW modes are observed at the low Hext = 400 Oe in H1 (M* and M3) and H2 (M* and 

M2), respectively as shown in Figure 7.5(b). For both H1 and H2, M* is the edge mode 

where the power of M* is localized at the edges of the ADs as evident from Figure 7.6(b). 

On the other hand, M3 of H1 represents localized nature with m = 3 and n = 1, whereas 

M2 for H2 extends along y-direction although it shows a confined behaviour with m = 5 
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and n = 1 along the x-direction. In H3, the SW modes M2 and M3 have m = 7 and 11, 

while n = 3 and 5, respectively. Similarly, for M2 and M3 in H4, the quantization 

numbers are m = 9 and 17 and n = 5 and 7, respectively while for H5, M2 has the values 

of m = 11 and n = 5. 

 

 

Figure 7.7. Simulated magnetostatic field distributions in (a) H1 and (b) H5 are shown 
at Hext = 800 Oe for  = 0°, while the corresponding color map is given at the left side. (c) 
Modulation of internal field (Bin) values with the periodicity a, from two different 
regions 1 and 2 (as shown by black and green dotted boxes in H1 of Figure 7.7(a)) from 
the line scan along those two different regions. (d) The variation of Bin with a = 200, 
250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 nm respectively. Black and red symbols: values of 
Bin extracted from regions 1 and 2, respectively; black and red solid lines: fitted curves 

with the equation: 𝐵in = −
𝐴

𝑎2
+ 𝐶, where, C is the Bin value (~ 10.82 kOe) of thin NiFe 

film of 20 nm thickness as described by the blue dotted line. The schematic of Hext is 
given at the left side. 
 

7.3.3. Investigation of Internal Field Distribution 

The magnetostatic field distributions of these lattices are calculated with the aid of LLG 

Micromagnetic simulator [60] to interpret the large modulation of SW dynamics with 

the varying a in such novel honeycomb ADLs, which are described as the contour plots 

in Figure 7.7(a, b) for H1 and H5, respectively. It is evident from Figure 7.7(a, b) that the 

demagnetizing field strength surrounding the ADs is significantly decreased with the 

increment in a where the demagnetizing fields in H5 become very narrow and confined 
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around the ADs only. To unravel the strength of the total internal field (Bin), we have 

calculated the Bin values for H1-H5 by taking spatial line scans especially as two 

different regions, i.e. inside honeycomb cell (Region 1) and the rhombic region (Region 

2) surrounded by four honeycomb cells as denoted by black and green dotted boxes in 

Figure 7.7(a) for H1. As depicted in Figure 7.7(b), Bin gets strongly modified with the 

variation of a, where a similar trend in the modulation of Bin with a is observed in both 

regions 1 and 2. Here, Bin enhances significantly with the increment in a because of 

systematic reduction in the overlapping of demagnetizing regions surrounding the ADs. 

Interestingly, this variation of Bin is well fitted using Equation 7.2, where, C ≈ 10.82 kOe, 

i.e. the Bin value for a 20 nm-thick continuous (i.e. a → ∞) NiFe thin film as shown by 

blue dotted line in Figure 7.7(c). To verify this behaviour, we have further calculated Bin 

values for additional simulated samples with a = 200, 250 and 800 nm, respectively 

where, the extracted Bin values from them also follow the same fitting Equation 7.2 as 

shown in Figure 7.7(d). This confirms that the modulation of effective magnetization, 

Meff is in commensuration with the internal field, Bin which is strongly dominated by the 

demagnetizing field contribution present in these ADLs. 

 

Figure 7.8. Variation of SW frequency as a function of the azimuthal angle () varying 
from 0° to 360° for H1-H5 at fixed Hext = 800 Oe. The surface plots denote the 
experimental data and the solid lines represent the sinusoidal fits to the observed 
anisotropic SW modes in all samples (H1-H5). The color map for the surface plots and 
the schematic of Hext are shown on the right side. 
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7.3.4. Variation of Spin Wave (SW) Frequencies with the Orientation of Bias 

Magnetic Field 

The SW spectra of H1-H5 are investigated by varying the in-plane orientation, () of Hext 

at a fixed strength to delve into the configurational anisotropy present in these ADLs. 

Figure 7.8 describes surface plots of the angular dispersion of SW frequencies in H1-H5 

at Hext = 800 Oe where solid lines denote theoretical fits utilizing harmonic functions 

with different rotational symmetries. This nature, as well as the contribution of the 

anisotropy of all the SW modes, get modified drastically as a is increased. In case of H1, 

all the SW modes show stark modulation with , e.g. both M1 and M4 possess a 

superposition of a strong six- and weak two-fold anisotropy although their variation is 

in opposite phase to each other, while M2 shows a strong two-fold anisotropy. The 

higher frequency modes, i.e. M5 and M6 describe six-fold rotational symmetry with a 

different amplitude of anisotropic contribution as well as with a phase lag of π to each 

other. M1 in H2 also shows six-fold rotational symmetry superposed with a weak two-

fold symmetry, although M3 reveals a strong two-fold anisotropic nature while M4 

possesses a six-fold anisotropy. However, a combination of two-fold and six-fold 

anisotropy is found for M1 and M2 in both H3 and H4 while, M3 shows a six-fold 

anisotropy. In H5, M1 reveals anisotropic nature with superposition of two-fold and six-

fold rotational symmetry although M2 shows a six-fold anisotropy. However, the 

contributions of both two- and six-fold anisotropy reduce systematically from H1 to H5. 
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Figure 7.9. Simulated phase maps of various anisotropic SW modes obtained in (a) H1 
and (b) H5 for Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 30°, 45° and 60°, respectively with the 
corresponding color map at the centre. (c) Variation of internal field (Bin) in H1 and H5 
as a function of  for Hext = 800 Oe obtained from line scans in two different regions 
denoted by black (region 1) and blue (region 2) dotted boxes inside M1 of H5 at  = 30° 
in Figure 7.9(b) (symbols: simulated Bin values at different  in regions 1 and 2 of H1 
and H5, respectively; dotted lines: sinusoidal fits to the variation of Bin with ). The 
schematic of Hext is given at the bottom side. 
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variation of . The behaviours of the anisotropic SW modes present in H5 i.e. M1 and M2 

are found to be almost invariant with the rotation of Hext as evident from Figure 7.9(b).  

 

 

Figure 7.10. Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to different 
anisotropic SW modes obtained in (a) H1 and (b) H5 with bias field Hext = 800 Oe 
applied at  = 30°, 45° and 60°, respectively. The color map for the power distributions 
and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown at the right side of the figure. 
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which is commensurate with the obtained six-fold rotational anisotropy in the SW 
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Figure 7.11. Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to different 
anisotropic SW modes obtained in (a) H2, (b) H3 and (c) H4 and the corresponding 
phase maps for (d) H2, (e) H3 and (f) H4, respectively with bias field Hext = 800 Oe 
applied at  = 30°, 45° and 60°, respectively. The color maps for power and phase 
distributions and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown at the right side of 
the figure. 
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One of the reasons behind the obtained two-fold rotational anisotropy can be 

interpreted by considering the boundary effect originating from the sample boundary of 

rectangular shape which has been confirmed by measuring angular dispersion curve of 

NiFe thin film measured at Hext = 800 Oe as shown in Figure 7.12. However, for detailed 

understanding about the origin of the observed six- and two-fold rotational anisotropy, 

the modulation of Bin is calculated at various  for both H1 and H5 inside the 

honeycomb cell as well as within the rhombic region (Regions 1 and 2: marked by the 

black and blue dotted boxes in M1 of H5 at  = 30° in Figure 7.9(b)), similarly as 

considered in Figure 7.7(a). The internal field profile is significantly modulated at those 

two different regions (1 and 2) inside the lattice as depicted in Figure 7.9(c). The 

modulation of Bin with  unveils the presence of a six-fold anisotropy inside the 

honeycomb cell (Region 1), while a two-fold anisotropy is found in the rhombic area 

(Region 2). Interestingly, both the six- and two-fold anisotropy contributions in Bin 

reduce drastically for H5 as evident from Figure 7.9(c). Here, this prominent 

modification in Bin arises from the magnetic environment in different regions of these 

unique ADLs. Further, its systematic modulation with the orientation of the bias 

magnetic field is manifested as the configurational anisotropy present in the systems.  

 

Figure 7.12. Variation of FMR frequency with the azimuthal angle () varying from 0° to 
360° for NiFe thin film are shown at constant bias magnetic field, Hext = 800 Oe. The 
surface plots represent the experimental results while the red dotted line describe the 
sinusoidal fit for the observed anisotropic SW mode. The color map associated with the 
surface plots and the schematic of the orientation of Hext are shown on the right side of 
the figure. 
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7.4. Conclusion 

In summary, we have investigated the evolution of SW dynamics of NiFe circular ADs 

fabricated in a heterodox defective honeycomb lattice with varying periodicity by 

manipulating the bias magnetic field strength and its azimuthal orientation by 

broadband FMR method. The field dispersion curves of these samples unravel drastic 

modulation in the magnon modes as the periodicity is varied. Rich multimodal SW 

spectra are observed for the most densely packed ADL, whereas the number of SW 

modes reduces systematically with the decreasing periodicity approaching towards a 

nearly thin film-like behaviour due to the reduction of the contribution of the 

demagnetizing field around the ADs. The experimental observations have been 

reproduced by micromagnetic simulation while the spatial distribution of the SW 

frequencies have been numerically calculated to get an insight about the spatial nature 

of the dynamics. The power and phase maps have unveiled different genres of extended 

and localized standing SW modes. To understand the origin of the observed SW modes, 

internal fields including the demagnetization field contributions have been calculated. 

Interestingly, the modulation of the internal field follows a monotonic power-law 

relation with the lattice periodicity which is similar to the effective magnetization. This 

corroborates that the modification of effective magnetization is in commensuration 

with the internal field which is strongly controlled by the demagnetizing field 

contribution present in these ADLs. The modulation of SW spectra with in-plane 

orientation for all samples unveils the presence of anisotropic SW modes with six- or 

two-fold or a superposition of both rotational symmetries. The internal field profile 

inside the honeycomb cells is primarily responsible for the origin of the six-fold 

anisotropy whereas that within the rhombic region surrounded by four honeycomb 

cells gives rise to the two-fold anisotropy. The amplitudes of both six-and two-fold 

rotational anisotropies reduce monotonically with the enhancement in the periodicity. 

With the modulation of in-plane orientation, the phase profiles of the samples unravel a 

significant transformation from extended behaviour to quantized standing wave pattern 

or vice-versa for most of these anisotropic SW modes. Hence, the tuning the lattice 

parameter as well as the magnetic field demonstrates active methods essentially giving 

rise to a modification in periodically varying SW channel properties which subsequently 

may determine its SW frequency dispersion. Therefore, the observed tunability of the 
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magnetization dynamics in such novel MCs with varying periodicity and also the in-

plane bias field strength and orientation can play a key role from a fundamental 

scientific viewpoint as along with their possible applications in magnonic crystal-based 

technology.  

7.5. Materials and Methods 

7.5.1. Sample Preparation 

  

Figure 7.13. (a) Schematic of the fabrication technique used for two-dimensional (2D) 
array of Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) antidot lattices (ADLs). (b) Schematic of the measurement 
geometry employed in broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) system. 
 

The periodic arrays of Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) circular ADs arranged in defective honeycomb 

lattice symmetry were fabricated by using a combination of electron beam lithography 

(EBL), electron beam evaporation (EBE) and ion milling as described schematically in 

Figure 7.13(a). The diameter of each AD is about 140 nm with maximum ± 5% deviation 

and the centre to centre distance (a) between the nearest ADs is varied from 300 nm to 

700 nm with maximum ± 2% deviation in order to obtain a significant tunability on the 

SW spectra due to the modification of the internal field profiles. At first, a 20 nm-thick 

NiFe film is deposited with a coating of 60 nm-thick Al2O3 as a protective layer on top of 

a commercially available self-oxidized Silicon (Si) (100) substrate using e-beam 

evaporation in an ultra-high vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 2 × 10-8 Torr. Bi-

layer (PMMA/MMA) resist was used for e-beam lithography to prepare the resist 

pattern on the NiFe film followed by Argon ion milling at a base pressure of 1 × 10-4 
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Torr to etch out the NiFe film from everywhere except the unexposed resist pattern for 

creating the ADs. The ion-milling on the NiFe film was performed down to the base of 

the film for each pattern. Subsequently, a co-planar waveguide (CPW) made of Au with a 

thickness of 150 nm was deposited on top of the NiFe ADL at a base pressure of 6 × 10-7 

Torr for the broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurement. The waveguide 

was patterned by using mask-less photolithography which is followed by the deposition 

Au of thickness 150 nm on top of a 5 nm-thick Ti layer at the same base pressure. The 

width and length of the central conducting line of this CPW are 30 µm and 300 µm, 

respectively, so that the array (width 25 µm and length 250 µm) lies under the centre of 

the central conducting (signal) line of CPW with a nominal characteristic impedance of 

50 Ω. A continuous 20 nm-thick NiFe film has also been prepared as the reference 

sample using the similar fabrication procedure. 

7.5.2. Measurement Technique 

The frequency domain SW dynamics of the samples were measured by using a 

broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectrometer (demonstrated schematically 

in Figure 7.13(b)) based on a vector network analyzer (VNA) along with a home-built 

probe station, which includes an in-built electromagnet to apply the bias magnetic field 

(Hext) of ± 1.8 kOe while, its orientation can be varied by 360° within the sample plane. 

The sample is viewed with the aid of a microscope assisted by an illumination set-up. 

The microwave current (Irf) of varying frequency from 1 GHz to 20 GHz is launched in 

the CPW (this generates a radio frequency (rf) field, Hrf perpendicular to Irf) through a 

non-magnetic ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) probe via a co-axial cable and the CPW is 

shorted at one end so that the scattering parameter in the reflection mode (S11) can be 

measured by the VNA after being collected by the same probe. The sample absorbs the 

power at various SW frequencies during the onward and return journey of the 

microwave signal through the CPW structure, which forms the characteristic SW 

spectrum for that sample. However, there are non-linear backgrounds in the directly 

measured signals originated from various sources. Hence, during measurement at each 

Hext, a reference spectrum (spectrum at the highest value of the bias field) is subtracted 

from the signal to obtain a background free spectrum. However, some background still 

remains in the spectrum, which is non-trivial to remove. For each sample, the spectra 

for a series of Hext from + 0.1 kOe to + 1.56 kOe at an interval of 20 Oe are plotted 
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together as a 2D surface (intensity) plot. During the investigation of angular dispersion 

of the SW modes in all the samples, the magnitude of Hext has been kept fixed at 800 Oe 

while, its in-plane orientation is rotated from 0° to 360° at an interval of 5° by using a 

high-precision rotation stage mounted at the bottom of the electromagnet and plotted 

as the surface plot for each sample. 

7.5.3. Theoretical Calculation 

An array of 2 × 2 defective honeycomb cells, mimicking the experimental sample, has 

been considered for the simulation where the 2D periodic boundary condition has been 

applied to incorporate the large areas of the experimentally investigated samples. Each 

simulated sample has been discretized into rectangular prism-like cells with lateral 

dimensions less than the exchange length (≈ 5.3 nm for NiFe) of the material of the 

samples. Initially, the static magnetic configurations of the samples were acquired at the 

applied bias field. This was achieved by first applying a large magnetic field to saturate 

each sample along the field direction and then by reducing the large magnetic field to 

bias field magnitude and allowing the system to reach the equilibrium. Further, the SW 

dynamics were achieved by applying a pulsed magnetic field and by calculating the 

spatial distribution of magnetization at time steps of 10 ps for a total duration of 4 ns. 

The convergence criterion for the dynamical calculation is applied on the time steps. 

The spatial profile of the power and phase information for various resonant modes are 

extracted by keeping one of the spatial coordinates fixed in the space and then by 

performing a discrete Fourier transform on the magnetization dynamics with respect to 

the time domain.  
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Chapter 8 

8. Efficient Modulation of Spin Waves in Two-

Dimensional Octagonal Magnonic Crystal 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Efficient tunability of magnonic spectra is demonstrated in two-dimensional 

ferromagnetic antidot lattices with different lattice constants arranged in the octagonal 

lattice which can be considered as quasi-periodic magnonic crystals due to the presence 

of broken translational symmetry. The precessional dynamics of these samples are 

investigated in the frequency domain with the help of broadband ferromagnetic 

resonance spectrometer. A rich variation in the spin wave spectra is observed with the 

variation of lattice constant as well as the strength and orientation of the bias magnetic 

field. A broad band of spin wave modes are observed for the denser array which finally 

converges to two spin wave modes for the sparsest one. In addition to this, the most 

intense spin wave frequency shows an eight-fold anisotropy with a superposition of 

weak four- and two-fold anisotropy which arises due to the angular variation of the 

magnetostatic field distribution at different regions of the octagonal lattice. 

Micromagnetic simulations qualitatively reproduce the experimentally observed modes 

and the simulated mode profiles reveal the presence of different types of extended and 

quantized standing spin wave modes in these samples.  The observations are important 

for the tunable and anisotropic propagation of spin waves in magnonic crystal-based 

devices. 

8.1. Introduction  

In recent years, artificially patterned periodically modulated ferromagnetic media, 

popularly known as magnonic crystals (MCs) [1], have attracted a great attention of 

scientific community due to their unique features in nano-scale magnetism [2] and also 

for their huge potential applications in microwave resonators, waveguides [3], filters 

[4], phase shifters [5], interferometers [6], nanograting coupler [7], multiplexer [8] and 

switching operations [9] in the GHz-frequency regime. Similar to photonic [10] or 

phononic [11] crystals which are the building blocks of optoelectronics or acousto-

optics, MCs can also be considered as the key components in magnonics [12], an 
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emerging research field which mainly deals with spin wave (SW)-based low power 

signal transmission and data processing for nanoscale on-chip microwave 

communication technology [13]. In addition to this, MCs also form magnonic miniband 

structure which consists of allowed bands separated by forbidden bandgaps. 

Interestingly, due to the anisotropic propagation of the SWs, these band gaps can be 

manipulated not only by changing the periodicity of the MCs but also by changing 

various material and structural parameters of the MCs [14] and also by tuning the 

strength and orientation of the bias magnetic field [15]. These unique features led us to 

the concept of reconfigurable magnonic devices which exhibits reprogrammable band 

structures [16].   

Ferromagnetic antidot (hole) lattices (ADLs) i.e. periodically arranged holes on a 

ferromagnetic thin film are one of the strongest candidates for reconfigurable MCs due 

to higher SW propagation velocity and longer propagation wavelength for the SWs. 

They can also be considered as a potential candidate of magneto-photonic crystals 

[17,18] due to their strong influence of the magnetic field on the light (phonon) coupling 

to the surface plasmons [17]. In these ADLs, the inhomogeneous internal magnetic field 

due to the effective pinning centres for SWs created by the demagnetized regions 

between the neighbouring antidots is mainly responsible for the manipulation of the SW 

dynamics. Consequently, extensive research have been carried out to investigate the SW 

dynamics in one- (1-) or two-dimensional (2D) arrays of magnetic antidot structures of 

different shape [15], lattice arrangement [19] and compositions which were studied 

using various methods ranging from theoretical techniques such as plane wave method 

(PWM) [20] and micromagnetic simulations[21] to various experimental techniques 

using ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [22],  Brillouin light scattering (BLS) [23] or time-

resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (TR-MOKE) microscopy [24]. Initial studies on 

ADLs showed the attenuation of uniform ferromagnetic resonance mode due to the 

excitation of non-uniform in-plane SW mode [25] and the pattern induced splitting of 

surface and volume modes [26] were also observed. Later, the field dependent 

localization of SW mode, SW confinement and field-controlled propagation of SWs 

[27,28] and the formation of magnonic miniband [29] with large SW velocities have also 

been reported. The dispersive and entangled SWs between the antidots [30] and the 

anisotropic propagation and damping of SWs in a network of interconnected nanowires 
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[31] were also observed. In addition to these, high-symmetric magnonic modes for 

perpendicularly magnetized ADLs [32] having a linear bias magnetic field dependence 

and the transformation of quantized SWs to propagating ones by varying the in-plane 

orientation of the bias magnetic field [23] were also reported. 

Artificial quasicrystals have become a hot topic of research in the field of photonics [33] 

and phononics [34] because the most beneficial feature of quasi-periodicity is that it can 

combine perfectly ordered structures with purely point-diffractive spectra of arbitrarily 

high rotational symmetry. Recently quasiperiodic structures has also started to be 

explored in magnonics due to their various interesting properties like branching 

features in the band structure, self-similarity and scaling properties in the transmission 

spectra [35]. Analytical calculation [36] revealed the perfect transmission of the SWs in 

one-dimensional quasi-magnonic crystals as well as the increase in the sharpness of 

perfect transmission peaks for higher order systems, which is useful for developing 

ultrahigh quality, multichannel, filters or resonators. The experimental and theoretical 

concepts of self-generation of dissipative solitons in magnonic quasi-crystals active ring 

resonator [37] were also reported, while another study [38] showed controlled 

magnetization reversal of ferromagnetic quasi-periodic magnonic crystal with long-

range order but no periodic translational symmetry. However, the understanding of the 

SW dynamics in order to manipulate the magnonic bandgaps of these quasi-magnonic 

crystals [39,40] in the deep nanoscale regime has not yet been studied in detail. The 

recent advances in the nano-fabrication techniques enabled the fabrication of a variety 

of magnetic systems in the deep nanoscale regime and our state-of-the art measurement 

techniques allowed us to study the complex SW dynamics of these nanoscale 

quasiperiodic MCs. 

Here, we report the investigation of the high-frequency magnetization dynamics of two-

dimensional (2D) arrays of Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) antidots with circular shape arranged in 

octagonal lattices which may be considered as magnonic quasi-periodic crystal with 

varying lattice spacing. We used broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) 

spectroscopy for the above study by controlling the strength and the orientation of the 

in-plane bias magnetic field. We observed a significant tunability in the SW spectra with 

the increase in lattice spacing. A strong anisotropic behaviour in the magnonic modes 

are obtained and we have observed a significant eight-fold rotational symmetry in these 
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octagonal crystals with the orientation of the bias magnetic field, while the value of this 

anisotropy is reduced with the increase in the lattice spacing. The micromagnetic 

simulations showed the presence of various localized and extended SW modes for these 

quasi-periodic magnonic crystals with the variation of strength and orientation of the 

in-plane bias magnetic field. Further, we demonstrate with the aid of micromagnetic 

simulations, that this significant variation in the SW dynamics is due to the modification 

of the internal field as well as the demagnetizing field profiles surrounding the antidots.  

 

 

Figure 8.1. (a) Scanning electron micrographs of circular-shaped Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) 
antidots of antidot diameter (d) 140 nm arranged in quasiperiodic octagonal lattices 
with variable lattice spacing a = 300 (S1), 400 (S2), 500 (S3), 600 (S4) and 700 (S5) nm, 
respectively. (b) Real parts of the S11 parameter showing the FMR spectra for all five 
samples at bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe applied at an azimuthal angle, ϕ = 0°, and 
the observed modes were marked by the down arrows. (c) Corresponding simulated 
spin wave (SW) spectra of the five different lattices at Hext = 800 Oe applied at ϕ = 0° and 
the arrows represent different SW modes. The orientation of the bias magnetic field Hext 
is shown at the top left of the figure. 
 

8.2. Experimental Details 

25 µm × 250 µm arrays of 20 nm thick Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) antidots of circular shapes 

arranged in octagonal lattice symmetry with variable lattice spacing (a) of 300 (S1), 400 

(S2), 500 (S3), 600 (S4) and 700 (S5) nm, respectively, as shown in the scanning 

electron micrographs of Figure 8.1(a), were fabricated by using a combination of 

electron beam lithography (EBL), electron beam evaporation (EBE) and ion milling[22]. 
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The diameter of the each antidot is about 140 nm (± 5%). The chemical compositions of 

the ADLs measured by the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) agree well with 

the nominal composition of the target material. A co-planar waveguide (CPW) made of 

Au with a thickness of 150 nm was deposited on top of the array structures for the 

broadband ferromagnetic resonance measurement. The width and length of the central 

conducting line of this CPW are 30 µm and 300 µm, respectively, with a nominal 

characteristic impedance of 50 Ω.  

The SW spectra from the arrays were measured by using broadband ferromagnetic 

resonance (FMR) spectrometer [41] which is based upon a vector network analyzer 

(Agilent PNA-L, Model No.: N5230C, frequency range: 10 MHz to 50 GHz) and a home-

built high-frequency probe station with nonmagnetic G-S-G type pico-probe (GGB 

Industries, Model No. 40A-GSG-150-EDP). The system has an inbuilt electromagnet 

inside the probe station generating a variable bias field (Hext) of up to ± 1.8 kOe which is 

used to apply an external bias magnetic field parallel to the CPW. The sample is viewed 

with the help of a microscope and illumination set-up. Microwave signals with varying 

frequency are launched into the CPW structure using the G-S-G probe through a high 

frequency and low noise coaxial cable (Model No.: N1501A-203). The CPW is shorted at 

one end and the back-reflected signal is collected by the same probe to the analyzer via 

the same coaxial cable. Absorption of the ongoing and returning signals at various SW 

frequencies produces the characteristic SW spectrum of the sample. The real and 

imaginary parts of the scattering parameter in reflection geometry (S11) measured at 

various magnetic fields are subtracted from its value at maximum bias magnetic field 

which is used as the reference spectrum and the SW spectra are obtained. 
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Figure 8.2. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin wave (SW) absorption spectra of NiFe ADLs 
for different lattice spacings (S1−S5) are shown at ϕ = 0°. The critical field (Hc) is shown 
by white dotted lines in S1−S4, and the red dotted lines represent Kittel fit to the lower 
frequency mode 1 of S1−S5. The surface plots correspond to the experimental results, 
while the symbols represent the simulated data. The color map for the surface plots and 
the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are given at the bottom right corner of 
the figure. 
 

8.3. Results and Discussion 

The real parts of the experimental forward scattering parameter i.e. S11 parameter and 

the simulated SW spectra for Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) antidots arranged in an octagonal lattice 

with varying lattice spacing (a) from 300 nm to 700 nm are shown in Figure 8.1(b, c) 

respectively at a bias magnetic field Hext = 800 Oe applied at an azimuthal angle  = 0°, 

while their bias field dependent SW absorption spectra at  = 0° are presented as 

surface plots in Figure 8.2. A clear variation in the SW dynamics is observed with the 

variation of a as well as with the strength of the external bias magnetic field. From 

Figure 8.2, it is clearly observed that at Hext = 800 Oe for S1, seven SW modes are 

present but the number of SW modes is gradually reduced to six, five, three and two for 

S2, S3, S4, and S5 respectively. The number of SW modes also changes significantly with 

the variation of the strength of the external bias field for all the samples as shown in 

Figure 8.2. It is clear from Figure 8.2 that at or below a critical field value, Hc ≈ 800 Oe as 

shown by the white dotted lines, nine, five, five and three modes are present for S1, S2, 
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S3 and S4, respectively which systematically reduce to five, four, three and two modes 

for S1, S2, S3 and S4, respectively for bias fields above Hc. In contrast, two modes are 

present for all field values for S5. The bias field dependence of the lower frequency 

resonant mode i.e. mode 1 marked by red square is fitted with the Kittel formula [42] as 

given by Equation 8.1: 

𝑓 =  
𝛾

2𝜋
√(𝐻ext + 𝐻k)(𝐻ext + 𝐻k +  4𝜋𝑀s)                              (8.1) 

The magnetic parameters obtained from the best fit are gyromagnetic ratio γ = 18.1 

MHz/Oe, and the magneto-crystalline anisotropy field HK ≈ 0, while the value of effective 

saturation magnetization (Ms) increases systematically from 720 emu/cc (S1) to 800 

emu/cc (S5) with the increase of the lattice spacing a. This increase in effective Ms 

confirms that the fraction of demagnetization volume decreases with the increase of 

lattice constants and as a result, the effective magnetization of the sparsest lattice (S5, a 

= 700 nm) is closest to a continuous thin film value (850 emu/cc). 

 

 

Figure 8.3. Bias field (Hext) dependent spin wave (SW) absorption spectra of Ni80Fe20 
thin film at  = 0° is shown along with the Kittel fit which is represented by the red 
dotted line. The color map for the surface plot and the schematic of the orientation of 
Hext which are shown at the right side of the figure. 
 

We have performed micromagnetic simulations to understand the origin of the SW 

modes using the OOMMF software [43] considering 2 × 2 arrays of octagonal unit cells 

for each sample incorporating the two-dimensional periodic boundary condition in 

order to consider large areas of the experimentally studied arrays. The samples are 

discretized into rectangular prism-like cells with dimensions 4 × 4 × 20 nm3. The value 

of exchange stiffness constant and saturation magnetization used in the simulation for 
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NiFe are A = 1.3 × 10-6 erg/cm [44] and Ms = 850 emu/cc, respectively. The damping 

coefficient for NiFe α = 0.008 is used during the dynamic simulations. The value of 

gyromagnetic ratio γ = 18.1 MHz/Oe and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant of 

K = 0 are considered for NiFe. Here, the material parameters of NiFe used for the 

simulation i.e. Ms, γ and K were extracted from the Kittel fit of the bias field dependent 

SW absorption spectra of NiFe thin film as shown in Figure 8.3. The dynamic 

simulations were performed by first obtaining a static magnetic configuration under a 

bias field in the experimental geometry and then by applying a pulsed magnetic field. 

The details of the static and dynamic simulations are described in details elsewhere 

[45]. 

 

 

Figure 8.4. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of the phase profile corresponding to 
different SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe applied at ϕ = 0° for all the lattices 
(S1−S5). (b) Simulated phase maps of the additional SW modes obtained at a lower bias 
field Hext = 400 Oe for S1, S2, and S3, respectively. The color map for the phase 
distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are shown at the right 
side of the figure. 
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Micromagnetic simulations reproduced the experimental data qualitatively as shown by 

the simulated spectra (Figure 8.1(c)) and the SW frequency values (filled symbols in 

Figure 8.2) for all the lattices, although the exact values of the SW frequencies are not 

reproduced in some cases. The latter can be attributed to the deviation of the simulated 

samples and simulation conditions from the experimental samples and conditions. The 

general deviation in the dimensions as observed in the experimental samples are 

incorporated in the simulated samples, but the precise edge deformations are not 

possible to include in the finite difference method based micromagnetic simulations.  

 

 

Figure 8.5. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to 
different resonant SW modes obtained at Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 0° for all the 
lattices (S1-S5). (b) Simulated power maps of the additional SW modes obtained at a 
lower bias field Hext = 400 Oe for S1, S2 and S3, respectively. The color map for the 
power distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are shown at 
the right bottom of the figure. 
 

In order to understand the origin of various SW modes as observed both experimentally 
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those SW modes as observed both experimentally and in the simulation by using a 

homebuilt code [46]. Figure 8.4(a) shows the phase profiles of the SW modes for 

samples with varying values of a at Hext = 800 Oe while the corresponding power maps 

are represented in Figure 8.5. Different types of extended and quantized SW modes due 

to the confining potentials created by the demagnetizing fields around the antidots are 

observed for different lattices and depending upon the number of antinodes, different 

quantization numbers for the SW modes either in backward volume (BV) geometry or 

in Damon-Eshbach (DE) geometry are assigned. In addition to this, depending upon the 

location of the quantization of the SWs, two different quantization numbers, m and n are 

assigned. m is assigned for the quantization of SWs along the x-direction inside the unit 

cell of the octagonal lattice defined by the black dotted box in Figure 8.4(a) while n 

represents the quantization of the SWs along the x-direction inside the rhombus present 

between two such consecutive octagonal unit cells defined by the blue dotted box in 

Figure 8.4(a).  The phase profiles in Figure 8.4(a) show that for all the samples, the 

lowest frequency SW mode i.e. mode 1, is extended in DE geometry along the channel 

through the octagonal unit cells in the y-direction and quantized along x-direction in BV 

geometry with m = 3, 5, 5, 7 and 11 and n = 3, 3, 3, 5, and 5 for S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5, 

respectively. Interestingly, for mode 1, both m and n increase with the increase of a. 

Other SW modes for all the samples are the quantized SW mode in BV geometry with 

different quantization numbers. For S1, the m values of SW modes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are 

5, 7, 7, 9, 11 and 13 while and n values of the corresponding SW modes are 3, 3, 3, 5, 5 

and 5, respectively, while modes 3 and 4 are in opposite phase with each other. For S2, 

modes 2, 3, 4 and 5 have the quantization numbers m = 7, 7, 9 and 13 and n = 3, 5, 5 and 

5, respectively. In case of S3, the quantization numbers for SW modes 2, 3 and 4 are m = 

7, 9 and 15 while n = 5, 5 and 7, respectively. However, we have also obtained additional 

SW modes at the low bias magnetic field in case of S1 (marked by asterisk and 

hexagonal dots), S2 (marked by asterisk) and S3 (marked by asterisk), respectively as 

shown in Figure 8.4(b). As observed from Figure 8.5(b), for S1, asterisk marked mode is 

the edge mode where the power of the SW mode is localized at the edges of the antidots 

while mode denoted by filled hexagonal symbol is the extended mode in DE geometry 

along y-direction, but along x-direction it possesses BV-like character with m = 5 and n = 

3 and it is in opposite phase with mode 1. The asterisk marked modes for S2 is the edge 
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mode of the antidots whereas the same for S3 is a BV-like mode with m = 7 and n = 3 

along x-direction while it has an extended character along the y-direction. For S4, the 

quantization numbers for modes 2 and 3 are m = 9 and 17 and n = 9 and 11, respectively 

and in case of S5, the quantization numbers of mode 2 are m = 19 and n = 7. 

Interestingly, it is also observed that the intensities of the SW modes decrease 

systematically with increasing m and n values for all the lattices which is also evident 

from Figure 8.1(b, c) and Figure 8.2, respectively. 

In order to investigate the origin of this large tunability of SW modes with the varying 

lattice constant in these octagonal ADLs, we have calculated the magnetostatic field 

distributions of these lattices with the help of LLG Micromagnetics software [47], which 

are shown in Figure 8.6. It is evident from Figure 8.6(a) that the strength of the 

demagnetizing fields around the holes is reduced with the increase of the lattice spacing 

and at the highest lattice spacing i.e. a = 700 nm, the demagnetizing fields become very 

narrow, concentrating mainly around the antidots. We have also calculated the total 

internal field (Bin) for these lattices by taking linescans along the both denser and 

sparser rows of the octagonal unit as shown by horizontal dashed lines in Figure 8.6(a) 

for S5. The internal field strength and its distribution are clearly modified with the 

variation of a. For better understanding, the whole lattice is divided into three regions 

named by regions 1, 2 and 3 as shown by the red, blue and green dotted boxes shown in 

Figure 8.6(a) and interestingly the internal field profile shows an unusual behaviour in 

region 1 where it reduces significantly with the enhancement of a whereas it increases 

gradually with the increase of a for other two regions (regions 2 and 3) as depicted in 

Figure 8.6(b). In addition to this, another interesting feature is that for S1, the total 

internal field is higher (10.92 kOe) in region 1 and lower (10.55 kOe and 10.65 kOe) in 

regions 2 and 3, respectively. But for S5, Bin is almost same (~10.83 kOe) in three 

different regions.  
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Figure 8.6. (a) Contour plots of the simulated magnetostatic field distributions in S1 and 
S5 are shown with bias field Hext = 800 Oe applied at ϕ = 0° along with the color map for 
the magnetostatic field distributions shown at the bottom left corner. (b) Variation of 
the simulated internal field (Bin) values with the lattice spacing, a at three different 
regions (shown by red, blue and green dotted boxes in S5) of the ADLs by taking the line 
scan (horizontal dotted lines) along these three different regions. (c) Contour plots of 
the simulated demagnetization field distributions in S1 and S5 obtained at bias field Hext 
= 800 Oe for ϕ = 0° and the corresponding color map for demagnetization field 
distribution at the bottom. (d) Variation of the simulated internal field (Bin) values with 
the lattice spacing, a = 175, 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 400, 500, 600 and 700 nm 
respectively, at three different regions (represented by red, blue and green dotted boxes 
in S5) of the lattices by taking the line scan (horizontal dotted lines) along these three 
different regions. The schematic of the external applied field (Hext) is shown at the 
bottom right corner of the figure. 
 

The demagnetization field profile at different regions of the octagonal lattice provides 

us with the possible explanation for this unusual behaviour of the total internal field 

distribution. From Figure 8.6(c), it is clear that the demagnetizing field directions in 

both regions 2 and 3 marked by the green dotted box in Figure 8.6(c) is opposite to the 

direction of the applied magnetic field which is the main reason of lowering the Bin 

value at this region. On the contrary, the demagnetizing field direction in the region 1 

marked by a blue dotted box in Figure 8.6(c) is along the same direction to the applied 

bias field which is mainly responsible for the enhancement of the internal field in this 

region. However, with the increase of the lattice constant, the direction of the 

demagnetization field in the opposite direction to the applied magnetic field again start 

to appear in region 1, which compensates the previous value and increase of uniformity 
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of magnetization as shown in Figure 8.6(c). As a result, the total internal field starts to 

decrease with the increase of a as shown in Figure 8.6(b) in region 1 whereas for 

regions 2 and 3, due to the reduction of the effective demagnetization region, the Bin 

increases with the increase of a. Interestingly for the sparsest lattice i.e. S5, the 

magnetization becomes spatially uniform in almost all the regions of the lattice. 

Consequently, the simulated internal field Bin converges to a single value (~ 10.83 kOe), 

when calculated in the three different regions of S5. We have further simulated the 

magnetostatic field distributions by reducing the lattice spacing down to 175 nm as 

shown in Figure 8.6(d) and we have found that the internal field in region 1 becomes 

maximum at a = 275 nm and it decreases drastically when a is reduced further. 

However, in regions 2 and 3 respectively, we have obtained a monotonic behaviour of 

Bin with the variation in the lattice spacing. 

 

 

Figure 8.7. Variation of spin wave (SW) frequency with the azimuthal angle (ϕ) varying 
from 0° to 360° for NiFe ADLs with various lattice spacing (S1−S5) are presented at bias 
magnetic field, Hext = 800 Oe. The surface plots represent the experimental results, while 
the solid lines describe the sinusoidal fits for the observed anisotropic SW modes in all 
of the samples (S1−S5). The color map associated with the surface plots and the 
schematic of the orientation of the external applied field (Hext) are given at the bottom 
right corner of the figure. 
 

We further investigate the variation of the SW spectra with the variation of in-plane 

azimuthal angle () of the bias magnetic field Hext for a fixed strength of 800 Oe in the 
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dispersions of magnonic spectra as a function of azimuthal angle  varying from 0° to 

360° for different samples are shown in Figure 8.7 while the solid curves correspond to 

theoretical fits using harmonic functions with different symmetries. The lower 

frequency SW modes show the anisotropic behaviour for all samples and interestingly 

an eight-fold anisotropy superposed with a weak two-fold and four-fold anisotropies 

are observed. Significantly, the contribution of eight-fold anisotropy gradually reduces 

with the increase in a as shown in Figure 8.7. 

 

 

Figure 8.8. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of phase profile corresponding to 
different anisotropic SW modes obtained in S1 and S5 with bias field, Hext = 800 Oe 
applied at ϕ = 0°, 15°, 22.5°, 30°, and 45°, respectively, along with the color map for the 
phase distributions and the schematic of the orientation of the external applied field 
(Hext) which are shown at the bottom right corner of the figure. (b) Evolution of the 
simulated internal field (Bin) values in S1 and S5 with varying ϕ at bias field Hext = 800 
Oe obtained by taking line scans in two different regions marked by black and blue 
dotted boxes inside mode 1 of S1 at ϕ = 0°. 
 
The phase profiles of the SW modes for S1 in Figure 8.8(a) (the corresponding power 

profiles are shown in Figure 8.9) shows that the higher frequency anisotropic mode i.e. 
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mode 2 remains as a quantized mode confined within the octagonal unit cell with the 

same quantization but with its symmetry axis rotating continuously with the variation 

of azimuthal angle. However, the extended mode (mode 1) goes through a significant 

modification with the variation of azimuthal angle. At  = 0°, mode 1 is an extended 

mode which is converted into a quantized mode at  = 22.5°and at  = 45° it again 

becomes an extended mode and this behaviour is repeated periodically. This periodicity 

is commensurate with the observed eight-fold rotational anisotropy in the frequency of 

this mode. However, the behaviour of the anisotropic mode (mode 1) for S5 remains 

almost invariant with .  

 

 

Figure 8.9. Simulated spatial distributions of power profile corresponding to different 
anisotropic SW modes obtained in S1 and S5 with bias field Hext = 800 Oe applied at  = 
0°, 15°, 22.5°, 30° and 45° respectively along with the color map for the power 
distributions and the schematic of the orientation of the external applied field (Hext) 
which are shown at the right side of the figure. 
 

The origin of the weak two-fold configurational anisotropy can be explained by 

considering the rectangular shape of the boundary of the array. However, to understand 

the presence of eight- and four-fold anisotropy, the variation of the internal field for 

both S1 and S5 is calculated at various orientations of the bias field inside the octagonal 

unit cell (marked by the black dotted box) as well as within the rhombus (marked by 

the blue dotted box). The internal field profile is modified significantly at these two 

different regions (1 and 2) of the lattice as shown in Figure 8.8(b). The variation of Bin 
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shows that an eight-fold anisotropy is present inside the octagonal unit cell, whereas a 

four-fold anisotropy is obtained within the rhombus. Interestingly, both the eight- and 

four-fold anisotropy contributions decrease drastically in S5 as shown in Figure 8.8(b). 

This variation is a result of the magnetic environment in different regions of the ADLs 

and its ensuing variation with the angle of the bias field and is manifested as the 

configurational anisotropy in the samples.  

8.4. Conclusion 

In summary, we have fabricated high-quality arrays of circular shaped NiFe antidots 

arranged in an octagonal lattice with diameter 140 nm and the lattice constant is varied 

from 300 nm to 700 nm using a combination of electron beam lithography and electron 

beam evaporation and ion milling technique. The magnetization dynamics of these 

samples are investigated with the help of broadband FMR spectroscopy by varying the 

strength and orientation of the applied magnetic field. The experimental results showed 

a remarkable variation in the SW spectra with the variation of lattice constants. For the 

lowest value of lattice spacing, seven SW modes are observed which converge into two 

modes for the highest value of lattice spacing. The experimental results have been well 

reproduced by micromagnetic simulation and the power and phase profiles of the 

resonant modes have been numerically calculated to get an insight about the spatial 

nature of the dynamics. Different types of extended and localized standing SW modes 

with varying quantization numbers are observed. The magnetostatic fields including the 

demagnetization field distributions are calculated to interpret the origin of the observed 

SW modes. The configurational anisotropy of the samples is investigated by varying the 

azimuthal angle of the bias field and an eight-fold anisotropy superposed with four-fold 

and two-fold anisotropies is observed for these samples. The value of the eight-fold 

anisotropy is found to decrease strongly with the increase in the lattice spacing. The 

magnetostatic field distribution within the octagonal unit cell is mainly responsible for 

the origin of the eight-fold anisotropy, whereas the rhombus-like cell present between 

two octagonal unit cell is mainly responsible for the four-fold anisotropy. In addition to 

this, the phase profile shows a mode conversion from extended standing SW mode to 

quantized standing SW mode for these samples with the rotation of the bias field 

direction. These observations open more opportunities in the engineering of 

quasiperiodic arrays for magnonic and spintronic devices.  
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8.5. Materials and Methods 

8.5.1. Sample Preparation  

Circular shaped Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) antidot arrays (25 µm × 250 µm) arranged in two-

dimensional octagonal lattice symmetry were fabricated by using a combination of e-

beam lithography (EBL), e-beam evaporation (EBE) and ion milling. The diameter of the 

antidots was chosen to be about 140 nm with maximum ± 5% deviation, while the 

separation between their nearest edges was varied from 160 nm to 560 nm with 

maximum ± 5% deviation. At first, 20 nm thick NiFe film was deposited on 

commercially available self-oxidized silicon (Si) [100] substrate using e-beam 

evaporation in an ultra-high vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 2 × 10-8 Torr 

followed by depositing a 60-nm thick protective layer of Al2O3. Bi-layer (PMMA/MMA) 

resist was used to prepare the resist pattern on the NiFe film for e-beam lithography 

followed by Argon ion milling at a base pressure of 1 × 10-4 Torr to etch out the NiFe 

film from everywhere except the unexposed resist pattern for creating the antidots. The 

ion milling on the NiFe film was performed down to the base of the film for each 

pattern. Subsequently, a co-planer waveguide (CPW) made of Au with a thickness of 150 

nm was deposited on top of the NiFe antidot lattice at a base pressure of 6 × 10-7 Torr 

for the broadband ferromagnetic resonance measurement. Here, the Au waveguide was 

patterned by using maskless photolithography. The width and length of the central 

conducting line of this CPW were 30 µm and 300 µm, respectively so that the array falls 

under the centre of the central conducting line of the CPW which has a nominal 

characteristic impedance of 50 Ω. 

8.5.2. Measurement Technique  

The frequency domain SW dynamics of the samples were measured by using a 

broadband ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer based on a vector network analyzer 

(VNA-FMR) along with a home-built probe station, which includes an in-built 

electromagnet to apply the bias magnetic field up to ± 1.8 kOe. The orientation of the 

bias field was varied by 360° within the sample plane. The microwave signal of varying 

frequency from 10 MHz to 50 GHz was launched in the CPW through a non-magnetic 

ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) probe via a co-axial cable and the CPW was shorted at 

one end so that the scattering parameter in the reflection mode (S11) can be measured 

by the VNA after being collected by the same probe. The sample absorbed the power at 
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various SW frequencies during the onward and return journey of the microwave signal 

through the CPW structure. This formed the characteristic SW spectrum for that sample. 

However, there are non-linear backgrounds in the directly measured signals originated 

from various sources. Hence, during measurement at each bias field, a reference 

spectrum (spectrum at the highest value of the bias field) was subtracted from the 

signal to obtain a background free spectrum. However, some background still remained 

in the spectrum, which is non-trivial to remove from the spectrum. For each sample, the 

spectra for a series of bias fields from +0.2 kOe to +1.54 kOe at the separation of 20 Oe 

are plotted together as a surface plot.    
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Chapter 9 

9. Shape- and Interface-Induced Control of Spin 

Dynamics of Two-Dimensional Bi-component 

Magnonic Crystals 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Controlled fabrication of periodically arranged embedded nanostructures with strong 

inter-element interaction through the interface between the two different materials 

have great potential applications in spintronics, spin logic and other spin base 

communication devices. Here, we report the fabrication of two-dimensional bi-

component magnonic crystals (BMCs) in form of embedded Ni80Fe20 nanostructures in 

Co50Fe50 thin films by nanolithography. The spin wave spectra studied by a broadband 

ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy showed a significant variation as the shape of 

the embedded nanostructure changes from circular to square. Significantly, in both 

shapes, a minimum in frequency is obtained at a negative value of bias field during the 

field hysteresis confirming the presence of a strong exchange coupling at the interface 

between the two materials, which can potentially increase the spin wave propagation 

velocity in such structures leading to faster GHz frequency magnetic communication 

and logic devices. The spin wave frequencies and bandgaps show bias field tunability, 

which is important for above device applications. Numerical simulations qualitatively 

reproduced the experimental results, and simulated mode profiles revealed the spatial 

distribution of the SW modes and internal magnetic fields responsible for this 

observation. Development of such controlled arrays of embedded nanostructures with 

improved interface can be easily applied to other forms of artificial crystals. 

9.1. Introduction 

Metamaterials are the smart artificial materials which are engineered to have the 

properties not found commonly in nature. Such new material properties may not always 

be possible to achieve in a single material in the bulk or thin film form. Instead, 

structuring of known materials in one-, two- or three-dimensions at various length 

scales and exploiting dynamical magnetic properties over a broad frequency range may 

potentially offer the desirable material properties. Magnonic crystals (MCs) [1], 
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photonic crystals [2] and phononic crystals [3] are popular metamaterials where spin 

waves (SWs) or magnons, electromagnetic waves (photons) and acoustic waves 

(phonons) are the transmission waves, respectively. However, due to the low speed of 

propagation with compared to the electromagnetic wave, SWs with frequencies in the 

range of tens of GHz have wavelengths in the nanometer regime, making MCs ideal 

candidate for cellular nonlinear network and nanoscale on-chip data communications, 

including magnonic waveguides [4],  filters [5], splitters, phase shifters [6], spin-wave 

emitters [7], as well as for magnonic logic devices [8]. As a result, a new research field 

named magnonics has emerged which has the capability to replace current 

semiconductor technology. One important problem is to tune the magnonic band 

structure of the MCs by varying different geometrical parameters like shape [9], size 

[10], lattice spacing [11] and lattice symmetry [12] and also by changing the constituent 

ferromagnetic materials [13].  

Two dimensional (2D) periodic ferromagnetic antidot lattices (ADLs) have emerged as 

potential candidates for magneto-photonic crystals [14,15], ultrahigh density magnetic 

storage media [16] and magnonic crystals.  Magnonic band structures of these ADLs can 

be more efficiently tuned in bi-component magnonic crystals (BMCs) [17] where one 

magnetic material is embedded within the continuous film of another magnetic 

material. In such embedded structures, where two different magnetic materials are in 

direct contact with each other, the dynamic dipole coupling is maximized due to the 

presence of exchange coupling at their interface. As a result, SWs are subjected to 

scattering at the interface between the two materials and can easily transmit through 

the interface. Therefore, SWs can propagate across its entire structure with large group 

velocities. Thus, 2D embedded nanostructures have attracted huge attention of the 

scientific community due to their intriguing physical properties like broad spectrum of 

scattering and mode-coupling processes as well as potential applications in controlling 

the SW propagation in magnonic and other kinds of integrated spin-based 

communication devices. 

In the last few years, one-dimensional (1D) [18,19] and two-dimensional (2D) [20-23] 

BMCs are started to be explored. The high frequency magnetization dynamics of 1D and 

2D BMCs have been investigated experimentally by time domain [24], frequency 

domain [25] and wavevector domain [26] techniques and also by using analytical 
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methods [27] and micromagnetic simulations [28]. Further, the complex magnonic band 

structures of these 2D BMCs were investigated by using plane wave method (PWM). 

Recently, a circular shaped BMC has been demonstrated as an omnidirectional grating 

coupler [29] which shows a giant enhancement of the amplitude of the short 

wavelength SWs with compared to a bare microwave antenna.  However, the above 

structures suffer from lower propagation velocity, which can be potentially overcome 

by an increased interface exchange interaction between the two different elements of 

the BMC but there are very few reports [21,29] on the fabrication of embedded 

magnetic structures in nanoscale regime in that pursuit. Additionally, the exchange 

coupling and the demagnetizing fields at the interface of the two constituent materials 

can be potentially modified by varying the interface area by changing the shape of the 

filling region, which has not been studied yet. Here, we took the challenge to fabricate 

such embedded nanostructures by using state-of-the art nanofabrication techniques. 

We have investigated the SW dynamics of 2D arrays of Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) filled antidots 

embedded in continuous Co50Fe50 (CoFe) film with two different antidot shapes, namely 

circular and square, arranged in a square lattice by using broadband ferromagnetic 

resonance (FMR) spectroscopy. A significant variation in the SW spectra is observed as 

the embedded element shape varies from circle to square. Significantly, the frequency 

gap between the two lowest SW modes gradually decreases with the reduction in bias 

field strength, shows a minimum at around 0.75 kOe for circular and 0.9 kOe for square 

shaped embedded magnetic structures, followed by an increase as the bias field is 

reduced further. Further, a minimum in the frequency value was observed for both 

element shapes at a negative value of bias magnetic field during the field hysteresis, 

which is a confirmation of the presence of an exchange coupling at the interface 

between the NiFe and CoFe regions. Using numerical micromagnetic simulations, we 

reproduced the observed behaviours and unravelled the SW mode profiles which show 

the presence of various extended and localized SW modes due to the modification of the 

interface of the embedded structures.  
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Figure 9.1. Scanning electron micrographs of circular and square shaped (a) Co50Fe50 
(CoFe) antidot lattices (ADLs) named by S1 and S2 and (b) Ni80Fe20 (NiFe)-filled CoFe 
ADLs named by S3 and S4 arranged in square lattice symmetry are shown. The 
geometry of the applied magnetic field (Hext) for all lattices is shown in the micrograph 
of S1. (c) Schematic of the techniques used for fabrication of 2D array of embedded 
magnetic structures. 
 

9.2. Experimental Details 

25 µm × 250 µm  arrays of 20 nm thick NiFe nanostructures embedded in CoFe films 

named by S3 and S4 (filled ADLs) and corresponding unfilled CoFe ADLs named S1 and 

S2 of circular and square shapes arranged in square lattice symmetry as shown in the 

scanning electron micrographs of Figure 9.1(a, b) were fabricated by using a 

combination of e-beam lithography (EBL), e-beam evaporation (EBE) and ion milling. 

The schematic of the sample fabrication technique is shown in Figure 9.1(c). The width 

of the each NiFe filled region is about 400 nm (± 5%) and the edge to edge separation 

between them is about 600 nm (± 5%).  The chemical compositions of the filled ADLs 

measured by the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy agree well with the nominal 

composition of the target materials. A co-planar waveguide (CPW) made of Au with 

thickness of 150 nm was deposited on top of the array structures for the broadband 

ferromagnetic resonance measurement. The width and length of the central conducting 

line of this CPW are 30 µm and 300 µm, respectively, so that the array falls under the 

centre of the central conducting line of CPW which has a nominal characteristic 

impedance of 50 Ω.  
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The SW spectra from the arrays were measured by using  broadband ferromagnetic 

resonance (FMR) spectrometer which is based upon a vector network analyzer (Agilent 

PNA-L, Model: N5230C, frequency range: 10 MHz to 50 GHz) and a home-built high 

frequency probe station with nonmagnetic G-S-G type pico-probe (GGB Industries, 

Model: 40A-GSG-150-EDP). The system has an in-built electromagnet inside the probe-

station generating a bias field (Hext) of ± 1.8 kOe which is used to apply an external bias 

magnetic field parallel to the CPW. The sample is viewed with the help of a microscope 

and illumination set-up. Microwave signals with varying frequency are launched into 

the CPW structure using a G-S-G type probe through a high frequency and low noise co-

axial cable (Model: N1501A-203). The CPW is shorted at one end and the back-reflected 

signal is collected by the same probe to the analyzer via the same co-axial cable. 

Absorption of the ongoing and returning signals at various SW frequencies produces the 

characteristic SW spectrum of the sample. The real and imaginary parts of the scattering 

parameter in reflection geometry (S11) measured at various magnetic fields are 

subtracted from its value at maximum bias magnetic field which is used as the reference 

spectrum and the SW spectra are obtained. 

 

 

Figure 9.2. Bias field-dependent SW absorption spectra of circular and square shaped 
(a) CoFe ADLs (S1 and S2) and (b) NiFe-filled CoFe ADLs (S3 and S4) at ϕ = 0°. The 
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surface plots correspond to the experimental data, while the symbols correspond to the 
simulated data. The color scale for the surface plots is given at top of the figure. 
 

9.3. Results and Discussion 

The bias field dependence of the SW absorption spectra for the unfilled ADLs (S1 and 

S2) as well as the filled ADLs (S3 and S4) are presented as surface plots as shown in 

Figure 9.2(a, b). The measurement was done in the range of Hext between ± 1.56 kOe at 

steps of 20 Oe for a fixed azimuthal angle ϕ = 0° as shown in Figure 9.1(a).  The SW 

spectra change significantly for filled ADLs (S3 and S4) as opposed to the unfilled ADLs 

(S1 and S2) and the spectra is further modified when the shape of the element (antidot) 

is changed from circular to square. From Figure 9.2(a, b), three modes are observed for 

both S1 and S3. However, for S3 as shown in Figure 9.2(b), the frequencies of all the 

modes decrease significantly and the frequency gap (Δf) between the two lowest SW 

modes (modes 1 and 2) also decreases with decrease in positive field showing a 

minimum in Δf at Hext = 0.75 kOe and below that field Δf again increases. In addition, the 

dispersion of frequency vs. bias field for the S3 shows an asymmetry during field 

hysteresis with a minimum in the frequency at a negative bias field value of Hext = -150 

Oe as opposed to the S1, which shows a symmetric dispersion with respect to the bias 

field. Since NiFe has negligible anisotropy and CoFe ADL also shows no anisotropy in the 

frequency vs. field dispersion, the observation of an anisotropy i.e. a minimum in 

frequency at a negative bias field confirms the presence of an exchange coupling at the 

interface between NiFe and CoFe. In case of square shaped elements (antidots), the SW 

spectra change drastically as compared to the circular shaped elements (antidots) for 

filled (unfilled) ADLs. The square shaped unfilled ADL i.e. S2 shows four distinct modes 

(Figure 9.2(a)) for all field values while a broad band of modes are observed for the 

filled ADL i.e. S4. Figure 9.2(b) reveals five modes for higher field values (Hext > 1.2 kOe), 

which split into seven modes for an intermediate field range (0.5 kOe < Hext < 1.2 kOe), 

and again converge to five modes for lower field values (Hext < 0.5 kOe).  Similar to S3, in 

case of S4 the frequency gap (Δf) between the two lowest modes (modes 1 and 2) 

becomes minimum at a relatively large bias field value of 0.9 kOe, and for Hext > 0.9 kOe 

it increases and this trend repeats when the field value is reversed. Here also, due to the 

exchange coupling between two constituent materials at the interface, an asymmetry in 

the frequency vs. bias field dispersion is observed with a minimum of frequency at a 
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negative bias magnetic field value Hext = -190 Oe during the field hysteresis. The 

presence of the exchange interaction at the boundary between CoFe and NiFe in the 

filled ADLs (S3 and S4) are further confirmed by simulated magnetic hysteresis loops 

(not shown), which are markedly different from the unfilled CoFe ADLs as well as the 

NiFe dots. The filled ADLs (S3 and S4) show much larger propagation velocity for spin 

waves as opposed to their unfilled counterparts (S1 and S2) as discussed later.   

We have performed micromagnetic simulations to understand the origin of the SW 

modes using the OOMMF software [30] by considering unfilled and filled ADLs 

consisting of 5 × 5 antidots (elements) with two different shapes arranged in square 

lattice. The samples are discretized into rectangular prism like cells with dimensions 4 × 

4 × 20 nm3. The value of exchange stiffness constants and saturation magnetizations 

used in the simulation are ANiFe = 1.3 × 10-6 erg/cm, MNiFe = 800 emu/cc for NiFe, and 

ACoFe = 3 × 10-6 erg/cm, MCoFe = 1800 emu/cc for CoFe. The damping coefficients αNiFe = 

0.008 for NiFe and αCoFe = 0.01 for CoFe are used during the dynamic simulations .The 

value of gyromagnetic ratio γ = 18.5 MHz/Oe and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy K = 

0 are considered for both the materials while the exchange stiffness constant at the 

interface between NiFe and CoFe is found to be AExch = 2.1 × 10-6 erg/cm after a number 

of test simulation and comparison between the simulated and experimental data. This 

ensures a strong interface exchange interaction between CoFe and NiFe, which may 

enhance the dipolar coupling. The dynamic simulations were performed by first 

obtaining a static magnetic configuration under a bias field in the experimental 

geometry and then by applying a pulsed magnetic field. The details of the static and 

dynamic simulations are described in details elsewhere [31].  
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Figure 9.3. Simulated SW mode profiles (phase maps) of (a) S1 and (b) S2 with bias field 
Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0° along with the color scale for the phase maps and the 
schematic of the external applied field (Hext) at the right corner of the figure. 
 
Micromagnetic simulations reproduced the experimental data qualitatively as shown by 

the filled symbols in Figure 9.2(a, b), although the precise values of the SW frequencies 

are not always reproduced. This is expected due to the deviation of the simulated 

samples and conditions from the experimental samples and conditions. In general, the 

deviation in the dimensions as observed in the experimental samples are incorporated 

in the simulated samples, but the precise edge roughness profiles are not possible to 

include in the finite difference method based micromagnetic simulations used here, 

where the samples are divided into rectangular prism-like cells. Also, the simulated 

arrays are much smaller (5 × 5 antidots or filled antidots) than the experimental 

samples (up to 250 × 50 antidots or filled antidots) due to the limitations in the 

computational resources. In order to understand the origin of various SW modes as 

observed both experimentally and in the simulation, we have further simulated the 

power and phase maps of those SW modes by using a homebuilt code [32]. Figure 9.3(a, 

b) show the phase profiles of the SW modes of S1 and S2, respectively at Hext = 1 kOe, 

while the power profiles for all these modes are shown in Figure 9.4.   
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Figure 9.4. Simulated SW mode profiles (power maps) of (a) S1 and (b) S2 CoFe ADLs 
with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0° along with the color scales for the phase 
maps and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) at the right corner of the 
figure. 
 
It is clear from the power and phase maps that for both S1 and S2, the lowest frequency 

mode i.e. mode 1, is extended along y-direction with quantization number m = 0 which 

corresponds to Damon Eshbach (DE) mode at the centre of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) 

i.e. wavevector k = 0. On the other hand, along x-direction this mode corresponds to the 

standing SW mode in the backward volume (BV) geometry [33] with quantization 

number n = 3. However, for both the shapes the higher frequency modes are more 

complicated and quantized modes with different quantization numbers due to the 

formation of standing waves in the backward volume (BV) geometry between two 

neighboring antidots are observed. In case of S1, modes 2 and 3 correspond to the BV-

like standing SW modes with quantization numbers n = 9 and 13, respectively, whereas 

for S2, modes 2, 3 and 4 also correspond to the BV-like standing SW modes with 

quantization numbers n = 7, 9 and 13, respectively. The BV like standing wave modes 

with n = 1 and edge localized modes near the antidot edges observed in some antidots 

with different dimensions in some previous literature are not observed with detectable 

powers in the experimental spectra, while their power in the simulated spectra are also 

extremely low and hence are not discussed here. It was also reported the observation of 

only BV like modes with n = 3 and above and absence of n = 1 mode and edge localized 

mode in antidot lattices of similar dimensions studied in that report [33], supporting 

our present results.   
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Figure 9.5. Simulated spatial distributions of power corresponding to different resonant 
modes for (a) S3 and (b) S4 with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0°. The color map 
for the power distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are 
shown at the right corner of the figure. 
 
The power profile of all the SW modes for filled ADLs with both the shapes at Hext = 1 

kOe are shown in Figure 9.5(a, b). It is observed that the lower frequency modes for S3 

and S4 (mode 1 for S3 and modes 1 and 2 for S4) are mainly confined along the NiFe 

filled CoFe channel and as the mode number increases the power of the SW modes 

gradually gets transferred into the CoFe channels between the NiFe filled regions for 

both the shapes. Figure 9.6(a, b) show the phase profiles of filled ADLs (S3 and S4) at 

bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0°. The mode profiles of all the modes change 

significantly in filled ADLs for both the shapes with comparison to unfilled ADLs. The 

phase maps of the SW modes for S3 in Figure 9.6(a) reveals that the lower frequency 

modes i.e. modes 1 and 2 are extended modes in DE geometry in the CoFe channels, 

whereas within the NiFe filled regions they form BV-like standing SW modes with 

quantization numbers, n′ = 3 and 5, respectively. The higher frequency mode i.e. mode 3 

is again a quantized mode in the BV geometry in both CoFe and NiFe filled regions with 

quantization numbers n (CoFe) = 5 and n′ (NiFe) = 7. The SW mode profiles change 
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drastically in S4 as opposed to S3 as shown in Figure 9.6(b). Here, for S4, modes 1 and 2 

are extended modes in DE geometry in the CoFe channels while they form quantized 

BV-like modes in NiFe filled regions with same quantization number n′ = 3 but the 

modes are out-of-phase with each other. Similarly, modes 3 and 4 are also out-of-phase 

with each other and form BV-like modes with n = 3 and n′ = 5 in the CoFe and NiFe filled 

regions, respectively. Significantly, mode 5 is an extended mode in the DE geometry in 

the CoFe channel, while it is quantized in BV geometry in the NiFe filled region with n′ = 

5. Modes 6 and 7 are quantized modes in BV geometry in both CoFe and NiFe filled 

regions with quantization numbers n = 5, 7 and n′ = 7, 9, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 9.6. Simulated spatial distributions of phase corresponding to different resonant 
modes for (a) S3 and (b) S4 with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0°. The color map 
for the phase distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are 
shown at the right corner of the figure. 
 

To understand the origin of the differences in the SW spectra between the filled and 

unfilled ADLs of both circular and square shapes we have calculated the magnetostatic 

field distributions for these arrays, as shown in Figure 9.7(a, b). It is clearly observed 

from Figure 9.7(a) that the demagnetized regions as well as magnetostatic field 

distributions around S1 and S2 are symmetrical but in case of S2 the magnetostatic 
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interaction is stronger due to the presence of the corners. It is evident from Figure 

9.7(b) that the volumes of the demagnetization regions in the S3 and S4 are reduced as 

opposed to the S1 and S2 and this behaviour is more prominent in the circular shape as 

opposed to the square shape. Linescans of the simulated magnetostatic fields for 

circular and square shaped unfilled ADLs and filled ADLs along the horizontal dashed 

lines drawn in Figure 9.7(a, b) are shown in the Figure 9.7(c). The magnified views 

(green dotted box) of the internal field in CoFe channel for all four samples are shown in 

Figure 9.7(d).  

 

 

Figure 9.7. Contour plots of the simulated magnetostatic field distributions from the 2 × 
2 elements at the center of the array (5 × 5 elements) in (a) S1 and S2 and (b) S3 and S4 
with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0°. The color map for the magnetostatic field 
distributions and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are shown at the top 
of the figure. (c) Linescans of the simulated magnetostatic field distributions in unfilled 
ADLs (S1 and S2) and filled ADLs (S3 and S4) taken along the dotted lines from (a, b) are 
shown for (c) whole lattices and (d) CoFe channels around the marked region in (c). 
Comparison of the simulated magnetostatic field distributions in S3 and S4 is shown in 
(e) taken along the dotted lines from (b) in the two marked regions, i.e. in the (f) CoFe 
channel and (g) the NiFe-filled regions. 
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The internal field strength and its distribution in the CoFe channel have clearly 

improved in S3 and S4 as opposed to its unfilled counterparts (S1 and S2) due to the 

strong interaction between the two constituent materials of the filled ADLs at the 

interface. The internal field at the centre of the CoFe channel has increased by ~ 70 Oe 

for the circular shape and ~ 140 Oe for the square shape. In addition, the variation in 

the shape (circular and square) of the filled regions further modifies the demagnetizing 

regions and the ensuing internal field as well as the magnetostatic interaction between 

the neighboring NiFe filled regions as shown in Figure 9.7(e). Figure 9.7(f) shows that 

the internal field in the CoFe channel (green dotted box) in S3 is greater by ~ 60 Oe in 

comparison with that for S4. However, in the NiFe filled region (red dotted box) the 

internal field in S4 is greater by a whopping 760 Oe as opposed to S3 due to the shape 

effect as shown in Figure 9.7(g). The above variations in the total internal magnetic 

fields in the CoFe channels and NiFe filled regions are responsible for the observed 

variations in the SW spectra and also in the mode frequencies and mode profiles. 

 

 

Figure 9.8. Simulated demagnetization field distributions in (a) unfilled ADLs (S1 and 
S2) and (b) filled ADLs (S3 and S4) with bias field Hext = 1 kOe applied at ϕ = 0°. The 
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color map and the schematic of the external applied field (Hext) are shown at the top of 
the figure. 
 
We have further calculated demagnetizing field distributions for the unfilled and filled 

ADLs and the phase plots of the above fields are shown in Figure 9.8(a, b). Figure 9.8(b) 

shows that for both shapes, the demagnetizing field in the NiFe filled region is opposite 

to that in the CoFe region. While in the NiFe filled regions demagnetizing field is parallel 

to the applied bias field but in the CoFe regions, it is antiparallel. Even then, due to the 

much smaller value of saturation magnetization in NiFe as opposed to CoFe, the total 

internal field in the NiFe filled region is less than that in the CoFe regions as shown in 

Figure 9.7(c). As a result, the lowest frequency mode is confined within the NiFe filled 

regions and the higher frequency modes are quantized in both NiFe filled as well as 

CoFe regions for both the shapes. 

Our claim of possible increase of spin wave propagation velocity due to the achievement 

exchange coupling between CoFe and NiFe in the BMCs could not be demonstrated 

experimentally here. The spin wave propagation velocity can be found by measuring the 

frequency versus wavevector dispersion using Brillouin light scattering. It may also be 

measured by ferromagnetic resonance in the transmission geometry using an excitation 

antenna and detection using inductive coupling. All these require either new technique 

and/or a more involved and time-taking sample fabrication method, which is beyond 

the scope of this paper. In this manuscript, we have used broadband ferromagnetic 

resonance technique to study the uniform precessional mode (k = 0) and standing spin 

wave spectra. However, using micromagnetic simulations, we have shown (see 

supplementary movies M1-M4) that the velocity of the spin wave increases significantly 

in case of the BMCs (S3 and S4) as opposed to the CoFe ADLs (S1 and S2). A local line 

excitation at the centre of the stripe like simulated samples propagate nearly 3 times 

faster in S3 and S4 as opposed to S1 and S2. 

9.4. Conclusion  

We have fabricated arrays of circular and square shaped NiFe filled CoFe antidot lattices 

(ADLs) and unfilled CoFe ADLs with nominal width of 400 nm and nominal edge-to-

edge separation of 600 nm, arranged in square lattice symmetry by using a combination 

of electron beam lithography, electron beam evaporation and ion milling technique. We 

have investigated the spin wave (SW) spectra of these samples by varying the bias 
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magnetic field and element shape using broadband ferromagnetic resonance 

spectroscopy. A remarkable difference in the SW spectra between the filled and unfilled 

ADLs is observed for both the shapes. An asymmetry in the dispersion of spin wave 

frequency with bias field is observed in the filled ADLs with both circular and square 

shapes as opposed to their unfilled counterparts, with a minimum in the frequency 

occurring at a negative bias field, confirming the presence of inter-element exchange 

interaction at the NiFe and CoFe interface. For the circular shaped filled ADL, the SW 

spectra show three distinct modes similar to the corresponding unfilled ADL. However, 

unlike in the unfilled ADL, here we observe a decrease in the frequency gap between the 

two lowest modes (modes 1 and 2) down to a bias field of 0.75 kOe, below which the 

gap increases. A further change occurs with the element shape. While the unfilled 

square shaped ADL shows four modes, the corresponding filled ADL shows seven 

modes in the SW spectra. The inter-element exchange field value at the interface is 

greater in the square shaped filled ADL (-190 Oe) as opposed to that in the circular 

shaped filled ADLs (-150 Oe) probably due to a better-quality interface between NiFe 

and CoFe in the former. In addition, for square shaped filled ADL a gradual increase in 

the frequency gap between the two lowest modes (modes 1 and 2) is also observed 

below a bias field of 0.9 kOe. Micromagnetic simulations qualitatively reproduced the 

observed SW dynamics and the simulated SW mode profiles show a significant variation 

between the filled and unfilled ADLs as well as with the shape of the antidots (NiFe 

filled regions). For filled ADLs with both the shapes, the lowest lying SW modes are 

extended DE-like modes in CoFe channel and BV-like standing waves in the NiFe filled 

region. The higher frequency modes are the quantized BV-like modes in both CoFe and 

NiFe filled regions with different mode quantization numbers. Simulations show a 

significant difference in the magnetostatic field distributions for both circular and 

square shaped filled ADLs as opposed to their unfilled counterparts. The 

demagnetization region in filled ADL is modified due to change in the element shape, 

and as a result, the total internal field in the square shaped filled NiFe regions is larger 

as compared to the circular shaped filled NiFe regions. Finally, the demagnetizing fields 

in the CoFe and NiFe channels are opposite to each other, which give rise to a significant 

modification of the SWs in these samples. The observed tunability of SW spectra by 

filling the ferromagnetic antidots with another ferromagnetic material and the 
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modification of the exchange coupling between the two materials at the interface opens 

up the possibility of development of rich class of magnonic and magnetoelectronic 

devices. Finally, the fabrication method developed for the preparing the arrays of 

embedded magnetic nanostructures can easily be applied to develop other types of 

artificial crystals such as photonic, phononic and plasmonic crystals.  

9.5. Materials and Methods 

9.5.1. Sample Preparation 

The periodic arrays of embedded nanostructures in the form of NiFe filled CoFe antidot 

lattices arranged in square lattice symmetry were fabricated by a combination of e-

beam lithography (EBL), e-beam evaporation (EBE) and ion milling as shown in Figure 

9.1(c). The width of the each NiFe filled region (antidot) is about 400 nm with maximum 

± 5% deviation and the edge to edge separation between them is 600 nm with 

maximum ± 5% deviation, so that both the magnetostatic interaction and the exchange 

interaction play significant roles on the SW spectra. At first, 20 nm thick NiFe film is 

deposited on top of a self-oxidized silicon (Si) [100] substrate using e-beam evaporation 

in an ultra-high vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 2 × 10-8 Torr. Single layer 

negative resist (ma-N 2405) was used for e-beam lithography with a beam current of 

100 pA to prepare the resist pattern on top of the NiFe film followed by Argon ion 

milling at a base pressure of 1.8 × 10-4 Torr to etch out the NiFe film from everywhere 

except the exposed resist pattern. The ion-milling on the NiFe film was performed down 

to the base of the film for each pattern. Subsequently, CoFe was deposited on top of this 

substrate in the e-beam evaporation chamber at the same base pressure used during 

NiFe deposition. The thickness of CoFe is kept as 20 nm so that after lift-off process the 

height of the NiFe filled regions and the surrounding CoFe regions remain the same. A 

co-planer waveguide (CPW) made of Au with thickness of 150 nm was deposited on top 

of the NiFe filled CoFe ADLs at a base pressure of 6 × 10-7 Torr for the broadband 

ferromagnetic resonance measurement. The Au waveguide was patterned by using 

mask-less photolithography. The width and length of the central conducting line of this 

CPW are 30 µm and 300 µm respectively so that the array falls under the centre of the 

central conducting line of CPW which has a nominal characteristic impedance of 50 Ω. 

Unfilled CoFe ADLs and Au co-planar waveguides on top of them with same dimensions 
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are also prepared separately under the same conditions for measurement of the 

ferromagnetic resonance spectra of those samples.   

9.5.2. Measurement Technique  

The frequency domain SW dynamics of the samples were measured by using a 

broadband ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer based on a vector network analyzer 

(VNA-FMR) along with a home-built probe station, which includes an in-built 

electromagnet to apply the bias magnetic field of 1.8 kOe. The bias field can be rotated 

by 360° within the sample plane. The microwave signal of varying frequency from 10 

MHz to 50 GHz is launched in the CPW through a non-magnetic ground-signal-ground 

(G-S-G) probe via a co-axial cable and the CPW is shorted at one end so that the 

scattering parameter in the reflection mode (S11) can be measured by the VNA after 

being collected by the same probe. The sample absorbs the power at various SW 

frequencies during the onward and return journey of the microwave signal through the 

CPW structure. This forms the characteristic SW spectrum for that sample. However, 

there are non-linear backgrounds in the directly measured signals originated from 

various sources. Hence during measurement at each bias field, a reference spectrum 

(spectrum at the highest value of the bias field) is subtracted from the signal to obtain a 

background free spectrum. However, some background still remains in the spectrum, 

which is non-trivial to remove from the spectrum. For each sample the spectra for a 

series of bias field from -1.56 kOe to +1.56 kOe at separation of 20 Oe are plotted 

together as a surface plot. 
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Chapter 10 

10. Anisotropic Spin Waves in Two-Dimensional 

Triangular Shaped Bi-Component Magnonic Crystal 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Bi-component magnonic crystals with a strong dipole-exchange interaction across the 

interface of the constituent magnetic elements have shown promising potentials in 

magnonics and magnon-spintronics. Here, we have reported an all-optical investigation 

of spin wave dynamics in an array of periodically arranged bi-component magnonic 

crystal in the form of triangular-shaped Ni80Fe20 nanoelements embedded in Co50Fe50 

matrix using time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry. The spin wave 

spectra obtained from the sample reveal a broad band of spin wave modes where they 

possess a strong and systematic bias magnetic field tunability which is crucial for active 

control over such system in device applications. Further, the spin wave modes show a 

six-fold and four-fold rotational anisotropy with the bias field orientation due to 

combined effects of element shape and lattice symmetry. Micromagnetic simulations 

reproduce the experimental results qualitatively where the simulated mode profiles 

unravel the spatial distribution of spin wave frequencies inside both constituent 

elements while the internal magnetic fields play a crucial role for the observed 

tunability of spin wave dynamics. Development of such magnetically coupled embedded 

magnetic nanostructures can pave a new pathway in designing the future magnonic 

devices and faster microwave communication systems. 

10.1. Introduction 

Magnonic crystals (MCs) [1,2] are smart artificial materials which have emerged during 

last one decade as a powerful sub-field of spintronics and nanotechnology, where spin 

waves (SWs) are being utilized and manipulated to transfer and process information. By 

structuring a known magnetic material into one-, two- or three-dimensions (1, 2 or 3D) 

at different length scales [1,3,4], one can introduce and tailor magnonic band structure, 

band gap and SW propagation velocity. This makes them useful for SW-based 

communication devices e.g. magnonic waveguides [5], SW filters [6], phase shifters [7], 

SW emitters [8], SW-based logic devices [9], transistor [10] as well as for cellular non-
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linear networking. Subsequently, the rapidly emerging field of magnonics [11-13] has 

shown the potential to compete with the charge-based semiconductor technology. 

Further development of magnon-spintronics [14] where spin current can be carried by 

magnons and inter-conversion between magnon current and electric charge-based spin 

and charge current is possible. Consequently, spin-orbitronics [15,16] (interconversion 

between spin and charge current due to spin-orbit effects) has given a strong impetus to 

this highly interdisciplinary research areas. In addition, both these new fields promise 

energy-efficient computing as opposed to its existing counterparts. Magnonic crystals 

can act as building blocks for the development of the above devices and a plethora of 

work have been done in this field during the last one decade. Ferromagnetic (FM) dot 

arrays [17-20], antidot (AD) arrays [21-24] and nanowires [25-27] have emerged as 

promising candidates as MCs. Here, the magnonic band structures can be significantly 

tailored by tuning different physical or geometrical features such as constituent 

material [28], shape [29], size [30], lattice spacing [31] and also by changing or breaking 

the translational [32] and rotational symmetry [33] of these nanostructure arrays.  

The magnetization dynamics can be efficaciously modulated in bi-component magnonic 

crystals (BMCs) [34-36]. Here, one FM element is embedded into a matrix of another FM 

material in a periodic manner so that the difference between their magnetic parameters 

and magnetic coupling between them give more control over their magnonic bands. 

Further, the coupling can be maximized at their physical boundaries because of the 

exchange interaction between the two constituent FM materials. Therefore, these 

embedded nanostructures have become a subject of extreme importance due to their 

salient physical aspects like mode-coupling process and large SW group velocity 

through the lateral interface which may find potential applications in magnonics as well 

as in spintronics as a tool to bridge between them. 

In recent years, SW dynamics of different kinds of 1D [37,38] and 2D BMCs [35,36,39-

41] have been studied experimentally by electrical [42] and thermal [43] excitation 

methods and theoretically by analytical and numerical methods [44,45].  A more recent 

study [46] on circular shaped BMC shows that they can be used as an omnidirectional 

nanograting coupler. However, the rotational anisotropy in BMC, particularly in various 

non-ellipsoidal shaped elements have not been studied in details. This will have an 

important influence on the anisotropic SW propagation and its possible applications 
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such as SW splitter, directional couples and other reconfigurable devices. Furthermore, 

time-domain investigation of the magnetization dynamics in complex BMC structures 

have not been performed so far. Here, we present an all-optical investigation of time-

resolved magnetization dynamics of a new BMC structure made of triangular shaped 

Ni80Fe20 (NiFe) elements embedded in Co50Fe50 (CoFe) thin film matrix where CoFe and 

NiFe are physically connected at their boundaries. We have obtained rich SW spectra 

consisting of four dominant SW modes along with an additional weak SW mode which 

follow a systematic variation with the strength of the bias magnetic field. A strong 

anisotropic behaviour of the SW is observed by varying the in-plane orientation of the 

bias magnetic field, where we obtain strong six-fold and four-fold rotational symmetries 

in the SW modes. The micromagnetic simulations unravel the presence of different 

localized and extended SW modes and also help to interpret the effect of demagnetizing 

field due to the modulation at the interface of the embedded BMC system.  

 

 

Figure 10.1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of triangular-shaped Ni80Fe20 
(NiFe) elements of base length, b = 330 nm arranged in a square lattice of periodicity, a 
= 600 nm embedded in Co50Fe50 (CoFe) matrix. (b) Schematic of the experimental 
arrangement used for TRMOKE measurement technique and the geometry of the 
applied magnetic field (Hext). (c) Unprocessed time-resolved Kerr rotation data obtained 
from the BMC sample at Hext = 1.3 kOe applied at an azimuthal angle,  = 0°. (d) Time-
domain precessional data obtained after background subtraction using a bi-exponential 
fit as shown by the red solid line in Figure 10.1(c). Corresponding FFT power spectra of 
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(e) experimental and (f) simulated time-domain precession with Hext = 1.3 kOe for  = 
0°.  
 

10.2. Experimental Details  

A 2D array of 20-nm thick (t) triangular-shaped NiFe nanostructures embedded in 

square lattice on the CoFe thin film matrix of the same thickness, as shown in the 

scanning electron micrograph (SEM) in Figure 10.1(a), has been fabricated by electron 

beam evaporation (EBE), electron beam lithography (EBL) and ion milling tools. The 

side (b) of each triangle is 330 nm (± 5%) while the periodicity (a) of the square lattice 

has been kept at 600 nm (± 2%).  The NiFe and CoFe regions are physically connected at 

their boundaries and hence, both exchange and the magnetostatic interactions will play 

significant roles in their SW dynamics.  

The ultrafast magnetization dynamics have been measured by employing the time-

resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect microscope [30] as demonstrated schematically in 

Figure 10.1(b). The second harmonic (wavelength λpump: 400 nm) of a mode-locked Ti-

Sapphire oscillator has been employed as the pump beam to excite the magnetization 

dynamics in the BMC, while the fundamental laser beam (wavelength λprobe: 800 nm) 

has been employed to probe the polar Kerr rotation from the BMC as a function of the 

time delay (t) between the pump and probe laser beams. A time window of 1.5 ns has 

been used in our experiment. A magnetic field is applied at a small tilt angle () ~ 15° 

from the sample plane, the in-plane component of which (Hext) is considered as the bias 

magnetic field. Here, the slight tilt of the magnetization from the plane of the sample 

introduces a finite demagnetizing field along the pump beam direction and this is 

modulated by the pump laser to induce a precessional dynamics in the sample. The 

pump and the probe beams, which are aligned in a colinear geometry, are focused on 

the sample through a single microscope objective (MO). Here, the measurement is done 

by keeping the sample at the focal plane of the probe laser (diameter ~800 nm), while 

the pump laser (diameter ~1 m) is slightly defocused on the sample plane. The probe 

is carefully placed at the centre of the pump beam so that we can probe the local 

magnetization dynamics from a uniformly excited region of the sample. The Kerr 

rotation present in the back-reflected probe beam and the total reflectivity signals have 

been unambiguously recorded with the aid of a balanced photodiode detector and two 
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lock-in amplifiers using a phase-sensitive manner, where the breakthrough of 

reflectivity and Kerr signals into one another has been eliminated. In the experimental 

set-up, the in-plane (azimuthal) angle () of Hext was precisely varied at an interval of 

15° which is achieved by rotating the sample mounted on a high precision rotation stage 

while the MO and Hext have been kept fixed. Both pump and the probe beams have been 

made incident on the same region of the BMC sample for each value of .  

The micromagnetic simulations have been performed to interpret the origin of the 

observed SW frequencies using the OOMMF software [47] where a finite array 

consisting of 7 × 7 triangular-shaped NiFe elements has been considered in square 

lattice arrangement on CoFe matrix. The sample has been divided into parallelepiped 

cells having dimensions 3 × 3 × 20 nm3. The saturation magnetization and exchange 

stiffness parameters used during the simulation [41] are MNiFe = 800 emu/cc, ANiFe = 1.3 

× 10-6 erg/cm, for NiFe, and MCoFe = 1800 emu/cc, ACoFe = 3 × 10-6 erg/cm, for CoFe. The 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy, K = 0 and the gyromagnetic ratio, γ = 18.5 MHz/Oe have 

been considered for both the materials. After performing numerous test simulations 

and comparing those results with the experimental results, the exchange stiffness 

constant is found to be AExch = 2.1 × 10-6 erg/cm at the NiFe/CoFe interface ensuring a 

strong inter-component interaction between NiFe and CoFe [48,49]. The micromagnetic 

simulations are described in details elsewhere [50]. 

10.3. Results and Discussion 

10.3.1. Evolution of Spin Wave (SW) Frequencies with Strength and Orientation of 

the External Bias Magnetic Field 

Figure 10.1(c) represents a typical time-resolved Kerr rotation trace obtained from the 

triangular- shaped BMC at a bias magnetic field, Hext = 1.3 kOe applied at  = 0°. Here, 

the ultrafast demagnetization [51] (region I, demagnetization time τdemag = 171 ± 3 fs) 

takes place during the thermalization of the electron and spin system which was 

disturbed by the pump pulse at the zero delay [52]. This phenomenon is followed by a 

fast (region II, time τfast = 0.363 ± 0.009 ps) and a slow (region III, time τslow = 0.56 ± 

0.01 ns) relaxation processes [53] with two different relaxation time scales because of 

the transfer of electron and spin energies to lattice and further to the substrate and the 

surrounding environment. The precessional magnetization dynamics is observed as an 

oscillatory signal over the slowly decaying magnetization. After subtracting a bi-
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exponential background as shown by the red solid line in Figure 10.1(c), the time-

resolved precessional dynamics is illustrated in Figure 10.1(d) which shows a damped 

non-uniform oscillation consisting of multiple precessional modes. Fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) is performed over this precessional data to obtain the power versus 

frequency spectrum as shown in Figure 10.1(e), which clearly indicates the presence of 

four distinct SW modes in this sample, which have been named as M1-M4 according to 

the ascending order of their frequency values. Interestingly, we have also obtained 

another low power SW mode in the lower frequency regime, which is denoted by an 

asterisk mark (M*) in Figure 10.1(e, f). Notably, the spatial uniformity of the sample has 

been checked by measuring the dynamics at different positions of the sample which 

ensures that the time-resolved dynamics and the corresponding SW spectra obtained by 

FFT of the time-resolved Kerr rotation from different positions of the same sample are 

very similar indicating spatial uniformity of the sample. 

 

 

Figure 10.2. (a) Experimental time-domain Kerr rotation showing precessional 
dynamics for the triangular BMC at various bias magnetic field (Hext) between 1.1 kOe ≤ 
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Hext ≤ 0.31 kOe applied at azimuthal angle  = 0°. FFT power spectra of (b) experimental 
and (c) simulated time-domain Kerr rotation. The schematic of the orientation of Hext 
are shown at the bottom left side of the figure. 
 

Subsequently, we measured the time-resolved magnetization dynamics from the central 

region of the array systematically for consistency. The time-domain precessional 

dynamics along with the experimental and simulated FFT power spectra at different 

strength of Hext applied at  = 0° are shown in Figure 10.2. Figure 10.3(a) describes the 

variation of the SW frequencies present in the BMC with the variation of external bias 

field (Hext). This reveals that all the SW frequencies decrease systematically with the 

reduction in Hext while, M* disappears for Hext  0.93 kOe.   

 

Figure 10.3. (a) Variation of precessional frequencies of the SW modes as a function of 
the strength of the external magnetic field (Hext) applied at an azimuthal angle  = 0°. (b) 
Modulation of SW frequencies (M1-M4) with  is presented for Hext = 1.3 kOe. The 
symbols denote the experimental results, while the dotted lines represent sinusoidal fits 
for the anisotropic SW modes obtained in the BMC. The schematic of the orientation of 
Hext is given at the right side of the figure. 
 

The time-domain magnetization dynamics with the experimental and simulated FFT 

power spectra obtained at  = 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90° respectively at constant 

Hext = 1.3 kOe are shown in Figure 10.4. Figure 10.3(b) demonstrates the modulation of 

the precessional dynamics for the triangular-shaped BMC with  at Hext = 1.3 kOe. A 

distinct modulation in the SW frequencies is observed with the variation of . The 

dotted curves in Figure 10.3(b) describe the theoretical fits employing harmonic 

functions having different rotational symmetries which clearly show that both the 

lowest and highest frequency modes (M1 and M4) show anisotropic behaviour with six-
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fold rotational symmetry although their anisotropic nature is in opposite phase with 

each other. Interestingly, M2 shows an anisotropic nature with a four-fold symmetry 

but the other mode, i.e. M3 shows negligible anisotropy with a superposition of weak 

four- and six-fold rotational symmetries. 

 

 

Figure 10.4. (a) Experimental time-resolved Kerr rotation data obtained for the 
triangular BMC for Hext = 1.3 kOe applied at  = 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°. FFT 
power spectra of (b) experimental and (c) simulated time-resolved magnetization. Here, 
the ‘+’ marked mode in both experimental and simulated power spectra at  = 90° 
represent the edge mode. The schematic of the orientation of Hext is shown at the 
bottom left side of the figure. 
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10.3.2. Micromagnetic Analysis of Spin Wave (SW) Mode Profiles 

Micromagnetic simulations have qualitatively reproduced the experimental results as 

shown in Figure 10.1(f) where FFT power spectra obtained for Hext = 1.3 kOe at  = 0° is 

presented.  However, the precise values of the SW modes have not been reproduced 

always because of the deviation of the experimental conditions from the simulated ones. 

Generally, the deviation in the physical entities (e.g. roundedness at edges of the 

triangular elements) as observed in the experimental sample have been included during 

the simulation. However, the precise edge roughness profiles are difficult to incorporate 

in the micromagnetic simulations used here which relies on a finite difference method. 

Also, to avoid the boundary effects, as the boundaries of the arrays experience non-

uniform magnetostatic environment due to the finite array size, we extracted 

magnetization response from a much smaller area (3 × 3 elements from the centre of 7 

× 7 elements) from the simulated array. For this the magnetostatic environment is 

almost identical due to the absence of the edge effect of the boundary of the array. 

 

 

Figure 10.5. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of the phase of the SW modes obtained 
for the triangular BMC with bias field Hext = 1.3 kOe applied at  = 0°, 30°, 45° and 90°, 
respectively. (b) Simulated power map corresponding to the edge mode (M*) obtained 
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at Hext = 1.3 kOe at  = 0°. The color map for the power distribution and the orientation 
of Hext are shown at the bottom right side of the figure. 
 

The power and phase maps of the SW modes by using a homebuilt code [54] have been 

simulated to understand their origins. Figure 10.5 and Figure 10.6 illustrate the phase 

and power maps of the SW frequencies obtained in the triangular-shaped BMC at Hext = 

1.3 kOe applied at different  values. As evident from Figure 10.5, various extended and 

quantized SW modes are observed for the lattice because of the confining potentials 

created by the demagnetizing field around the triangular-shaped NiFe elements causing 

the formation of standing SW between two neighbouring NiFe elements. Different 

quantization numbers for the SW modes in the backward volume (BV) geometry (viz. 

localization along the direction of Hext) are assigned which is denoted by m and n for 

NiFe and CoFe regions, respectively based on the number of antinodes. Interestingly, it 

is observed from Figure 10.6 that at  = 0°, the power of the lowest frequency mode M1 

is primarily confined along the NiFe filled CoFe channel as shown by the black dotted 

lines in M1 of Figure 10.6(a). As the frequency of SW modes increases the power gets 

transferred to the CoFe channels as shown by the blue dotted lines in M2 of Figure 

10.6(a). The phase profiles of the SW frequencies at  = 0° in Figure 10.5(a) show that 

M1 represents edge-mode in CoFe channel although it forms standing SW in BV-

geometry with m = 3 inside the triangular NiFe element. On the other hand, M2 shows 

extended Damon-Eshbach (DE)-like nature in the CoFe channel while it shows BV-like 

standing SW within the NiFe elements having m = 5. M3 represents localized BV-like 

mode in both NiFe and CoFe with m = 7 and n = 3, respectively. However, the highest 

frequency mode M4 shows a mixed quantized nature along both x- and y-directions 

inside the NiFe element, while it represents a BV-like mode in the CoFe region with n = 

5.  
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Figure 10.6. (a) Simulated spatial distributions of power of the SW modes obtained for 
the triangular BMC with bias field Hext = 1.3 kOe applied at  = 0°, 30°, 45° and 90°, 
respectively. (b) Simulated power map corresponding to the edge mode (M*) obtained 
at Hext = 1.3 kOe at  = 0°. The color map for the power distribution and the orientation 
of Hext are given at the bottom right side of the figure. 
 

Interestingly, the spatial evolution of the SW frequencies with the in-plane orientation 

of the bias field as demonstrated in Figure 10.5(a) and Figure 10.6(a) revealed that the 

nature of M1 remains unaltered when  is varied from 0° to 90°, while its quantization 

axis rotates in commensuration with the direction of Hext. However, M2 gets drastically 

modified with the variation of  as it undergoes a mode conversion from DE-like to BV-

like mode when  is increased from 0° and it regains its extended DE-like nature at  = 

90°. In M3, the spatial quantization of the modes remains unaffected with the variation 

of , but the power of the mode reduces drastically as  is increased above 0°, while the 

power is regained at  = 90°. However, the behaviour of highest frequency mode M4 

remains almost invariant with . In addition, the asterisk (M*) marked mode as shown 

in Figure 10.1(e, f) represents the edge mode of the array where the power of the SW 

frequency is localized only at the edges of the triangular-shaped NiFe regions which is 

demonstrated in Figure 10.5(b) and Figure 10.6(b). This reflects that the power of this 

edge mode M* is very small compared to other prominent SW modes. 
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Figure 10.7. Power profiles of SW mode M2 excited locally at the blue shaded region at 
Hext = 1.3 kOe applied at  = (a) 0° (b) 30° (c) 45° and (d) 90° respectively. The color 
map associated with the power distributions and the orientation of Hext are given at the 
bottom right side of the figure. 
 

Figure 10.7 demonstrates an exemplary simulation of the manipulation of the 

propagating nature of the extended SW mode M2. For that, microwave line excitation 

has been employed to stimulate the SW response with the aid of OOMMF micromagnetic 

simulation. Here, SWs are launched at one end of the considered BMC as shown by blue 

shaded rectangular regions in Figure 10.7(a-d) with an area, 1750 (x) × 350 (y) nm2, 

where a time-varying field with “sinc” functional form with a 30 GHz frequency cut-off is 

applied for the SW excitation. In the simulation, the bias magnetic field, Hext = 1.3 kOe is 

applied at different in-plane orientation of  = 0°, 30°, 45° and 90°. The results reveal an 

exciting feature that the excited SW mode M2 propagates uniformly through the 

waveguide to its other end at  = 0° as shown in Figure 10.7(a). However, it decays very 

fast and disappears within about 1000 nm from the excitation region with the increase 

in , as evident from Figure 10.7(b, c), while it almost ceases to propagate when  

becomes 90° as shown in Figure 10.7(d). Thus, this waveguide may act as an angular 

filter for the extended mode M2 depending mainly upon the orientation of the magnetic 

field suggesting this triangular BMC suitable for magnonic circuits for faster microwave 

communication. 
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10.3.3. Calculation of Magnetostatic Field Profile 

 

 

Figure 10.8. (a) Contour plot of the simulated magnetostatic field profile inside the 
triangular-shaped BMC at magnetic field Hext = 1.3 kOe for  = 0° and the corresponding 
color map shown at the right side. (b) Contour plot of the simulated demagnetization 
field profile in the BMC at bias field Hext = 1.3 kOe for  = 0° and the corresponding color 
map is given at the right side. (c) Linescan of the simulated internal field (Bin) inside the 
BMC taken along the black dotted line from Figure 10.8(a). (d) Evolution of Bin values 
with varying  at Hext = 1.3 kOe obtained from the NiFe and CoFe regions of the array. 
The symbols denote the simulated results whereas the dotted lines represent the 
sinusoidal fits for anisotropic behaviour in Bin. The Hext is given schematically at the left 
side of the figure. 
 

Further, the tunability of the SW dynamics present in the BMC has been investigated by 

calculating the magnetostatic field distributions using LLG Micromagnetics simulator 

[55] as shown in Figure 10.8(a), which clearly indicates the non-uniform magnetostatic 

field distribution around the edges of the NiFe elements and this is asymmetric in 

nature due to the triangular shape of the NiFe element. Interestingly, when we calculate 

the demagnetizing field distributions as demonstrated in Figure 10.8(b), we observe a 

stark difference in demagnetizing field inside the CoFe region as opposed to that in the 

NiFe region. This means the demagnetizing field in NiFe element is parallel to the Hext 

while it is antiparallel to Hext in the CoFe region which helps to increase or decrease the 

internal field (Bin) in the NiFe or CoFe region. However, when a line scan is performed 
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across the black dotted line as represented in Figure 10.8(c) to determine the Bin values 

in the NiFe and the CoFe regions, we find that the total Bin inside the NiFe element is 

much smaller than that in CoFe region due to a comparatively smaller value of 

saturation magnetization of NiFe than CoFe. Consequently, the lowest frequency mode, 

i.e. M1 is confined mainly inside the NiFe regions, whereas the power of SW mode gets 

gradually shifted to CoFe channels for the higher frequency mode M2. In order to 

understand the anisotropic behaviour of the SW mode, we have also calculated the 

variation of Bin for the triangular shaped BMC at different  inside both NiFe and CoFe 

regions as shown in Figure 10.8(a). Interestingly, Bin varies significantly with the 

variation of  as evident from Figure 10.8(d). The variation of Bin also confirms that a 

six-fold anisotropy is present inside NiFe element, whereas a four-fold anisotropic 

behaviour is obtained in the CoFe region. This is due to a combined effect of the 

triangular shape of the NiFe element and the square lattice symmetry (as shown by red 

dotted box in Figure 10.8(a)), which play a crucial role for the variation of Bin in NiFe 

and CoFe regions as a function of . This is manifested as the configurational anisotropy 

present in the SW frequencies of the BMC.  

10.4. Conclusion 

In summary, the ultrafast magnetization dynamics of triangular-shaped NiFe filled CoFe 

BMC has been investigated by controlling the strength and the azimuthal orientation of 

the bias magnetic field by employing time-resolved MOKE magnetometry. The 

magnetization dynamics of the BMC reveals rich SW spectra where four distinct SW 

modes along with an additional weak low-frequency SW mode are observed which vary 

systematically with the strength of the applied magnetic field. The experimentally 

observed SW dynamics has been qualitatively reproduced by micromagnetic 

simulations while the simulated profiles of the SW modes unravel some interesting 

features. The SW modes possess either extended DE- or BV-like behaviour depending 

upon their frequency with different mode quantization numbers in NiFe and CoFe 

regions. Also, the power of the SW mode is transferred from NiFe channel (M1) to CoFe 

channel (M2) when the frequency is increased. The configurational anisotropy present 

in the BMC is investigated by varying the azimuthal orientation of the applied magnetic 

field where two SW modes (M1 and M4) possess six-fold anisotropy having an opposite 

phase to each other. However, one of the intermediate SW modes (M2) shows four-fold 
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anisotropy, while the other one (M3) has a weak anisotropic behaviour with a 

superposition of six- and four-fold symmetry. The magnetostatic fields including the 

demagnetizing field distributions reveal that the demagnetizing fields in NiFe and CoFe 

regions are opposite to each other although there is a large difference of saturation 

magnetization values between the constituent FM materials which gives rise to a 

significant modification in the SW spectra. Also, the in-plane variation of the internal 

field reveals that the triangular shape of NiFe element is mainly responsible for the 

observed six-fold anisotropy, whereas the four-fold anisotropy arises due to the lattice 

arrangement of these NiFe elements on the CoFe matrix. In addition to this, the power 

profiles of the SW mode (M2) show an interesting mode conversion from extended to 

quantized standing SW mode with the azimuthal rotation of bias magnetic field 

direction. Further, this fascinating property of M2 is improvised to numerically 

demonstrate a potential application of such BMC as a dynamic filter integrated with the 

magnonic waveguide. This efficient modulation of SW dynamics due to the coupling 

between the constituent FM materials at their interface unlocks a new possibility of 

developing magnonic as well as spintronic devices. 

10.5. Materials and Methods 

10.5.1. Sample Preparation 

The periodic arrays of embedded nanostructures in the form of NiFe filled CoFe antidot 

lattices arranged in square lattice symmetry were fabricated on 15 × 15 m2 area by a 

combination of e-beam lithography (EBL), e-beam evaporation (EBE) and ion milling as 

shown in Figure 10.9. The width of the each NiFe filled region (antidot) is about 330 nm 

with maximum ± 5% deviation and the lattice periodicity is about 600 nm with 

maximum ± 2% deviation, so that both the magnetostatic interaction and the exchange 

interaction play significant roles on the spin wave (SW) spectra. At first, 20-nm-thick 

NiFe film is deposited on top of a self-oxidized silicon (Si) [100] substrate using e-beam 

evaporation in an ultra-high vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 2 × 10-8 Torr. Single 

layer negative resist (ma-N 2405) was used for the e-beam lithography with a beam 

current of 100 pA to prepare the resist pattern on top of the NiFe film followed by 

Argon ion milling at a base pressure of 1.8 × 10-4 Torr to etch out the NiFe film from 

everywhere except the exposed resist pattern. The ion-milling on the NiFe film was 

performed down to the base of the film for each pattern. Subsequently, CoFe was 
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deposited on top of this substrate in the e-beam evaporation chamber at the same base 

pressure used during NiFe deposition. The thickness of CoFe is kept as 20 nm so that 

after lift-off process the height of the NiFe filled regions and the surrounding CoFe 

regions remain the same. 

 

 

Figure 10.9. Schematic of the nano-fabrication technique used for the development of 
the two-dimensional triangular shaped bi-component magnonic crystal. 
 

10.5.2. Measurement Technique 

The ultrafast magnetization dynamics have been investigated using time-resolved 

magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry. Here, the second harmonic (wavelength 

λpump: 400 nm; pulse width: 100 fs) of a mode-locked Ti-Sapphire oscillator (Tsunami, 

Spectra Physics) was used as the pump beam to excite the spin dynamics in the BMC, 

while the fundamental laser beam (wavelength λprobe: 800 nm; pulse width: 80 fs; 

repetition rate: 80 MHz) was employed to probe the polar Kerr rotation from the BMC 

as a function of the time delay (t) between the pump and the probe laser beams where 

the temporal resolution of the measurement is limited by the cross-correlation between 

these two beams and a time window of 1.5 ns has been used in our experiment. At first, 

a large magnetic field is applied at a small tilt angle () ~ 15° from the sample plane in 

order to saturate its magnetization, which is followed by the decrease in the magnetic 

field to the bias field value (Hext: in-plane component of the bias magnetic field) and this 

ensures that the magnetization remains oriented along the bias field direction. Here, the 
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slight tilt of the magnetization from the sample plane introduces a finite demagnetizing 

field along the direction of the pump beam and this is further modified by the pump 

pulse itself to induce a precessional dynamics within the sample. The pump and the 

probe beams, which are aligned in a colinear geometry, are focused on the sample 

through a microscope objective (MO) having numerical aperture NA: 0.65, where the 

SW dynamics is investigated by keeping the sample at the focal plane of probe pulse 

(diameter ~ 800 nm) while the pump pulse (diameter: 1 m) is slightly defocused to 

measure the local magnetization dynamics of the sample. The probe beam is centered 

on the pump beam so that the Kerr signal can be collected from the uniformly excited 

region of the BMC. Here, the pump beam is modulated at 2 kHz frequency which is used 

as the reference frequency of the lock-in amplifier. Therefore, the Kerr rotation signal 

present in the back-reflected probe beam can be efficiently detected by a balanced 

photodiode detector and lock-in amplifier in a phase-sensitive manner. The reflectivity 

is simultaneous measured using the same detector and a separate lock-in amplifier. The 

pump and probe fluences were kept at around and 10 and 2 mJ/cm2, respectively to 

avoid any damage due to laser heating. All the experiments were performed under 

ambient condition. In the experimental set-up the azimuthal angle () of Hext was 

effectively varied at an interval of 15° which is done by rotating the sample mounted on 

a high precision rotary stage while keeping the microscope objective and Hext fixed. Both 

pump and the probe beams were made to incident on the same region of the BMC array 

for each value of . 
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Chapter 11 

11. Electric Field Control of Spin Waves in Ultrathin 

CoFeB Films 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Recently, investigation and control of propagating spin wave (SW) properties in 

ultrathin ferromagnetic films are achieving particular attention due to possible 

technological impact in future nanoscale magnonic devices. Control of SWs properties 

through voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA) may significantly reduce the 

power consumption of future magnonic devices. Here, we report an experimental study 

on manipulation of uniform ferromagnetic resonance (UFMR) and dipole-exchange spin 

waves by VCMA in ultrathin Co20Fe60B20 (CoFeB) films with thicknesses 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 

nm. UFMR and SWs are excited by microwave antenna and detected by spin pumping 

and inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) technique. UFMR study shows that interfacial 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (iPMA) and damping constant increases 

monotonically with the decrease of CoFeB thickness. A significant change in SW 

frequency by VCMA is observed, especially for 1.6-nm-thick CoFeB film, where the 

effective demagnetizing field is quite small due to the presence of strong iPMA. 

Moreover, we perform micromagnetic simulations to demonstrate that SWs in 1.6-nm-

thick CoFeB film, with the in-plane easy axis of magnetization, can be guided through 

virtual nanochannels (NCs) formed by VCMA.  

11.1. Introduction 

Perturbations created in ordered magnetic materials can set off a wave which can travel 

through the magnetic material. These waves are known as spin waves (SWs), which are 

basically dynamic eigenmodes of magnetic materials [1-4]. The SWs, i.e. magnons 

(particle counterpart of SWs) have been the center of attention in research fields, 

known as magnonics [5,6] and magnon spintronics [7], magnetic analogue to photonics, 

at least for last two decades [5,8-12]. Microwave communications and digital operations 

can be performed by encoding data into the amplitude, phase and polarization of 

propagating SWs [13,14]. Various types of magnonic devices such as oscillators, filters, 

attenuators, switch, multiplexer, logic gates, transistors, converters have been proposed 
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in the literature by utilizing SWs. Although, SWs have much lower group velocity and 

propagation length as compared to light wave in optical fibers, the wide variety of SW 

frequency ranging from few gigahertz (GHz) to few terahertz (THz) and corresponding 

wavelength ranging from few tens of micrometer (m) down to sub-nanometer makes 

them suitable for on-chip microwave applications and compatible with modern 

nanotechnology [15,16]. Moreover, SWs are almost free from Joule heating as they are 

not associated with any translation motion of charged particles such as electrons. 

However, SWs, i.e. magnons often interact with the free electrons of metallic 

ferromagnets (FMs), and lose their angular momentum shortly after excitation [4]. 

Alternatively, insulating ferrimagnets, such as yttrium iron garnet (YIG) [17,18] and 

ferromagnetic Heusler alloys [19,20] can be used to reduce energy losses due to 

magnon and free electron interaction.  

Generally, a magnonic device consists of four basic components: SW waveguide 

(SWWG), microwave source for SW excitation, component for detection and 

components for SW manipulation, i.e. modulation, amplification, channelling in between 

excitation and detection points [6,13]. In spite of many methods available in the 

literature for the operation of magnonic devices, all-electrical methods are preferable 

due to the ease of integration with modern nanotechnology. A significant number of 

reports are found in the literature about charge current induced electrical methods for 

excitation [21-23], manipulation [24,25] and amplification [26-28] of SWs. It turns out 

that even though SWs are capable of carrying and processing information at the cost of 

low power consumptions, the charge current induced methods do not allow us to 

develop magnonic devices which can be operated at ultralow power. Therefore, a 

significant research is dedicated to find out materials with very high spin Hall angle, 

which can, in principle, provide an efficient way of current-induced operation of 

magnonic devices [29,30]. Some recent reports demonstrate that electric field 

modulation of interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (iPMA) can be an excellent 

alternative method for the development of ultralow power nanoscale magnonic devices 

[31-34]. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) is observed at the interfaces of 3d 

transition metal ferromagnets (e.g. Fe, CoFeB) and nonmagnetic insulators (e.g. MgO, 

Al2O3) due to the hybridization of out-of-plane 3d orbitals of ferromagnets (FM) and 

out-of-plane 2p orbital of Oxygen [35-38]. When an electric field is applied at the 
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FM/oxide interface, the number of electrons in out-of-plane 3d-orbitals of Fe is changed 

with respect to in-plane orbitals as shown from first principles calculations [39,40]. The 

relative change in electronic occupation state modifies the bonding strength of 3d-2p 

orbitals, which in fact modulates iPMA through spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of FM 

[38,39,41]. The VCMA has been used for changing FM phase [42], controlling the 

coercive field [43,44], magnetization switching [45,46] and controlling domain wall 

motion [47,48]. Nozaki et al. [31] and Zhu et al. [49] have shown that VCMA can 

efficiently excite uniform ferromagnetic resonance (UFMR) with ultralow power 

consumption. A number of reports have been published after these revealing that VCMA 

can be an excellent tool for excitation of linear [32] and nonlinear [50-52] SWs and 

nonlinear ferromagnetic resonance [52]. These reports discuss several advantages of 

VCMA excitation of SWs as compared to Oersted field excitation. After excitation, SWs 

need to be guided through a channel so the that they can reach to a target position on 

the SWWG. Rana et al. have proposed that SWs can be guided through reconfigurable 

nanochannels formed by VCMA [34]. Recently, the directional channelling of SWs has 

been proposed by controlling SW phase by VCMA [53]. It is also important to modulate 

SW frequency, wavevector, propagation length, group velocity, and dispersion 

character, i.e. magnonic band structures for the development of various magnonic 

devices, such as interferometer, logic gates, filters and attenuators. Development of 

various logic gates, switches, multiplexers by utilizing VCMA has already been proposed 

[34]. Wang et al. proposed reconfigurable magnonic crystals formed by VCMA [33], 

where magnonic band structure and band gaps can be tuned by controlling applied gate 

voltage. Nagaoka et al. have shown that the resonance field of propagating 

magnetostatic surface spin waves (MSSWs) in relatively thick FM film possessing iPMA 

can be modulated by VCMA without charge current [54]. As thicker FM film was used as 

SWWG, the change in resonance field was quite small. In that report, SWs were excited 

and detected by using microwave antenna through inductive coupling. Unfortunately, 

this detection method becomes very inefficient for ultrathin FM films due to the reduced 

volume of FM material. Very recently, it has been shown that spin pumping and ensuing 

inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) could be an alternative method for electrical detection of 

SWs in ultrathin ferromagnetic films [55]. Although it is not a local detection technique, 
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nevertheless, this technique can be very powerful for studying resonance field and 

frequency of SWs. 

In the present study, we excited UFMR and dipole-exchange SWs in ultrathin FM films 

by using microwave antenna (i.e. charge current induced Oersted field) and detected 

those by spin pumping and ISHE technique. We chose ultrathin Co20Fe60B20 (CoFeB) 

films as our SWWG with three different thicknesses. It is observed that the iPMA of 

CoFeB films vary linearly as a function of gate voltage with a VCMA coefficient of about 

~ 70 fJ.V-1.m-1. Although VCMA coefficients are almost same for all the CoFeB films, a 

significant change in SW frequency with gate voltage is found for thinner CoFeB film, 

where the demagnetizing field is almost compensated by iPMA, i.e. the effective value of 

magnetization is very small. Furthermore, we performed numerical micromagnetic 

simulations to demonstrate that an ultrathin FM film with the lower effective 

demagnetizing field is suitable for the formation of virtual nanochannel by VCMA 

through which SWs can be guided. 

 

 

Figure 11.1. (a) Schematic illustration of a device and corresponding experimental set-
up for uniform ferromagnetic resonance (UFMR) measurement. Radio frequency 
current (Irf) is sent through a micrometer-sized antenna surrounding the rectangular 
shaped multilayer film. The Irf induced Oersted field (hrf) excites the UFMR in CoFeB 
layer at resonance condition given by Equation 11.2. (b) Schematic diagram shows the 
details of the device structure for UFMR study and the mechanism for inverse spin Hall 
effect (ISHE) detection of the resonance signal with the application of dc gate voltage 
(VG). (c) Schematic diagram of an SWWG with a nanoscale microwave antenna on top of 
it. Radio frequency current (Irf) is sent through a microwave antenna for excitation of 
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SWs in the SWWG. DC gate voltage (VG) is applied across the top gate electrode and the 
CoFeB waveguide to tune SW frequency. (d) Calculated excitation efficiency of SWs as a 
function of SW wavevector (k) is shown. 
 

11.2. Experimental Details 

The samples for our study were fabricated by multistep fabrication method. The 

multilayer stacks consist of following layers: Si/SiO2/Ta(10)/Co20Fe60B20(t = 1.6, 1.8, 

2.0)/MgO(2)/Al2O3(10), where the numbers in parentheses are the nominal thicknesses 

of corresponding layers in nanometers. Microwave antennae (nanoscale) for SW 

excitation were designed by electron beam lithography followed by deposition of 

Ti(5)/Au(120) layer by electron beam evaporation. The microwave antennae were 

designed with two parallel arms with width (W) of 200 nm and edge-to-edge separation 

of 200 nm. Here, all the contacts for application of dc gate voltage, measurement of ISHE 

signal, microwave antennae for excitation of UFMR and wider contacts of nanoscale 

antennae were made by photolithography and deposition of Ti(5)/Au(200) layer by 

electron beam evaporation.  

At first, we study UFMR to characterize the iPMA, VCMA coefficient, damping 

parameters of CoFeB films used in this article. Figure 11.1(a) represents a schematic 

diagram of such a device used for UFMR measurement. A signal generator is used to 

send RF current (Irf) through the micrometer-sized antenna surrounding the 

rectangular shaped (100 µm × 10 µm) magnetic structure. This RF current through the 

antenna generates a microwave magnetic field (hrf) perpendicular to the film plane. The 

magnetizations of the FM films are set along the short axis of rectangular structures 

(along the y-axis) by applying bias magnetic field (H) from an electromagnet. For UFMR 

study, the H is swept from −175 mT to +175 mT at a step of 0.5 mT while keeping the 

frequency of RF signal as constant. When H hits resonance value, UFMR of CoFeB layer 

is excited, which pumps pure spin current (Is) into the adjacent Ta layer (Figure 

11.1(b)). The pure spin current is then converted into a transverse charge current (Ic) 

by ISHE of Ta and the corresponding signal is obtained by measuring potential drop 

(VISHE) across the Ta layer with the help of a nanovoltmeter. For studying propagating 

SWs, Irf is sent through microwave antenna (Figure 11.1(c)), while the magnetization is 

set along the short axis (y-axis) of SWWG by applying a bias magnetic field H from an 

electromagnet. In this measurement, H is kept constant while, the frequency of 
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microwave signal is swept from 1 GHz to 10 GHz at a step of 20 MHz. The SW signals are 

obtained by measuring ISHE voltage (VISHE) across the SWWG as shown in Figure 

11.1(c). To study electric field control of UFMR and SWs, dc gate voltage (VG) is applied 

across the top metal gate electrode and CoFeB layer by using a dc power source. 

11.3. Results and Discussion 

11.3.1. Investigation of Uniform Ferromagnetic Resonance from CoFeB Films 

Figure 11.2(a) shows an example of measured ISHE signal corresponding to the UFMR 

of a 1.6-nm-thick CoFeB film at an applied microwave frequency f = 4.0 GHz. The 

opposite sign of ISHE signal for opposite polarities of H confirms that the origin of the 

signal is spin pumping and ISHE [56]. To extract resonance field (H0) and resonance 

line-width, the ISHE signals (VISHE) are fitted with a mathematical expression, where 

VISHE is written as a linear combination of symmetric and anti-symmetric Lorentzian 

functions given by [57,58]:  

𝑉ISHE = 𝐶 +
𝑉s

1+(𝐻−𝐻0)2/𝜎2
+

𝑉a(𝐻−𝐻0)/𝜎

1+(𝐻−𝐻0)2/𝜎2
                                   (11.1) 

Here, C is the dc background of ISHE signal, Vs & Va are the weightages of symmetric and 

anti-symmetric Lorentzian functions, respectively and σ is the half width at half 

maximum (HWHM) of the resonance spectrum. The fitted curve is represented by a 

solid line in Figure 11.2(a). In Figure 11.2(b), the UFMR frequencies (fUFMR) are plotted 

as a function of H for CoFeB films with three different thicknesses. The values of iPMA 

are extracted by fitting fUFMR versus H data points with analytical Kittel formula given by 

[15,32]: 

𝑓UFMR = (
𝜇0𝛾

2𝜋
) [𝐻 (𝐻 +𝑀s −𝐻p(𝑉G))]

1
2⁄

                                         (11.2) 

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, Hp is the iPMA field, Ms is the saturation 

magnetization. We adapted γ = 29.4 GHz.T-1 and µ0Ms = 1.5 T from Refs. [32,34], while 

setting µ0Hp as a free parameter for fitting. The extracted values of µ0Hp are 1.463 T, 

1.358 T and 1.144 T for CoFeB thickness tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm, respectively, as 

plotted in Figure 11.2(c). The reduction of µ0Hp with an increment of tCoFeB confirms the 

interfacial origin of PMA. As 𝜇0𝑀s > 𝜇0𝐻pfor all the CoFeB films, the easy axis of 

magnetization lies in the plane of the films. This is further confirmed from the 

anomalous Hall effect (AHE) measurement as shown in Figure 11.6. 
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Figure 11.2. Measured ISHE signal corresponding to UFMR of a 1.6-nm-thick CoFeB film 
at 4.0 GHz microwave frequency is plotted as a function of bias magnetic field. (b) UFMR 
frequencies of three different CoFeB films are plotted as a function of bias magnetic 
field. Solid curves are the fits with Kittel formula described in Equation 11.2. (c) 
Extracted values of iPMA fields and VCMA coefficients are plotted as a function of 
inverse CoFeB film thickness. (d) Extracted values of HWHM are plotted as a function of 
frequency. Solid lines represent linear fits. (e) Extracted values of Gilbert damping 
parameters are plotted as a function of CoFeB thickness (tCoFeB). (f) Change in the iPMA 
fields as a function of gate voltage is plotted for three different CoFeB thicknesses. Solid 
lines are the linear fits.  
 

To evaluate Gilbert damping parameter (α), the HWHM of resonance curves are plotted 

as a function of f (Figure 11.2(d)) and fitted with a linear function. Values of α are 

extracted from the slopes (Δ) of the linear fits by using the following expression [58,59]: 

𝛼 =
𝛾

2𝜋
Δ                                                                    (11.3) 

Figure 11.2(e) shows the plot of α as a function of tCoFeB, which reflects that Gilbert 

damping parameter monotonically increases from 0.0124 to 0.0247 with the decrease 

of CoFeB thickness from 2.0 nm to 1.6 nm. The enhancement of damping for thinner 

films is due to increment of iPMA which has been reported previously [60-62].  

To evaluate VCMA coefficients, i.e. change of iPMA per unit gate voltage (VG), we 

measured UFMR signals of CoFeB films for different values of VG. Here, positive gate 

voltage means the top gate electrode has positive potential with respect to CoFeB film. 

We fit resonance spectra with Equation 11.1 to find out resonance field for each value of 

VG and then calculate the anisotropy field (µ0Hp) by using Equation 11.2. In Figure 
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11.2(f), the changes in µ0Hp as a function of VG are plotted for different values of tCoFeB. It 

is observed that the iPMA varies linearly with VG and the slope of linear variation gives 

the value of the VCMA coefficient. The extracted values of VCMA coefficients are −6.04, 

−5.41 and −5.14 mT.V-1 for tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm, respectively, as plotted in Figure 

11.2(c). In another unit, the value of the VCMA coefficient becomes about −70 fJ.V-1.m-1 

for these three CoFeB films. 

11.3.2. ISHE Detection of Spin Waves without Gate Voltage 

Next, we study nanoscale microwave antennae induced propagating SW signals. We 

designed microwave antennae having two parallel arms with width (W) of 200 nm and 

edge-to-edge separation of 200 nm as schematically shown in Figure 11.1(c). The 

center-to-center separation (d) between the arms of the antennae is 400 nm. The 

Fourier transform of current distribution through the antenna gives the SW excitation 

efficiency for various values of SW wavevector k [22]. In Figure 11.1(d), the excitation 

efficiency of SWs by our antenna is plotted as a function of k, which shows that the 

antenna excites SWs with maximum efficiency at wavevector 𝑘 = 7.55  ad.μm-1, i.e. 

wavelength 𝜆 = 832  m. Here, we neglect the second peak which appears at 𝑘 =

22  ad.μm-1, as the excitation efficiency for this wavevector is reduced to about 14% as 

compared to the primary wavevector. The position of the two peaks can be roughly 

estimated as 𝑘 = 𝜋/𝑑 a d 3𝜋/𝑑, where d is the center-to-center distance between the 

arms of the antenna. As the excited SWs are governed by dipole and exchange 

interactions in our present measurement conditions, the SWs can be called as dipole-

exchange SWs. The frequency (fSW) versus wavevector (k) dispersion of which can be 

expressed by an analytical formula given by [15,55]: 

𝑓SW = (
𝜇0𝛾

2𝜋
) [
(𝐻 +

2𝐴

𝜇0𝑀s
𝑘2) (𝐻 +

2𝐴

𝜇0𝑀s
𝑘2 +𝑀s − 𝐻p(𝑉G))

+
1

4
𝑀s{𝑀s − 𝐻p(𝑉G)}(1 − 𝑒−2𝑘𝑡CoFeB)

]

1
2⁄

               (11.4) 

Here, A is exchange stiffness constant. In Figure 11.3(a), the calculated frequency (fSW) 

versus wavevector (k) dispersion curves of dipole-exchange SWs at 𝜇0𝐻 = 60 mT are 

plotted for CoFeB films with three different thicknesses by adapting the parameters of γ, 

Ms, Hp extracted from UFMR measurement. Value of A is taken as 28 pJ.m-1 [34]. Dotted 

horizontal lines represent the frequencies of UFMR modes ( 0=k ), whereas the 

crossing points of the solid vertical line with the dispersion curves give the calculated 
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frequencies of SWs at 𝑘 = 7.55  ad.μm-1. The experimentally measured SW signals from 

three different SWWGs are plotted in Figure 11.3(b) (solid unfilled curves) along with 

the UFMR signals (filled curves). We then plot the frequencies of those UFMR modes 

and SWs in Figure 11.3(a). It can be seen that the measured frequency shifts of SWs 

from UFMR match quite well with the analytical calculation, whereas their absolute 

frequency values show a slight discrepancy with respect to the analytical values. The 

reason behind this discrepancy could be a small offset in the bias magnetic field value 

generated by the electromagnet and the difference between the real value of SW 

wavevector k excited by the antennae with the calculated value (in Figure 11.1(d). The 

real value of k may be different from the calculated one due to the slight deviation of 

antenna dimensions from its nominal value. 

 

 

Figure 11.3. (a) Frequency versus wavevector dispersion curves of SWs are plotted at 
𝜇0𝐻 = 60 mT for tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm. Dotted horizontal lines represent 
frequencies of UFMR modes, i.e. k = 0 modes. Crossing points of the solid vertical line 
and dispersion curves give the numerical values of SW frequencies at 𝑘 = 7.55  ad.μm-1, 
excited by our microwave antenna. Measured frequencies of UFMR mode and SWs are 
also shown by filled and open symbols, respectively. (b) Experimentally measured ISHE 
signals, corresponding to SWs, are shown for three CoFeB films (solid unfilled curves). 
The UFMR signals are also demonstrated by filled curves. (c) Amplitudes of ISHE signals 
of SWs, normalized by corresponding resonance frequencies, are plotted as a function of 
applied microwave power (Prf) to the antenna. The vertical dotted line represents the 
value of Prf used for SW study. 
 

In the present study, the group velocity (vg) and decay length (Ld) of SWs cannot be 

directly measured from the experiment. However, they can be estimated theoretically. 

The SW group velocity vg can be calculated by using the formula 𝑣g = 2𝜋 ⋅ 𝑑𝑓 𝑑𝑘⁄ , where 

df/dk is the slope of the dispersion curve. By calculating the slopes of the dispersion 

curves in Figure 11.3(a) at 𝑘 = 7.55  ad.μm-1 the group velocities of SWs for CoFeB 
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films with tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm are estimated as 142, 178, 240 m.s-1, respectively. 

The SW decay length Ld can be expressed as: 𝐿d = 𝑣g 𝛤⁄ , where Γ is the relaxation rate 

given by [55]: 

𝛤 = 2𝜋𝛼𝛾𝜇0 [𝐻 +
2𝐴

𝜇0𝑀s
𝑘2 +

1

2
(𝑀s − 𝐻p(𝑉G))]                             (11.5) 

The calculated values of Ld for tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm are 383, 355, 436 nm, 

respectively. This shows that SWs decay within a very short distance as compared to the 

excitation area, i.e. the lateral dimension of the antenna which is ~ 600 nm. The reasons 

behind this short decay length are the low value of vg and the high value of Ld. The 

higher value of Ld is probably due to the presence of inhomogeneity in iPMA. 

Next, we study the ISHE signal as a function of microwave power. In case of UFMR 

measurement, the measured ISHE signal can be written as: 𝑉ISHE ∝ 𝐽S𝛩A𝑅, where JS is the 

spin current density pumped into heavy metal (i.e. Ta in our case), ΘA is the spin Hall 

angle of Ta and R is the resistance of rectangular stack structure, i.e. 

Ta/CoFeB/MgO/Al2O3. The spin current density can be expressed as: 𝐽S ∝ 𝑓UFMR s  
2 𝜃, 

where θ is the cone angle of magnetization precession [63]. We checked that the 

resistances (R) of rectangular stack structures, i.e. Ta/CoFeB/MgO/Al2O3 for devices 

with tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm are almost same. The spin Hall angle ΘA of Ta layer 

should also be same for all those devices as the films were deposited at the same time 

under same conditions. Therefore, the measured ISHE signal VISHE should be 

proportional to 𝑓UFMR s  
2 𝜃. In the limit of small cone angle of precession, i.e. in the 

linear regime of excitation, s  2 𝜃 can be approximated as θ2, which is again 

proportional to UFMR intensity (IISHE). Ultimately, we obtain the relation 𝑉ISHE ∝

𝑓UFMR𝐼UFMR. Likewise, a similar relationship can be obtained for SWs in the linear regime 

of excitation given by: 𝑉ISHE ∝ 𝑓SW𝐼SW. Here, ISW is the average value of SW intensity. This 

shows that VISHE/fSW, i.e. Vs/fSW is directly proportional to SW intensity. Previous reports 

show that SW intensity ISW is also proportional to microwave power Prf in the linear 

regime of excitation [32], like UFMR [64]. Here, we measured SW signals (VISHE) as a 

function of Prf from three CoFeB films with varying thickness. In Figure 11.3(c) we plot 

amplitudes of ISHE signals (Vs) corresponding to SWs, normalized by resonance 

frequency (fSW), as a function of Prf. The plot shows that the frequency normalized 

amplitudes of ISHE signals, i.e. Vs/fSW increases linearly with the increase of Prf at least 

up to 2.5 mW, i.e. ~ 4 dBm. This proves that the SWs are excited in the linear regime. 
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Vertical dotted line represents the power (1.58 mW, i.e. ~ 2 dBm) used for our SW 

measurements. Interestingly, the value of Vs/fSW increases monotonically with the 

decrease of CoFeB thickness for the same magnitude of Prf. It means the cone angle of 

magnetization precession, i.e. SW intensity for 1.6 nm-thick CoFeB film is maximum 

among all three CoFeB films due to very weak value of effective demagnetizing field, 

𝜇0𝐻d = 𝜇0(𝑀s − 𝐻p), as can be seen from the UFMR measurement. 

11.3.3. Electric Field Control of Spin Wave Frequency and Spin Wave Channelling 

Next, we have measured SW signals for different values of gate voltage (VG) at a bias 

magnetic field value of 60 mT. Measured ISHE signals are plotted in Figure 11.4(a, c) 

and (d). For 1.6-nm-thick SWWG, signal to noise ratio is much better than 1.8 nm and 

2.0 nm due to the higher value of SW intensity for the same value of excitation power as 

mentioned in the above section. Moreover, the change in the SW frequency with VG for 

tCoFeB = 1.6 nm SWWG is also much higher than other SWWGs. For instance, the SW 

frequency (fSW) of tCoFeB = 1.6 nm SWWG is 2.520 GHz at 𝑉G = 0V, whereas, fSW = 2.705 

and 2.280 GHz at 𝑉G = ±3V, respectively. So, the average change in fSW is about 210 MHz 

at |𝑉G| = 3V, while full width at half maxima (FWHM) of resonance curve is about 200 

MHz. In case of SWWGs with tCoFeB = 1.8 and 2.0 nm, the changes in fSW at |𝑉G| = 3V are 

about 120 and 75 MHz, whereas FWHM values are about 245 and 315 MHz, 

respectively. As the change in fSW with VG is higher than resonance linewidth for tCoFeB = 

1.6 nm SWWG, this SWWG can be used for the confinement of SWs inside the virtual 

nanochannels (NCs) formed by VCMA. We also measured fSW as a function of bias 

magnetic field 𝜇0𝐻 at 𝑉G = 0V,±3V for SWWGs with tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm which 

are shown for tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm SWWG in Figure 11.4(d-f). 
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Figure 11.4. ISHE signals of SWs, measured at different values of gate voltage VG, are 
plotted for SWWGs with tCoFeB = (a) 1.6 nm, (c) 1.8 nm and (d) 2.0 nm. Measured SW 
frequencies from SWWG with tCoFeB = (d) 1.6 nm, (e) 1.8 nm and (f) 2.0 nm are plotted as 
a function of bias magnetic field for three values of VG.  
 
Previously, we reported confinement of exchange-dominated magnetostatic forward 

volume waves (MSFVWs) in virtual NCs formed by VCMA [34]. In that report, the easy 

axis of magnetization was out-of-plane of CoFeB film due to strong iPMA (i.e. 𝜇0𝐻p >

𝜇0𝑀s). Here, we show that the dipole-exchange SWs with the in-plane orientation of 

static magnetization can also be guided through NCs formed by VCMA. To demonstrate 

this, we performed micromagnetic simulations by using Object Oriented Micromagnetic 

Frameworks (OOMMF) [65]. The details of the simulation procedure can be found in 

[34]. In this simulation, we choose an SWWG with dimension 2 µm (x) × 800 nm (y) × 

1.6 nm (z). The iPMA field 𝜇0𝐻p of the SWWG is taken as 1.463 T from UFMR 

measurement of tCoFeB = 1.6 nm CoFeB film. We assume that an NC with dimension 2 µm 

(x) × 200 nm (y) is formed in the middle of the SWWG by applying 𝑉G = −3V. In 

practice, this kind of NC can be formed by placing a metal gate electrode of dimension 2 

µm (x) × 200 nm (y) on top of the oxide layer of SWWG and applying a voltage across 

gate electrode and CoFeB layer, as schematically shown in Figure 11.5(a). By adapting 

VCMA coefficient as −6.05 mT.V-1 from UFMR measurement, the iPMA field of the NC 

becomes 1.482 T, while iPMA field at the outside of NC remains as 1.463 T. All other 

parameters such as γ, Ms and A are adapted from UFMR measurement results. Here, we 
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demonstrate the confinement of dipole-exchange SWs at an in-plane bias magnetic field 

of 𝜇0𝐻 = 160 mT. The reason for choosing higher bias magnetic field is to make sure 

that the static magnetization becomes uniform even at the edges of SWWG so that 

relatively smaller components of dynamic magnetization due to the propagating SWs 

can be easily visualized under the background of uniform static magnetization. In Figure 

11.5(b), the resonance spectra of experimentally measured SWs from 1.6 nm-CoFeB 

SWWG at 0H = 160 mT are shown for three values of VG. The resonance spectra show 

that the change in fSW is about 265 MHz for |𝑉G| = 3V, whereas the average value of 

FWHM is about 300 MHz. This situation is almost similar to the situation at 0H = 60 mT 

in terms of change in fSW as compared to FWHM. In Figure 11.5(c), the analytical SW 

dispersion curves at 0H = 160 mT are plotted by using Equation 11.4 for three different 

values of VG. Analytical curves also show a frequency shift of about 245 MHz at 𝑘 =

7.55  ad.μm-1 for |𝑉G| = 3V, which is very close to the experimentally observed 

frequency shift. In the simulation, SWs are excited by applying a sinusoidal magnetic 

field ℎz = 𝐴0 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝜋𝑓𝑡 of amplitude A0 = 0.5 mT and frequency f = 5.04 GHz. The 

sinusoidal field is applied along the out-of-plane direction to the SWWG on 50 nm × 800 

nm rectangular area at a distance of 50 nm from the left edge of the SWWG (Figure 

11.5(d)). The frequency of the sinusoidal field is chosen from the crossing point of the 

vertical line at 𝑘 = 7.55  ad.μm-1 and dispersion curve for 𝑉G = −3V (see Figure 

11.5(c)). According to the analytical curves, the SWs with fSW = 5.04 GHz and 𝑘 =

7.55  ad.μm-1, i.e. 𝜆 = 832  m can be excited only inside the NC, as SWs with this 

frequency is prohibited outside the NC. The spatial map of the out-of-plane component 

of dynamic magnetization, as plotted in Figure 11.5(d), shows that the excited SW with 

𝜆 = 820  m propagates only along the NC with width ≈ 200 nm, although sinusoidal 

magnetic field is applied all along the width of SWWG. The line scan of SW intensity 

along the width of SWWG at 𝑥 = 1 μm is shown in the same figure. The Gaussian fit 

(solid curve) shows that the FWHM is about 122 nm and SW intensity is dropped by 

77% (i.e. becomes 23%) at the edges of the NC with respect to the center of NC. This 

confirms that the SW is strictly confined inside the NC. 
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Figure 11.5. (a) Schematic illustration of a SWWG with a metal gate electrode on top of 
it. DC gate voltage VG is applied across the gate electrode and SWWG to create a virtual 
channel for SW propagation. (b) Experimental resonance spectra of SWs, measured at 
bias field 𝜇0𝐻 = 160 mT for three values of VG. (c) Analytical dispersion curves of 
dipole-exchange SWs at 𝜇0𝐻 = 160 mT for three values of VG. Solid vertical line 
represents the wavevector of excited SWs by our nanoscale microwave antenna. 
Crossing points of vertical line with the analytical curves give the values of SW 
frequencies. (d) The left panel shows the spatial map of out-of-plane (z) component of 
dynamic magnetization correspond to SW with fSW = 5.04 GHz and λ = 820 nm. The right 
panel shows the line scan (filled circles) of SW intensity along the width of SWWG at x = 
1 μm. The solid curve represents the fitting with a Gaussian function. 
 

Finally, we theoretically calculate the decay length (Ld) of SWs at 𝜇0𝐻 = 160 mT and 

compare it with the simulation result. From the slope of the theoretical dispersion curve 

in Figure 11.5(c), the group velocity (vg) of SWs with 𝑘 = 7.55  ad.𝜇m-1 can be 

calculated as 132 m.s-1. By using Equation 11.5 the SW decay length Ld, expressed by 

𝐿𝑑 = 𝑣g 𝛤⁄ , can be estimated as 168 nm. We also extracted Ld from the simulation result. 

The extracted values of Ld are 220 nm and 530 nm for damping constants = 0.0247 and 

0.01, respectively. This clearly shows that the SWs with lower damping constant 
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propagates much longer distance than the SWs with higher damping constant. We have 

already mentioned that the reason for choosing lower damping constant is to allow SWs 

to propagate longer distance. Interestingly, the theoretical value of Ld is smaller than the 

simulation value. This is because, in theory, point-like emitters and receivers are 

assumed, whereas, in reality (in experiment and simulation) the emitters and receivers 

have a finite size [22]. Moreover, the inhomogeneous distribution of magnetization in 

the vicinity of the edges of SWWG may also change the SW decay length than the 

calculated value. 

11.4. Conclusion 

In summary, we have investigated electric field control of uniform ferromagnetic 

resonance (UFMR) and dipole-exchange SWs in three different thicknesses of CoFeB 

films, possessing interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (iPMA). SWs are excited 

electrically by using microwave antenna and detected by spin pumping and inverse spin 

Hall effect (ISHE) techniques. We have shown control of SW frequency by tuning iPMA 

of CoFeB SWWGs by applying gate voltage across the top gate electrode and SWWG. It is 

observed that SW frequency is significantly modified by voltage-controlled magnetic 

anisotropy (VCMA), especially, for 1.6 nm-thick CoFeB waveguide, where the effective 

demagnetizing field is significantly reduced by iPMA. By performing micromagnetic 

simulations we have demonstrated that an ultrathin ferromagnetic film with the lower 

value of effective demagnetizing field is suitable for the formation of virtual 

nanochannels (NCs) by VCMA through which dipole-exchange SWs can be guided, even 

though the VCMA coefficient is not very high. It is worth to mention here that SWs in 

relatively thicker films with higher value of effective demagnetizing field may also be 

guided through NCs by further increasing VCMA coefficient. Several reports show that it 

is possible to increase VCMA coefficient beyond −70 fJ.V-1.m-1 for FM/oxide 

heterostructures [66,67]. In this report, we have only investigated the control of SW 

frequency by VCMA. However, other properties of SWs such as group velocity, decay 

length, phase are also modulated by VCMA at the same time. Further studies are 

required to investigate the control of those properties of SWs. 
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11.5. Materials and Methods 

11.5.1. Sample Preparation 

The samples for our study were fabricated by multistep fabrication method. First of all, 

multilayer stacks were deposited on Si(001)/SiO2(700 nm) substrates by radio 

frequency (RF) sputtering at room temperature at a base pressure of about 10−8 Torr. 

The multilayer stacks consist of following layers: Si/SiO2/Ta(10)/Co20Fe60B20(t = 1.6, 

1.8, 2.0)/MgO(2)/Al2O3(10), where the numbers in parentheses are the nominal 

thicknesses of corresponding layers in nanometers. The sputter-deposited films were 

first annealed at 280°C in a vacuum under a perpendicular magnetic field of 600 mT for 

1 hour. In the second step, rectangular structures (used as SWWG and for UFMR 

measurement) with lateral dimensions of 100 µm × 10 µm were prepared from the 

annealed multilayer stacks by using maskless UV photolithography followed by Ar+ ion 

milling down to SiO2. In the third step, the alignment markers for electron beam 

lithography and metal gate electrodes were prepared by maskless UV photolithography 

followed by deposition of Ti(5)/Au(100) layer by electron beam evaporation. In the 

fourth step, 200-nm-thick Al2O3 layer was deposited everywhere except on the long 

edges of rectangular structures (i.e. SWWG) and on the micrometer-sized rectangular 

areas on top of the metal gates. In the fifth step, microwave antennae (nanoscale) for 

SW excitation were designed by electron beam lithography followed by deposition of 

Ti(5)/Au(120) layer by electron beam evaporation. The microwave antennae were 

designed with two parallel arms with width (W) of 200 nm and edge-to-edge separation 

of 200 nm. In the last step, all the contacts for application of dc gate voltage, 

measurement of ISHE signal, microwave antennae for excitation of UFMR and wider 

contacts of nanoscale antennae were made by photolithography and deposition of 

Ti(5)/Au(200) layer by electron beam evaporation.  

11.5.2. Measurement Technique 

11.5.2.1. Anomalous Hall Effect (AHE) Measurement of CoFeB Films 

We measured anomalous Hall effect (AHE) signals from CoFeB films with thicknesses 

1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm. For this measurement CoFeB films were designed like Hall bar 

structures with dimensions 80 μm × 400 μm as shown in Figure 11.6(a). DC current (Idc) 

of magnitude 0.5 mA is sent through the Hall bar from a current source and transverse 

Hall voltage (VAHE) is measured by a nanovoltmeter, while sweeping out-of-plane 
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magnetic field (Hz) from −800 mT to +800 mT. Measured AHE signals as a function of Hz 

are plotted in Figure 11.6(b) for tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm. Absence of hysteresis loop 

and gradual switching of magnetization confirm in-plane easy axis of magnetization. 

 

 

Figure 11.6. (a) Schematic diagram of device structure and experimental set-up for 
measuring anomalous Hall effect (AHE) of CoFeB films. (b) Measured AHE signals from 
CoFeB films of thickness tCoFeB = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 nm. 
 
11.5.3. Theoretical Calculation 

For micromagnetic simulations, we choose 1.6 nm ultrathin CoFeB film with dimensions 

2 µm (x) × 800 nm (y) × 1.6 nm (z). Material parameters used in the simulations are 

following: gyromagnetic ratio γ = 29.4 GHz.T-1, exchange stiffness constant A = 28 pJ.m-1 

[34,68,69]. Other parameters are taken from UFMR measurement of tCoFeB = 1.6 nm film. 

To demonstrate SW confinement into NC, the Gilbert damping parameter α is chosen as 

0.01 so that SWs can propagate longer distance before dying out. To prevent SW 

reflection from the edges of SWWG, very high value of Gilbert damping parameter (0.9) 

is put near the edges of the SWWG. To incorporate the role of exchange interaction, cell 

size is chosen as 5 × 5 × 1.6 nm3, where the dimensions are smaller than the exchange 

length (~ 5.6 nm) of CoFeB as calculated by using the formula 𝑙ex = √
2𝐴

𝜇0𝑀s
2. At first, the 

ground states of magnetization are prepared by applying bias magnetic field (160 mT) 

along the short axis (y) of SWWG (Figure 11.5(a)). SWs are excited by applying a time 

varying sinusoidal magnetic field ℎz(𝑡) = 𝐴0 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝜋𝑓𝑡 on 50 × 800 nm2 rectangular area 

(shown by shaded area in Figure 11.5(d), left panel) at 50-nm-distance from the left 

edge of the SWWG. Here, A0 is the amplitude of sinusoidal field, f equals to the SW 

frequency, i.e. f = fSW. We used A0 = 0.5 mT and fSW = 5.04 GHz. 
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Chapter 12 

12. Electric Field Controlled Magnonic Crystal: 

Towards Reconfigurable Magnonics with Energy 

Efficiency 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Artificially created magnetic metamaterials in the form of magnonic crystals (or MCs i.e. 

periodic composites with materials having contrasting magnetic parameters) have 

escalated a thrust to the spintronics, which aims to steer the process and flow of 

information by means of spin waves with minimum energy dissipation. Several external 

stimuli as well as physical or geometrical parameters have been employed to maneuver 

the magnonic band structure for the development of realistic devices integrable at 

nanoscale. However, electric field (voltage) control of magnetic anisotropy (ECMA or 

VCMA) has shown an auspicious route to design dynamic magnonic crystal by tailoring 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) at ultrathin ferromagnetic/oxide interface in 

a periodic manner. Here, we probe the spinwave (SW) dispersion from thermally 

excited magnons with the aid of Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy in a 1D 

dynamic magnonic crystal by applying a periodic electric field through a 1D stripe-like 

array of metallic electrodes placed on top of a CoFeB/MgO heterostructure to modulate 

the PMA at CoFeB/MgO interface. Here, a magnonic band structure consisting of two SW 

frequency modes is achieved revealing a bandgap in the dispersion curve under the 

influence of the applied voltage. This bandgap gets disappeared with the withdrawal of 

the electric field indicating towards a dynamic electric field-controlled magnonic crystal 

(EFCMC). This unlocks a new paradigm to reconfigurable magnonics with ultralow 

power consumption which is prerequisite for spintronics applications. 

12.1. Introduction 

The massive upsurge in the communication technology in terms of device 

miniaturization and operational speed has forced the modern charge-based electronics 

towards the fundamental quantum limit [1] because of inherent Joule heating and its 

ensuing power dissipation. A ceaseless quest over the last few decades has made it 

possible to find a suitable alternative in the form of a chargeless information carrier by 
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using spin angular momentum instead of the charge degree of freedom of the electrons. 

Here, this spin degrees of freedom can be maneuvered in the form of spin current [2] or 

spin waves (SWs: collective precessional motion of electron spins) which can be 

integrated in the next generation spin-based applications with efficient energy 

consumption. SW possesses wavelength several orders of magnitude shorter than that 

of electromagnetic (EM) wave at same frequency which makes the SW ideal for signal 

processing or transfer devices that can be scaled down to hundreds of nanometer (nm) 

as they can have wide variety of wavelengths ranging from few tens of micrometer (m) 

down to few tens of nm (i.e. the corresponding frequency spans over few Gigahertz 

(GHz) to few Terahertz (THz)). Blending the magnon (i.e. quanta of SW) and spintronics 

(i.e. spin-based electronics) [3] in the form of magnon-spintronics [4], one can control 

and manipulate SW properties by playing with the various internal and external 

parameters which are crucial in future communication and storage applications. 

Emerged as the building blocks of magnonics [5], magnonic crystal (MC) has been 

developed which can be treated as the magnetic analogue of photonic or phononic 

crystal. Numerous theoretical and experimental investigation have been conducted in 

these MCs with periodic distribution of various materials with diverse material 

parameters, e.g. saturation magnetization, magnetic anisotropy or other external 

controllers like magnetic field, mechanical force (stress) or charge current to provoke 

the modulation in the magnonic band structures as well as SW propagation. However, 

the properties of most of the MCs are defined by their physical parameters (i.e. 

dimensions), which remains invariant once the fabrication procedure is completed. The 

recent advances demand the necessity of dynamic MCs where the periodic modulation 

of magnetic properties can be dynamically switched on and off by external factors like 

magnetic [6] or electric field [7] etc. This opens up new possibilities for reconfigurable 

magnonics [8] leading towards the realization of reprogrammable logic or GHz 

frequency communication devices (e.g. filter, switch etc.) which can bridge between 

interdisciplinary fields such as photo-magnonics [9], mag-phonics [10] or spin-

mechatronics [11]. Most of the recent approaches in this regard are based upon current 

induced methods which is critical for low-energy dissipation of magnetization in 

nanoscale magnetic elements because of the thermal stability issue. To overcome this 

obstacle, magneto-electric coupling [12] can become an efficient approach to tailor the 
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magnetic properties (e.g. magnetic anisotropy) using electric field that has superior 

benefit of ultralow energy (power) consumption [13] because of the absence of ohmic 

dissipation which is an inherent backlash in charge current-controlled magnonic 

devices [14].  

Numerous theoretical and experimental investigation have demonstrated the electric 

field-induced control of magnetization in magnetic heterostructures including 

multiferroic materials [15], ferromagnetic (FM) semiconductors [16], piezoelectric 

materials [17] or magneto-electric interfaces [18]. Magneto-electric interfaces have 

gained a significant attention due to their better control over magnetic parameters (i.e. 

anisotropy) at ambient condition as compared to other systems. The controlled 

manipulation of interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (iPMA) at the 

FM/insulator (oxide) interfaces [19] have accelerated the possibilities of integrating 

reprogrammable devices with the future spin-based applications.  

Consequently, the investigation of electric field (voltage)-controlled magnetic 

anisotropy (ECMA or VCMA) at the interfaces has received a great thrust in the recent 

times using both theoretical [20] and experimental approaches [21]. Numerous 

strategies have been adopted for excitation, manipulation, channelling and amplification 

of SWs as well as development of MCs and logic gates [22]. Several studies have 

emphasized on the operation of various functions [23] of magnonic devices [24] using 

electric field (voltage) in particular, through the modulation of PMA present at the 

interfaces of an FM metal and oxide heterostructure [25] complying with ultralow 

power dissipation. Notably, SWs can be confined within nanochannels (NCs) generated 

by ECMA in an ultrathin FM waveguide where the width of the NC is solely determined 

by the width of the electrode [26]. This have triggered the quest for achieving a novel 

genre of electric field-controlled MCs (EFCMCs) in recent times. To the best of our 

knowledge, experimental realization of a dynamic MC reprogrammable by electric field 

has not been explored so far. However, there are few attempts to demonstrate such 

novel system using theoretical approach [7] which revealed immense possibilities of 

achieving reconfigurable magnonic band structure. 

Here, we have taken this challenge to fabricate an electric field controlled dynamic MC 

by using state-of-the art nanofabrication and deposition tools. We have performed 

Brillouin light scattering (BLS) measurements [27] to demonstrate the emergence of 
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band diagram of a 1D EFCMC consisting of an FM/oxide heterostructure. BLS has 

emerged as one of the most reliable tools to probe the dispersive nature of SW 

frequencies directly in the wavevector (k) domain. Unlike any other complementary 

method where external stimuli such as electrical current, temperature gradient or 

optical pumping (such as laser) is necessary to excite the SWs, BLS proves to be very 

effective as it detects thermally excited magnons under ambient condition (i.e. room 

temperature). Here, we have reliably probed the magnonic band structure in FM/oxide 

heterostructure consisting 1D array of stripe-like electrodes serving as the top 

electrodes under the influence of an electric field (DC voltage) applied between the top 

(patterned) and bottom (unpatterned) electrodes. We have achieved a tunable band 

structure in the presence of moderate electric field in the system which vanishes when 

the electric field is removed. This remarkable observation is reconfirmed by measuring 

a similar heterostructure but with unpatterned electrode both at its top and bottom 

surfaces which unveils the absence of any magnon band structure with or without the 

electric field but only a modulation of SW frequency with the applied voltage. This 

salient observation is well supported by numerical calculations using plane wave 

method (PWM), which reproduced the SW dispersion behaviour modified by the 

electric field. This confirms that a external electric field effectively tailors the iPMA 

present at the FM/oxide heterostructure eventually generating such dynamic MC with 

the emergence of magnon band structure and opening up of a magnonic band gap.  

12.2. Experimental Details 

We have chosen the heterostructure: substrate|Ta(10 nm)|Co20Fe60B20(1.6 nm)|MgO(2 

nm)|Al2O3(10 nm) as the basis for the fabrication of nanostructure. It is noteworthy 

that, the magnetization state in an ultrathin CoFeB film strongly depends on its 

thickness. Here the magnetization direction tends to align along the out-of-plane (OOP) 

axis above a critical value of the thickness (typically ranges between 0.5 − 1.3 nm) [28]. 

On the contrary, the magnetization tends to be aligned along the in-plane (IP) direction 

above the critical thickness. In our case, the Co20Fe60B20 (CoFeB) has a thickness of 1.6 

nm which denotes that the magnetization lies IP of the sample. This is further confirmed 

from anomalous Hall effect (AHE) measured from the CoFeB/MgO heterostructure 

following the experimental scheme described in Figure 12.1(a). For this purpose, 

CoFeB/MgO film was designed like Hall bar structures with dimensions 80 μm × 400 
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μm. DC current (IDC) of magnitude 0.5 mA is sent through the Hall bar from a current 

source and transverse Hall voltage (VAHE) is measured by a nanovoltmeter, while 

sweeping an OOP magnetic field (Hz) from − 500 mT to + 500 mT as plotted in Figure 

12.1(b). Here, the absence of hysteresis loop and gradual switching of magnetization 

confirm an IP easy axis of magnetization. 

 

 

Figure 12.1. (a) Schematic diagram of device structure and experimental set-up for 
measuring anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and (b) the corresponding measured AHE signal 
from the CoFeB/MgO heterostructure with CoFeB thickness (tCoFeB) of 1.6 nm. (c) 
Pictorial description of the CoFeB/MgO sample with a blanket ITO layer as the top 
electrode. (d) The Stokes side of BLS spectra taken at in-plane transferred wave vector, 
k = 2.05 × 106 rad/m for applied gate voltage, VG = + 4 V, 0 V and – 4 V, respectively in 
the presence of the bias magnetic field, 0H = 200 mT. The symbols represent the 
experimental data while, the solid curves denote fit using the Lorentzian function. 
 

12.2.1. The Principle behind the Electric Field Modulation of Interfacial 

Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy in FM/Oxide Heterostructure 

Generally, strong PMA can be observed at the interfaces between 3d transition metal (or 

their alloys) FMs and heavy nonmagnetic (NM) metals although, interfacial PMA (iPMA) 

cannot be modulated by electric field in such systems because of the absence of 

insulating or dielectric layer at the interface. However, PMA can also be obtained at the 

FM/oxide interfaces. Among them, the CoFeB/MgO heterostructures [28] have drawn 

an immense attention because of their application potentials in spintronics [29]. The 

reason for iPMA and VCMA at CoFeB/MgO interface can be interpreted by the following 
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approach. At CoFeB/MgO interface, the OOP 3dz2-orbitals of Fe strongly bond with OOP 

2pz-orbitals of O resulting in a significant charge transfer from 3dz2-orbitals to 2pz-

orbitals. Therefore, the number of electrons in OOP orbitals is reduced as compared to 

the number of electrons in IP orbitals, which in fact introduces a considerable PMA 

through the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of FM [30]. When an electric field is applied 

across the FM/oxide interface, the number of electrons in the OOP 3d-orbitals of Fe gets 

modified with respect to the IP orbitals as explained from first principles calculations 

[31]. This affects the bonding strength between 3d- and 2p-orbitals resulting in a 

substantial change of iPMA. Although, electric field control of electronic occupation 

state is believed to be the main mechanism behind VCMA, several alternative theories 

are also found in the literature. One of the interesting theories claims the control of 

iPMA due to the coupling between magnetic dipoles and electric quadrupole of 

electronic orbital in FM which is formed due to the inhomogeneous electric field at the 

FM/oxide interface [32]. Another theory explains that the applied electric field at 

FM/oxide interface modifies the Rashba SOC which in turn modulates the iPMA [33]. 

Recently, the piezoelectric property of oxide (MgO) layer through magneto-elastic 

coupling is found to be responsible for the modulation of iPMA via development of 

tensile and compressive strain in the oxide layer [34]. In reality, all the above 

mechanisms may be present and contribute simultaneously to the modulation of iPMA. 

Nevertheless, we can claim that the presence of an oxide layer is essential for 

modulation of PMA where the relative change in the electronic occupation state in the 

3d-orbitals of FM plays a crucial role for achieving VCMA. Also, since the penetration 

depth of electric field in a metal is only few ångström (Å), thereby the VCMA effect is 

only limited to ultrathin FM films. This justifies the choice of the thickness of CoFeB 

layer in our case. 

Theoretical calculations reveal that the change in the number of electrons in 3d-orbitals 

of FM is scales linearly with the applied electric field (E) at FM/oxide interface [31]. 

Consequently, the change in the magnetic moment and iPMA should also be linearly 

proportional to electric field [18], i.e. 

∆𝐾s = 𝛽𝐸                                                              (12.1) 

Here, Ks is the change in iPMA while,  is defined as the magneto-electric or VCMA 

coefficient. The magnitude and polarity of  depends upon several factors such as 
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composition of FM [35] or adjacent dielectric layer [36], underlayer material (i.e. layer 

beneath the FM/oxide heterostructure) [37], substrate [38] as well as temperature [39]. 

12.3. Results and Discussion 

12.3.1. Investigation of Spinwave Dispersion by Probing Thermally Excited 

Magnons 

Figure 12.1(c) depicts the schematic illustration of the geometrical configuration 

adapted for the experimental investigation. Here, an unpatterned indium tin oxide (ITO) 

layer of thickness 120 nm has been deposited on top of the 

substrate|Ta(10)|Co20Fe60B20(1.6)|MgO(2)|Al2O3(10) heterostructure. This ITO layer 

serves as the top gate electrode to apply the electric field (E or voltage: VG) across the 

Co20Fe60B20(1.6 nm)|MgO(2 nm) interface. Notably, a positive gate voltage denotes that 

the top gate electrode has positive potential with respect to CoFeB film. All the 

measurements have been carried out in Damon-Eshbach framework, i.e. the (in-plane) 

wavevector (k) of the SW lies perpendicular to the magnetic field (H) applied in the 

plane of the sample. In Figure 12.1(d), we have demonstrated the typical BLS spectra 

measured at wavevector, k ≈ 2.05 × 106 rad/m from a Co20Fe60B20/MgO (i.e. 

CoFeB/MgO) heterostructure subjected to an in-plane magnetic field, 0H = 200 mT for 

VG = 0, ± 4 V, respectively. The BLS spectra are well fitted using the Lorentzian function 

to extract the frequency value (f). It is evident from Figure 12.1(d) that, the SW 

frequency increases or decreases monotonically as a function of VG depending upon the 

polarity of the electric field. To extract the magnetic parameter especially the 

modulation in the iPMA field, we have performed the magnetic field (0H) dependence 

of the SW frequency (f) which is represented in Figure 12.2(a) for VG = 0, ± 4 V, 

respectively. The value of iPMA fields has been extracted by fitting f versus 0H data 

points with the analytical formula expressed as:  

𝑓 =
𝜇0𝛾

2𝜋
[(𝐻 +

2𝐴

𝜇0𝑀s
𝑘2) (𝐻 +

2𝐴

𝜇0𝑀s
𝑘2 +𝑀s − 𝐻p(𝑉G))                                               

+
1

4
𝑀s (𝑀s − 𝐻p(𝑉G)) (1 − 𝑒−2𝑘𝑡CoFeB)]

1

2

                                                    (12.2) 

Here, γ, Hp(VG), Ms, A represent the gyromagnetic ratio, iPMA field (which depends on 

the applied voltage, VG or electric field, E), saturation magnetization and exchange 
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stiffness constant, respectively. Here, tCoFeB denote the thickness of CoFeB layer, which is 

1.6 nm in our case. Here, we have fixed the material parameters, i.e. γ = 29.4 GHz.T-1, 

0Ms = 1.5 T and A = 28 pJ.m-1 [26] while, Hp(VG) has been set as a free parameter during 

fitting of the field dependent curves. The extracted values of µ0Hp are found to be 1.45, 

1.43 and 1.47 T in case of VG = 0, + 4 and – 4 V, respectively. As 0Ms > 0Hp(VG), the easy 

axis of magnetization always lies in the plane of the sample.  

 

 

Figure 12.2. (a) Variation of SW frequency as a function of bias magnetic field (0H) 
obtained from CoFeB/MgO heterostructure with a blanket ITO top electrode for three 
values of gate voltage, VG = 0, ± 4 V, respectively. The symbols represent experimental 
data while, the solid lines denote fitted curves using Equation 12.2. (b) Variation of 
iPMA field (0Hp) as a function of gate voltage (VG) in the presence of the bias magnetic 
field, 0H = 200 mT where the solid lines represent the linear fit. (c) Change in the iPMA 
field (0Hp) as a function of VG where the solid lines describe the linear fit. (d) 
Frequency (f) versus wavevector (k) dispersion curves for VG = 0, ± 4 V, respectively. 
Symbols show the experimental data points, while the solid curves describe the fit to 
the data points using Equation 12.2. 
 

In addition, we have extracted the anisotropy field (0Hp(VG)) using Equation 12.2 for 

each value of VG which is shown in Figure 12.2(b). Now, to evaluate VCMA coefficient 

(), i.e. the change of iPMA per unit gate voltage (VG), the modulation of 0Hp(VG), i.e. 

(0Hp(VG)) as a function of VG has been plotted in Figure 12.2(c). It is observed that the 

iPMA varies linearly with VG and the slope of linear variation yields the value of VCMA 

coefficient which is calculated to be 5.17 mT.V-1 in our CoFeB/MgO system. However, 
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the conversion of VCMA coefficient from mT/V to other unit, i.e. fJ.V-1.m-1 for 1.6 nm-

thick CoFeB (tCoFeB) can be expressed using Equation 12.1 as the following: 

 =
𝑑(∆𝐾s)

𝑑𝐸
=

1

2
. (

𝛿(𝜇0𝐻p)

𝛿𝑉G
) .

𝜇0𝑀s

𝜇0
. 𝑡CoFeB. 𝑡(MgO+Al2O3)                 (12.3) 

The electric field (E) corresponding to VG = 1 V is given by: 

𝐸 =
1

𝑡(MgO+Al2O3)
                                                             (12.4) 

while 𝑡(MgO+Al2O3) being the total thickness (12 nm) of MgO and Al2O3 layer on top of 

CoFeB. Hence, the value of VCMA coefficient () becomes ~ 60 fJ.V-1.m-1. Figure 12.2(d) 

describes the SW dispersion (i.e. f versus k) relation measured at an applied in-plane 

field, 0H = 200 mT for VG = 0 and ± 4 V, respectively, where k has been varied by 

changing the angle of incidence (θ) of the laser beam. It is noteworthy that, flat 

dispersive behaviour is observed in SW frequency as a function of k acquired at all three 

different electric fields (E). This is confirmed by fitting the dispersion curves with the 

aid of Equation 12.2 as represented in Figure 12.2(d), where the extracted values of 

0Hp(VG) agree well with those calculated earlier from the magnetic field-dependent SW 

frequency curves in Figure 12.2(a). 

 

 

Figure 12.3. (a) Schematic of the BLS measurement geometry used for the CoFeB/MgO 
heterostructure with 1D patterned ITO electrodes on top showing the incident (θ 
denotes the angle of incidence) and scattered light beams and the direction of the 
magnon wave vector (k) and applied magnetic field H with both vectors lying in the 
sample plane. The anti-Stokes side of BLS spectra taken at k = (b) 2.05 × 106 rad/m and 
(c) 7.1 × 106 rad/m, respectively obtained for VG = − 4V applied at 0H = 200 mT. The 
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SW peaks (M1 and M2) are indicated by the arrows. (d) Magnonic band structure under 
the influence of VG = − 4V applied at 0H = 200 mT. Red solid circles represent peaks in 
the BLS spectra. Thin blue lines denote plane wave method (PWM) results, while the 
bold green lines emphasize intense excitations as predicted by PWM. The dashed 
vertical line describes the boundary of first Brillouin zone (BZ) and the bandgap is 
shown by the shaded region. 
 

12.3.2. Investigation of Magnon Dispersion in 1D EFCMC  

We investigated the SW dispersion in CoFeB/MgO heterostructure where the top ITO 

layer (120 nm) has been patterned in the form of a 1D array of stripes with width (w) 

220 nm which are separated (s) by 220 nm. This is designated as 1D electric field-

controlled MC (EFCMC) as schematically depicted in Figure 12.3(a) along with the 

experimental configuration. Here, these 1D stripes act as the top gate electrodes to 

apply the electric field (E or voltage, VG) across the CoFeB/MgO interface while the 

bottom electrode remains unaltered. In Figure 12.3(b, c), we have demonstrated the 

evolution of SWs with the wavevector (k) from this novel magnetic system. These 

representative BLS spectra have been acquired for wavevector values, k = 2.05 × 106 

rad/m and 7.1 × 106 rad/m, (i.e. near the center and edge of the first BZ) respectively, in 

the presence of VG = − 4 V. Here, an in-plane magnetic field, 0H = 200 mT has been set 

in the direction perpendicular to the stripe axis. This reveals a drastic modulation in the 

BLS spectra where the presence of two clear SW modes are observed which have been 

named as M1 and M2, respectively, according to their ascending order of frequency 

values. Subsequently, we have investigated their dispersive nature by varying the 

wavevector upto the second Brillouin zone (BZ) which is determined from the 

periodicity (a) of the 1D array of stripe-like top gate electrodes. Here, the periodicity is 

defined as, a = w + s, which is 440 nm in our case, so that the BZ edge (i.e. k = π/a) is ~ 

7.1 × 106 rad/m. Figure 12.3(d) unveils the magnonic band structure for two BZs of the 

CoFeB/MgO heterostructure with periodically arranged electrodes while applying VG = 

− 4 V. The experimental data are shown by the filled red symbols, while the calculated 

results from PWM method is shown by the blue solid lines. The magnonic bands with 

large scattering cross sections as predicted by PWM calculations have been emphasized 

by bold green lines. Notably, the dispersion curves have been calculated using PWM by 

taking the modulation of iPMA field into account while an in-plane magnetic field, 0H = 

200 mT, has been applied to the sample which is similar to the experimental 
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configuration. The experimental data points agree qualitatively well with the calculated 

results. In the experiment, the BLS spectra were characterized by the presence of two 

SW modes as depicted in Figure 12.3(b, c). As evident from Figure 12.3(d), both SW 

modes, i.e. M1 and M2 are dispersive modes although their natures are completely 

different from each other. At the edge of the first BZ (i.e. k ~ π/a), mode M1 undergoes 

Bragg diffraction, inducing the opening of a magnonic bandgap (BG) of width 

approximately 0.4 GHz.  

It is noteworthy that, the iPMA has been modulated only in the regions under the 

periodically arranged top electrodes which have been taken into account during PWM 

calculations. Hence, the magnetic anisotropy will be different in two regions, i.e. (a) 

region 1 (Hp(1)) where the top electrodes are absent so that effective magnetization 

(M(1)) will remain unaltered there; (b) region 2 (Hp(2)) which is underneath the top 

electrodes where the magnetization (M(2)) dynamically tailored in presence of electric 

field/voltage (VG) as Hp(2) depends on both magnitude and polarity of VG. In our case,  

𝐻p(1) < 𝐻p(2), fo  𝑉G < 0                                             (12.5) 

𝐻p(1) > 𝐻p(2), fo  𝑉G > 0                                             (12.6) 

In order to get closer insight into the SW scattering mechanisms, we have calculated the 

SW mode profiles, i.e. the modulus of the amplitude of the x-component of the dynamic 

magnetization of the relevant experimentally observed SW modes.  

 

 

Figure 12.4. Spatial profiles of the SW modes for k = (a) 2.05 × 106 rad/m and (b) 7.1 × 
106 rad/m, respectively under the application of VG = − 4V at 0H = 200 mT. The color 
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map is given at centre of the figure. Here, region 1 denotes the area with the absence of 
top electrode while, the region 2 represent the area beneath the top electrode. 
 

The spatial maps of these SW modes are depicted in Figure 12.4 for k = 2.05 × 106 

rad/m and 7.1 × 106 rad/m, (i.e. near the center and edge of the first BZ), respectively, 

calculated for VG = − 4V. Here, the dotted lines represent regions (i.e. 1: regions without 

top electrodes and 2: regions with top electrodes, respectively) as discussed earlier. As 

represented in Figure 12.4, both M1 and M2 are extended modes along y-direction 

perpendicular to the direction of H (which is along z-direction as described in Figure 

12.3(a)). However, we have observed a stark difference in the characteristics of M1 and 

M2 as the SW intensity of M1 is completely localized in region 1, while in case of M2, it is 

primarily concentrated in the region 2. Notably, as depicted in Figure 12.4(a) for k = 

2.05 × 106 rad/m, both M1 and M2 possess quantized nature with different quantization 

numbers in regions 1 and 2, respectively, with the nodal planes being perpendicular to 

H. While M1 has quantization number of 1 in region 2, M2 has quantization number of 2 

in the same region. Interestingly, both M1 and M2 have quantization number 1 in region 

1. As we move to the mode profiles for k = π/a as described in Figure 12.4(b), we 

observe a significant change in the quantization character of both M1 and M2. This is 

expected because at the BZ edge, their dispersive behaviours undergo a gradual 

variation from positive to negative slope. This substantially modulates the group 

velocity (i.e. v = d(2πf)/dk) of SW modes at the BZ edge, which is reflected in their 

spatial profiles. Consequently, both M1 and M2 possess quantization number of 2 in 

region 2, while they remain almost invariant in region 1.  

The dispersion diagram is represented in Figure 12.5(a) where the polarity of the 

electric field is reversed i.e. for VG = + 4V. Here, again two SW modes have been 

observed and both of them possess dispersive behaviour with the variation in k with a 

BG of ~ 0.3 GHz. The spatial profiles of M1 and M2 have been also calculated for VG = + 

4V at k = 2.05 × 106 rad/m and 7.1 × 106 rad/m, respectively, which are shown in Figure 

12.5(b, c). At k = 2.05 × 106 rad/m, M1 has quantization number 1 in both the regions 

while, M2 shows quantized character in regions 1 and 2 with quantization numbers 1 

and 2, respectively. However, at k = π/a, i.e. ~ 7.1 × 106 rad/m, the quantization nature 

of M1 changes and it shows quantization number 2 in region 1 but it has quantization 
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number 1 in region 2. On the contrary, spatial nature of M2 remains unaltered in both 

the regions.   

 

 

Figure 12.5. (a) Magnonic band structure under the influence of VG = + 4V applied at 0H 
= 200 mT. Red solid circles represent peaks in the BLS spectra. Thin blue lines denote 
plane wave method (PWM) results while, the bold green lines emphasize large BLS 
cross-section as predicted by PWM. The dashed vertical line describes the boundary of 
first Brillouin zone and the band gap is represented by the shaded region. Spatial 
profiles of the SW modes for k = (b) 2.05 × 106 rad/m and (c) 7.1 × 106 rad/m, 
respectively for VG = + 4V applied at 0H = 200 mT. The color map is given at centre of 
the figure. Here, region 1 denotes the area without the top electrode while, the region 2 
represent the area beneath the top electrode. 
 

To investigate the reconfigurability of this novel 1D system, we probed the SW 

dynamics by removing the electric field (voltage, VG). The bias field-dependent result for 

this heterostructure with 1D patterned electrodes is presented in Figure 12.6(a) at k = 

2.05 × 106 rad/m by setting VG = 0 V. The results reveal the presence of SW frequency 

having a monotonic variation with H. Interestingly, this nature is very similar to that 

obtained in CoFeB/MgO film with top unpatterned electrode acquired at VG = 0 V as 

shown in Figure 12.2(a). Both these field-dependent SW spectra are very similar to that 

recorded from a reference CoFeB/MgO film as depicted in Figure 12.6(b) while, the 

corresponding SW dispersion spectra obtained in both the cases are presented in Figure 

12.6(c, d). This demonstrates that we have been able to develop a 1D voltage controlled 

dynamic MC, which can be reset to its pristine thin film-like state using by removing the 
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small voltage. The SW dispersion has been probed simply from thermal magnons with 

the aid of BLS spectroscopy. This can pave a step towards the development of a new 

generation of reprogrammable magnonic devices controllable by electric field with 

minimum Ohmic dissipation. 

 

 

Figure 12.6. Variation of SW frequency as a function of bias magnetic field (0H) at k = 
2.05 × 106 rad/m obtained from (a) the CoFeB/MgO heterostructure with 1D patterned 
ITO electrodes obtained for VG = 0V and (b) the reference CoFeB/MgO sample without 
any top electrode. Frequency (f) versus wavevector (k) dispersion curves in the 
presence of 0H = 200 mT from (c) CoFeB/MgO heterostructure with 1D patterned ITO 
electrodes obtained for VG = 0V and (d) reference CoFeB/MgO sample without any top 
electrode. The solid lines represent the fitted curves using Equation 12.2. 
 

12.4. Conclusion 

We have presented a combined experimental and theoretical investigation of a 

reconfigurable magnonic band structure in a dynamic 1D magnonic crystal composed of 

CoFeB/MgO heterostructure under the influence of electric field. The SW dispersions 

have been measured by probing thermal magnons using BLS spectroscopy. First, we 

attained a monotonic enhancement or decrement in the SW frequency depending upon 

the polarity of the electric field applied to CoFeB/MgO heterostructure with an 

unpatterned top gate electrode. Further analysis corroborates the linear dependence of 

interfacial PMA modulation with the applied electric field. We probed the SW dynamics 

in the CoFeB/MgO system with 1D array of ITO electrodes on the top of the CoFeB/MgO 
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heterostructure. Remarkably, a magnonic band structure consisting of two SW 

frequency modes along with a band gap appear in the dispersion curve under the 

application of a modest electric field. This band structure reverts back to its original 

state for the unpatterned electrode and the bandgap disappears as soon as the electric 

field is withdrawn. This clearly demonstrates the achievement of a reprogrammable and 

dynamic magnonic band structure by an electric field across CoFeB/MgO interface 

applied through 1D array of stripe-like electrodes. There this novel magnetic system 

acts as a 1D dynamic MC which can be reconfigured with the aid of electric field. This 

unlocks a gateway to develop a new genre of MCs invoked by an energy-efficient 

stimulus, i.e. electric field, which may play a key role in devicing spin-based magnonic 

circuits with ultralow power consuption. 

12.5. Materials and Methods 

12.5.1. Sample Preparation 

The sample has been prepared by multistep fabrication method. First of all, 

multilayered heterostructure was deposited on Si(001)|SiO2(700 nm) substrate by 

radio frequency (rf) sputtering at room temperature at a base pressure of about 1 × 10−8 

Torr. The structure of multilayer stack is the following: 

Si|SiO2|Ta(10)|Co20Fe60B20(1.6)|MgO(2)|Al2O3(10), where the numbers in the 

parentheses represent the nominal thicknesses (in nm) of the corresponding layers. The 

sputter-deposited film was then annealed at 280°C in vacuum under a perpendicular 

magnetic field of 600 mT for 1 hr. Notably, since PMA present in the heterostructure is 

interfacial (i.e. CoFeB/MgO interface) in nature, the thickness of CoFeB is chosen to be 

1.6 nm in order to enhance the magneto-electric effect while keeping the magnetization 

completely in-plane at the same time. In the second step, square area of lateral 

dimensions 60 µm × 60 µm was prepared from the annealed multilayer stacks by using 

maskless UV photolithography followed by Ar+ ion milling down to SiO2. In the third 

step, alignment markers for electron beam lithography and metal gate (bottom) 

electrodes were prepared by maskless UV photolithography followed by deposition of 

Ti(5)|Au(100) layer by electron beam evaporation. In the fourth step, Al2O3 with 100 

nm thickness was deposited everywhere except on top of the sample and the metal 

electrodes. In the fifth step, electron beam lithography was performed to prepare the 1D 

grid-like pattern on the top of the sample which was followed by deposition of a 120 
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nm-thick indium tin oxide (ITO) layer (top gate electrode) by sputtering technique. 

Here, each stripe-like top gate electrode has a width of 220 nm while they are separated 

by a distance of 220 nm. It is noteworthy that, ITO was chosen as the top electrode as 

because of its transparent nature which is essential for the optical (BLS) measurement 

to acquire thermally excited magnons from the FM/oxide heterostructure. In the last 

step, all the contacts for application of dc gate voltage were made by maskless 

photolithography and deposition of Ti(5)|Au(200) layer by electron beam evaporation. 

The reference sample, i.e. FM/oxide heterostructure with a blanket (i.e. unpatterned) 

ITO(120) layer as the top electrode was also prepared using similar procedure. 

12.5.2. Measurement Technique 

BLS experiments were performed in the conventional backscattering configuration for 

the measurement of dispersion characteristics of thermal magnons in the sample. This 

technique relies on inelastic light-scattering process arising from the interaction 

between incident photons and magnons. Monochromatic laser beam (wavelength, λ = 

532 nm, power ≈ 65 mW) from a solid-state laser was focussed on the surface of the 

sample. The diameter of the focused laser spot is about 40 μm which is smaller than the 

lateral dimensions of the sample (60 × 60 m2). The laser beam was carefully placed on 

the sample which was further confirmed by using a white illumination and CCD camera 

arrangement. The laser beam is inelastically scattered from the magnons and from to 

conservation of momentum, the magnitude of the in-plane transferred wavevector (k) 

depends on the incidence angle (θ) of light according to the relation:  

𝑘 =
4𝜋

𝜆
s  𝜃                                                                (12.7) 

Cross polarizations between the incident and the scattered beams are adopted during 

the experiment to minimize the phonon contribution to the scattered light. 

Subsequently, the frequencies of the scattered light were analyzed using a Sandercock-

type six-pass tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer (TFPI: JRS Scientific Instruments). 

There, a frequency shift is observed along with the laser frequency taking into account 

energy and momentum conservation. The BLS spectra were recorded after counting 

photons for several hours to achieve well-defined magnon spectra in all the cases. A free 

spectral range (FSR) of 30 GHz and a 210 multichannel analyzer were used during the 

BLS measurement. The frequency resolution is determined by estimating FSR/210 (≈ 30 

MHz) for the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks of the BLS spectra. Here, the direction of the 
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wavevector (k) was kept parallel to the axes of the 1D stripe-like top electrodes, i.e. 

along the y-direction as described in Figure 12.3(a), by making the stripe axes parallel 

to the light-scattering plane throughout the experiment. The BLS spectra were recorded 

for upto two BZs, i.e. k ~ 14.3 × 106 rad/m by considering the periodicity (a) of the 

stripe array to be 440 nm. The SW dispersion was performed at an in-plane magnetic 

field, 0H = 200 mT applied to the sample. The electric field is applied by a dc voltage 

source (Keithley 2450) between the top and bottom electrodes of the sample without 

the presence of any leakage current through the heterostructure (this was confirmed 

simultaneously while applying the electric field throughout the experiment). 

12.5.3. Theoretical Calculation 

We have numerically calculated the spectrum of magnonic excitations of the dynamic 

1D MC using plane wave method (PWM) which is a robust tool because of its conceptual 

simplicity and its applicability to periodically patterned network with any shape of 

scattering centers. We solve the Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation for the magnetization (M 

= M(r, t)) under the influence of an effective magnetic field, Heff which can be primarily 

expressed as a sum of different field contributions as the following: 

𝐻eff = 𝐻 +𝐻ex + 𝐻d + 𝐻ani                                             (12.8) 

Where, H, Hex, Hd and Hani represent the applied static magnetic field, exchange field, 

magnetostatic or demagnetizing field and anisotropy field, respectively. M(r, t) is 

written as: 

𝑀(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝑀s(𝒓) + 𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡)                                               (12.9) 

Here, Ms(r) and m(r, t) describe the components of M(r, t) parallel (constant in time) 

and perpendicular to H, while considering linear approximation:  

|𝑀s(𝒓)| ≫ |𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡)|                                                  (12.10) 

For a magnetically inhomogeneous medium (such as a 1D MC in our case), the spatial 

inhomogeneity of the material parameters, e.g. spontaneous magnetization and 

exchange constant as well as the magnetostatic field have been considered during the 

calculation so that, 

𝐻d(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝐻d(𝒓) + ℎd(𝒓, 𝑡)                                           (12.11) 

Here, Hd(r) and hd(r, t) are static and dynamic components of Hd(r, t) fulfilling the 

Maxwell’s equations, while, 

ℎd(𝒓, 𝑡) = ℎd(𝒓)𝑒
𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝑡                                               (12.12) 
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𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡) = 𝑚(𝒓)𝑒𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝑡                                                (12.13) 

In addition, Hex can be expressed as, 

𝐻ex(𝒓, 𝑡) = (∇⃗⃗⃗. 𝜆ex
2 (𝒓)∇⃗⃗⃗)𝑚(𝒓, 𝑡)                                     (12.14) 

where λex(r) denotes the exchange length which is related to exchange stiffness constant 

(A = A(r)) as, 

𝜆ex
2 (𝒓) =

2𝐴(𝒓)

𝜇0𝑀s
2                                                          (12.15) 

Subsequently, the Fourier transformation has been carried out to map all the periodic 

functions (in space and time) including the static and dynamic parts of the magnetic 

fields and magnetization components to the reciprocal space using Bloch’s theorem 

[40]. Considering the lattice periodicity, a (in our case, w = s = 220 nm, so that, a = w + s 

= 440 nm), m(r) can be expressed as, 

𝑚(𝒓) = ∑ 𝑚𝑘(𝐺)𝐺 𝑒𝑖(𝒌+𝑮).𝒓                                            (12.16) 

where, G represents the reciprocal lattice vector of the considered MC such as: 

𝐺 = (𝐺𝑦, 𝐺𝑧) =
2𝜋

𝑎
(𝑛𝑦, 𝑛𝑧)                                             (12.17) 

with ny and nz being integers, while the Bloch wavevector, i.e. k lies along the axes of the 

stripe-like 1D electrodes (each having width, w = 220 nm) in our case. Being a periodic 

function of position in the MC, the saturation magnetization (Ms) and (λex)2 can be 

mapped onto the reciprocal space using the Fourier transformation formulas as the 

following: 

𝑀s(𝒓) = ∑ 𝑀s(𝑮)𝐺 𝑒𝑖𝑮.𝒓                                                (12.18) 

𝜆ex
2 (𝒓) = ∑ 𝜆ex

2 (𝑮)𝐺 𝑒𝑖𝑮.𝒓                                               (12.19) 

where, the Fourier coefficients are determined analytically. It is noteworthy that, the 1D 

MC in our case has been dynamically created by applying electric field through the 1D 

patterned top electrodes to periodically modulate the PMA at CoFeB/MgO interface. 

Hence, the anisotropy field, i.e. Hani in Equation 12.8 originates from the PMA at the 

CoFeB/MgO interface such that, 

𝐻ani = 𝐻ani(𝑉G)                                                     (12.20) 

In other words, this system behaves as a MC, which is comprised of two magnetic media 

having contrasting magnetic anisotropy where the anisotropy in area (region 2 in our 

case as shown in Figure 12.4) under top electrodes either increases or decreases 

periodically (i.e. Hani also possesses periodic nature in the reciprocal space similar to 
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Ms) depending upon the polarity of the applied voltage (VG). Hence, in our case for the 

dynamic 1D MC, the expressions for the static magnetization (Ms) can be calculated[41] 

in the reciprocal space as the following, 

𝑀s(𝐺) =
𝑤

𝑎
𝑀s,Region1 +𝑀s,Region2 (1 −

𝑤

𝑎
)                  fo  𝐺 = 0               (12.21) 

                      =
𝑤

𝐺𝑎
(𝑀s,Region1 −𝑀s,Region2) s  (𝐺

𝑤

2
)           fo  𝐺 ≠ 0               (12.22) 

Here, Ms,Region1 and Ms,Region2 represent the Ms values at regions 1 (remains unaltered 

with VG) and 2 (controllable by VG, i.e. by electric field) respectively. Thus, the PWM 

transforms the LL equation into an infinite set of algebraic equations, which leads to an 

eigenvalue problem. In order to find the eigenvalues (the frequencies of SWs) and 

eigenvectors (amplitude of the dynamic component of M), the Fourier series has to be 

limited to the finite number of elements. The eigenvalue problem is then solved with 

standard numerical routines. A satisfactory convergence of the numerical solutions of 

the eigenvalue problem is obtained by taking 450 plane waves. 
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Chapter 13 

13. Summary and Outlook 

___________________________________________________________________ 

13.1. Conclusions: 

During the investigations presented in this dissertation, the quasi-static and dynamic 

magnetization parameters in patterned magnetic heterostructures at micro- and 

nanoscale the primary motivation is to promote the potential of spin-based devices for 

future information processing and data storage applications. Here, the patterned 

structures namely, MCs with improved functionalities and novel heterostructures have 

been explored to get an insight about the fundamental SW properties which play a 

pivotal role in terms of future magnonic circuits. The samples have been prepared by 

advanced lithography techniques, e.g. photo- and electron beam lithography and 

various ultrahigh vacuum deposition methods such as magnetron sputtering and 

electron beam evaporation. Except these, several essential tools such as ion milling with 

end point detection tool, laser microscope, wire bonding have been utilized. The 

preliminary characterizations of these samples have been carried out using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS). Here, magneto-optical Kerr effect 

magnetometry (MOKE), magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and vibrating sample 

magnetometry (VSM) have been employed to explore the static magnetic parameters. 

The dynamics of magnetization have been probed by several novel techniques which 

are, custom made broadband ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer in frequency 

window, home-built time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (TR-MOKE) microscope 

(temporal regime spans from hundreds of fs to few tens of ns) and Brillouin light 

scattering (BLS) spectroscopy in the wavevector domain, respectively. The 

experimental observations have been analyzed to interpret the underlying physics for 

the respective systems with the aid of micromagnetic simulations and plane wave 

method. 

The evolution of magnetization dynamics has been investigated of several 2D MCs in the 

form of antidots arrays either by tuning its physical structures like size or by playing 

with the lattice arrangement from periodic to quasi-periodic regime. Firstly, the spin 
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dynamics have been explored in hexagonally arranged 2D antidot systems [1] patterned 

on NiFe films with varying antidot diameter (size) having same lattice spacing by 

controlling the bias magnetic field strength and its in-plane orientation using 

broadband ferromagnetic resonance spectrometer. The field dispersion spectra of these 

systems reveal that the SW dynamics get drastically modified as the antidot diameter is 

varied. Rich multimodal SW spectra are obtained for the highest antidot diameter, 

whereas the number of SW modes reduces systematically with the decreasing antidot 

diameter. Moreover, a crossover between two higher frequency SW modes is observed 

for the lattices with higher antidot diameter when the strength of the bias field is 

reduced. The simulated static magnetic configurations along with the power and phase 

profiles unravel the spatial distribution of the observed SW modes which confirms the 

formation of SW quantization laterally as well as diagonally inside the array having 

higher antidot diameter at low bias field due to the strong overlapping of 

demagnetization regions between the antidots. As a result, the internal field is reduced 

significantly with the enhancement in antidot diameter. The variation of magnonic 

spectra with the in-plane orientation for all the samples shows the presence of two 

anisotropic SW modes both in opposite phase to each other, with six-fold rotational 

symmetry which is strongly modulated when the hole diameter is increased. 

Interestingly, for intermediate antidot diameters, the lowest frequency SW mode 

apparently shows a mode hopping-like behaviour with a periodicity which is 

commensurate with the lattice geometry but a closer look reveals a parametric splitting 

of mode. The phase maps of these samples unveil an interesting conversion from 

extended nature to quantized standing wave pattern or vice-versa in most of these 

anisotropic SW modes with the modulation of in-plane orientation. Further, the 

variation of internal field with the in-plane orientation confirms the presence of six-fold 

anisotropy which is strongly modulated when the diameter of the antidots is modified.  

Next, the SW dynamics have been explored in circular NiFe antidots fabricated in a 

heterodox defective honeycomb lattice [2] with varying periodicity by broadband FMR 

method. The field dispersion curves of these samples unravel drastic modulation in the 

magnon modes as the periodicity is varied. Multimodal SW spectra have been obtained 

for the most densely packed ADL, whereas the number of SW modes reduces 

systematically with the decreasing periodicity approaching towards a nearly thin film-
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like behaviour due to the reduction of the contribution of the demagnetizing field 

around the ADs. The experimental observations have been reproduced by 

micromagnetic simulation while the spatial distributions of the SW frequencies have 

been numerically calculated to get an insight about the spatial nature of the dynamics. 

The power and phase maps have unveiled different genres of extended and localized 

standing SW modes. To understand the origin of the observed SW modes, internal fields 

including the demagnetization field contributions have been calculated. Interestingly, 

the modulation of the internal field follows a monotonic power-law relation with the 

lattice periodicity which is similar to the effective magnetization. This corroborates that 

the modification of effective magnetization is in commensuration with the internal field 

which is strongly controlled by the demagnetizing field contribution present in these 

ADLs. The modulation of SW spectra with in-plane orientation for all samples unveils 

the presence of anisotropic SW modes with six- or two-fold or a superposition of both 

rotational symmetries. The internal field profile inside the honeycomb cells is primarily 

responsible for the origin of the six-fold anisotropy whereas that within the rhombic 

region surrounded by four honeycomb cells gives rise to the two-fold anisotropy.  

The lattice symmetry of the antidot array have been further tailored in circular shaped 

NiFe antidots arranged in an octagonal lattice [3] where broadband FMR spectroscopy 

has been employed to probe the spin dynamics. The experimental results have shown a 

remarkable variation in the SW spectra with the variation of lattice spacing. For the 

lowest value of lattice spacing, seven SW modes are observed which converge into two 

modes for the highest value of lattice spacing. The experimental results have been well 

reproduced by micromagnetic simulation, and the power and phase profiles of the 

resonant modes have been numerically calculated to get an insight about the spatial 

nature of the dynamics. Different types of extended and localized standing SW modes 

with varying quantization numbers are observed. The magnetostatic fields including the 

demagnetization field distributions are calculated to interpret the origin of the observed 

SW modes. The configurational anisotropy of the samples is investigated by varying the 

azimuthal angle of the bias field where interestingly, an eight-fold rotational anisotropy 

superposed with four-fold and two-fold anisotropies is observed for these samples. The 

value of the eight-fold anisotropy is found to decrease strongly with the increase in the 

lattice spacing. The magnetostatic field distribution within the octagonal unit cell is 
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mainly responsible for the origin of the eight-fold anisotropy, whereas the rhombus-like 

cell present between two octagonal unit cell is mainly responsible for the four-fold 

anisotropy.  

Next, the modulation of SW spectra has been investigated in a new genre of 2D MCs 

which is known as bi-component MC (BMC) and arrays of circular and square shaped 

NiFe filled CoFe antidot lattices [4] arranged in square lattice symmetry show a 

remarkable variation in the SW spectra. An asymmetry in the dispersion of SW 

frequency with bias field is observed in the BMCs with both shapes as opposed to their 

antidot counterparts, with a minimum in the frequency occurring at a negative bias 

field, confirming the presence of inter-element exchange interaction at the NiFe and 

CoFe interface. The SW spectra unveil more tunability in square shaped BMC in 

comparison with circular shaped one where a decrease in the frequency gap between 

the two SW modes has been observed upto a certain magnetic field below which the gap 

again increases. The inter-element exchange field value at the interface is found to be 

greater in the square BMC than that in the circular BMC which is probably due to 

improved interface between NiFe and CoFe. Simulations show a significant difference in 

the magnetostatic field distributions for both circular and square shaped filled ADLs as 

opposed to their unfilled counterparts. The demagnetization region in filled ADL is 

modified due to change in the element shape, and as a result, the total internal field in 

the square shaped filled NiFe regions is larger as compared to the circular shaped filled 

NiFe regions. Finally, the demagnetizing fields in the CoFe and NiFe channels are 

opposite to each other, which give rise to a significant modification of the SWs in these 

samples.  

Further, the ultrafast magnetization dynamics of BMC with more complex triangular 

shape [5] has been investigated by controlling the strength and the in-plane or 

azimuthal orientation of the bias magnetic field by employing time-resolved MOKE 

magnetometry. The magnetization dynamics of the BMC reveal rich magnon spectra 

where the SW modes possess either extended or confined behaviour in NiFe and CoFe 

regions depending upon their frequency. Also, the power of the SW mode is transferred 

from NiFe channel to CoFe channel when the frequency is increased. The 

configurational anisotropy present in the BMC is investigated by varying the azimuthal 

orientation of the applied magnetic field possessing six- or four-fold anisotropy which is 
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incommensurate with the shape and lattice arrangement of the BMC. In addition to this, 

the power profiles of the SW mode show an interesting mode conversion from extended 

to quantized standing SW mode with the azimuthal rotation of bias magnetic field 

direction. Further, this fascinating property of the SW frequency is improvised to 

numerically demonstrate a potential application of such BMC as dynamic filter 

integrated with magnonic waveguide.  

Next, the propagating nature of SWs have been explored where electric field modulation 

of uniform ferromagnetic resonance (UFMR) and exchange-dominated magnetostatic 

surface spin waves (MSSWs) have been investigated in different thicknesses of CoFeB 

films, possessing interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (iPMA). Exchange 

dominated MSSWs are excited electrically by using microwave antenna and detected by 

spin pumping and inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) techniques. We have shown 

modulation of SW frequency by tuning iPMA of CoFeB SW waveguides (SWWGs) by 

applying gate voltage across gate electrode and SWWG. It is observed that the SW 

frequency is significantly modified by voltage controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA), 

especially, for thinner CoFeB waveguide where demagnetizing field is significantly 

reduced by iPMA. By performing micromagnetic simulations it has been demonstrated 

that MSSWs in thinner CoFeB waveguide can be guided through nanochannels (NCs) 

formed by VCMA.  

We have presented a combined experimental and theoretical investigation of a 

reconfigurable magnonic band structure in a dynamic 1D magnonic crystal composed of 

CoFeB/MgO heterostructure under the influence of electric field. The SW dispersions 

have been measured by probing thermal magnons using BLS spectroscopy. First, we 

attained a monotonic enhancement or decrement in the SW frequency depending upon 

the polarity of the electric field applied to CoFeB/MgO heterostructure with an 

unpatterned top gate electrode. Further analysis corroborates the linear dependence of 

interfacial PMA modulation with the applied electric field. We probed the SW dynamics 

in the CoFeB/MgO system with 1D array of electrodes on the top. Here, a magnonic 

band structure consisting of two SW frequency modes shows up in the dispersion curve 

under the application of a moderate electric field, which also reveals the opening of a 

magnonic bandgap between the SW modes. This bandgap can be switched off by 

withdrawing the electric field. Hence, a reprogrammable magnonic band structure is 
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achieved under the influence of an electric field across CoFeB/MgO interface applied 

through 1D array of stripe-like electrodes. There this novel magnetic system acts as a 

1D dynamic MC which can be reconfigured with the aid of electric field. This unlocks a 

gateway to develop a new genre of MCs invoked by an electric field. This observation 

may play a key role in devicing spin-based magnonic circuits with ultralow power 

consuption. 

13.2. Future Perspectives: 

The current advancement in nanofabrication techniques has made it possible to grow 

thin film heterostructures and periodically patterned structures with high quality and 

resolution while the experimental realization of various theoretically proposed effects 

in these novel systems has shown a new pathway to understand the fundamental 

physics and feasible applications in last few decades.  

First of all, the investigation of magnetization dynamics of arrays of magnetic antidots 

can play a pivotal role in future spin-based communication technology due to their 

efficient tunability as a function of geometrical parameters such as size, lattice 

arrangement and periodicity. The external factors like magnetic field also can also be 

employed to control their spin dynamics by simply varying its strength and orientation 

making them immensely useful for MC-based technology. Also, the anisotropy present 

in the SWs may determine their dispersions in the magnon band diagram which finds 

applications in SW filters, attenuators and splitters. Hence, a necessary extension of the 

works presented in this dissertation can be a thorough investigation of magnonic band 

structure of these novel MCs using BLS. There the existence of single or multiple band 

gaps [6] in a Brillouin zone depending upon the symmetry of the lattice or its periodicity 

and the size and shape of the antidots can be explored. Also, 2D antidot systems with 

out-of-plane magnetization can become a new genre of MCs because of their improved 

thermal stability, which may find applications in magnetic storage devices.  

Another interesting aspect can be the investigation of spin dynamics in quasiperiodic 

and defective patterned structures. Recently, artificial quasicrystals have become a hot 

topic of research in the field of phononics and photonics, as such quasi-periodic nature 

can combine perfectly ordered structures with purely point-diffractive spectra of 

arbitrarily high rotational symmetry. Similarly, quasiperiodic structures in the field of 

magnonics can possess salient properties like branching in the band structure, self-
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similarity and scaling properties in the transmission spectra. Exploring the perfect 

transmission of the SWs in quasi-periodic MCs [7] can be useful for developing ultrahigh 

quality, multichannel, filters or resonators. Although, different studies have been 

carried out so far in 1D quasi-periodic MCs while understanding of the band structures 

in novel 2D systems has been sparse.  

In addition, the defects can be present in 2D MCs which can be classified in two types, 

namely, natural defects and tailored defects. The former originates during the 

fabrication (e.g. edge roughness and deformation or ion implantation during ion beam 

irradiation) while the latter originates from the controlled manipulation of the extrinsic 

parameters (e.g. artificially created vacancies or antidots with different sizes and 

shapes). These can lead to pinning or a modification of the magnetic properties around 

the antidot edges causing localization and/or mixing of SWs in these defect potentials. A 

control of defect states may lead towards a variation of transmission coefficients of the 

magnons through these structures which can pave a new pathway in developing 

reprogrammable magnonics [8]. In addition, the possibility of the presence of magnetic 

monopoles has triggered the imagination of the scientific community as their existence 

can be reconciled with the quantum phenomena. The control of magnetic charge to the 

magnetic charge path selectivity can provide an interesting tool leading to a new 

architecture for parallel computation. The magnetization dynamics in artificial spin ice 

(ASI) systems [9] made of square or interconnected kagome lattice can open up 

opportunities for further application of such systems in reprogrammable magnonics in 

both 2D and 3D.  

The spin dynamics can be tailored more efficiently in BMCs [10] where an enhanced 

coupling can be achieved due to the presence of exchange coupling at the boundary of 

two different magnetic materials which are in direct contact with each other. This 

results in a scattering of SWs at the interfaces between the two materials and SW can 

easily transmit through the lateral interface with improved group velocity. Hence, the 

investigation of the magnonic band structure of these BMCs by manipulating their 

geometrical parameters (such as shape, lattice arrangement and periodicity) can be 

very interesting in terms of microwave applications such as microwave assisted 

magnetic recording (MAMR).  
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Recently, antiferromagnetic systems have been considered for storage application 

where the information may be free from unwanted fields as the neighbouring moments 

do not interact among them which is crucial at nanoscale. Hence, the investigation of 

spin degree of freedom in antiferromagnet [11] can become an intriguing topic in 

terahertz (THz) spintronics as their magnetic response lies in that regime. The 

magneto-elastic coupling can play a key role as a bridge between magnetic and 

mechanical degrees of freedom of a material. Thus, such systems with strong magneto-

elastic coupling will be very useful for spin-mechatronics [12]. 

Different interfacial spin-orbit coupling phenomena such as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 

interaction (DMI), Rashba interaction etc. have been demonstrated in playing a key role 

to tailor SWs while the concept of generating pure spin current has been successfully 

implemented using spin pumping or spin Hall effect (SHE) [13]. Thus, the control of DMI 

using external stimuli such as electric field, current can be very interesting to study. In 

addition, the 1D or 2D patterning of a magnetic heterostructure with inherent DMI or 

periodic modulation of DMI can play a crucial role for future magnonics. Nowadays, 2D 

materials especially graphene with an FM interface has gained a great attention due to 

the enhanced interfacial DMI possibly because of presence of Rashba effect or defects 

[14]. In addition, creating a new type of interface namely, spinterface [15] between an 

FM and organic or inorganic material can give rise to the possibility of efficiently tuning 

the magnetic parameters of the interface at the atomic scale which is essential for 

molecular spintronics. 

In this thesis, an energy efficient control parameter for the spins have been exploited 

where the electric field has been employed instead of using charge current that 

exhausts more energy due to thermal heating. This has made possible to develop the 

next generation spintronic and spin-based logic devices with ultralow power 

consumption [16] making the very first concept behind the usefulness of spin current a 

possible reality. Further this parameter has enabled to define reprogrammable 

magnonics at the nanoscale with improved functionality because of the spatially 

localized nature of SWs induced by electric field. It is worth to mention here that MSSWs 

in relatively thicker films can also be guided through NCs by further increasing VCMA 

coefficient (). Several reports show that it is possible to increase  by engineering the 

interfaces of the FM/oxide heterostructures. For instance, insertion of ultrathin heavy 
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metallic layer in between FM and oxide layer can enhance  significantly. Also, the 

enhancement in  can be achieved by inserting light materials such as Mg, Hf etc. or 

heavy materials such as Ta, W, Pt, Ir etc. The possible reason behind this can be 

interpreted as the suppression of surface oxidization of FM layer and modification of 

hybridization between d (FM) and p (Oxygen) orbitals. In addition, doping of heavy 

metals (like Ir) at the FM/oxide interface can increase both iPMA and  substantially 

due to the diffusion of these elements into FM layer. Apart from these, different 

important properties of SWs such as group velocity, decay length, phase can also be 

tailored by VCMA. Hence, further studies are required to investigate the electric field 

modulation of those properties of SWs. 

 

 

Figure 13.1. (a) Schematic of the experimental configuration of micro-BLS required for 
the spatial mapping the spin wave (SW) in magnetic heterostructures. Here, the laser 
beam is made focussed on to the sample using a microscope objective (MO) using some 
guiding mirrors (M’s) and lenses (L’s). The sample is placed on top of a nano-positioning 
stage and the scattered beam is collected by the same MO and directed towards an 
interferometer by using a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). A white light and a camera are 
collinearly arranged for positioning and stabilization of the sample. (b) Here, the SW of 
particular frequency is excited by a ground-signal-ground (GSG) type antenna which is 
connected to an RF signal generator. The RF current (IRF) is launched on the antenna 
thereby creating an RF field (HRF) to generate the SW into the magnetic sample which is 
generally prepared in the form of a stripe-like waveguide. Generally, some instruments 
such as the detector inside the interferometer, RF generator, the camera and the nano-

(b)

(a)
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positioning stage are controlled by the computer for synchronized measurement during 
the spatial mapping of the SW in the sample. 
 

The experimental tools (e.g. TRMOKE, BLS and FMR) described in this thesis possess 

their salient features in controlling magnetization dynamics of various patterned 

heterostructures. These can be employed for local or global modulation of magnetic 

properties which unlocks a gateway for exploring the domain wall motion, vortex and 

skyrmion dynamics [17] with or without of external stimuli (e.g. magnetic field, current 

or electric field) which can add a new edge to this booming research area. Also, several 

fundamental phenomena such as ultrafast demagnetization [18], damping, magneto-

elastic coupling etc. can be explained using these novel techniques. Hence, the studies 

presented in this thesis are also useful for controlling magnetization dynamics under 

the influence of magnetic or electric field. This is essential for future application such as 

data storage or transfer and switching or logic operations. 

Further, the experimental visualization of the propagating SWs under different 

magnetic or external parameters can be conceived for magnonic devices integrated with 

different genres of MCs that have been explored in this thesis. For that purpose, 

spatially resolved micro-BLS system [19] is necessary (schematically demonstrated in 

Figure 13.1) as it enables a 2D imaging of SW amplitude across a magnonic device. For 

instance, a SW is excited in such waveguide and it generates dynamic dipolar field (or 

dynamic stray field). Now, if a combination of more than one device is considered then 

the dynamic field in one can affect that in others. Thus, the amplitude and phase of the 

induced SW can be controlled by manipulating the material and physical or geometrical 

parameters of these waveguides which will act as input channels whereas the output 

(i.e. the superposition of the two induced excitations) will be extracted as the output. 

This can lead to the development of magnonic logic where the logic operation can be 

controlled by changing the parameters of these constituent waveguides. 

The anisotropic propagation of SW [20] can also be very crucial for developing 

magnonic circuit components. When a SW of a particular frequency is launched in a 

magnetic medium, it follows the phase fronts of that frequency which represents the 

reflection of the iso-frequency contour in reciprocal space. In addition, the propagation 

of SW is primarily determined by the group velocity which is perpendicular to the iso-

frequency contour at a certain wave vector. These contours are not isotropic viz. the 
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SWs do not follow a circular phase front which makes the investigation of this 

anisotropic propagation in MCs can be very interesting. Here, different magnonic bands 

possess different propagation characteristics depending upon the distribution of the 

scattering centres which can be tailored by material or structural parameters as well as 

by orientation of applied magnetic field. Hence the frequency dependent SW 

propagation in case of different 2D MCs demands a rigorous investigation leading to a 

novel approach of SW channelling controllable by SW frequency or magnetic field 

orientation. 
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